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With honors like the MacWorld World Class award, you know there are some top-rated programs in the Microsoft Office for Macintosh. And we've taken these outstanding designs a step further. Because we've made these programs perform together like one single unit. Flawlessly.

That's what sets us apart.

Not only are our programs so similar in style and smarts that learning one is a lot like learning them all, but they actually link information together interactively. You don't just paste objects like data, text, graphics or pictures anymore. You embed them. Into one unified working environment.

Making a change to that chart in your monthly sales report is easy as a double click of the mouse. Bingo. You're in your spreadsheet. Modify the figures and close the program. You're immediately back to your work in the word processor and everything has been automatically updated. Just like that.

And soon, Visual Editing will let you make those changes even faster. Because programs in the Microsoft Office will literally work within each other. Completely.

Never again leap between your programs to add charts, pictures, facts, figures or anything else. You can simply concentrate on what you're doing, not how to do it.

Our software will also share great programming tools and automate things like reports and order tracking. So skip the monotony of reinventing your own ideas.

If you want programs that bring all your work together, with more great things on the way, look for Microsoft. It's the one.
What's a company like us do

What could Intel, the leading manufacturer of PC microprocessors, have to say to a Macintosh® user? Surprisingly, a lot. Especially if you're one of the growing number of Mac users looking for software compatibility and better price/performance.

At Intel, we know computer users can get pretty attached to their software—you'd prefer to keep using it even if you buy a new PC. That's why we've always made sure our PC processors run yesterday's PC software as well as the latest releases. And today, more software developers are writing new programs for Intel-based PCs than any other architecture.

And because every year our processors get faster, your programs will run faster. Thus, an application that runs on our speedy

© 1993 Intel Corporation. Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
*Other brands and names are the property of their respective owners.
Intel486™ DX2 processor will perform even better on our new Pentium™ processor.

As for price/performance, we can offer you more for your money than Macintosh can. That's because hundreds of companies worldwide bring you computers based on Intel's processor technology.

Now you may be wondering, how does knowing all this about Intel help you, a Macintosh user? Simple.

The more you know about Intel processors, the more you'll wish we were in your computer instead of just in this magazine.

To learn more about what Intel compatibility and price/performance can mean to you, call 1-800-395-7009, extension 83.
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HOLIDAY GREETINGS FROM GDT

BRING THE WORLD JUST A LITTLE CLOSER THIS HOLIDAY SEASON.

LET YOUR MACINTOSH TALK TO A PC-COMPATIBLE PRINTER.

Now you can print from your Macintosh™ to over 1,000 PC-compatible printers.

PowerPrint provides you with everything you need to print on almost any PC-compatible printer. Using our cable-and-software package, you can access just about any laser, inkjet, dot matrix or portable printer.

PowerPrint features include built-in spooling, reduction, enlargement and custom paper sizes, as well as compatibility with TrueType™ and Adobe Type Manager™ scalable fonts. All for under $150.

So why spend hundreds of dollars on a new printer when all you need to print anytime, anywhere, is PowerPrint?

The PowerPrint Family of Products.

PowerPrint/LT™. Print from your Mac to PC-compatible printers on any LocalTalk™ network. Includes software and hardware to network and access just about any printer. For $399.

PowerPrint/NW™. A software package that allows you to print from your Mac to over 1,000 printers via Novell® NetWare® printing services. LaserWriter™ like control of your networked printers for under $500.

Call 1-800-663-6222 today to order direct, or to talk to our technical staff about your printing needs.
They're at it again. Arnold in Accounting insists that you enter your job costs in his custom Windows program.

Egbert's E-mail on wage freezes is available only on the network—the NetWare one.

And you can't read Freda's forecasts without a PC.

Fear not. You don't have to surrender your Mac. You don't even have to touch a PC.

Just double click on SoftPC and watch DOS and Windows pop up on your Macintosh.

Now you can run PC programs in a Mac window. Click back to your Mac applications. And forth.

You can copy and paste from PC to Mac apps. Move quickly between AppleTalk and NetWare. You can even fool PC programs into using your Mac peripherals.

You can choose from three SoftPC packages.

For running character-based DOS programs, there's SoftPC.

For DOS, plus VGA graphics and NetWare compatibility, there's SoftPC Professional.

While SoftPC with Windows gives you everything: DOS, VGA and NetWare.

With Microsoft Windows preinstalled and ready to run. Visit your dealer. Or call us today at 800-848-7677.

We'll tell how you can get a unique collection of PC shareware, absolutely free. Now, that's an offer even a stiff can appreciate.
QuarkXPress™ XTensions

Complete Freedom

ALIAS 2.1
Play the changes with complete freedom.
Define and apply lists to search for, to find and to change all printable characters, plus all special QuarkXPress™ characters.

INFO 2.1
Information for a complete freedom of decision.
Obtain any information you are missing about the text or image placed in a box, or about a complete QuarkXPress™ document.

STYLIST 1.6
Complete freedom of style sheets.
Apply style sheets to selection of characters within a QuarkXPress™ document.

SOLD BY MAIL ORDER ONLY

ALIAS 2.1 $227
INFO 2.1 $174
STYLIST 1.6 $99

Payment with order by check or credit card

TEL: 33/147745488 - FAX: 33/147788342
Applelink: PERROUD

Shipping cost for one XTension:
Air Mail: $10 Federal Express (48 h): $60

Your contacts:
Myriam LARANT - Patrick PERROUD

DUO CONSEIL
40 rue de Dieu Boulon
92 800 PUTEAUX CEDEX FRANCE
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Introducing Opus’n Bill. The only screen saver that makes you laugh.

No other screen saver delivers Opus and Bill’s wisecracking, politically incorrect, current event humor, all wrapped up in a series of very funny animated stories. And, with state-of-the-art, realistic, multimedia sound, it’s as much fun to hear as it is to see. If Pulitzer Prize-winner Berkeley Breathed’s Opus’n Bill isn’t saving your screen, you’re missing a lot of laughs. And it makes a great gift, too. See your retailer or call to take advantage of our special introductory offer.

For Special Introductory Offer or Competitive Upgrade, call 1-800-268-6082, Dept. OB1

©1993 Delrina (Washington) Corp.; Copyright ©1993 Berkeley Breathed. All Rights Reserved.
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We know your technical drafting requirements are complicated.

...But your CAD software doesn't have to be!

**PowerDraw**™

By Engineered Software

Dedicated to Drafting Solutions Since 1985

Our Users Are Our Best Salespeople!

"We were productive and profitably competitive in three days."

Gene Hammond, Graphic Resource Group

"PowerDraw is the CADD package you use to work, rather than work to use."

Angelo Mattacchione, Prosum Engineering

To place an order or for a brochure, call Engineered Software (919) 299-4843 or fax (919) 852-2067. In Canada call Evoy & Assoc. (204) 453-8111.

As far as Apple is concerned, only one table can support the family.

Apple® calls it "The perfect place to put your computer to work." It's sturdy, ergonomic and carefully designed around Apple's modular footprint to fit the Mac family plus peripherals. Call today for a free catalog of our complete line.

MacTable®

800-722-6263 or 206-481-5434 in WA state
STATISTICA/Mac™ A complete statistical analysis system with hundreds of presentation-quality graphs integrated with all procedures:
- In-depth, comprehensive implementations of Exploratory techniques; Descriptive statistics; Frequency tables; Large selection of nonparametric tests; Stepwise multiple regression methods with extended diagnostics; General nonlinear estimation (with predefined or user-specified models); Logit/Probit analysis; General implementation of ANOVA/ANCOVA/Hierarchical/Clustered designs of practically unlimited complexity, repeated, nested, incomplete, random, changing covariates, contrast analyses, post-hoc tests, custom designs; Discriminant function analysis statistics; Canonical analysis statistics; Time series modeling techniques with forecasting. Factor analysis with rotations; Cluster analysis (incl. hierarchical, k-means, and 2-way joining); General survival/failure time analysis (incl. life tables, group comparisons, and regression models); Distribution fitting (a large selection of continuous and discrete distributions); Curve and surface fitting and smoothing (incl. spline, DWS, NEXX and others); and much more.
- Manual with comprehensive introductions to each method and step-by-step examples (Quick Start booklet explains all major conventions); balloon help.
- Extensive data management facilities: a super-fast spreadsheet of unlimited capacity with formulas (and Publish and Subscribe); memory/file/file size: "double identity" of values (numeric/text); BASIC-like data transformations programming language; Import/Export data and graphs from/to Excel, MacSS, CSS and other formats.
- Graphs integrated with all procedures (e.g., click on a correlation coefficient to produce the corresponding scatterplot and other graphs; click on a variable in the descriptive statistics table to produce a histogram and other graphs; click on an interaction effect in the ANOVA table to see a plot of interaction).
- Large selection of 3-dimensional graphs: 3D surface plots (with data smoothing procedures, color or gray-scale shading, and projected contours). 3D scatterplots. 3D block scatterplots. 3D axes (space) plots. 3D spectral plots with adjustable planes. 3D line/ribbon plots. 3D sequence block plots. 3D histograms. 3D surface-smoothed frequency plots. and 3D range plots ("flying boxes").
- 3D plots displayed in true perspective, feature interactive real-time rotation facilities (incl. continuous rotation).
- Extensive graph customization options: all structural aspects of graphs (axes, scaling, patterns, colors, sizes, styles, regions, perspective, rotation, filled functions, etc.); MacDraw-style tools with specialized "objects"; hi-res graph and artwork embedding; page layout/preview; dynamic rulers; Pans and Zoom; and Subscribe graph links.
- All output displayed in Scrollsheets™ (dynamic internally scrollable tables: all numbers can be instantly converted into a variety of on-screen customizable, presentation-quality graphs).
- All Scrollsheets can be saved into files and used for input, or exported. Flexible facilities to perform analyses on specific subsets of data.
- Extremely large analysis designs: Unlimited size of files. Extended precision. Arbitrary rotation of a surface with 1,000 points takes 1 second; correlation matrix 50x50 with 100 cases—less than 3 seconds; transposing a 5,000 data points file—less than 2 seconds.
- Full support for System 7 (and later versions).

Quick STATISTICA/Mac™ All basic statistical modules of STATISTICA/Mac (Basic and Descriptive Statistics, Frequency tables, Exploratory data analysis, Nonparametrics, Distribution Fitting, Stepwise multiple regression; ANOVA/ANCOVA) + Manual with comprehensive introductions to each method and step-by-step examples (Quick Start booklet explains all major conventions) + All data management facilities of STATISTICA/Mac + All graphics facilities of STATISTICA/Mac (including interactive rotation of all 3D graphs, extensive on-screen graph customization facilities) + Price: $395.

DOS versions also available (can exchange data with Macintosh versions): STATISTICA/DOS™ $795; Quick STATISTICA/DOS™ $295.

Domestic sh/f $7 per product; please specify type of computer with order; 14-day money-back guarantee.
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ClickTrax contains over 40% of Runes' Hotline robbery Suspsions scripted just for
common Mac sound events. Just $49.95.

Call Dubi-Click Software at (800) 266-9525.

A win'fool. All yours. Cheap.

Works through the night, backing up all
that valuable data. Keeps it safe.

Keeps your company's future safe.

Keeps your job safe.

No health care payments. No social
security to pay. No sick leave or paid
vacation. Just a one time payment that
works forever.

What an employee.

What it's only one computer
(Retrospect) or a whole network
(Retrospect Remote), it efficiently turns
itself on, backs up your data, then
turns itself off.


Retrospet Remote.

Price. What a great price.

Regardless of what you choose we are
backing up your own data.

F: 12 January 1994 MACWORLD
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Biggest wave of savings yet.
For limited time, you can get La Cie's top-of-the-line Tsunami™ hard drives at very special prices. It's the best deal we've offered yet, but it's more than a great price. It's your chance to own a drive from one of the most respected drive makers afloat.

An ocean of awards.
La Cie has won more Macworld, MacUser and MacWeek awards and praise than any other drive company. The ONLY one ever to win Macworld's World Class Awards in every drive category in a single year. The best quality, best engineering and best service and support from the biggest company.

Quantum direct from Quantum.
La Cie is the only supplier that engineers the drive mechanism and delivers the storage solution directly to you. When you call La Cie, you get the service, support and security of a Fortune 500 company.

Everything you need for survival.
Every drive comes ready (plug and play) with our award-winning standard Silverlining™ hard disk management software, complete graphic manuals, ecologically aware packaging and our switchable active termination. With toll-free technical support and a No Risk 30-Day Money Back Guarantee, this is the biggest splash in storage yet. Call now!
LAND THESE

$329
170MB Tsunami

$239

The sleek and portable "Tsunami" drive from La Cie, a Quantum company, is made to last. Switchable active termination and our award-winning standard Silverlining hard disk management software makes a real splash.

La Cie also offers a FIVE YEAR warranty on 525MB Quantum drives or larger and a TWO YEAR warranty on Quantum drives under 525MB. We also have an optional 5-year warranty available for drives under 525MB.

Quantum 3.5" Drives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Internal</th>
<th>Tsunami</th>
<th>Tsunami</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>170MB</td>
<td>$179</td>
<td>$229</td>
<td>$239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240MB</td>
<td>$239</td>
<td>$339</td>
<td>$299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>525MB</td>
<td>$609</td>
<td>$779</td>
<td>$699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700MB</td>
<td>$739</td>
<td>$979</td>
<td>$799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1050MB</td>
<td>$829</td>
<td>$999</td>
<td>$889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200MB</td>
<td>$989</td>
<td>$1229</td>
<td>$1049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800MB</td>
<td>$1249</td>
<td>$1309</td>
<td>$1309</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sale Prices! $239

La Cie's Famous PocketDrive

Quantum 2.5" Drives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>PowerBook Internal</th>
<th>PocketDrive</th>
<th>PocketDrive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40MB</td>
<td>$269</td>
<td>$239</td>
<td>$239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80MB</td>
<td>$179</td>
<td>$239</td>
<td>$279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160MB</td>
<td>Hot! $259</td>
<td>$239</td>
<td>$359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>213MB</td>
<td>$459</td>
<td>$559</td>
<td>$559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>340MB</td>
<td>New! $659</td>
<td>$759</td>
<td>$759</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PocketDrives, less than 10 oz. 213MB, 340MB mechanisms made by Toshiba.

Seagate Drives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size (Formatted Capacity)</th>
<th>Internal</th>
<th>External</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1350MB Barracuda 1</td>
<td>Call!</td>
<td>Call!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000MB Barracuda 2</td>
<td>$1899</td>
<td>$1959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2050MB Barracuda 2</td>
<td>$2199</td>
<td>$2259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2750MB Elite-3 (5.25&quot;)</td>
<td>$2499</td>
<td>$2559</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One year warranty on Seagate drives.

The La Cie Advantage

- FREE Silverlining™ Disk Management Software
- Unlimited TOLL-FREE Technical Support
- FREE Switchable Active Termination
- 30 Day Money Back Guarantee
- All Drives Burned In and Tested
- Ready to Plug and Play
- Double Shielded SCSI Cables
- FCC, UL, TUV, VDE & CSA Approved

800-999-
Silverscan II makes scanning as quick, painless and productive as possible. With features like dynamic color preview (16 sec.), magnify in preview, proof in preview, savable scan setting, up to 400% scaling in 1% steps and up to 1600 dpi in 1 dpi steps—all in one pass. It’s easy for the beginner and powerful for the advanced user. And it’s Macworld’s Editor’s Choice.

Silverscanner II

All Silverscanners come with our powerful Silverscan software, Color It! image editing software and Read-It O.C.R. Pro.s.

Basic Bundle $1599
Basic Bundle Plus Cachet $1899
Bundle Plus Cachet & ColorStudio $1999
Optional Transparency Attachment $999
Optional Sheet Feeder Attachment $699

Quantum, Direct From Quantum

Mon.-Fri. 5 a.m.-7 p.m. & Sat. 8 a.m.-noon PST
International 503-520-9000 Fax 503-520-9100 (24 hrs.) UK 880-89-3025 Australia 001-800-113-007
VISA & MasterCard accepted with no surcharge. C.O.D. and approved purchase orders also accepted*

*Call for details on terms, conditions, limited money-back guarantee, warranty and free offers. Companions may not apply to all vendor products, check specifications. System 7.5.1 software included only with certain configurations. ZFP+ Drives do not have switchable terminal. Prices do not include shipping and may apply to products shipped within the continental United States. Please contact La Cie for international distribuion. Add sales tax where applicable. ZFP, ZFP+, Tarantula, Pocketbege, PocketWrite. Silverscanner, Silverscanner, Silvertouch, La Cie and the La Cie logo are trademarks of La Cie, Ltd., a Quantum Company. PORTIONS 506 is a registered trademark of the Time Inc. Magazine Company. All other companies are the property of their respective companies. Aligines, specifications, terms, warranties, descriptions, products and services herein are subject to change without notice or recourse. © Copyright 1993 La Cie, Ltd. 8700 SW Creekside Place, Beaverton, OR 97005. Phone (503) 520-9000 Fax (503) 520-9100. All rights reserved. Printed in U.S.A.
Smooth sailing with PocketDrive.

With La Cie's PocketDrive, you can enjoy the convenience of our exclusive T-connector or PocketDock, the desktop accessories that make connecting and disconnecting your PocketDrive a breeze. La Cie's PocketDrive comes with our unique T-connector which allows you to snap it to almost any Mac. Our optional PocketDock gives you quick, instant desktop connectivity. Our “T” and “dock” have built-in active on/off SCSI termination, SCSI ID and a pass through SCSI connector, so you can leave them in your SCSI chain, even when your PocketDrive is on the go. At just under 10 ounces, and storage up to 340MB, you can cruise anywhere with your files in the palm of your hand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>PowerBook Internal</th>
<th>PocketDrive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40MB</td>
<td>$179</td>
<td>$239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80MB</td>
<td>$259</td>
<td>$359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160MB</td>
<td>$459</td>
<td>$559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>213MB</td>
<td>$659</td>
<td>$759</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PocketDrives, less than 10 oz.
213MB, 340MB mechanisms made by Toshiba.

- Can be used with any Macintosh.
- Built-in switchable active termination.
- Easy to move drive without disturbing SCSI chain.
- Smallest drive chassis.
- U.S. and world-wide universal AC adapters available.
- Award-winning industrial design.
- Silverlining hard disk management software with auto drive spin-down.
- Macworld "Editor's Choice" and World Class Awards.

- Internal termination does not meet SCSI specifications.
- Moving drives requires reconfiguration of the SCSI chain, some models must be last in SCSI chain.
- AC adapters not readily available.
- Generic design.
- Does not have Silverlining features and benefits.
- No awards.

800-999-
Deep blue see.

Silverscanner II is many lightwaves ahead—with gorgeous color, gray scale and line art right out of the box. Independent color controls (RGB) on the gamma/contrast/brightness help you get rich, clean scans with excellent detail and tonal range in highlights and shadows. And with new advanced features like a densitometer, white and black limit, color histogram and auto image adjustment, Silverscanner II is unsurpassed. Navigation is easy, and precise for demanding mariners.

Silverscanner II

$1599

"...Silverscanner can deliver color performance that surpasses anything else in the less-than-$2,000 price range, including the popular ScanJet IIc from Hewlett-Packard Co."

MacWeek, May 1993

"...Fast and a pleasure to use.
...Produced high-quality printed images with good resolution, and its documentation was tops."

Macworld, November 1993
Now You Can Select and Actually Use Any PC File on Your Mac.

MacLinkPlus 7.5,
Now With Over 1000 Mac-PC Translations.

With more than 1,000 translation options, our family of products lets you use virtually any file, in any application.
With just a double click, get fast, accurate file conversion between the most popular Mac and PC word processing, graphics, spreadsheet and database applications—with all formatting intact!

1. Open & Edit Files, Even Without The Application.
MacLinkPlus guarantees an end to file compatibility problems, thanks to our vast library of translators and Macintosh Easy Open extension from Apple. To open a Mac or PC file without the original application, just double click on it. You’ll see a list of applications that can open your file with the help of MacLinkPlus translation. Easily. Reliably.

2. Complements Existing Network Software.
If your Mac is on a network, MacLinkPlus converts the files you’ve already moved with your Mac/PC networking software—the final step in true cross-platform compatibility. For networks, large or small, MacLinkPlus is now available in multi-packs and site licenses. Compatibility and affordability. What more could you ask for?

3. Only MacLinkPlus Has The Complete Solution.

Call 800-249-1116 For More Information.

All product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. ©1993 DataViz, Inc. 55 Corporate Drive, Trumbull, CT 06611 (203) 268-0030 FAX (203) 268-4345
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Choosing a PowerBook

Grading the Mac notebooks

AST MONTH I LOOKED AT Apple’s desktop lineup. Now it’s time to check out the revamped PowerBook line. Just like the desktops, PowerBooks are a better value now, and are within the financial reach of more people. There are eight PowerBook models, all of them new except the 180 and the Duo 230, which were introduced a year ago. There are five all-in-one PowerBook models: the 180, 180c, 165, 165c, and 145B. And there are three Duos: the 230, 250, and 270c. As always, the grades I give are my quick takes on the products; they’re not meant to be definitive overall ratings. We’ll do more thorough reviews after we receive shipping units of the various models.

The big decisions you have to make when choosing a PowerBook are whether you want a black-and-white or color screen, whether you want an all-in-one model or a Duo, and how much money you want to spend.

The PowerBook 165c and 180c

The little c in the name of the PowerBook 165c and 180c stands for color. It could also stand for compromise, because that’s what most color notebooks require. First, color uses a lot of power, which keeps you on a fairly short leash when you’re operating on batteries. Second, you can get color on most PowerBooks anyway (except for the 145B) by attaching your PowerBook to an external monitor with a video-out cable. This solution isn’t portable, and it doesn’t let you work in color on an airplane or in a hotel room, but it’s fine at your desk, where you are likely to create most of your color documents. The only real advantage to built-in color is being able to view and select color changes to edit presentations en route.

The active matrix LCD screen on the 180c is much preferable to the passive matrix LCD screen on the 165c. The 180c is more expensive and uses a lot of power. These products have received a lukewarm reception in the past because of their high power consumption and high cost, but they are now available at reasonable prices. I’ve seen the 165c selling for under $1800 and the 180c for under $2800, which means you pay only a small premium for color. Even so, it’s hard to be enthusiastic about these products, so I give both the 165c and the 180c a C.

That grade assumes you will make these PowerBooks endurable by purchasing one of the slim battery packs from companies such as TechnoGin or VST Power Systems. These products add some weight, but they should be viewed as standard equipment if you plan to work with a color PowerBook for hours instead of minutes without endless battery juggling. Without the extra credit for these battery packs, reduce the grades to a D.

The PowerBook 145B and 165

The lowest-price, all-in-one PowerBook is the 145B. I have seen street prices under $1800 and the 180c for under $2500. If you are thinking about the 165, look long and hard at the 180. The grayscale active matrix screen is worth every penny of the price difference. Just ask people who have used a PowerBook with an active matrix screen for a while and then converted to a passive matrix screen. Usually they wish they had spent the extra money for the better screen. Even though it’s a year old and Apple is undoubtedly designing its successor, the 180 is still the most desirable PowerBook for most people. So it earns an A–.

The PowerBook Duos

One of the biggest decisions you have to make is choosing between an all-in-one PowerBook, like those mentioned above, and a PowerBook Duo. The Duos have two advantages. They weigh significantly less than an all-in-one PowerBook, 4.2 pounds (4.8 pounds for the 270c) instead of 6.8 pounds or so. Also, by combining a Duo with a full-size docking station, you can avoid the inconvenience of transferring files to your desktop system and reattaching and configuring your hardware and network connections. However, not everyone has embraced the Duo concept, and like some skeptics, I was not satisfied with the Duos when they first came out. The lack of built-in features such as a...
started to come of age and I've been converted from skeptic to believer. The newly released 250 and 270c offer active matrix screens with vastly improved screen quality. The new Duos will also ship with improved batteries, which provide about 25 percent more duration than first-generation Duo Batteries. Several docking solutions from Apple and others are now available, and Global Village Communication (415/300-8200) expects to offer an internal fax modem beginning in January 1994 (see "New PowerBook Duos," Macworld, December 1993, for a comparison of docks). You still need to mix and match pieces and live with slightly smaller components, but overall the new Duos are appealing machines. Of all the color PowerBooks, the Duo 270c offers the best features combined with reasonable battery capacity, so I give it a B+. Still, I prefer the 250 because it's slightly trimmer, uses less power, and at about $2500, costs less than the $3000 270c; but the 250 still offers a beautiful gray-scale active matrix screen. I give it an A, and that's more, it's the model I plan to buy for myself to replace my PowerBook 160.

If you want a PowerBook Duo but you don't want to pay for the 250 or the 270c, consider the Duo 230. It has benefited from Apple's price reductions; you can now purchase a 230 for around $1500, which includes the external floppy disk drive and floppy adapter. You may also be able to find a good price on the Duo 210 now that it has been discontinued. However, unless you can find it for around $1000, you will be better off buying a Duo 230 if you want a floppy drive and the 230's superior performance. I also think the Duo 230 is a better deal than the 145B, the all-in-one price leader. For an extra couple hundred dollars, the 230 offers light weight, superior performance, and the potential for video expansion if you add a docking station. The Duo 230 bundle provides the best value for economy buyers, and so it earns a B.

With the new Duos and price changes, Apple has solidified its PowerBook lineup. The all-in-one PowerBooks are no longer on the cutting edge in features, but they do provide notebook solutions for the Mac at a reasonable price. Apple's all-in-one models have had the same basic design for nearly two years. It's likely that the design of the next generation of all-in-one PowerBooks will be under way and will continue to add processing power and features in a relatively compact design. The 68040 is the next likely step up in processing power if Apple engineers can work around the demand for the 603 chip, might show up on a Mac that will ship in late 1994. Beyond improvements in processing power, Apple should consider providing PowerBooks that give a choice of screens, batteries, memory, storage, or other options, much like the NEC UltraLite Versa notebook in the Windows arena.

After looking at all these models, my favorites are the PowerBooks. The Duos now represent a good competitive value, but the all-in-one PowerBooks need another round of innovation to assure Apple's front-running position in portables.
WOULD YOU BELIEVE THIS WAS DONE WITH MACDRAW® PRO?

 Poor Claris. Once again, Canvas™ is running circles around MacDraw® Pro. In fact, they are still trying to catch up to Canvas 3 while we've added dozens of new features and enhancements to create Canvas 3.5. Like 3-D extrusions of text and graphics, enveloping of text and graphics, smart lines, fine kerning, fractals, automatic concentric circles and spirals, and a tool loader that allows you to add tools as you work. There's even a versatile pressure-sensitive freehand Bezier pen tool. And Canvas 3.5 has really outdone itself with new improvements including object blends, binding of text to shapes and curves, Bezier text conversions, and macro windows. Which is just the beginning, because Canvas also includes all the great features of 3.0 like custom parallel lines and curves, our unique SmartMouse™, and more. Comparing Canvas to the competition is like comparing a superbike to a tricycle. And only Canvas is self-upgrading, allowing you to add new tools, effects and file translators at will. Last but not least, while MacDraw Pro is idling somewhere back in the Dark Ages, Canvas features seamless file sharing with its recently released Windows version. Add it all up, and it's Canvas. For the gives you the ride

NEITHER WOULD WE.
‘Dear John...’ Just two words out of a million.
Nothing special about them, really. But put them together and
suddenly they have the power to devastate.

Words have a habit of doing things like that. With the right ones
you can wage wars (personal or political). Or get a raise. Or
change destiny. Just ask anyone who has ever uttered “I do.”

So write a love letter. Write the president. Write a list and check
it twice. Write a manifesto. Write your name in wet cement. Write,
write, write, write, write.

And to get the most out of your words get the new WordPerfect®
Mac 3.0. Twenty-seven innovations make it the most powerful,
most Maccompatible® word processor around. Now, get out of here
and go make a difference.

FREE! (800) 526-7820
Test Drive the new WordPerfect 3.0

WordPerfect
macintosh
New DMA/Asynchronous High Performance Disk Arrays Designed for the Quadra 840av

New Systems That Support SCSI-DMA and Asynchronous Transfers Using SCSI Manager 4.3

Quadra 840av Disk Arrays
MicroNet is first to offer high performance disk arrays for the Quadra 840av. These new disk arrays are SCSI Manager 4.3 savvy. They take full advantage of the powerful new SCSI-DMA and asynchronous transfer features. They are as much as six times faster than a standard factory drive. Raven-840's use a matched pair of fast spindle drives connected in parallel to the native SCSI port and one of our SCSI-2 NuBus host adapters. The Raven-840 creates a true 16-Bit data path with sustained transfers as high as 7.6 MB/sec and access times as fast as 4 ms. Capacities range from 1030 to 5560 MB.

Audio/Visual Storage Systems
Our RAVEN-DV Series are special disc arrays for digital video recording and playback. These systems offer maximum sustained, uninterrupted transfers rates using (TCAL) thermal calibration control. The RAVEN-DV eliminates video flicker and poor audio playback by use of two drives in a true 16-Bit disk array. They are specifically designed for use with the Quadra 800, 840av, and 950. Capacities range from 2020 to 5560 MB.

Award Winning Disk Arrays
The Editors of MacUser Magazine picked MicroNet's Raven Disk Array as best storage device of the year. Apple picked a Raven disk array to bundle with the Quadra 950 as a publishing solution. Ravens are used all over the world to elevate the performance of PhotoShop, VideoVision, and other disk intensive work.

Free On-Site Service by IBM
Our products have been qualified by IBM for GSS On-Site Service. CSS is included free for a year. Additional years are available at a nominal cost. Service is as easy as calling 1-800-IBM-SERV. We complement this with our superior 24-hour technical support.

Configuration Assistance
One of our sales engineers will be glad to assist you with configuration information and the name of your nearest authorized Reseller.

Quality You Can Count On Since 1988

Circle 139 on reader service card
Basic Copper Won't Cut It

Our October 1993 Networks news item "Two Companies Offer FDDI with a Twist" states that two companies, Codenoll and Cabletron, offer FDDI hubs and network interface cards that operate over simple telephone wire. This is not entirely correct.

Simple telephone wire is rated at Level 2, although most installations come up to Level 3—which is the minimum required for Ethernet. FDDI/TP (FDDI over twisted-pair) requires Level 5 twisted-pair wire, which is special and expensive. All the jacks and terminations must also meet Level 5 specifications. Every phase of the installation must be carried out by professionals trained to avoid such installation-related problems as near-end cross talk (interference from near wire pairs). Stating that simple phone wiring or existing Ethernet wiring is sufficient for FDDI/TP may lead your readers to believe that an upgrade to FDDI/TP is cheaper than it really is.

Also, even under the best laboratory conditions, FDDI over twisted-pair rarely makes the 100 Mbps grade, more often topping out at 70 Mbps. This is certainly not the 100 Mbps that fiber-optic cable easily achieves. And fiber has bandwidth to spare for the coming 600-Mbps-plus speeds that ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) will provide. The difference in price between Level 5 twisted-pair and fiber-optic cable is already insignificant. When installation labor and hub and card pricing are factored in, FDDI and FDDI/TP network hardware cost nearly the same.

Matt Strebe
San Diego, California

Fax Letters

While your "High-Speed Fax Modems" feature (October 1993) rated PSI Integration's tech support as unacceptable, I have had the opposite experience. I installed a PowerModem III in my PowerBook 180 several months ago, and had difficulty receiving faxes from day one. Even though my extensive travel schedule prevented me from returning many of PSI's timely, persistent phone calls, they sent me several diagnostic programs (at their expense), waited patiently for me to get back to them, and finally, after the modem was determined to be the problem, replaced my equipment, with no questions asked.

Throughout the experience, PSI reacted professionally and provided good troubleshooting assistance.

Gary Baker
via America Online

It was ironic that your October articles "High-Speed Fax Modems" and "The AV Macs" and the Working Smart column completely overlooked fax modems with voice capabilities.

There is a far better alternative to buying an AV Mac if you want answering-machine capabilities on your Mac, and that is to buy a fax-modem-voice package. These have been available for well over a year and a half, run on most existing Macs, and do a very good job, but are consistently underreported in the press. If you already have a Mac and plan to get or replace a fax modem, an additional $80 or so buys you voice capabilities that will make your average answering machine hide in a corner in shame.

Alain Marcuse
Cambridge, Massachusetts

The author of your October 1993 article "High-Speed Fax Modems," wrote that "The MacProducts USA Magic Fax Modem VFX V.32bis and the entire Zoom Telephonies product family come encased in flimsy plastic, and I wonder whether they'd survive the 3-foot fall from my desk to the floor."

The enclosed fax modem was dropped two stories (about 25 feet) onto asphalt. The case was not damaged by the fall, and the modem is still operating. The status-light lens popped out after the drop, but was easily popped back in.

For your information, our product cases are made from ABS plastic, which is the same impact-resistant material used for telephones.

Frank Manning
President
Zoom Telephonies
Boston, Massachusetts

Macworld's author mixed up his modems when he wrote that comment. In fact, all modems tested for that article appeared sturdily constructed. We regret the error.—Ed.

Guy-Grams

Woah! My caution light popped on when I saw Guy Kawasaki telling Apple to create a computer that will make him throw away his Macintoshes (Wise Guy, October 1993). Guy is forgetting the importance of long-term commitment. Here's how that works in the "other" world. OS/2 was supposed to...
C. Very Good! TopDown.

**Flowchart what you do and how you do it; then improve it!**

TopDown® Flowcharter is the comprehensive software tool for all your flowcharting needs. Use TopDown's multiple levels of detail to clarify and streamline procedures, eliminate waste, and improve performance. Flowchart tasks, information flows and processes to identify duplication of effort and potential areas for improvement. Make your business more competitive by clearly understanding the sequence of every process.

When creating or modifying flowcharts, TopDown saves you more time than any draw program. Lines automatically reroute when symbols are moved. Double click a symbol to automatically create a lower-level chart. Boxes resize to fit text.

**LETTERS**

**CORRECTIONS**

- In the October 1993 feature “The Statistical Difference,” Minuth should have been listed as retiring for $695.
- In November’s New Products, Global Village’s Teleport/Browse II should have been listed as shipping with ZTerm and Global Fax.
- November’s cover photo was taken by Stan Musilek.
- The November Mac Bulletin story on Iomega (“Iomega Cuts Bernoulli Prices”) should have stated that the company increased its warranty on 5½-inch drives.
- The November review of Quicken 4 should have listed its phone number as 415/322-0573.
- The 800 number listed for Software America (listed as In-House Software in the November feature “Grazing a Small Business”) is no longer in service. Readers should call 408/649-0576.
- In the November Networks notes, Shama’s phone number should have been listed as 403/463-3330.

Shareware versus Crippledware

**WHILE I AM HAPPY TO SEE AN ARTICLE describing shareware software in a positive light, I thought David Pogue’s column was misleading in one important way—it gave the impression that almost all shareware runs in a kind of limited “demo mode” until you pay the fee (The Desktop Critic, October 1993). He said, “Test-drive the ’94 Civic for two weeks—if you send in your check, Honda sends you the brake pedal.”

Most shareware is fully functional right from the start—what he is describing is so-called crippledware, which is a small minority of the good shareware programs. Many (or perhaps most) shareware programs will put up a splash screen reminding you to pay, until you enter the registration code, but that is not crippling the program, it is just a perfectly reasonable reminder.

Stuart Chesnare
Stanford, California

High-Tech Stick-in-the-Mud?

**CARY LUSAYS AT THE END OF YOUR ARTICLE on the Apple Newton (“A Small Revelation,” September 1993), “Handwriting recognition in an intelligent assistant is a vital step toward making machines conform to human needs, standards, and styles, rather than the other way around.”

That’s fine for some people, but I’ve grown up typing things into computers, and if I have the choice of writing by hand or typing on a keyboard, I’ll choose a keyboard every time. One of the reasons I have a computer is that I hate to write longhand—I can type much faster.

Who knows, in ten years I might still be typing thank-vous notes on my LC II while the rest of the world uses a Newton with a stylus. I will not be taken!

 Marty Miller
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Switch Box Needed

**JOSEPH SCHORR’S ARTICLE “MAXIMIZE YOUR PRINTER” (September 1993) was very timely for my husband (the DOS-Head) and me (the Mac-Brains),

...start using your Mac until you’ve read it, cover to cover, and have it committed to memory.

Jim Jagieliski
Greenbelt, Maryland
Introducing the Sierra™ 1.3 Gigabyte optical hard drive from Pinnacle Micro with speeds more than three times faster than Pinnacle's award-winning PMC-650 and a sustained data throughput that will satisfy any digital audio or digital video application.

The Sierra™ 1.3GB is the new standard for graphics, pre-press, imaging, digital audio, digital video, or any data intensive application demanding mountains of storage.

With the speed of hard disk technology and the price advantage of removable media, there is a new standard in the industry... the Pinnacle standard.

THE PRICE/PERFORMANCE LEADER

Buy a Pinnacle drive with our own high performance OHD mechanism-4MB cache and save up to 40% over system integrator pricing:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANUFACTURER</th>
<th>PRICE ADVANTAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME</td>
<td>LOT PRICE SHIFT + 1 DISK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PINNACLE SIERRA™ 1.3GB</td>
<td>$3245.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICRONET SB-TMO-1300</td>
<td>$5074.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWB HD 1300-2</td>
<td>$4799.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLI 1.3GB MAXOPTICAL</td>
<td>$4559.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With Pinnacle's ASCENT program you can upgrade your Sierra™ to a Pinnacle optical library system from 20 to 186 GB of networked on-line storage. The Sierra™... only by Pinnacle. The optical storage leader. For more info call:

800.553.7070

Ansel Adams Wilderness, Sierra National Forest

*Markets: Sierra and Sierra 1.3 GB of Pinnacle Micro, Inc. All trademarks and registered marks are the respective owners. Pricing subject to change without notice on 6/24/83.
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LETTERS

We recently gave my old Mac Plus and ImageWriter printer to my father when I upgraded to the IIvx. This left us in the position of figuring out a way that we could both share my husband's Roland PR-2417 printer. After reading your article, which gave high marks to the PowerPrint, we decided to buy it, plus about 30 feet of cable to connect both of our computers (in different rooms) to the Roland printer. So far so good, except you left out a teeny-weensy important detail. If you are sharing a printer, you need a switch box; otherwise you have to disconnect cables and reconnect them directly to the printer every time you want to print something! Also, the switch box of choice is manual, not the automatic kind (which the salesperson assured us would—probably). It seems so obvious now in hindsight (parallel versus serial), but it caused several days of grief.

Sharon Malone
Williams Lake, British Columbia, Canada

Separate but Equal

REGARDING YOUR REVIEW OF THE Infinity 105 Turbo in the September issue: Stop criticizing products just because they have external power supplies. I actually prefer products with this setup. It reduces the amount of heat that a drive mechanism is exposed to; it is smaller and more convenient to transport; and the lack of a fan means one less moving part to fail, less dirt and dust in the drive case, and less noise pollution in my otherwise quiet home.

David Olarsch
Plymouth, New Hampshire

Random Notes

I'M WRITING THIS LETTER WHILE I'M on hold. A couple of days ago I paid a lot of money for a new LC III. I had a question about the free CD-ROMs that came with it, so I called Apple's toll-free customer-service line. Everyone is talking about Apple's revolutionary increase in customer service, so I couldn't believe my ears when the friendly recording said, "The wait for an Apple representative will be approximately 30 minutes. We understand this is frustrating . . ." No argument here. I wonder if IBM, Compaq, or Dell put their customers on hold for half an hour.

Ari Stotland
Las Vegas, Nevada

Letters should be sent to Letters, Macworld, 501 Second St., San Francisco, CA 94107; via fax, 415/442-0766; or electronically to CompuServe (70370,702), MCI Mail (294-8078), America Online (Macworld), or AppleLink (Macworld1), or via Internet (70370,702@compuserve.com). Include return address and daytime phone number. Due to the high volume of mail received, we can't respond personally to each letter. We reserve the right to edit all letters. All published letters become the property of Macworld.

Educator Feels the Pinch

AS A TEACHER WHO HAS JUST RECEIVED three Macintosh LC 520s in her school's computer lab, I couldn't have found your article more timely ("The Macintosh LC 520," September 1993). I was appalled, however, by Charles Seiter's rather flip remark that because the LC 520 is offered only through the educational channel, "expect a lot of folks to ask their favorite student or teacher to buy one on their behalf."

While this may have been a throwaway line to Mr. Seiter, it implies that there is a widespread practice of students and teachers violating their agreements with Apple by purchasing hardware for their personal use. Such a comment strikes at the integrity of those of us in the educational field, and could jeopardize badly needed educational discount programs for hardware and software.

Tracy Anne Senta
San Francisco, California

No such implication was intended.—ed.
Introducing a revolutionary concept in OCR. Lower prices.

$695 SRP
Now you can get OmniPage® Professional, the business professional's choice in OCR, for only $695. That's a $300 reduction. And if that isn't enough, you'll also receive a free copy of Image Assistant™, Caere's image editing software, while supplies last.

$495 SRP
Thinking about buying a scanner? Well, there's no better time than the present with a $200 reduction on OmniPage. Because not only is OmniPage easy-to-use, it also handles just about any layout, font or text element.

$295 SRP
Now OmniPage Direct is an unbeatable value by any standard. Direct adds the highly accurate text recognition you require directly to your working applications.

If you've been waiting to get the best OCR available, the wait is over. Because now you can get the OmniPage family of products, the accurate, easy-to-use OCR software, at a price that's down to earth. So no matter what your needs, OmniPage Professional, OmniPage, or OmniPage Direct has the OCR solution you need, at the price you want. For more information on any member of the OmniPage family, call 1-800-535-SCAN today. Offer valid only in U.S.A. and Canada.
The Only Thing More Impressive Than These

CA-Cricket™ Graph III™ is back, and now it's better than ever.

It's so easy to use — and so powerful — that you can create complex graphs and charts like these in minutes.

Lots of new features make data handling and color manipulation with your Macintosh faster and easier than you ever thought possible.

The new CA-Cricket Graph III is versatile, too, with formats for up to 24 different types of charts.
Graphs Is The Time It Took To Create Them.

and graphs. Including histograms and table graphs, to name just a few.

And an expanded set of tools that will make your results look as impressive as those you see here. So order your copy today by calling MadWAREHOUSE™ at 1-800-622-6222.

Whether you're an astronomer or a zoologist, you'll be creating graphs like this in no time.

New CA-Cricket® Graph III™

© Computer Associates International, Inc., Islandia, NY 11769-7082. All product names referenced herein are trademarks of their respective companies.
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Let PhotoMatic Do The Work For You!

DayStar's Batch Processing Software For Photoshop

- Automates virtually any function within Photoshop
- One step batch processing of multiple images
- Background or foreground image processing
- Easy to use—no knowledge of scripting required

With PhotoMatic, DayStar's revolutionary new Photoshop automation technology, you can automate any function or plug-in within Adobe Photoshop.

PhotoMatic records virtually all functions in a "watch me" mode, saving all keystrokes and mouse clicks in an AppleScript compatible file. PhotoMatic is easy to use—absolutely no knowledge of scripting is required to create and play scripts. For more flexibility, you can view and easily edit scripts. Rearrange functions and change values with the copy and paste commands.

You can play scripts on a single image or "batch process" multiple images. While playing scripts, you can put Photoshop in the background and work in other applications. If you use a Photoshop accelerator card like DayStar's Charger, you'll hardly notice the script is playing. From your Mac, you can also play scripts on other Macs over the network. Either way, PhotoMatic gives you the ability to automate image production and have great results waiting for you.

Color publishing made easy... by DayStar.

$279 SRP

MACWORLD EXPO
Come see us at booth #407

CALL FOR AN IMMEDIATE FAX BROCHURE! 1-800-532-7858
DIAL 4 THEN CHOOSE BROCHURE 2015
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LATE-BREAKING NEWS

Apple to Ship Systems with DOS
At Comdex in mid-November, Apple Computer unveiled a DOS-compatible version of the Macintosh Quadra 610—basically a standard 610 with an Apple-designed 486SX add-in board and DOS installed. The surprising new system will be capable of running Microsoft Windows. Slated to ship in the first quarter of 1994, the new Macintosh configuration is expected to cost less than $500 more than a Quadra 610. The board, which will work in existing Quadra 610s and Centris 610s, should be available for less than $500. Apple, 408/996-1010.

PowerPC Upgrades for More Macs
Apple has licensed its PowerPC Mac system ROMs to DayStar Digital for use in PowerPC upgrades for Macs, including some for which Apple has not announced upgrades. The PDS boards are for the Centris 650 and the Quadra 650, 700, 800, 900, and 950. They’re due when Apple ships PowerPC Macs, in the first half of 1994. Prices were not set. DayStar, 404/967-2077.

PowerPC for Workgroup Servers
Apple will offer PowerPC upgrades for the Workgroup Server models 60, 80, and 95 that will run System 7 and support print servers and file sharing. More details were unavailable. Apple says it will also develop native PowerPC versions of its AppleShare, AppleTalk Remote Access, and AppleSearch software. Workgroup Server 95 users requiring A/UX will not be able to upgrade until the release of PowerOpen, a version of Unix.

Apple Rebates
In a holiday promotion that ends January 31, 1994, Apple has begun giving instant rebates to buyers of most PowerBooks, ranging from $100 for a PowerBook 165 to $500 on a Duo 230 4/160 bundled with a Duo Dock and an Express modem. There’s also a $200 rebate on the Apple 16-inch Color Display and a $300 rebate on the Apple Color Printer.

HP Rolls Out 600-dpi LaserJet
Hewlett-Packard has begun shipping the LaserJet 4MP, a 600-dpi, 4-ppm laser printer. The low-power-consumption $1729 printer has PostScript Level 2 and enhanced PCL 5, automatic switching between languages, a fast RISC processor, 6MB of RAM, 80 scalable fonts, and a 250-page sheet feeder that handles envelopes and small stock down to 3 by 5 inches. Hewlett-Packard, 800/752-0900.

Apple’s Low-Cost Color Monitor
To match its low-cost Macs, Apple has introduced the Apple Color Plus Display, a 14-inch color monitor with 640 by 480 resolution, a 67Hz refresh rate, .28mm dot pitch, and a price of $305. The monitor meets guidelines for magnetic-field emissions. Apple, 408/996-1010.

SyQuest-Iomega Battle Escalates
In the battle for control of the removable-storage market, SyQuest is offering $50 and a new SyQuest drive to owners who trade in Iomega’s 90MB or 150MB Bernoulli removable-cartridge drives. Users get a choice of SyQuest’s 88MB SQ5110C, 105MB AT-compatible SQ3105A, or 105MB SCSI-compatible SQ3105S drive. SyQuest declined to say how long the promotion would last. Separately, SyQuest announced the SQ1080, a 1.8-inch drive that uses 60MB or 80MB cartridges and fits in PCMCIA devices such as the Newton. Street prices were not set at press time. SyQuest, 510/226-4000.

Apple Profits Down
Apple reported a slight profit of $2.7 million for its fourth fiscal quarter ending September 24, down from $97.6 million in the same quarter of 1992. Apple also said it set records with quarterly revenues of $2.14 billion—up 21 percent—and in unit shipments—up 36 percent—both compared with the same quarter a year ago. Apple cited the personal computer price war as reducing its profit margins.
It’s a Mac! It’s a TV! Film at Eleven!

No, it’s not a piece of stereo equipment or Batman’s Macintosh. It’s the Macintosh TV, Apple Computer’s next step down the consumer electronics path. The company is betting that when the workday’s done, you’ll want to flip on this Mac—to watch television.

The Mac TV’s performance is roughly that of the Mac IIX/Performa 600, combined with a 14-inch, cable-ready color television inside an LC 520 case that’s painted black. Inside that imposing black case (even the keyboard, mouse, and cables are black) sits a full-featured Mac with a 32MHz 68030 microprocessor, a 32-bit data bus, 5MB of RAM, an integrated PMMU, and an Apple 14-inch Trinitron display. In a bone-jarring shock of product-line simplification, Apple is selling the machine in only one configuration: 5MB of RAM, a 160MB hard drive, and an internal AppleCD 300i CD-ROM drive. This Mac won’t win any power-user contests; the main RAM is expandable to only 8MB, and the nonexpandable 512K VRAM limits you to 8-bit color. But as we’ve said, the computer is only half the package.

When it’s time to catch the last half of “Monday Night Football,” touch a user-definable key command and, boink, the Mac screen becomes a 14-inch, 16-bit color television. An internal cable-ready tuner with a single coaxial input jack provides the signal, or there’s an RCA input jack for plugging in a VCR or other video device. Sound is piped through a pair of stereo speakers in the base of the case, and you can listen to either the television or audio CDs while you work, and even watch TV while your spreadsheet recalculates. Special system software supports two-channel closed-captioned transmission, channel scanning, and single-frame capture from video (no full-motion capture). The TV mode can also

Apple’s Macintosh TV is a Mac, a TV, a CD player with stereo speakers—sorry this version cannot microwave your pizza, but it does include a remote control.
be password-protected to make sure that Junior does his homework. For the final touch, couch potatoes get a remote control for channel surfing or controlling the CD-ROM drive with an audio CD in the slot.

Apple is planning to sell the Macintosh TV through a limited number of outlets—only about 250 nationwide, including the Video Concepts, Best Buy, and Tops chains. Most of those will be high-tech stores that cater to early adopters of consumer electronics—although Apple believes that the all-in-one package will also appeal to college students and will offer the Mac TV through higher-education channels accordingly. Apple is bundling several software packages with the Macintosh TV, including ClarisWorks 2.0, plus seven CD-ROMs, including the Kodak Photo CD Sampler and Grolier’s Multimedia Encyclopedia. A list price hadn’t been set at press time, but Apple expects the package to go for under $2000. The Macintosh TV will list in the (full-price) Apple Catalog for $2079. For that money, you’re getting neither a state-of-the-art Macintosh nor a slambang television. But the Macintosh TV can serve well enough in both areas to sit in a college student’s dorm, or a child’s bedroom, or even in a home living-working space where you could tape out a letter to Aunt Marge in between watching “The Simpsons.”

Is the Macintosh TV the Product of the Future or Hip Matte Black Gadget #4136? Apple appears to be hoping it’s a little bit of both. While the company has one eye firmly on the convergence of the television, video, and computer markets (à la 500-channel cable and Vice President Gore’s information superhighway), it also wants a piece of that multibillion-dollar consumer electronics market. Apple says that means shorter product-development cycles, products aimed at non-computer-savvy users, and most important, having mass quantities of product immediately available for consumers to consume. Can Apple do it? Will the public buy the Macintosh TV? Tune in to next week’s episode...same Mac time, same Mac channel. Apple, 408/996-1010.

—CAMERON CROTTY

Sweet 16AV Party

The RasterOps Sweet 16AV 16-inch color display works with the built-in video of the Quadra 840AV and Centris 660AV, LC III, and PowerBooks. The 16-inch display features 832-by-624-pixel resolution at a 751Hz vertical refresh rate, with a dot pitch of .28mm. The product is currently shipping for $1149. RasterOps, 408/562-4200.

—CAMERON CROTTY

The RasterOps Sweet 16AV monitor works with Apple’s AV Macintoshes.

All Your Software on One CD-ROM

APPLE SELLS MAC AND WINDOWS APPS

Breaking entirely new ground for the company, Apple has created Software Dispatch, a separate business unit that will distribute demo versions and full versions of between 75 and 100 applications from leading software vendors—all on free CD-ROM discs. Users will benefit because they will have nearly the equivalent of an entire software store on their desktops, along with the capability to try before they buy, and, for example, to purchase a disk-repair utility in the middle of the night without going farther than the telephone. Have you ever had to buy three databases before you found one you liked? With the trial versions of so many applications on CD-ROM, you could take extended looks at demo versions of several word processors, for instance, and then choose the best one for you.

The move into this market means that Apple will be trying to cut out the software-distribution intermediaries in a big way, so prices should be competitive with current street prices for the same software, according to Apple. Apple may also be cutting itself out of the loop in an odd way, since Software Dispatch will also distribute a set of two equivalent CD-ROMs containing software for Windows machines. Apple’s plan is to have the contents of the Mac disc and the Windows discs be essentially the same, with contents ranging from games and educational programs to high-end desktop-publishing software, with all the classic application types and utilities in between.

Almost all the programs will have a try-before-you-buy continues.

In Brief

IBM Ramps Up PowerPC Production

IBM has announced that it is shipping production volumes of its PowerPC 601 microprocessor. When purchased in quantities of 25,000 to 50,000, the 50MHz version costs $275 each, and the 66MHz version costs $350 each.

Mirror Ships Tornado

Mirror Technologies has begun shipping its Tornado QuickDraw accelerator, which provides accelerated 24-bit color for monitors as large as 21 inches diagonally. The $799 board can accept the ChargeCard, a daughterboard that speeds up some Photoshop functions by as much as 2000 percent. The ChargeCard lists for $599 separately; the Tornado and ChargeCard together list for $1299. 612/635-4450.

MacLinkPlus 7.5

This set of file-translation software updates from DataViz includes new translators for data from applications such as ClarisWorks, WordPerfect 6.0, MacWrite Pro, Ami Pro 3.0, Quattro Pro, WriteNow 3.0, Nisus, Lotus 3.1, FoxBase, and dBase IV. The $109 Easy Open Translators includes only the file translators. The $149 Translators Pro adds Macintosh PC Exchange, an Apple utility that lets your Mac read DOS disks. The $199 PC Connect includes these components, plus a serial cable and modem software to physically connect a Mac and a PC. 203/268-0030.

FWB Hammers SyQuest Prices

FWB has announced that it is reducing prices on its hammerDisk line of SyQuest removable-cartridge hard drives by 19 to 24 percent. The hammerDisk 105 (105MB external) now retails for $949, a drop of $300. Cartridge prices have also been reduced by 13 to 16 percent. 415/474-8055.
mode, but a password will be necessary to unlock the full application. Naturally, when you call in, the operator will ask you for a credit card number. The password you get from the operator will be unique to your computer, according to Apple, so software pirates won’t be able to pass a disc around with a list of passwords.

Documentation for the various programs will be shipped on the CD-ROM disc—about 12,000 pages of hypertext that you can navigate by using DocViewer on the Mac or with Adobe Acrobat on Windows machines. But if you prefer paper, you can order optional hard-copy documentation when you call to buy the software.

Apple said it will include the Software Dispatch CD-ROM with every CD-ROM–capable Macintosh, and will distribute it by direct mass mailings and through dealers who will be compensated for any eventual sales from the disc. The discs will be updated quarterly, with quicker revisions if necessary because of buggy applications. The service will also include a 30-day money-back guarantee. A list of technical-support numbers for the various applications is also on the disc.

Although the main aim at first will be selling software, Apple says Software Dispatch will also offer training cassette and some hardware, such as a sound board designed for Windows machines (necessary to hear the QuickTime videos that describe the virtues of some of the Windows programs). The company also will not rule out the possibility that it might put something like a Sears catalog on CD-ROM, and just sell you everything you ever wanted and maybe even needed. The Mac disc should be appearing in early November 1993 in a CD-ROM drive near you. The two-disc Windows version will ship in the first quarter of 1994.

With about 10 million CD-ROM drives installed on Macs and other personal computers, according to Apple, the electronic distribution of software via CD-ROM is gaining the attention of other vendors as well. Ingram Micro and The Mac Zone have individually announced plans similar to Apple’s. Software-distribution giant Ingram Micro has created a division that offers a CD-ROM with between 100 and 200 applications, using encryption technology developed by Rainbow Technologies and also used by Software Dispatch. The Mac Zone Instant Access CD, which uses technology developed by European vendor Instant Access, is expected to include more than 150 applications and was slated to be available, for free, beginning in November 1993. Ingram Micro Technical Services Division, 714/835-6600; The Mac Zone Instant Access CD Center, 800/684-8080; Apple, 408/996-1010.—T.M.

**Green Screen**

**ENERGY-SAVING MONITOR**

The EPA’s Energy Star program is generating a new area of competition for computer hardware manufacturers, particularly for monitor makers. Nanno’s latest color display, the FlexScan F560iW, features a maximum resolution of 1280 by 1024 pixels at a 76Hz vertical refresh rate with a 26mm dot pitch, and complies with the Swedish MPR II emissions guidelines. In deference to the EPA’s guidelines, the display automatically powers up and shuts down when you turn your Mac on and off (sensing the presence or lack of horizontal and vertical sync signals). This feature also works with Apple’s Energy Saver eddy to shut down the monitor after a predefined period of inactivity. The display will also go to a standby mode when it senses that the screen is blank (the monitor can sense the lack of the blue component of a standard RGB signal), allowing energy savings with many screen saver packages that are now on the market. The F560iW is currently available for $1699 from Nanno USA, 213/325-5202.—CAMERON CROTTY

**BUGS & TURKEYS**

You can print envelopes or you can use MacInTax, but with Hewlett-Packard’s DeskWriter, you can’t do both at the same time. If you print an envelope with driver version 3.9, you’ll have to restart the printer before printing regular pages again. Driver version 3.1 will allow envelope printing, but it’s not compatible with ChipSoft’s MachInTax. HP expects to solve the problem in a future version of the driver.

For users of international versions of System 7, Intuit has released a free update to Quicken 4.0. Previously these users had to set System 7’s Numbers control panel to U.S. figures, which worked only sporadically.

Printable PageMaker 5.0 documents on an Apple StyleWriter or Personal LaserWriter LS? Expect to wait a while—users have reported delays of up to 30 minutes on some QuickDraw printers. Aldus blames the problem on the drivers’ handling of PostScript and says the solution lies with printer vendors. Apple, in turn, says the problem is Aldus’s.

You’d think Adobe could make Illustrator 5.0 files import into Photoshop, but no such luck. Illustrator 5.0 gradients must be saved as Illustrator 3 files to import properly.

Macworld will send you a Bug Report T-shirt if you are the first to inform us of a serious, reproducible bug that we report in this column, or a Turkey Shoot T-shirt if we shoot your turkey in this space. See How to Contact Macworld.

**Global Village Ships V.32terbo**

**FAST FAX MODEM**

While many wait for the new CITT T. V Fast modem standard to be finalized, some companies are forging ahead, building on the V.32terbo standard developed and published by AT&T. Specifically, Global Village Communication has announced its $399 Mercury line of fax modems, which are V.32terbo compliant—able to transmit and receive data at up to 9.2 Kbps. The TelePort/Mercury (external), the PowerPort/
Mercury (PowerBook internal), and the PowerPort/Mercury for PowerBook Duo (PowerBook Duo internal) all feature standard data compression and error correction, and are V.32bis (14.4-Kbps send/receive data) and V.17 (14.4-Kbps send/receive fax) compliant. Global Village has also added hardware to make the products compatible with PBX installations. The fax modems ship with ZTerm, SMART scripts, the company’s GlobalFax software, and Caere’s OCR software. Mercury modems should be available now, except the PowerPort/Mercury for the Duo, which is due in January. Global Village Communication, 415/390-8200. —Cameron CroTTY

**THE AMCOEX INDEX OF USED MAC PRICES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine/RAM/Hard Drive</th>
<th>Average Sale Price</th>
<th>Monthly Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mac SE/2MB/20MB</td>
<td>$500</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac Portable/1MB/40MB</td>
<td>$600</td>
<td>-$75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerBook 100/4MB/40MB</td>
<td>$800</td>
<td>-$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerBook 140/4MB/40MB</td>
<td>$1100</td>
<td>-$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac Classic/2MB/40MB</td>
<td>$550</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac SE/30/2MB/40MB</td>
<td>$775</td>
<td>-$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac LC/2MB/40MB</td>
<td>$600</td>
<td>-$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac II/4MB/40MB</td>
<td>$600</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac IIci/3MB/40MB</td>
<td>$800</td>
<td>-$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac IIci/4MB/80MB</td>
<td>$975</td>
<td>-$25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac IIci/4MB/80MB</td>
<td>$1200</td>
<td>-$175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac IIci/4MB/80MB</td>
<td>$1500</td>
<td>-$100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*index provided by the American Computer Exchange of Atlanta, Georgia (800/765-0712). It reflects sales during week of October 20. Configurations include keyboard and exclude monitor and display found for noncompact models.*

**Mac Handwriter**

MacHandwriter, from Communications Intelligence, combines the company’s PenMac pen operating environment (which interfaces with the Mac OS) and Handwriter Recognition System Software with an ADB graphics tablet with a 6-by-9-inch active screen area and a single-button electronic pen, manufactured by CalComp. If you’re just mousing around, the tablet behaves normally, but if you move into a window that expects text, your cursor becomes a pen.

The software also recognizes some gestures—for example, you can delete selected text, for instance, with a line- and-loop stroke familiar to copy editors. Also, you can invoke function shortcuts by pressing the button on the side of the pen and writing the appropriate letter.

The product is scheduled to ship in December for $399; it will include a crosswords-puzzle game and Mathbook, a pen-based calculator. For tablet artists, a pressure-sensitive pen will also be available. Communications Intelligence, 415/802-7888. —Cameron CroTTY

**Monitor Triplets**

NEC’s new MultiSync 3V, 5FGp, and 6FGp color monitors all have energy-conservation circuitry aimed at keeping the EPA happy. The 3V, aimed at the small office/home office (SOHO) market, is a 15-inch, multisampling display with a 0.28mm dot pitch. Users will be eye-balling a 382-by-624-pixel resolution with a 74Hz vertical refresh rate.

The 5FGp and 6FGp multisampling color monitors measure 17 inches and 21 inches, respectively. Both products feature a 0.28mm dot pitch, and both can display 1280 by 1024 pixels at a 74Hz vertical refresh rate. These two monitors also feature front-panel digital controls for brightness, contrast, horizontal size and position, and pin-cushioning.

All three monitors meet the Swedish MPR II guidelines for reduced emission of electromagnetic fields and can go into standby and suspend modes to ease power consumption (with the aid of Apple’s Energy Saver control panel). The 3V has an estimated selling price of $550, the 5FGp goes for $1455, and the 6FGp for $2253. Currently available from NEC, 708/860-9500. —Cameron CroTTY

**TimesTwo Again**

Golden Triangle has updated its TimesTwo driver-level disk-compression software by giving it about 40 percent more speed, support for partitions, and MagicBoot, which the company says provides a built-in emergency disk on any hard drive. The update is $29.95 to registered users; the list price for the full product is $149. 619/279-2100.

**Native PowerPC**

Graphsoft has announced that it intends to make a PowerPC native version of MiniCAD+ 5 available on the day that Apple releases its PowerPC machine. According to Graphsoft, a version for the 680X0 Macs will also be available at that time. 410/290-5114.

**QMS Large-Format Printer**

QMS has unveiled the QMS 860 Plus Print System, a 1200-by-1600-dpi laser printer that prints edge-to-edge on paper as large as 11 by 17 inches. The device can produce more than 100 shades of gray at 85 lines per inch. It emulates PostScript Levels 1 and 2, HP PCL 4, and other printer control languages. Currently available, the printer has a list price of $5999. Multiple network connection options will be available. 205/633-4300.

**Pinnacle’s 1.3GB Optical Drive**

The Sierra from Pinnacle Micro is a 1.3GB, 5.25-inch optical drive with an effective access time of 19ms. The drive uses a high-speed microprocessor and other electronics to achieve higher performance than other ECMA standard 1.3GB optical drives, according to the company. The Macintosh version of the Sierra lists for $2995, and optical cartridges list for $250. The Sierra optical drive began shipping in early November. 714/727-3300.
Two-Page Gray-Scale Monitors

A PAIR FROM RADIUS

You can plug either of Radius’s two new monitors directly into a Mac with built-in video and see two pages in 256 shades of gray. The Two Page Display/20gs (TPD/20gs) and Two Page Display/21gs (TPD/21gs) measure 20 and 21 inches, respectively. Both produce resolutions of 1152 by 870 at 751 Hz, and both work with the company’s PowerSaver control panel (included) to reduce energy consumption to 12 watts when not in use. The TPD/20gs lists for $999, and the TPD/21gs lists for $1999. Radius expected to be shipping both products now. Radius, 408/434-1010.

—Cameron Crotty

MacTools 3.0

AUTOMATIC DISK MAINTENANCE

Advanced file management is the kind that usually takes place after you get a blinking question mark instead of a smiley Mac face on a start-up, has always been a tense affair. Central Point Software’s mission with the latest revision of MacTools is to make file recovery swift and sure, and add prevention earlier in the process.

The DiskFix data-recovery software can now install AutoCheck, a small application that automatically scans your volumes for corrupt files and resource structures, checks the overall disk structure, and can rebuild the desktop and do other maintenance, at user-determined intervals. To help prevent problems introduced from outside sources, MacTools AntiVirus can now scan StuffIt archives and notify the network system administrator of possible infection of protected nodes.

Central Point also made it easier to recover trashed files. The TrashBack extension prevents a user-defined (unlimited) number of deleted files from being overwritten after the Trash has been emptied. Selecting a file from the TrashBack submenu under the Finder’s Special menu pops the file back into its original folder.

Also new in MacTools 3.0, FileFix can salvage damaged files created by newer versions of Microsoft Excel (4) and Word (5). Finally, FastCopy returns (after a hiatus during MacTools 2), combining faster floppy copying with Apple Disk Copy compatibility. MacTools 3.0 is currently available for $149.95 from Central Point Software at 503/690-8090.

—Cameron Crotty

Virtus VR: Worlds for $99

WHO NEEDS REALITY?

Virtus is shipping a scaled-down version of its 3-D world-construction and navigation software. Called Virtus VR, the $99 package lets you model 3-D worlds by selecting objects from shape libraries and placing them in a scene. All objects have control points that can be edited, and the company includes sets of bitmapped textures that you can place on objects, or you can import your own. Once you’ve built an environment, you can explore it in real time, clicking on navigation arrows or using a special cursor inside the 3-D window.

Virtus VR ships with five prefab worlds to explore: the White House; an undersea apartment and research complex; the Hindenburg blimp hovering over Paris; a mystery house; and Dealey Plaza, the site of John F. Kennedy’s assassination. More worlds, texture, and object libraries are in the works. Virtus VR is available from Virtus at 919/467-9700.

—Cameron Crotty

TREND

A Pair of Portable Printers

COLOR UNDER $400

Hewlett-Packard and Citizen America have independently brought out lightweight portable printers that can produce black-only or color output. The 300-dpi HP DeskWriter 310 thermal ink-jet printer, due out November 1, puts out 3 pages per minute of black text in draft mode and puts out about 1 page of color every 4 minutes. It includes 35 scalable fonts, TrueType, Adobe Type Manager, and HP’s QuickDraw driver. The $379 printer weighs about 4 pounds, runs on AC power or from a $49 rechargeable battery, prints on plain paper or transparency film, and has a detachable sheet feeder. The DeskWriter 310 and the sheet feeder together list for $455; the sheet feeder alone is $99. To upgrade to color, users buy a $49 color kit with a three-color ink cartridge, instructions, and swap the cartridge into the printer. The color ink cartridge ($34.95 by itself) combines three colors to produce black. Hewlett-Packard, 800/538-8787.

The Citizen Notebook Printer II, also due on November 1, will list for $399. It can print 2 ppm of black text at 360 by 360 dpi, or (2 to 5) minutes per page of color, on plain paper or transparencies. The NoteBook Printer II includes four fonts, and works with TrueType and Adobe fonts. It uses heat and some pressure to transfer toner from a ribbon and bond it to plain paper or transparency film. Citizen’s printer weighs a mere 2.6 pounds and also runs from a rechargeable battery ($69). It includes an internal 5-page sheet feeder, and Citizen offers an optional 30-sheet feeder ($69). The toner cartridge sells for $4.99 for black and $6.99 for a four-color cartridge. Citizen America, 800/477-4683.

—T.M.

The Virtus VR application lets you model 3-D worlds, then explore them in real time.

The $379 HP DeskWriter 310 portable printer can produce color images or black text.
To Backup 50 GB, Two Recording Heads Are Better Than One.

Single: Drives can operate independently.

Cascade: Data automatically writes to the second tape when the first tape is full.

Mirroring: Writes the same data to both tapes simultaneously.

Striping: Writes data to two tapes at once, in alternate blocks, doubling capacity and speed.

Introducing the dual drive CY-8505 with the Advanced SCSI Processor.

Working independently, each drive can store up to 25 GB, at speeds of up to 90 MB per minute. So it's perfect for unattended backup.

But performance really hits the ceiling when the drives work together. Four selectable recording modes, plus offline copy and verify, give you the flexibility to write 50 GB of data any way you need to.

Consider it a data storage management tool, a solution that will solve the problems you encounter every day. The need for higher capacity and speed; the need to make duplicate tapes for off-site storage and data exchange; the need for real-time status information—and the need to save resources and boost productivity on every level.

Each tape drive offers the most advanced in data recording technology. Our hardware data compression option is the fastest available. And it's switch-selectable, so you can read and write uncompressed data for compatibility with other sites. Add accelerated file access to locate a single file in an average of 85 seconds. And we even offer a data encryption option that lets you control access to sensitive data.

All this, and the proven reliability and price performance of 8mm helical scan tape storage.

We back this turnkey solution with a two year warranty that includes responsive service and technical support from our in-house engineering group.

If you need a data storage solution that means business, call today for more information at:

(804) 873-9000

Rock Landing Corporate Center • 11846 Rock Landing • Newport News, VA 23606 • Fax: (804) 873-8836
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Macintosh Troubleshooting Videos From

MacAcademy
From the top instructors at MacAcademy comes an excellent 6 hours of how to’s, tips & tricks, and valuable techniques for troubleshooting your own Macintosh.

TAPE ONE
2 Hrs.
Only $49

• Solving Sad Mac, Blinking?
• MacCheck
• Apple File Exchange
• Disk Directory Problems
• Rebuilding Desktop
• Reinstalling HD Driver
• Extension Problems
• Program Bombs
• Software Conflicts

TAPE TWO
2 Hrs.
Only $49

• Third Party Utilities
• Back Up Techniques
• Optimizing
• Tools & Anti-Virus Options
• Recovery Techniques
• Damaged Disk Repair
• Recovering Trashed Files
• Security Removal
• HD Formatting Techniques

TAPE THREE
2 Hrs.
Only $49

• Troubleshooting CPUs
• SCSI Devices
• Installing SIMMs
• Removing Hard Drives
• Battery Operation
• Expansion Slots
• Power Supplies & Fans
• NuBus Connectors
• Safety Precautions

GUARANTEE: If, within 30 days, you are not totally satisfied with any MacAcademy Video, simply send back the video for a full refund. Available in NTSC • PAL • SECAM formats

Call Toll Free: 800-527-1914
or Write: MacAcademy
Dept. MW194
477 S. Nova Rd.
Ormond Beach, FL 32174
Checks, Credit Cards, PO’s Accepted

The FASTEST Way to Master a Macintosh Program
...also the easiest, most effective, and most economical way to learn any of the following software programs!

• Acius 4th Dimension (6) tapes
• Adobe Illustrator (4) tapes
• Adobe Photoshop (6) tapes
• Aldus Freehand (4) tapes
• Aldus PageMaker (6) tapes
• Aldus Persuasion (2) tapes
• Aldus SuperPaint (3) tapes
• Claris FileMaker Pro (4) tapes
• Claris HyperCard (3) tapes
• Claris MacProject Pro (4) tapes
• Claris MacWrite Pro (3) tapes
• Claris Resolve (3) tapes
• ClarisWorks (6) tapes
• Deneba Canvas (3) tapes
• Infini-D (2) tapes
• Intuit Quicken Personal (2) tapes
• Intuit Quicken Business (2) tapes
• Learning Macintosh 7.0 (3) tapes
• Lotus 1-2-3 (3) tapes
• Mac to Pre-Press (2) tapes
• Mac P & L (3) tapes
• Mac Troubleshooting (3) tapes
• Microsoft Excel (5) tapes
• Microsoft PowerPoint (2) tapes
• Microsoft Word (4) tapes
• Microsoft Works (4) tapes
• Networking (1) tape
• Peachtree Accounting (3) tapes
• QuarkXPress (3) tapes
• Using PowerBooks (2) tapes
• Utilities (1) tape
• WordPerfect (2) tapes

If You Use a Macintosh POWER BOOK

You Need These 2 Training Videos From

MacAcademy
From the top instructors at MacAcademy comes an excellent 4 hours of how to’s, tips & tricks, and valuable techniques for today’s PowerBook user. No one using a PowerBook should be without these excellent training videos.

TAPE ONE
2 Hrs.
Only $49

• Power Saving Techniques
• PowerBook Utilities
• Synchronizing Files
• Using External Screens
• Creating PB Networks
• Battery vs. AC Power
• Docking
• Using PowerBook FAX
• Sleep vs. Shutdown Options

TAPE TWO
2 Hrs.
Only $49

• PowerBook Travel Secrets
• Extending Battery Life
• Using Remote Access
• Printing On the Road
• Modern Techniques
• Airport Considerations
• Carrying Cases
• Travel FAX
• External Power for Travel

Many video training tapes also available in Spanish, Japanese, French and German. Call for selections now available.

Call Toll Free: 800-527-1914
or Write: MacAcademy
Dept. MW194
477 S. Nova Rd.
Ormond Beach, FL 32174
Checks, Credit Cards, PO’s Accepted
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New Products

THE LATEST MACINTOSH RELEASES

by Cameron Crotty

THIS SECTION COVERS MACINTOSH PRODUCTS FORMALLY ANNOUNCED BUT NOT YET EVALUATED BY MACWORLD. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED, THE MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR OPERATION ARE A MAC PLUS, WITH 1MB OF RAM, RUNNING SYSTEM 6. ALL INFORMATION AND PERFORMANCE CLAMS ARE SUPPLIED BY THE PRODUCT VENDOR AND HAVE NOT BEEN INDEPENDENTLY VERIFIED BY MACWORLD.

ALL PRICES ARE SUGGESTED RETAIL. PLEASE CALL VENDORS FOR INFORMATION ON AVAILABILITY.

HARDWARE

Brilliance 2130 CCM
This 21-inch color monitor sports a 0.29mm dot pitch, multiple resolutions up to 1152 by 870 (72Hz), and digital controls for horizontal and vertical placement and size, color matching, and other. Display settings can be saved—presets are included. The display meets the Swedish MPR II emissions guidelines. $3499. Philips Consumer Electronics, 310/217-1300, 800/835-3506; no fax.

DGR 650 REM
A SCSI, 5/4-inch removable-media optical drive that stores up to 650MB on a single cartridge. The product ships with one cartridge and CharisMac's Anubis driver software. $2199. DGR Technologies, 512/476-9855, 800/235-9748; fax 512/476-6399.

The Diskless Mac
Organizing a computer lab is hard enough even without booting multiple machines separately by hand. But by installing this declaration ROM on a client Macintosh's Ethernet card and installing the server software, you can boot any number of client Macs from a single Mac, NetWare PC, or Unix server. The latest version of this package completely disables the client Mac's floppy drives during the boot process for increased security. Also, if a server is not found, the ROM will stop the start-up entirely. $149. Sonic Systems, 408/736-1900; fax 408/736-7228.

MacSIMMiser
Bought a new Macintosh that takes 72-pin SIMMs and don't know what to do with your old 30-pin boards? You can plug up to four 30-pin SIMMs into this board and then click the whole shooting match directly into the 72-pin SIMM slot of your new Mac. All SIMMs used must be the same size and speed. $99.5. Interex Computer Products, 216/524-4747; fax 316/964-4636.

ProModem FaxNet
Give your networked colleagues a fax modem of their very own, or at least one to share. The product plug directly into an AppleTalk network as a node and transmits both faxes and data at 14.4 Kbps. ProModem FaxNet is compliant with the V.32bis, V.42, V.42bis, and Group III standard and users can simply switch the connection. The product ships with diagnostic, configuration, and performance-monitoring applications. $1195. MultiAccess Computing, 512/524-4747; fax 316/964-4636.

SoftModem FaxNet
This $199 product works directly from applications and monitor their status with an included display interface. The fax modem ships with management software that recognizes all other FaxNet modems on the network, automatically routing traffic to the next available unit. $999. Prometheus Products, 503/692-9600, 800/477-3473; fax 503/691-1101.

RISCRoute 3000E
You can never be too rich or support too many protocols. The latest version of this router adds Novell's IPX to its list of routed protocols, which includes AppleTalk, TCP/IP, and DECnet Phase IV. $3495. Compatible Systems Corp., 303/444-9532, 800/396-0283, fax 303/444-9595.

SC-528MNL
This 15-inch multiscan color monitor features a maximum resolution of 1280 by 1024 pixels (at a 60Hz vertical refresh rate) and digital controls. The display also meets the Swedish MPR II emissions guidelines, ships with a tilt-and-swell stand, and includes power-down circuits that automatically cut energy consumption when not in use. An adapter is required and included. $599. Samtron Displays, 310/802-8425; fax 310/802-8820.

SCSI AutoSwitch SMA-924
You'll get plenty of SCSI with this switching device. It's a box with two independent, 50-pin SCSI ports and one common port. You can either hook up two Macs to a single SCSI chain, or hook two full SCSI chains to a single Mac. In the first case, the AutoSwitch detects the demand from a system and automatically switches the connection. In the second setup, you must manually throw an A/B switch, depending on which chain you want to use. The product can handle both SCI and SCSI-2 Fast simultaneously. $795. Anclor, 415/322-5322; fax 415/322-0455.

SMDSTalk/DSO
With this Nullus card, you can connect a Mac server, router, or client directly to a Switched Multimegabit Data Service (SMDS). The product is connected to the SMDS network through an external CSU/DSU (not included) and can be used with the AppleTalk Internet Router or via MacTCP. The package ships with diagnostic, configuration, and performance-monitoring applications. $1195. MultiAccess Computing, 805/964-2332; fax 805/681-7469.

Solus 4
For your bigger jobs, a 400-dpi LED plotter like this one might come in handy. The product features 10-mm A-size output, 3-ppm D-size output, dual paper rolls, parallel and serial interfaces, and options for SCI or Ethernet connections. It also recognizes HPGL, HPGL/2, CCF, CALC4, TIFF, and PostScript formats. $1399. Third Wave Computing, 512/477-9845, 800/880-7595; fax 512/476-9241.

Triton 5GB
When backing up a network, the more storage space you have, the better off you are. This tape drive uses the Wang-DAT mechanism with 120-meter tapes to store 5GB to 12GB of compressed data per cartridge (or 4GB in DDS-2 native mode). The drive also accepts 60m and 90m tapes. The unit ships with a single cartridge, plus Dantz' Retrospect backup software. An internal version is available, as is a 5GB autoloader version. External $1799; internal $1699. Microtech International, 203/468-6223, 800/626-4276; fax 203/468-6466.

SOFTWARE

Archiforms
If Romulus and Remus had had the proper software, perhaps Rome could have been built in a day. This package enhances architectural-project record-keeping by automating forms preparation. Ranging from design to contract continues...
New Products

Caduceus Science Review
An illustrated and animated science review program that includes biology, chemistry, organic chemistry, and physics modules. The product is constructed in HyperCard and MicroMind and follows the recommended syllabus of the Medical College Admissions Test. Each module is available separately. 4MB min. memory; color version requires 8-bit color. Monochrome $150; color $250; individual modules: monochrome $50, color $130. Scientia, 617/776-3427, 800/483-4725; fax 617/776-3427.

Control Lab
What do you get when you cross Lego blocks with a high-school science project? A system that includes motors; lamps; temperature, touch, and light sensors; a serial interface box that plugs into your Macintosh; and control/monitoring software. Users write and edit procedures using a modified version of Logo, creating projects like a temperature-controlled greenhouse, a color-code reading system, a motorized car and dynamometer, and a motorized vertical-lift bridge. $750. Lego Dacta, 203/749-2291, 800/527-8339; fax 203/763-2466.

CorelSCSI for Macintosh
Hiring a driver isn’t all that expensive—if you’re buying a SCSI driver, that is. This one optimizes SCSI performance, and it supports optical WORM and rewritable drives, as well as the ISO 3660, High Sierra, XA, and multisession Kodak Photo CD standards. The package also includes CorelMosaic, a file manager, and Corel CDAudio, an audio CD player. $99. Corel, 613/728-8200, 800/836-3729; fax 613/728-9790.

Expressionist 3.1
If you want technical equations and symbols in your documents, you could practice with a pen and straitedge, or you could ask your Mac for help. The latest version of this equation-editing software features automatic spacing, support for Asian characters, as well as a translator that can import equations from MathType and the Microsoft Word Equation Editor. $159. Prescience Corp., 415/543-2252, 800/827-6284; fax 415/882-0530.

FaxCom for Macintosh

Flight Commander
Sure, anyone can fly a plane, but do you have what it takes to be a squadron commander? As you play this air-strategy game, you divide your time between devising plans of attack and giving flight instructions to pilots. Game scenarios take place in the skies over a range of times and places, from the Korean War to somewhere in the next century. Additional features include adjustable complexity/reality options, descriptions and performance data for over 110 combat jets, and computer-controlled wingmen. $69.95. Big Time Software, 410/366-8984; no fax.

Ft-In Calc
Calculating in feet and inches is no fun, so why not let your Macintosh do it? This calculator performs basic arithmetic and trigonometric functions, including calculating angles, arcs, chords, and circumference. You can edit equations once you’ve performed them, and the software will recalculate the solution. $39. NSA, 203/667-1494; fax 203/667-1494.

Getting Started with the ClarisWorks Database
ClarisWorks users get some help from this six-lesson class on how to design and create their first database, develop
Intelligent Questionnaire
Do you find yourself asking the same questions over and over again? You could try talking to someone besides yourself, or you could let this forms-creation software automate your efforts. The package allows you to develop a set of questions and answers that create a document. Depending on the answers, the software can alter the text of the final document within parameters you set. Gender-dependent parts of speech, for instance, can change depending on who is filling out the document. Document can be exported as text for database manipulation, and user-definable prompts help eliminate invalid answers. $695. Performance Guild Associates, 817/326-4063; fax 817/647-9636.

IRMA WorkStation for Macintosh
Connecting to an IBM mainframe might be a tough job, but someone's got to do it. Version 3.1 of this terminal-emulation software supports TN3270 for connections over a TCP/IP internet, as well as NetWare for SAA, and Token Ring. $425. Digital Communications Associates, 404/442-4000, 800/348-3221; fax 404/442-4566.

Kid's Studio
The main attraction of this simple multimedia-creation software is a set of "cookie cutter" cut-and-paste tools that cut sections of images into starbursts, hearts, lightning bolts, hands, and other shapes. The software includes libraries of 8-bit color images, plus paint and text tools; users can import Photo CD images and save final projects as QuickTime movies. 4MB min. memory; requires Mac LC and System 7. $59.95. CyberPuppy Software, 716/436-3570, 800/787-2983; fax 716/436-2783.

Living Desktop
Another shot fired in the battle to beautify your desktop, this software puts pretty patterns in place by altering the pat system resource. The package includes 150 background patterns; you can switch between them using a built-in, configurable timer. Requires Mac Classic, $59.95. Mantis Development, 617/969-6434, 800/230-6434; fax 617/647-9636.

MacDesign Billing
This set of FileMaker Pro templates helps artists and graphic designers estimate job costs and then invoice and bill clients. Forms include categories for most common costs and fees and use familiar industry terms. The system is password protected; includes a contact database, sorts and searches by client, invoice, and date; and prints mailing labels and envelopes. Requires FileMaker Pro 2.0. $99. Desktop Graphic Services, 310/391-5279; fax 310/391-9865.

MacDecorating
Create a house inside your Macintosh—without even applying for a construction permit. You define the size and shape of your rooms and add stock or custom 3-D objects. The software then creates a three-dimensional rendering that you can rotate and view. You can drag and drop objects by hand or place them by typing in location measurements, and you can assign colors, patterns, and dollar values to any object in a room. The software tracks expenses and automatically renders views and elevations. $129. Microspot USA, 408/253-2000, 800/622-7568; fax 408/293-2095.

MacVoice
This set of FileMaker Pro templates helps artists and graphic designers estimate job costs and then invoice and bill clients. Forms include categories for most common costs and fees and use familiar industry terms. The system is password protected; includes a contact database, sorts and searches by client, invoice, and date; and prints mailing labels and envelopes. Requires FileMaker Pro 2.0. $99. Desktop Graphic Services, 310/391-5279; fax 310/391-9865.

Whatever you create on a SoftBoard™ appears instantly on a PC or a Mac®. Once it's there, you can save it, print it, cut and paste it, e-mail it, fax it, even network it to multiple sites. Best of all, at less than three thousand dollars, you can probably afford it. For not just another color brochure, call 1-800-334-4922 today.

Microfield Graphics, Inc. 9825 SW Sunshine Court, Beaverton, OR 97005. 503-626-9393. Fax 503-641-9333.

All unregistered and unregistered trademarks mentioned are the property of their respective owners. ©1999 Microfield Graphics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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want to check out this sound-analysis package. On the software side, you pick the tools you want to use, choosing from a list of routines that includes FFTs, expanded-time waveforms, and spectrograms, plus speech-analysis functions such as jitter, shimmer, and fundamental frequency. The hardware consists of a 16-bit stereo digitizing board, a Shure microphone, Rane pre-amp, and Bose speakers. 4MB min. memory; requires LC-family Mac or Color Classic and System 7.01. $4690. GW instruments, 617/625-4096; fax 617/625-1322.

\textbf{Star Trek: 25th Anniversary}

Explore space, the final frontier in an action adventure game that puts you in the persona of Captain Kirk. You pilot the Enterprise, manage landing parties, guide Spock, Dr. McCoy, and the rest of the Enterprise crew through eight episodes filled with puzzles and mysteries. As you encounter Klingons and Romulans, you hear a complete musical score and sound effects digitized from the original series. 3.5MB min. memory; requires color. $59.95. MacPlay, 715/563-3922, 800/736-5738; fax 714/252-2820.

\textbf{Volume 26: Objects & Icons}

Clip art collection features 554 industry icons and everyday consumer symbols. The set contains 56 recycling clips (including plastics-recycling symbols), 18 internationally recognized disabled-access symbols, plus icons for cars, A/V equipment, computers, and games such as cellular phones, computer chips, and gears. All images are Adobe Illustrator files. $99. Image Club Graphics, 403/262-8008, 800/661-9410; fax 403/261-7013.

\textbf{Where in the USA Is Carmen Sandiego? Deluxe Edition}

You know her, you love to hate her (or at least your kids do), and now she’s back in the United States with a new musical score, 51 digitized scenery images, 50 maps, characters that speak with digitized voices, and 15 sneaky new gang members. Players must follow clues to track Carmen and her co-conspirators across the USA, retrieve filched national treasures, and bring the evil-doers to justice. 4MB min. memory; requires color, 13MB free hard disk space. $49.95. Braeburn Software, 415/382-4400, 800/521-6263; fax 415/382-4419.

\textbf{SIDE TRIP: 1994 MACWORLD}

Once I started working with Painter and PainterX2, everything changed. Now I’m discovering new opportunities and developing a whole new style. Of course, I don’t have to settle for just one look. With Painter I can do anything my heart and mind desire.

\textbf{THE PAINTER UNFOLDS THAT WHICH HAS NOT BEEN SEEN.} Paul Cézanne

Fractal Design Painter® 2.0. There’s just no better way to unveil your true talents on a Macintosh® (including the new AV series) or a Windows™-based PC. Especially once you discover the myriad tools and textures included in this Natural-Media® paint application. Plus a more intuitive interface that makes Painter 2.0 easier than ever to use. For more information, call Fractal Design at 1-800-297-COOL today. And bring your genius to light with the power of Painter.

**Action Mouse for Macintosh**

This ADB mouse has two buttons, and with the included control panel you can set either one to send a double-click, a click-lock, or a 10-key to your Mac. Alternately, you can select an application to launch with a single click, or constrain mouse movement to the horizontal or vertical axis. Clicking on both buttons simultaneously simulates a third cursor button.

\textbf{CD-ROMS}

\textbf{Capitol Hill}

Are you glued to CNN during congressional debates? Always skipping to the political pages of your local newspaper? This disc shows you what it’s like to be a member of Congress. You will be sworn in, tour the Capitol, conduct budget reviews with your staff, and vote on bills. The presentation includes video clips, photographs, and narration. $49.95. Software Toolworks, 415/883-3000, 800/234-3088; fax 415/883-3303.

\textbf{Educorp Shareware CD-ROM 8.0}

Not one, but two discs full of shareware and public domain utilities, disk accessories, games, clip art, sounds, fonts, and graphics, as well as communication, business, productivity, and educational software. How much data? We’re talking about roughly 1GB worth of stuff. The package comes with a HyperCard browser to give you a taste of a specific file (instructions, sample graphics, and sounds before you retrieve it). 4MB min. memory. $149. Educorp, 619/536-9999, 800/843-9497; fax 619/536-2345.

\textbf{Jack-Kit}

All the software that you need to get up and running on Internet, including navigation tools, file retrieval, compression/decompression, and viewing tools, plus search agents. An electronic directory of known online books and databases is included, along with a reference desk with dictionaries, E-mail addresses, and goodie lists like the CIA World Factbook. $74. ElectricHouse Marketing, 919/933-9830; no fax.
MOVING BENCHMARKS BEYOND THE BENCH.

THE POWER TO ACCELERATE YOUR ENTIRE WORKFLOW.

In benchmarks conducted by *MacWEEK*, *Macworld*, and *MacUser*, SuperMac is consistently judged the best. But when you buy a color graphics card, display, or printer, you’re interested in what it can do in the real world, not just on the test bench. Now, SuperMac offers an integrated publishing system that accelerates your workflow from display to output—from start to finish.

**THUNDER™ II GX • 1360**
- 1360 x 1024 resolution 24-bit graphics
- Accelerates CMYK-to-RGB color conversion in Adobe Photoshop™ 6 times faster than other cards. Lets you work as quickly in CMYK as RGB
- 80 MHz dual DSPs for faster "Adobe Charged" image-processing acceleration

**PRESSVIEW™ 21 DISPLAY SYSTEM**
- 21" viewing area with up to 1360 x 1024 resolution for 39-percent more work area
- Software controls to customize, secure, save, and restore display settings
- True 5,000' Kelvin viewing and SuperMatch™ Calibrator Pro
- Designed exclusively for SuperMac by Hitachi

**PROOFPOSITIVE™ PRINTERS**
- Full-bleed, one- and two-page dye-sublimation printing
- Adobe PostScript™ Level 2
- EfiColor™ color-matching technology

**Special limited-time offer! FREE Thunder/24 graphic card or $2,600-credit coupon with purchase of two-page ProofPositive printer**

For product information via fax, call: (408) 541-7680.

For details on the special offer or the name of an Authorized Reseller near you call: (800) 334-3005

© 1993 SuperMac Technology, Inc. The SuperMac logo, the SuperMac stylized "N," Thunder, PostView, SuperMatch, and ProofPositive are trademarks of SuperMac Technology, Inc., Adobe Photoshop, PostScript, the PostScript logo, and the Adobe charged logo are trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated, which may be registered in certain jurisdictions. EfiColor and the EfiColor logo are trademarks of Efi Imaging, Inc. All other brand and product names are trademarks of their respective holders.
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LapTrax
You've probably got all kinds of surge protection for your desktop computer, but what about your PowerBook? Who knows what kinds of nastiness could be lurking in the power lines at the hotel or airport? This surge suppressor has two 120-volt AC-outlets, fits in your hand, and weighs about 12 ounces. $89.95. PoinTex.

You've probably got all kinds of nastiness lurking in the power lines at the hotel or airport—but what about your PowerBook? Who knows what kinds of nastiness could be lurking in the power lines at the hotel or airport? This surge suppressor has two 120-volt AC-outlets, fits in your hand, and weighs about 12 ounces. $89.95. PoinTex.

PowerCharge Single and Dual
Put a charge on batteries for the PowerBook 140, 145, 146, 165c, 170, 180, and 180c. Both the Single (one-battery capacity) and the Dual (two-battery capacity) feature fast and trickle charging, as well as a deep discharge cycle that conditions the batteries, preventing the memory effect that can plague NiCad cells. An adapter for a car lighter is sold separately. Single $69; dual $99. Applied Electronics, 214/241-6660, 800/554-6227; fax 214/484-1365.

Switchboard T4
If you live in an area where the phone company offers distinctive ringing service, you can use this box to switch phone calls between up to four devices. The product does not add any phone lines—only one call can come in or go out at a time—but that call can be routed to the appropriate phone, fax machine, or modem. The unit has one phone line-in jack, four phone line-out jacks, and doesn't require an external power supply. $129. Telephone Products, 206/286-0196, 800/829-5960; fax 800/829-3940.

Book Reviews

Desktop Marketing with the Macintosh
If you build it, they will come; but if you don't tell them about it, they won't buy it. This book guides readers through creating a direct-marketing campaign, explaining how to use the Macintosh to find and keep new customers, sell more product, and increase market share.

Written by Tracy Emereik and Stacy Gasteiger. 366 pages. $34.95. Brady.

Learn C++ on the Macintosh
How to get up and running with object-oriented programming and C++ on the Macintosh. Readers will learn how to write, edit, and compile basic C++ programs. The author, Dave Mark, begins with a brief refresher on C, and then introduces the basics of object-oriented programming, including lessons on derived classes, operator overloading, and I/O stream functions. The book comes with a stripped-down version of Symantec's C++ compiler. 440 pages. $36.95. Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 617/944-3700, 800/358-4566; fax 617/942-1621.

Macworld Macintosh Secrets
If you've ever wondered how to make any file or folder invisible, reclaim the hidden 4MB on any hard drive, make a PowerBook battery last 5 hours per charge, or use 43 undocumented control-panel features—or if you just want roughly 9MB of commercial and shareware programs—you might want to check this book out. Written by Macworld's own David Pogue and Joseph Schorr. 996 pages. $39.95. IDG Books Worldwide, 415/358-1250, 800/782-2974; fax 415/358-1260.

Mac, Word, & Excel Desktop Companion
Tips, hints, and instructions on how to get up and running on System 7 and System 7.1, Microsoft Word 5.1, and Excel 4.0 are all wrapped up in a single book and peppered with anecdotes about the computer industry. Readers will learn about fonts, managing memory, formatting in Word, working with formulas in Excel, and moving back and forth between the two with a minimum of fuss. Written by Tom Lichty. 370 pages. $21.95. Ventana Press, 919/942-0220, 800/743-5369; fax 919/942-1140.

The Tao of AppleScript
Move closer to the day when your computer does all your work for you with a single keystroke. This book, written by Derrick Schneider of BMUG, introduces readers to the world of AppleScript with tutorials and humor. An accompanying disk includes the AppleScript extension, QuickTime 1.6, a script editor, ScriptFinder Lison 1.3, and a scriptable text editor that is designed for use with the book. 278 pages. $24.95. Hayden Books, 317/581-3500, 800/428-3331; fax 317/581-3550.

To have your product considered for inclusion in New Products, send an announcement with product name, description, minimum memory, peripherals required, pricing, company name, and phone number to New Products Editor, Macworld, 901 Second St., San Francisco, CA 94107. Macworld reserves the right to edit all product announcements.

Equipped with a modem and SITcomm, you can smoothly communicate across town or around the world.

SITcomm doesn't require you to be an expert at communications. Unlike other modem software, SITcomm already knows how to connect to all major online services, so you can get started right away without scripting.

And only SITcomm can automatically expand and compress files, saving you significant time and phone charges. Do more with your modem. Drive with SITcomm.

Call your favorite mail order outlet or visit your local SITcomm dealer today.

GET MORE MILEAGE OUT OF YOUR MODEM WITH AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION.
WE OFFER THE MOST PROTECTION FROM RUTHLESS CRIMINALS LIKE THESE.

and various software programs, you need SAM 3.5 anti-virus software.

You see, SAM will constantly monitor for 14 suspicious viral activities. Which is more than any other anti-virus program on the market. And it's the only program that will scan compressed files in System 6.0 and 7.0.

So basically, if your Mac has a virus, SAM will detect it, get rid of it and repair the file. And if your Mac is virus-free, SAM will help to make sure it stays that way. Because it monitors your Mac transparently, working behind the scenes, and only interrupting when a virus is found.

What's more, SAM is simple to install on a Macintosh networking system, as well as a single-user Mac. All you need to do is load the program disk, double-click on the Installer Icon and let SAM handle the rest.

For the most anti-viral protection, pick up SAM 3.5 at your local retailer. It's the most popular anti-virus program in the world, and will keep you from ever having to deal with this ugly crime. Or these ugly criminals.
Adobe Premiere 3.0

QuickTime Video-Editing Software

PROS: Can mix 99 tracks; previews movies at full-frame rate; good use of QuickTime acceleration boards; Sequence window serves as micro-editor. 

CONS: Previewing in background is slow; few new gee-whiz features. 


LIST PRICE: $695.

It’s funny how the pace of progress sharpens our senses and lifts our expectations just in time to be ready for the next advance. Back when Premiere 1.0 debuted, Macworld gave it the highest rating, as much an endorsement of QuickTime as an endorsement of Premiere itself. In retrospect, however, it’s amazing how Spartan the program really was. With the limitless expanse of digital-video editing at its disposal, Premiere adopted the staid but stalwart model of the double-deck studio. You had two choices. Fade from track 1 to track 2, or fade from track 2 to track 1. Granted, you could superimpose an additional sequence, introduce still images and masks, and overlay sound tracks, but folks have been able to do that since “I Love Lucy.” Many experienced users were left wondering, besides the transition effects, where does the digital benefit come in? But wouldn’t you know it, just as we’re ready for Premiere to be something better, it makes the valiant effort with version 3.0. Now instead of 2 video tracks, you can juggle as many as 99—the original 2 plus 97 superimposed tracks—not to mention the same number of audio tracks. Premiere doesn’t overwhelm the senses by expanding the Construction window to nearly 200 rows. In fact, if you’re familiar with previous versions of Premiere, you’ll see the same familiar interface you saw in the past. But now you can increase your working space, using the Add/Delete Track command, and then drag a new video sequence into play. As always, Premiere has integrated this new capability so seamlessly that you’ll find yourself perfectly at home within minutes of removing the shrink-wrap.

Previews That Actually Work

Another of Premiere’s past problems that Adobe has remedied with version 3.0 is the pace of the previewing function. In previous versions, the preview typically showed you every third frame or so and occasionally hung up on an image for as much as a full second, hardly helpful in testing out subtle transitions and complex titling effects. Now you can preview a sequence at the maximum frame rate and size supported by your system. If your computer is equipped with a QuickTime acceleration board, such as SuperMac’s Digital Film or RasterOps’ MoviePak, you can use the board to process, scale, and speed up the preview. This means you can preview full-screen sequences directly to videotape rather than using the Print to Video command, great for quick fixes and last-minute demos.

Premiere makes previews faster by rendering the sequence to RAM or to a temporary disk file—your choice—prior to displaying the sequence on screen. First time out, the previewing process can be time-consuming as making a QuickTime movie (of the same length as the preview). But each additional time you preview the same sequence, Premiere automatically abbreviates the rendering time by updating only those sections of the preview that have changed, a real
bonus to users who find themselves previewing a sequence over and over as they fine-tune it. (I don't know anyone who doesn't work this way.) Premiere can even render a preview in the background, but this dramatically increases the amount of time it takes the rendering cycle to complete. For example, when I tried previewing a particularly complex scene while using Microsoft Word in the foreground, Premiere made almost no progress during a 20-minute interval.

Finally, you now have access to a second kind of preview called a snapshot, which adds a full suite of QuickTime playback controls and a few editing tools. Inside the Work Area Snapshot window, you can view specific frame transitions using the frame-by-frame controls. You can then mark a specific frame or insert a splice, either of which will take effect during the recording process. Both features are necessary to address the needs of professional digital-video editors. Granted, Premiere doesn't offer the kind of control you find in CoSA After Effects, but it's a step in the right direction.

To keep up with Apple's Sound Manager 3.0 and QuickTime 1.6.1—both bundled with Premiere—version 3.0 offers support for 16-bit stereo, CD-quality sound. The program also offers device calibration so you can adjust attributes such as hue, contrast, and sharpness during the recording process. Both features are necessary to address the needs of professional digital-video editors.

Premiere 3.0 is so solid and dependable, it ought to be wearing overalls. Certainly, some folks might complain that the program looks a little stodgy compared with the likes of VideoFusion and After Effects. But by the same token, Premiere 3.0 offers by far the more structured, more flexible, and more responsive interface, all of which are ultimately more important to getting the job done.

Partial Control
The new Motion Settings dialog box lets you distort movies and adjust the relative locations of key frames along a timeline. The snap feature enables you to make precise changes without recompressing the clips and further degrading the images. You can even add sounds to movies that you recorded silently using a low-end board like SuperMac's VideoSpigot. If you rely on the Sequence window for storyboarding, you can specify the order of your clips and then transfer all of them in a single drag to the Construction window, where you can then add transitions and other more demanding effects.

In response to special-effects editors VideoFusion and CoSA After Effects, Adobe has enhanced the Motion Settings dialog box to permit gradual transformations and distortions (see "Partial Control"). In addition to rotating and scaling a sequence as it moves inside the frame—functions provided by version 2.0—you can now distort the sequence so that it appears to fly through 3-D space. You can also change the rate at which transformations occur, so that they accelerate or decelerate at key intervals.

To keep up with Apple's Sound Manager 3.0 and QuickTime 1.6.1—both bundled with Premiere—version 3.0 offers support for 16-bit stereo, CD-quality sound. The program also offers device calibration so you can adjust attributes such as hue, contrast, and sharpness during the recording process.

Canvas 3.5

**Draw Program**

**PROS:** Envelope feature lets you distort objects inside free-form boundary; composite groups allow you to cut holes in objects; new desktop publishing functions; improved pen tool. **CONS:** Orthogonal extrusion only; several bugs; increasingly sprawling interface. **COMPANY:** Denesba Software (805/996-5644). **LIST PRICE:** $399.

**NO ONE CAN ACCUSE CANVAS OF lying dormant. If the folks at Deneba see a feature that's available in another program, they incorporate it into Canvas. As a result, Canvas looks great on any features-comparison list. Quite honestly, it offers two to three times as many features as competing programs, including Adobe Illustrator and Aldus FreeHand. Some of the features are useful, some aren't, but they multiply like rabbits. Canvas 3.5 is beefier and bulkier than ever. Having nearly run out of capabilities used in other Mac programs, Canvas 3.5 takes many of its new functions from an everything-but-the-kitchen-sink program on the Windows platform, called CorelDraw. The Envelope command, for example, allows you to distort selected objects as if they were reflected in a fun-house mirror. As you edit the rectangular boundary—known as the envelope—of a selection, the objects bend and bulge to keep up. By applying envelopes to text blocks, you can create special character effects previously available in Adobe Type Align and Letraset LetterStudio.

Less successful is the extrude function (also found in CorelDraw); it assigns depth to a 2-D shape by extending its sides into the third dimension. Unfortunately, Canvas offers orthogonal extrusion only; there's no way to make the 3-D effect appear in perspective. And the only...
way to alter an extrusion is to remove the effect and reapply the Extrude command.

One of the few capabilities of Illustrator and FreeHand that Canvas lacked was compound paths, which let you use one path to cut a hole in another. For example, if you use a small circle to cut a hole in a larger circle, you have a doughnut. Canvas 3.5 now offers this feature in the form of the Group Composite command. After you apply the command to two or more selected objects, portions of the objects that overlap become transparent, enabling you to see background elements. You can even edit the points and Bezier control-handles of a compound path without ungroupping it.

Version 3.5 now offers small-document design capabilities. As in a desktop publishing package, you can paste text from one column into another. Canvas models its text-overflow tab like the one in PageMaker (but it works in a different way). To automate formatting attributes, Canvas offers style sheets. You can apply a style to a single word or an entire paragraph. From then on, you simply edit the style to change all affected text.

Canvas has always had problems, but version 3.5 has outright bugs. For example, create a text block, then bind it to a path to create text on a curve. If you don’t like the way the type fits, you reshape the path and reflow the text. Upon reapplying the Bind Text command to the text, Canvas flings the letters across the path, knocking them on their sides. Happens every time. As a workaround, you can remove the effect and rebind the text, but a bug is still a bug.

And that’s not all. When you clone points, you no longer access their control handles. When you remove an effect created with an Envelope or Extrude command, you can’t undo the removal. When you extrude a text block, Canvas unaccountably switches the fill and outline colors. If the text block was first distorted with the Envelope command, the outlines disappear entirely.

Deneba programmers must look at competing packages, and someone says, "You know, we can’t do this feature up and running in a week." One week later, there it is, tucked into the most unlikely corner of the interface. I, for one, would like fewer bells and whistles, sturdier core functions that I can rely on (like the improved pen tool), and an interface that I can navigate without scrambling for the manual. I hope that in the future someone at Deneba will say, “Let’s not add that feature until we get it exactly right and figure out how in the world it will benefit our users.” Wouldn’t that be something? —DEKE MCCLELLAND

Rae Assist 1.0.2

**Personal Information Manager**

**PROS:** Multiple functions in one program; automatic linking of contact and company information; categorizes schedule items.

**CONS:** Slow; excessive RAM and disk space requirements; no reminders or repeating events.

**COMPANY:** Rae Technology (408/725-2850).

**PRICE:** $199.

ASSIST IS THE NEWEST PERSONAL INFORMATION MANAGER (PIM) to come to the aid of organizationally impaired Macintosh users. Based on ACI USA’s 4th Dimension database engine, Assist combines contact management, scheduling, and note taking in an integrated package that is billed as salvation for PowerBook users on the go.

Rae’s installer copies Assist and its support files into the System Folder of your start-up drive; the installer also creates a separate folder for Assist’s data files, what Rae calls binders. A full installation consumes a hefty 5MB of disk space.

Assist is memory-hungry, too, with a suggested RAM allocation of 2500K. The manual recommends an additional 500K to run in 8-bit color mode, and even more for 16- or 24-bit.

Assist opens in a fixed-size window that is optimized for the PowerBook’s screen but does not take advantage of larger or color monitors. Assist’s table of contents page itemizes the program’s six modules: People, Companies, Planner, To Do, Projects, and Items. To access a module, click on its title or on one of its tabs visible on the right. To provide an overview of the binder’s contents, an index function can display a list of any subset items that are stored in the binder.

The People module lets you record information about contacts using 17 predefined and 5 customizable fields. To accelerate data entry, Assist formats text on the fly—for example, it capitalizes names while you type them. (You can disable automatic formatting by holding down the option key when you tab to the next field.)

An innovative feature automatically links people with the companies they represent. If Assist is unable to locate a reference to a new contact’s company, it creates a new company record (see “Contact Entry”). The next time you add someone from that company to the binder, Assist copies all the pertinent information into the contact record for you.

Assist’s Planner module lets you book timed events, like meetings, and full-day events, like holidays. The Planner’s logical interface includes a helpful assist button that scans the event name and automatically places the event into 1 of 16 categories—for example, “lunch with Joe” goes under food, while “call Joe” gets added to the phone category. Also, you cannot customize the event types to suit your needs, although you can assign separate user-defined tags to events. The Planner section also lets you enter prioritized-to-do items, but the priority levels are limited to A, B, and C.

Notably absent from Assist’s Planner is support for repeating and multi-day events. Also, the tiny spaces allocated to each day in the monthly calendar view are too small to include event titles or descriptions. Another glaring omission is Assist’s lack of a reminder system to notify you when events are coming up.

The Items section lets you enter notes, but you need to export them to a word processor to add formatting. Assist also includes a Projects module that lets you link people, events, and to-do items together as projects. Linking is Assist’s strong suit—you can tie any item in the binder to any other item with a few mouse-clicks.

Ultimately, no PIM is worth much if it cannot serve up information promptly, and this is unfortunately an area where Assist is weak. For example, launching Assist on a PowerBook 170 took almost half a minute, and there was an annoying delay when the program was shutting from one module to another. So, even though Assist offers its share of fresh ideas, the current version is too big and too slow for me to recommend it.

—FRANKLIN N. TESSLER

**Contact Entry** You have to enter an address, telephone numbers, and other information for each company in the binder only once.
If you need a printer that can slip in your briefcase, fit on an airplane tray-table or a small desk in a hotel room, and run on batteries, you'll like Apple's sleek new Portable StyleWriter. Less than 2 inches tall and just a bit more than 8.5 by 11 inches in width and depth, the Portable StyleWriter is nearly as unobtrusive as a pair of computer magazines (it is precisely 1.9 by 12.2 by 8.7 inches). Designed to look the part of a PowerBook's twin, the Portable StyleWriter has a slightly rounded front-edge, a gray finish, and six front-panel control buttons. It weighs 4.5 pounds, uses standard StyleWriter ink cartridges, comes with a battery that lasts for about 50 pages before it needs recharging, and includes the same set of 39 TrueType fonts that come with the StyleWriter II.

While not the smallest portable printer available—that honor goes to GCC Technologies' 2.5-pound WriteMove II—for an extra 2 pounds the Portable StyleWriter offers a design that makes it a pleasure to use, whether or not you're on the road. Aligning pages, sometimes tricky on tiny printers, is easy with the Portable StyleWriter because its fold-up top cover guides and supports the page. Since you have to manually feed each page, unless you buy Apple's optional 50-page sheet feeder ($85), you'll appreciate this design feature. For those who are particularly short on space, the Portable can even print on its side, reducing its space requirements by a few inches. The Portable can also cope with a wide variety of paper types and sizes, including letter, legal, tabloid, A4, B5, transparencies, and envelopes.

The Portable's nickel-cadmium battery delivers about 40 minutes of use, or prints about 50 pages, before the power light starts blinking to warn you that it is running low. Since it takes 10 hours to recharge the battery, you'll need to buy an additional battery ($59), or bring along the included 1.4-pound power adapter for use in the interim.

Of course, minimizing size and weight usually comes with a few compromises, and the Portable is no exception to this rule. The biggest thing you give up for a sleek profile is performance; in Macworld Lab tests, the Portable was consistently about half the speed of the StyleWriter II (see "StyleWriter Print Speed Comparison"). You also give up gray-scale output quality; the Portable's gray-scale images look muddy next to those from the StyleWriter II, which uses Apple's GrayShare technology to simulate up to 100 shades of gray. The Portable's Canon BJC-10sx ink-jet print engine produces easy-to-read type, but it isn't as sharp as the type produced by the StyleWriter II's Canon bubble-jet-based engine. With all ink-jet printers, of course, the better-quality paper you use, the better your type will look.

Finally, you give up some convenience in using the sleeker printer. Printing envelopes, for instance, is a bit tricky on the StyleWriter II, requires even more steps on the Portable. You must stand the printer on its side (its vertical orientation), move the paper-thickness-adjustment dial to the envelope icon, insert the envelope through the slot in the back of the printer, then reach around to the front of the printer and press the LF/FF button and the On Line button, all of which made me feel like I was playing some sort of space-age keyboard device. (It does, however, work.) And if you buy the optional sheet feeder, to use it you have to open the front of the printer, grab a paper clip or some other small, pointed object, and change a tiny DIP-switch setting.

If you don't travel much and are wondering whether the Portable StyleWriter is a better choice than the StyleWriter II for your home or office, pick the slightly larger and heavier StyleWriter II. It costs $80 less than its portable cousin, you can share it over a network, it prints faster than the Portable, it does a better job on gray-scale images, and it produces sharper text. Although its bulky shape makes it hard to pack in your suitcase, the StyleWriter II is a great printer for users with small desks or small budgets. But if you are tired of faxing yourself hard copy from hotel rooms, want to work on printouts during long plane rides, or are equipping the perfect mobile office, the Portable StyleWriter and a PowerBook make a great pair.—Liza Weiman-Hanks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>StyleWriter Print Speed Comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multiple Fonts</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed for a typical 7-page Microsoft Word 5.0 document with a variety of fonts, sizes, and styles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewlett-Packard DeskWriter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple Personal LaserWriter 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple StyleWriter II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple Portable StyleWriter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastman Kodak DocuWrite 701</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All printers were tested using a Mac IIci with a cache card installed, 8MB of RAM, and an internal Quantum 80MB drive.
It used to be that unless you had a lot of money to spend, a scanner was simply out of the picture. But now there's Agfa StudioScan, the new feature-rich scanner that's wonderfully affordable.

StudioScan offers the speed and efficiency of one-pass scanning for both black-and-white and color images. Its flatbed design accommodates sizes up to 8.5" x 14", and an optional transparency module scans 35mm slides up to 8" x 10".

What's more, StudioScan comes with a complete software package, including Agfa's proven labor-saving FotoLook, FotoTune LE, FotoSnap programs, and Adobe PhotoShop LE. Compatible with both Macintosh and PC systems, StudioScan actually guides an entry-level user through the entire scanning process.

To find out more about StudioScan's high-quality imaging for your layouts, in-house publications, illustrated reports, and more, call 1-800-685-4271 today. And discover the Agfa scanner that offers first-class features at an economy price.

AGFA
The complete picture.
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IT'S A SUNNY FRIDAY MORNING AS YOU step into your network administrator office, cheered by the thought of the upcoming weekend. You'll just check your messages... wait, what's this? Stuck to the front of your Mac's monitor are a dozen notes saying Urgent! and Help! in the frantic scrawl of frustrated users. The network is down. With a sinking heart, you realize that you're likely to be spending the weekend right here, stalking a network fault buried somewhere in the labyrinth of cables and Macs.

If you're a network administrator, this scenario is undoubtedly familiar. It's usually the result of a misconfigured machine or hung server somewhere out there. A sharp network engineer can often identify the problem remotely by using a sophisticated piece of external hardware called a network analyzer. Unfortunately, it takes considerable technical savvy—beyond that of the average administrator—to operate and interpret results from such analyzers.

Luckily, though, Mac network administrators now have alternatives to dedicated network analyzers. A new breed of software running right on your Mac performs all the functions of an external analyzer and has the advantage of a friendly graphic interface. AG Group has a trio of such tools—LocalPeek, EtherPeek, and TokenPeek—that enable you to analyze LocalTalk, Ethernet, and Token Ring networks, respectively. All three products have a consistent user interface and work with any Mac attached to your network.

Each package provides an analyzer program, a set of interface modules for various brands of network hardware, and a library of protocol-specific filters and decoders. (At press time, AG Group upgraded TokenPeek to version 2.0.3, which adds support for the DCA MacINMA card.) Each product also includes a well-written manual explaining installation, setup, and advanced network-analysis techniques. You supply the network hardware for whichever package you're running: LocalTalk (built into every Mac), Ethernet (built into some Macs, or via a NuBus board or SCSI adapter), or Token Ring (via a NuBus board). LocalPeek handles the entire AppleTalk protocol suite, plus SNMP, MacIP, and AURP. EtherPeek adds the TCP/IP protocol suite, plus DECnet, Novell NetWare, Banyan VINES, XNS, and ITPacket. TokenPeek includes all of these, plus IBM SNA protocols.

To use any of the products, you need a dedicated network interface. For Ethernet and Token Ring networks, you can install two network adapters in your Mac, using one for the analyzer and the other for Mac network applications. Macs support only one LocalTalk adapter, though, so LocalPeek requires a dedicated Mac during analysis. All of the products automatically turn off AppleTalk when you start analysis and reenable it when they finish. If you're running TCP/IP via MacTCP, though, you must manually disable TCP/IP and reboot your Mac before starting analysis.

The analyzers work by eavesdropping on network traffic, capturing and categorizing every packet. A powerful filtering facility lets you extract only the packets you're interested in—by protocol, type, address, or contents. Separate packet decoders let you view the contents of a packet formatted down to the bit level. In addition to the supplied filters, you can make your own based on the contents of any packet field. On a busy network, slower Macs (or those using SCSI Ethernet adapters) may have a hard time keeping up with the traffic. In my tests, though, a Centris 650 had no problems, even on a saturated Ethernet network.

You can capture all traffic, or set a trigger to start and stop capture only when certain events occur—a useful feature for tracking intermittent problems. When a trigger occurs, you can be notified by sound, message, or even radio page (using a third-party paging program). An alarm feature notifies you when network traffic exceeds certain configurable thresholds or when security-sensitive events, such as a new node or protocol, occur.

Sometimes a network becomes sluggish because of runaway traffic caused by a particular application or network node. To track down such problems, you can use statistical analysis. A bar graph lets you monitor the traffic volumes in and out of every node to identify hardware bottlenecks; a similar bar graph lets you track volume by protocol type to identify application bottlenecks. A graphic network-utilization monitor displays overall network efficiency and the rate of collisions and error conditions—information that tells you when you need to replace or upgrade hardware.

Other features include a traffic generator, essential for verifying network configurations and performing stress tests, and various postcapture tools. AG Group also supplies, on request, a standalone Helper tool that lets you capture packets to disk on a remote network without an analyzer. You can then analyze the capture file on your system.

Each of the three packages worked well in actual tests, with no problems beyond the minor inconveniences related to particular network types. AG Group deserves kudos for its well-designed, cohesive user interface, which lets you intuitively access the dozens of features available. Priced at a small fraction of the cost of dedicated hardware analyzers, these tools give you better analysis and a friendlier interface.

If you administer a Mac network and find yourself constantly running around putting out fires, you should consider letting a software network analyzer do the running on your behalf. For the money, buying one or more of AG Group's tools will let you relax—and help save those weekends. —MEL BECKMAN
SupraFAXModem 144LC  
14,400 bps fax and data. Full-featured Mac package.  
$189.95

SupraFAXModem V.32bis  
Top-rated 14,400 bps fax and data. Full-featured PC package.  
$249.95

SupraFAXModem 144PB  
Completely internal 14,400bps fax and data modem for PowerBooks™.  
$299.95

All extra value packages come complete with FAXst™, MicroPhone LT™, and CompuServe Information Manager™. All cables and instruction manuals included. Sorry, does not include drink or fries.

CALL TODAY!  
1-800-967-8772

All prices are estimated retail selling price, prices may vary.

All trademarks belong to their respective companies. 7101 Supra Drive S.W. Albany, OR 97321 USA • 503-967-2410 • Fax: 503-967-2101
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Apple PowerCD

CD-ROM Drive

PROS: Compact package runs on batteries; extremely versatile; beautiful design.
CONS: Slow CD-ROM performance; PowerCDDesk accessory doesn’t provide access to all features.
COMPANY: Apple Computer (408/996-1010). LIST PRICE: Approximately $400 (price is set by retailer).

LAST AUGUST, WHILE THE WORLD’S eyes were on the Newton MessagePad, Apple’s Personal Interactive Electronics division also shipped another piece of hardware: the PowerCD, a portable CD-ROM drive that also supports audio CDs and Kodak Photo CDs.

Most of today’s CD-ROM drives can access audio CDs and Photo CDs as well as CD-ROMs, but what sets the PowerCD apart is the degree of hardware and software support it provides for audio CDs and Photo CDs. The PowerCD is the first Apple product designed to be as comfortable in an entertainment cabinet as it is next to a Mac. For this, it may be a more significant milestone for Apple than was the Newton.

Next-Generation Design

The compact, 3-pound PowerCD is the same color as a PowerBook, but the family resemblance ends there. The PowerCD celebrates the circularity of a compact disc: its edges are round, its access door is round, its buttons are round. It’s a beautiful little gizmo.

The Apple PowerCD is actually a two-piece gizmo: the drive snaps into a base containing a battery chamber, SCSI interface, and SCSI-address switch. The base of the unit holds the drive at a roughly 45-degree angle, making the PowerCD look like a piece of modern sculpture sitting on an easel. A small AC adapter plugs into the base.

The PowerCD’s round buttons provide basic playback functions for audio CDs and Photo CDs—the standard play, pause, and stop buttons are here, as are buttons for skipping to the next and previous track (or image, for Photo CDs). For full access to the drive’s audio CD and Photo CD skills, you use the remote control included with the PowerCD. Its 18 buttons are logically organized so that, for example, the Photo CD-related buttons don’t get in your way when you’re working with audio CDs. Apple’s skill at designing easy-to-use system software has translated nicely to remote-control design.

With the remote, you can program the playback order of audio tracks or Photo CD images. But unlike most CD players, the PowerCD lets you store your song or photo playback order—the next time you insert that CD, the PowerCD automatically recalls its program. (You can disable this feature when you want to use a different playback order.) And when you’re tapping a CD, you can tell the PowerCD how long a cassette you’re using, and it automatically stops playback to prevent a song from being cut off at the end of the tape. The PowerCD’s 8K of internal memory can hold programs for between roughly 20 and 50 discs, depending on the number of tracks each one contains.

The PowerCD is equally adept at handling Photo CDs. It connects directly to the video-in connector on a television or video recorder. With the remote control, you can zoom in on images, rotate them 90 degrees, program a playback sequence, or edit a program you’ve already stored. The only other Photo CD playback devices that offer this kind of versatility come from Kodak—and they aren’t portable, nor do they support CD-ROMs.

Speaking of CD-ROMs, the PowerCD includes the same basic CD software as Apple’s desk-bound CD-ROM drives. With the included Photo CD and QuickTime extensions, you can view Photo CD images on the Mac’s screen in slide-show fashion. A separate desk accessory lets you play audio CDs, but doesn’t provide access to the PowerCD’s track-programming features. Fortunately, you can still use the remote control when the drive is connected to a Mac.

How Fast Is the PowerCD?

Products are listed in increasing order of overall performance.

PLAYBACK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Rate</th>
<th>Video Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PowerCD</td>
<td>AppleCD 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEARCH AND RETRIEVE

Times are in seconds. Shorter bars are better.

These tests show how well each drive finds data on a CD and then transfers it to the Mac. Focus on these results if you use multimedia CD-ROMs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Database</th>
<th>Retrieve Graphics File</th>
<th>Read Interactive CD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>68.1</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>94.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>68.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>67.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>59.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Double-speed used for comparison.
IN THE WILD, THEY'RE KILLERS.
IN BUSINESS, THEY'RE LIFESAVERS.

QMS 860 Hammerhead Print System
600x600 dpi • 11" x 17"/A3 • SRP $4595

QMS 860 Plus Print System
1200x600 dpi • 11" x 17"/A3 full edge-to-edge • SRP $5999

Dominant. Powerful. Precise. That's the formidable character of the QMS 860 Hammerhead Print System. It's fast, compact and capable of remarkably accurate printing without hesitation.

And now the world's most popular 11 x 17/A3 laser printer is available with all of the features of the QMS 860, plus 1200x600 dpi resolution output...the powerful 24 MB QMS 860 Plus!

These desktop printers are creatures like no others - able to operate in mixed environments of PC, Macintosh® and workstation systems with standard and optional interfaces. Yet, with all their impressive power, they are both surprisingly affordable.

Others see them as killers. You'll see them as lifesavers. The QMS 860 and 860 Plus Print Systems. The perfect printing machines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEATURES</th>
<th>BENEFITS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QMS 860 - 600x600 dpi output</td>
<td>High resolution for camera-ready originals or accurate prepress proofs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QMS 860 Plus - 1200x600 dpi output</td>
<td>More flexible page layout, B-size check plots and no need for tiling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QMS 860 - Up to 11x17/A3 output</td>
<td>Increases print job responsiveness, provides a platform for convenient, cost-effective enhancements and enables peak performance as a network node with interfaces supporting protocols that include EtherTalk®, NetWare® and TCP/IP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QMS 860 Plus - Up to 11x17/full bleed output (11x17 full edge-to-edge)</td>
<td>Accommodates the latest application software on all major platforms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QMS Crown™ technology, featuring multitasking, advanced job spooling, compile-ahead processing, context switching and virtual memory</td>
<td>Accepts data streams on all ports simultaneously to increase system responsiveness for all users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatible with a variety of languages including PostScript® Level 2 and Level 1, HP-GL/2 and HP-GL/1</td>
<td>Eliminates user intervention to select compatible printer language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIO (Simultaneous Interface Option)</td>
<td>59 resident type fonts, all with multilingual character sets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP (Emulation Sensing Processor)</td>
<td>Flexibility and creativity for document production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An international network of service and support organizations in over 250 metropolitan areas throughout the U.S. and around the world</td>
<td>Fast, local response to service and support requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Several convenient service plans that include on-site response within an average of 4 hours, emergency service and other options</td>
<td>Flexible programs designed to be just right for your needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our exclusive Q-Fax (800-633-3850 or 205-633-3850) and CompuServe® (GO DTPVSN) services at your fingertips 24 hours a day</td>
<td>Quick and easy access to a full range of information and support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full one-year warranty</td>
<td>Parts and labor coverage for the important components of your print system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency telephone support</td>
<td>Direct dialog with technical experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-site installation available</td>
<td>Experts to assure fast, trouble-free installation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To get your business "Lifesaver" now or for the dealer nearest you, call 800 392-7559 or 205 633-4300. In Canada, call 800 263-5508.

QMS, the QMS logo, and Hammerhead are trademarks or registered trademarks of QMS, Inc. PostScript is a trademark of Adobe Systems Incorporated which may be registered in certain jurisdictions. All other product and company names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies.

InfoFAX
Please see page 212 for instructions.
upFront 2.0

3-D Modeling Program

**PROS:** Competent modeling tools; excellent daylighting feature.  
**CONS:** Steep learning curve.

**COMPANY:** Alias Research (416/362-9181).

**LIST PRICE:** $299.

---

A CARDINAL BENEFIT OF 3-D MODELING IS THAT IT LETS YOU MAKE SENSE OF SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS. upFront 2.0 lets you build models using shaded objects that provide prompt visual feedback, making it well suited for architectural massing studies and the quick analysis of click style of mousing to produce horizontal or combining tools yields versatile design. Unfortunately, upfront 2.0 has a steep learning curve. Mastering all its capabilities takes time.

upFront, from Alias Research, is a surface modeler that uses the click-roll-click style of mousing to produce horizontal and vertical planar objects, boxes, cylinders, and spheres. For example, to build walls you set an anchor point, then roll and click the mouse to specify a height and to set subsequent anchor points. Modifying construction sequences or combining tools yields versatile results—for instance, you can use the cylinder tool to lather objects from wall surfaces.

One of upFront's main strengths is its ability to construct objects perpendicularly to any surface regardless of the tilt or slant of the surface. upFront's new automatic mode selects the surface beneath a tool's cursor as the working surface and assigns the tool a perpendicular height-direction. When you construct and move objects, automatic mode is the default, but you can override the automatic mode by selecting a specific height-direction or object-movement modifier from the tool palette. For example, an object can be constrained to move along the plane of a particular surface. upFront lets you correlate the construction or movement of an object to any line or surface on any object.

A drawback of upFront's click-roll-click operating style is mouse-click inflation. For example, building a cube requires seven clicks, and a move that you accomplish by simply clicking and dragging in other programs requires five actions in upFront. In addition, examining models can be puzzling. upFront has seven different tools for manipulating the view of the scene—that gives you a lot of control, but it is also confusing. It takes practice to navigate complex scenes effectively, and you never feel like you're inside the model, in the way that you do with Autodesk WalkThrough. Saved views make traveling around a model more efficient, but upFront is limited to only 12 saved views, which may not be enough in complex models.

A path-animation feature called SpiderVision is new in upFront 2.0. With SpiderVision, wire-frame walls define the path through the scene, the eye-point of the viewer, and the direction of view. The process resembles building a web around the scene—hence the name.

End lines of a SpiderVision wall define key frames, and upFront tweens the intervening frames. To alter an animation, you can edit the SpiderVision wall using upFront's standard tools, or you can view the scene of the structure that it lets you make sense of spatial relationships. upFront 2.0 has a steep learning curve. Mastering all its capabilities takes time.

upFront 2.0 directly exports models to Alias Sketch and produces RIB files for output to Showplace/MacRenderMan. In addition, upFront 2.0 exports 3-D files in DXF (Data Exchange Format), Swivel 3D, and Archivision formats; exports perspective views as editable 2-D geometry in PICT, EPS, and Illustrator formats; and exports bitmapped images in PICT and TIFF. Import options include 2-D PICT, 2-D DXF, and 3-D DXF. upFront can also produce libraries of 3-D objects for recurring use. The program includes a library with more than 100 architectural 3-D clip art objects.

upFront's recommended RAM allocation is 4 MB, but, not surprisingly, complex models will demand somewhat larger partitions. Similarly, a fast Macintosh with a math coprocessor improves the calculation of redraws, which can get sluggish with scenes that are larger. upFront's manual is a coherent reference volume with tutorial exercises, but in recognition of upfront's steep learning curve, Alias Research includes a helpful how-to guide, a cookbook for building architectural elements and using program features. The cookbook is a helpful addition that I wish other companies would emulate.

With its own modeling style, upFront 2.0 is something of an acquired taste. However, take the time to learn it and you'll find a capable modeler with useful, if unconventional and demanding, tools. It's not the best choice for graphic artists looking for a 3-D illustration program, but at its new price, it's a good value for architectural modeling.

—CARLOS DOMINGO MARTINEZ

---

**COMPANY:** Alias Research (416/362-9181).

**LIST PRICE:** $299.
GREAT AS MAC & PC SCREEN SAVERS

COREL PROFESSIONAL PHOTOS CD-ROM

Works with any ISO 9660 CD-ROM drive (XA support not needed)

Royalty Free

Kodak Photo CD Format

Mac & PC Compatible

Ideal for Desktop Publishing

Each collection features 100 razor-sharp Kodak Photo CD format photographs on a single disc. The stand alone Corel utilities included let you turn any of these stunning CD-ROM photo images — or your personal photos on CD — into Screen Savers, Wallpaper and slide shows (with optional background music tracks).

Save time and money on stock photography!
Corel Professional Photos are royalty free for all applications and ready for color separation. There are no additional fees. That makes them ideal for use in any visual communication such as ads, brochures, presentations and multimedia. And you can use CorelDRAW to retouch or add special effects to any Corel Professional Photo.

Already more than 100 titles:

- Sunsets & Sunrises
- Mountains of America
- WWII Aircraft
- Porsche Racing
- Coasts
- Wild Animals
- Sailboats
- Birds
- Trees & Leaves
- Patterns
- Underwater Reefs
- The Arctic
- Auto Racing
- Bridges
- People
- Churches
- Food
- Lakes & Rivers
- Waterfalls
- Fields
- Aviation Photography
- Death Valley
- Fireworks
- North American Wildlife
- Predators
- Waterfowl
- Alaska
- Underwater Life
- Hawaii
- Turkey
- Northern California
- Apes
- California Parks
- Cactus Flowers
- Butterflies
- Mexico City
- New Mexico
- Korea
- Sacred Places
- Singapore
- Guatemala
- Japan
- Doors of San Francisco
- Air Shows
- Flowers
- China & Tibet
- Rural Africa
- Ireland
- Arizona Desert
- Spirit of Buddha
- Barnyard Animals
- Egypt
- Residential Interiors
- Deserts
- Plants
- Insects
- Windsurfing
- Greece
- Caribbean
- Australia
- Reptiles & Amphibians
- Czech Republic
- Meso America
- Fruits & Vegetables
- Barns
- Farms
- Fighter Jets
- Rajasthan, India
- China
- Yellowstone National Park
- Native American Ruins
- New Zealand
- Skiing in Switzerland
- Commercial Construction
- American National Parks
- San Francisco
- Western Canada
- and many more...

The world's leading photo CD collections from the makers of CorelDRAW, the world's best selling graphics software!

CALL NOW! EXT. 106
1-800-772-6735

$ ATTENTION PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS! $
If you are a professional photographer interested in having Corel publish your photographs, please call the number below for more information.
CALL: (613) 728-8200 ext. 5080

The MPC logo is a certification mark of the Multimedia PC Marketing Council, Inc.

Circle 78 on reader service card
Working Watermarker 1.02

There are two miniature pages and a few options and editing controls in the Creating and Editing dialog box (see “Where Do You Want Your Watermark?”). You paste the contents of the Clipboard or import PICT or EPS (but not Paint or TIFF) graphics files into the two miniature pages. You can resize the graphic in the miniature page (stretch a dingbat in a favorite font so it fills the entire page, for example) and center it horizontally or vertically with the click of a position button. Inconveniently, all other graphics editing—including rotating images, combining two or more images, and combining images and text—must be done before the graphic is imported into Working Watermarker.

The Creating and Editing dialog box’s darkness control allows you to adjust how light or dark your watermark will print. Settings range from 100 percent (if you want to use the program to print a letterhead in standard text black, for example) to the very subtle 0.1 percent. Darkness settings change in increments as small as 0.1 percent, but the precision this implies is misleading. Different printer models often interpret the same darkness setting differently, and printers vary widely in how light they can actually print a watermark, how smoothly they print gray shades, and how well they render gray-scale graphics at lighter settings. Some QuickDraw printers are capable of only a handful of different gray shades, for example, all of which are pretty grainy.

The new generation of 600-dpi printers, including the always useful ImPressions Perfect and PageMaker 5 should be available.) The manual is blessedly brief, but it is difficult to use and omits some important details, such as the fact that some watermarks disappear at low darkness settings and that large graphics files sometimes either won’t load into Working Watermarker or fail to print, with no explanation (the problem is a lack of memory). Be forewarned, as well, that Working Watermarker will not automatically download fonts for text embedded in EPS files (you must download the fonts manually or include them in your main document as well).

Notwithstanding its imperfections, Working Watermarker has earned itself a permanent spot in my Extensions folder. I have already used it for the predictable COPY and DRAFT imprints, as well as for tasteful decorative backgrounds on letters, full-page graphics on cover pages, and faxes. I expect to find many more applications in the months ahead, and I look forward to a new version that iron out the program's wrinkles.—ROBERT C. ECKHARDT

There are two miniature pages and a few options and editing controls in the Creating and Editing dialog box (see “Where Do You Want Your Watermark?”). You paste the contents of the Clipboard or import PICT or EPS (but not Paint or TIFF) graphics files into the two miniature pages. You can resize the graphic in the miniature page (stretch a dingbat in a favorite font so it fills the entire page, for example) and center it horizontally or vertically with the click of a position button. Inconveniently, all other graphics editing—including rotating images, combining two or more images, and combining images and text—must be done before the graphic is imported into Working Watermarker.

The Creating and Editing dialog box’s darkness control allows you to adjust how light or dark your watermark will print. Settings range from 100 percent (if you want to use the program to print a letterhead in standard text black, for example) to the very subtle 0.1 percent. Darkness settings change in increments as small as 0.1 percent, but the precision this implies is misleading. Different printer models often interpret the same darkness setting differently, and printers vary widely in how light they can actually print a watermark, how smoothly they print gray shades, and how well they render gray-scale graphics at lighter settings. Some QuickDraw printers are capable of only a handful of different gray shades, for example, all of which are pretty grainy.

The new generation of 600-dpi printers, including the always useful ImPressions Perfect and PageMaker 5 should be available.) The manual is blessedly brief, but it is difficult to use and omits some important details, such as the fact that some watermarks disappear at low darkness settings and that large graphics files sometimes either won’t load into Working Watermarker or fail to print, with no explanation (the problem is a lack of memory). Be forewarned, as well, that Working Watermarker will not automatically download fonts for text embedded in EPS files (you must download the fonts manually or include them in your main document as well).

Notwithstanding its imperfections, Working Watermarker has earned itself a permanent spot in my Extensions folder. I have already used it for the predictable COPY and DRAFT imprints, as well as for tasteful decorative backgrounds on letters, full-page graphics on cover pages, and faxes. I expect to find many more applications in the months ahead, and I look forward to a new version that iron out the program’s wrinkles.—ROBERT C. ECKHARDT

There are two miniature pages and a few options and editing controls in the Creating and Editing dialog box (see “Where Do You Want Your Watermark?”). You paste the contents of the Clipboard or import PICT or EPS (but not Paint or TIFF) graphics files into the two miniature pages. You can resize the graphic in the miniature page (stretch a dingbat in a favorite font so it fills the entire page, for example) and center it horizontally or vertically with the click of a position button. Inconveniently, all other graphics editing—including rotating images, combining two or more images, and combining images and text—must be done before the graphic is imported into Working Watermarker.

The Creating and Editing dialog box’s darkness control allows you to adjust how light or dark your watermark will print. Settings range from 100 percent (if you want to use the program to print a letterhead in standard text black, for example) to the very subtle 0.1 percent. Darkness settings change in increments as small as 0.1 percent, but the precision this implies is misleading. Different printer models often interpret the same darkness setting differently, and printers vary widely in how light they can actually print a watermark, how smoothly they print gray shades, and how well they render gray-scale graphics at lighter settings. Some QuickDraw printers are capable of only a handful of different gray shades, for example, all of which are pretty grainy.

The new generation of 600-dpi printers, including the always useful ImPressions Perfect and PageMaker 5 should be available.) The manual is blessedly brief, but it is difficult to use and omits some important details, such as the fact that some watermarks disappear at low darkness settings and that large graphics files sometimes either won’t load into Working Watermarker or fail to print, with no explanation (the problem is a lack of memory). Be forewarned, as well, that Working Watermarker will not automatically download fonts for text embedded in EPS files (you must download the fonts manually or include them in your main document as well).

Notwithstanding its imperfections, Working Watermarker has earned itself a permanent spot in my Extensions folder. I have already used it for the predictable COPY and DRAFT imprints, as well as for tasteful decorative backgrounds on letters, full-page graphics on cover pages, and faxes. I expect to find many more applications in the months ahead, and I look forward to a new version that iron out the program’s wrinkles.—ROBERT C. ECKHARDT
Between now and December 31st, we're GIVING AWAY up to a million copies of our new COLOR IT! Version 2.3, the award-winning painting and image editing program. Regular price is $149.95. Even if you already have another paint, creative or editing program (and if you do, it probably cost you several hundred dollars!), you'll want to add COLOR IT! to your Mac's repertoire. To receive your free software, call us now, toll-free: 1-800-949-5555. And to make it even sweeter, we're including special offers, rebates and discounts worth up to $800 on other products from LaCie, Thunderware, Lizard Tech, Digital Vision, Expert Software, and Photoese International. Hurry - this free software offer definitely ends December 31, 1993.

COLOR IT! is a 32-bit, 16 million color paint program and professional image editing program all in one easy-to-use package. Let your creativity run wild—colorful presentations for the office, "A" papers for school, eye-grabbing newsletters for your club. Editable tool palette and 15 levels of undo make it easy to paint pictures, change backgrounds. Correct imperfections in photos, lighten, darken, scale, rotate. Create special effects with KAI's Power Tools. To be sure you receive your copy or COLOR IT! Version 2.3, call today. The software is free, you pay only a nominal fee of $8.37 (10.37 U.S. in Canada) for order processing, shipping and handling.

24 hours a day, seven days a week.

1 800 949 5555

Offers subject to change. Certain restrictions apply.
Redux Deluxe 2.0.2

**Backup Software**

**PROS:** Fast setup; speedy backups with scheduling option; easy scripting; good technical support.

**CONS:** Lacks compression capability; a few interface quirks and minor bugs.

**COMPANY:** Inline Software (203/435-4995).

**LIST PRICE:** $79.95.

---

Redux Deluxe tries to make the sometimes complex task of backing up your data simple and automatic. You begin by launching the application, choosing Backup, and identifying your source disk. Redux Deluxe automatically names your backup disk, and it will erase it, too, if you wish. If one disk is enough to contain all your files, you can store the backup disk in Finder format. This allows you to restore the files without using the application. Otherwise the backup is saved in the program’s proprietary format. You can make the backups to any mountable medium (including floppy disk, removable storage device, hard disk, tape, even a network server).

As the backup progresses, a status bar indicates how much of the source disk has been backed up. You can bring another application to the foreground while your backup continues, although performance will suffer.

Subsequent backups are incremental, so only the files that have been changed are backed up. Redux Deluxe’s backup scheme will add new files to the backup set, replace the ones that have been updated, and delete the files that have been trashed. If you want to leave deleted files on your backup set, you must open the application’s File List and choose the Anchor Deleted Files option (or select the files individually); otherwise they will be removed. This option ought to be available on the opening window, rather than requiring the user to wade through a long file list and select the files or folders to be anchored.

Redux Deluxe has a neat safety feature. If a backup is interrupted due to a crash or power failure, a copy of the backup script is deposited in the application’s folder. If you copy this script to the backup disk, Redux can resume the process exactly where it left off without losing any of the files.

I found that the program has an extraordinary degree of power for such an inexpensive product. The File List allows you to customize your backup. You can add or exclude individual files or entire folders from the backup set, delete files from both your source disk and your backup disk, and even back up multiple copies of the same file. The Filters option gives you a pull-down menu that allows you to restrict your backup choices still further—by name, modification date, type, and creator.

Although Redux Deluxe writes a backup script based on the choices you make, you can write your own, using its plain-English BackTalk language. It allows you to use such phrases as “Check all items that start with M” or “Check all files newer than one week.” Scripts can be exported and imported—this makes it possible for other Macintosh users in your office to use the same customized backup routine without setting up the procedure all over again.

The sole important missing feature is a compression option, something that is already available in competing programs. If you don’t have enough disks to store your backups on, you need to buy a separate compression utility. Inline’s technical-support people say that a compression feature will be offered in a future version of the program.

Although you can set up Redux Deluxe and begin performing routine backups without so much as cracking the manual, executing some of its most powerful features (and a few workarounds that you will need to know) requires reading the book thoroughly. Fortunately, the manual is clear and pleasantly readable, with a nice touch of humor in spots. In addition, technical support for the product is superb.

Redux Deluxe is easy to learn and relatively simple to use—and that’s what a good backup program should be.

—Gene Steinberg

---

MacPak 1.0

**Utility Collection**

**PROS:** Collection includes full AutoDoubler program; nicely implemented program launcher and file-management utility.

**CONS:** Uneven quality; buggy DiskLock module; CopyDoubler Lite lacks many of CopyDoubler’s best features.

**COMPANY:** Symantec/Fifth Generation Systems (504/291-7221).

**LIST PRICE:** $149.

---

This collection of utilities isn’t really new; many of the modules are slimmer versions of utilities the company has been selling as stand-alone programs—namely, AutoDoubler, CopyDoubler, Fastback Express, and DiskLock Pro. These scaled-down programs have been combined with a handful of miscellaneous desk accessories and repackaged as the $149 MacPak. The quality of the collection is uneven—some modules are unpolished and buggy—but there’s enough here to make it worthwhile.

Probably the most valuable component is AutoDoubler Lite—a version of the popular file-compression utility that opens up additional space on your hard drive by automatically compressing documents and applications not in use. The only thing missing from the Lite version is a supplementary utility program to compress items in the System Folder. AutoDoubler expands files automatically (after a slight delay) when they are opened and recompresses them again when they’re not in use. You can configure the program to ignore any files you don’t want compressed so they’re ready for immediate access.

Along with AutoDoubler, you get CopyDoubler Lite, a control panel that handles file copying at least twice as fast as the Finder. It also speeds up file deletion when you empty the Trash. Unfortunately, CopyDoubler Lite lacks some of the best features found in CopyDoubler. It can’t copy in the background or queue multiple copy jobs. Also, you can’t set sound alerts or set up copies to occur at a designated time. Still, even this crippled version of CopyDoubler is worth having just for the speed gain.

DiskTools is a desk accessory that displays on one window information on all your files and folders. You can also copy and rename files without having to open and close windows in the Finder. DiskTools is an efficient way to manage files, though it has quirks. For example, labels continue...
The best thing next to the Macintosh.

When we say Citizen works where you work, we mean it. On your desktop or on the road, the Notebook Printer II is the perfect companion to your Macintosh®. With its built-in, 5-page sheet feeder or optional 30-page sheet feeder and NiCad battery, you’ll get laser-quality text and graphics wherever your work takes you. You’ll also get two pages per minute output and Special-Image Color. All for a surprisingly low price.

Think of it. Now you can use your printer at your desk or in just about any location, use color when you need it, and produce professional-looking results. The Notebook Printer II really is the perfect plug and play companion to your Macintosh. And all Citizen printers come with Citizen’s two-year warranty and exclusive Service Select Program®. For information on the printer that works where you work, call 1-800-4-PRINTERS for a Citizen Notebook Printer II dealer near you.
applied to files from within DiskTools don’t show up in the Finder.

One of the more elegant utilities is Launch Pad. When you install an application in Launch Pad, its icon appears on a tile on the Launch Pad palette. The palette is fully customizable; you can add up to 100 applications. Double-clicking on a tile launches the application. You can set the palette to appear when you drag the pointer to a designated corner of the screen or when you press a key combination. Launch Pad uses 300K of memory, which is not always convenient if you’ve only got 4MB of RAM.

Not all the MacPak utilities are this impressive. Fastback Express, the backup utility, is disappointing. The program has a clumsy interface and very limited search capabilities (you can’t define searches by file-creation dates, for example). There’s also no way to either confirm or create a report showing which files you’ve included in a particular backup set.

In the security department you get DiskLock PB, which lets you password-protect your PowerBook. Despite its name, DiskLock PB works on any Mac running System 7 and equipped with a SCSI hard drive. Though easy to install and set up, DiskLock wouldn’t cooperate with my PowerBook Duo 210. When I awoke the Duo from sleep with DiskLock engaged, about half the time I got a totally blank dialog box and nowhere to enter the password—so I was forced to restart. Another quirk is that when you install DiskLock, the program asks for your phone number, and if you go ahead and type in your number, the darn thing displays it whenever somebody tries to start or wake up your computer. According to the company, a new version of DiskLock PB is available on most online services or directly from the company.

Rounding out the collection are two ugly but functional calculators with scientific functions and other mathematical capabilities the standard Apple Calculator desk accessory lacks. There is also a bare-bones calendar program and a handy little 1000-page notepad-and-address-book that nicely replaces the Note Pad that comes with the Mac. This desk accessory, Phone Pad, is resizeable and includes automatic phone dialing and a feature that indexes entries for fast retrieval.

Obviously, buying this collection is more economical than purchasing all of these utilities separately, though you probably won’t need or want some of them. Still, if you don’t already own AutoDoubler, CopyDoubler, and a good file-management program, you’ll get your money’s worth from MacPak.

—JOSEPH SCHORR

**HP Optical Disk Library 10LC**

**Storage**

**PROS:** Large storage capacity  
**CONS:** Software needs work; security options need to cover device configuration; manual not detailed enough for MIS professionals  
**COMPANY:** Hewlett-Packard  
**LIST PRICE:** $9495.

**H**ave you ever looked up to the stars and wished for 10 gigabytes of online storage? I have. Jukeboxes like Hewlett-Packard’s 10LC, with its 16 optical cartridges, may one day fill that need, but for now its performance is relatively poor and its software lacks the features needed for adequate management.

In general, optical jukeboxes are ideal for large archives holding such items as high-resolution digital images, architectural and engineering drawings, and sound and video samples. Jukeboxes are most effective where a large number of people need files at a moment’s notice. Optical jukeboxes are inherently slow, however. For example, the 10LC has only one optical drive inside. Each cartridge must be moved to and from the drive by a robotic shuttle. Swapping disks using the 10LC can take as long as 12 seconds—an eternity in computer time. Reading and writing data are subject to the same performance limitations as on optical drives in general (see “Optical Options,” *Macworld*, December 1993). Additionally, jukebox performance depends on the performance of a network and server.

Macworld Lab tested the 10LC using a Centris 630 file server over Ethernet. Tests with large files showed sluggish performance at best. When compared with hard disk servers, the 10LC was 38 percent slower. The same backup to tape was 19 percent faster than backup to the jukebox. However, if you need to regularly access archived data, optical jukeboxes are a better solution than tape archive systems.

Setting up the 10LC is relatively straightforward, as are loading and unloading cartridges. But formatting the cartridges, configuring the software, and copying the data to the optical disks are difficult and time-consuming. And at 40 minutes per surface, formatting 16 cartridges takes a day, so I highly recommend using preformatted cartridges.

Because HP recommends two different software packages for the 10LC, you first have to decide which to use: Jukebox MO from Software Architects ($895, 206/487-0122) or MacJuke from MacPeak Research ($1995, 513/327-3211). Jukebox MO has disk caching (a feature that minimizes disk swapping by storing essential volume information on a dedicated hard disk) and a great interface, but it doesn’t allow volume spanning (a feature that lets you organize several physical volumes into a single logical volume). MacJuke is exactly the opposite: it has a difficult interface that allows spanning but, as yet, no disk caching. Neither is the perfect solution.

The most time-consuming part of setting up a jukebox is determining how to organize the disks into logical volumes. Simply loading and unloading cartridges can create complications, for example, corrupting a volume’s cached data or splitting a spanned volume. Recovering from improper handling could take hours or days. I had tremendous difficulty reconfiguring the jukebox for my tests without reformattting cartridges and caching drives.

Obviously, configuring the jukebox is trickiest for administrators serving a whole office. But even on a desktop Macintosh, Finder updates of volume information incur swaps for every mounted volume. For a 2GB spanned volume, four swaps are necessary. In contrast, Jukebox MO is much more effective because swaps are minimized by caching volume information.

Updating volume information creates delays, but when the jukebox is configured as a server volume, network and server delays are worse. In our tests, Jukebox MO was slow transferring data from the server; with RAM and disk caching on, data transfers were 67 percent faster than with disk caching disabled.

The 10LC’s hardware includes the capability for setting a password using the buttons on the front of the jukebox, but the password does not preclude someone from changing configuration parameters (such as the SCSI ID), only from unloading cartridges. The 10LC’s manuals are horribly incomplete. You will probably end up calling tech support for even the simplest problems.

If you need daily access to huge files, I recommend that you consider the 10LC or one of its larger cousins (jukeboxes up to 100GB are available from HP and others). For less urgent needs, I suggest you wait until improvements in magneto-optical drives and in management software are incorporated into the jukebox. Then using an optical jukebox will be more practical.—TIM WARNER
We taught the Mac to do something no Mac has ever done before.

Introducing PaintBoard Turbo XL, the hot new accelerated 24-bit display adapter developed by RasterOps. Turbo technology that delivers sophisticated color management to your desktop at breathtaking speed. And a breakthrough price. Only $1899, excluding driver's side airbag. The PaintBoard Turbo XL is fully 20-63 times faster than standard QuickDraw. And, thanks to a 9-bit digital-to-analog converter, your true colors will always come shining through. This amazing 7" card supports resolutions as large as 1152 x 870, on monitors up to 21". It even incorporates hardware pan and zoom features for smooth scrolling and impressive magnification of up to 16x. So make tracks to your local reseller, or call us fast at 1-800-SAY-COLOR. And burn rubber. Not money.

Burn rubber.

The new PaintBoard Turbo XL. The fastest way to save money.

© 1989 RasterOps Corporation, 2000 Walsh Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051. Mac is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. All brand names and products are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.

Circle 90 on reader service card
**DiskLock PB 1.0**

**PowerBook Utility**

**PROS:** Fast locking and unlocking; robust security; maintains access log; good documentation; technical support almost always available; money-back guarantee; inexpensive.  
**CONS:** One password per disk.  
**COMPANY:** Symantec/Fifth Generation Systems (504/291-7221).  
**LIST PRICE:** $59.

*Reviews*

**HERE ARE MANY SECURITY PACKAGES AVAILABLE (SEE "DATA GUARDIANS," FEBRUARY 1993), BUT I'M PARTIAL TO DISKLOCK PB BECAUSE IT BALANCES ROBUST SECURITY WITH SIMPLICITY AND EASE OF USE.**  

**DiskLock PB can't be installed on floppy or Bernoulli and SyQuest cartridges. Nor can it be used to restrict access to an entire drive containing soft partitions.**  

Although marketed as a PowerBook utility, DiskLock PB works on any Mac with a SCSI hard disk running System 7. DiskLock PB can't be installed on floppy or Bernoulli and SyQuest cartridges. Nor can it be used to restrict access to individual soft partitions, but you can lock an entire drive containing soft partitions. DiskLock PB is compatible with file-level compression products, such as Symantec/Fifth Generation Systems' DiskLock security program, which the company describes as "virtually unbreakable." The main difference is that the full-blown $189 package also lets you lock folders and encrypt files.

Article continues below.

**DiskLock PB 1.03**

**Disk and File Organizer**

**PROS:** Can modify file attributes to many files at once; good disk-cataloging features.  
**CONS:** Duplicate finding needs improvement; some memory-management problems; cosmetic bug in the Color menu.  
**COMPANY:** Midnight Software (303/933-1013).  
**LIST PRICE:** $99.

**Midnight Software's DupLocator is a disk utility designed to find and delete unnecessary, space-wasting duplicate files on one or more volumes on a hard drive, floppy disk, or a network.**  

**The program can also perform file-modification commands such as move, rename, copy, and launch files; change file attributes such as color, type, and creator; and create new folders. DupLocator can serialize floppy disks, rename and catalog them, and then print the catalog. DupLocator works reasonably well but needs some improvement.**

**You open the program to DupLocator's Search and Tool palettes. The Search palette allows you to select a single disk volume to scan and lets you initiate the scan using the Search button. After DupLocator searches the disk, the main window lists all the files that are on the selected disk, and the Tool palette, which has buttons to perform the file commands, becomes active. You can select individual files, or group several files using the Add to Batch command. Files can then be deleted, moved, copied, or given color labels. If you own either Aladdin Systems' StuffIt Deluxe or Symantec/Fifth Generation Systems' DiskDoubler, DupLocator can create compressed archives from one or more files in the main window or in a batch. You can select and scan additional disks, adding their contents to the main window. In the Search palette the program keeps a running total of the number of volumes and files scanned, and the number of duplicate files it finds. You inspect the found duplicates by opening the Duplicate Files list from the program's View menu.**

**DupLocator does a fair job of locating duplicate files. Unfortunately, it determines that two files are duplicates if they have identical names—occasionally two files with the same name aren't true duplicates. For instance, an alias can have the same name as the original. Another example is CE Software's QuicKeys, which creates a key-set file for each contains**
We're proud of our printer's reputation. And we're also proud of the Silentwriter® 1097's many features. Features like 600 DPI print quality, and PhotoMatch™ grayscaling. Along with PC and Macintosh connectivity, Adobe PostScript™ software, HP® LaserJet® III emulation, plus Automatic Emulation Switching. Our Novell network capability. Not to mention our extremely fast RISC-based 10ppm print speed. With all of these features for under $1500 it doesn't matter what you call us. As long as you call. 1-800-NEC-INFO. Or for information via fax, call NEC FastFacts™ at 1-800-366-0476, request document #791097.
application's special macro key set and gives that key-set file the same name as the application. So if you have created a QuicKeys key set for ClarisWorks, the key-set file is named ClarisWorks in the QuicKeys Preferences folder.

When you view duplicate files in DupLocator's main window, you must compare the type, creator, size, and modification date of files flagged as duplicates to decide which ones, if any, should be deleted. When you decide a file is a true duplicate, you add it to a batch and delete it. I'd like to see Midnight Software add some intelligence to the duplicate search. There should also be a preference that allows you to not flag aliases as duplicate files, and you should be able to create a list of the other file types that DupLocator should ignore.

One problem with using DupLocator as a general file utility is that you must always build a list of files on a disk with the program's Search button before you can perform file operations. This is in contrast to other file utilities with many of DupLocator's features, such as Prairie Soft's DiskTop ($99.95; 513/225-3720). Simply opening one of these programs from the Apple menu presents you with a list of files and folders on the disk, and you can immediately select and perform a file operation. If you already own a file utility that you can use to perform these functions, DupLocator may not give you enough additional usefulness to justify the purchase.

I had a few problems with DupLocator. The list of files from a volume or drive must fit into RAM, so if your Mac has limited RAM, you are limited in the number of files you can search at one time. The default memory allocation under System 7 is 1MB (the program will still run with 512K); 1MB of RAM allows approximately 9000 files in the search list. The maximum number of files the program can handle is 16,380, so if you need to catalog large disk volumes, you should probably not use DupLocator. I experienced repeated crashes when I attempted to catalog a 1GB hard drive that contained over 18,000 files; the program should handle this extreme situation with more grace. Also, there is a bug in the Color menu that causes the color labels to display in black and white, even though the program changes file colors with no problem.

DupLocator is a good general file utility for new Macintosh users. Experienced users most likely have one or more utilities that contain most of the features in DupLocator; if so, DupLocator may not give them enough added utility to justify the cost.—TOM NEGRINO

**DriveTech 1.0**

**Cleaning and Diagnostic Program**

**PROS:** Cleans the floppy drive. **CONS:** Inadequate manual; program has no built-in help to explain error messages. **COMPANY:** MicroMat Computer Systems (415/898-6227). **LIST PRICE:** $59.95.

[Rivettech is designed to clean the read-write heads of a floppy drive and diagnose drive problems that require repair. It cleans drives well, but because of poor documentation, it is difficult to understand what the diagnostic features mean. The DriveTech package comes with a 3M cleaning disk and cleaning fluid; the DriveTech application software; and two specially recorded test disks, one for 800K double-sided drives, and one for 1.4MB high-density drives. MicroMat provides replacement test disks (either 1.4MB or 800K) for $12 and a replacement cleaning kit for $9.95, plus shipping and handling.

The drive-cleaning features are easy to use. First you moisten the cleaning disk's head-cleaning fabric with six drops of the cleaning fluid. After launching DriveTech, click on the program's icon and insert the cleaning disk. The program then sweeps the read-write heads back and forth across the cleaning fabric for 30 seconds, ejecting the disk when complete. This worked well on several drives from a dirty factory environment; in four out of eight malfunctioning drives, this simple cleaning restored the drives. Two drives responded to a combination of cleaning and liberal squirts of compressed air to blow the gunk out of the drives; the other two drives wouldn't accept disks properly and needed replacement.

DriveTech offers three diagnostic tests. The Write Test uses a formatted scratch disk (not supplied) to write, then verify data to every track and sector on the disk. The Read Test uses the two test disks to check features such as relative head alignment and read integrity. The Write Test takes 23 minutes to complete; the Read Test takes 12 minutes on a 1.4MB drive and 19 minutes on an 800K drive. The Quick Test uses a subset of the Read Test to quickly verify a drive and takes about a minute to complete.

The main problem with the package isn't the program; it's the manual. The 40-page pamphlet lacks both an index and a table of contents. On the positive side, the manual is easy to read; it's filled with good illustrations and step-by-step directions on how to use the program. But the manual includes virtually no information on the error messages DriveTech produces when it reports problems with a drive test, leaving you to wonder if the program has found a serious problem. For example, it's possible that a scratched disk will produce error messages that incorrectly indicate drive problems; I scratched a floppy disk's surface with a knife, then formatted the disk successfully in the Finder. That disk then failed DriveTech's Write Test, providing the error message "Unable to Write Diskette; Sector number never found on a track." That error message isn't in the manual; MicroMat's tech support said the message meant that either the disk or the drive was bad. Incredibly helpful information—what else could the problem be, other than the drive or the disk? The manual says that DriveTech's Read Test performs tests for relative head alignment, read integrity, head-to-head integrity, random seek, and maximum seek, but it doesn't define or explain any of these terms.

Tech support was spotty: when I called the support number (not toll-free), I was asked to hang up and call back on another line. The first support rep who answered the phone specialized in another MicroMat product. He tried to be helpful, but he put me on hold repeatedly while he asked other reps for assistance. Finally, he offered to have the DriveTech expert call me back; my call was returned late the next afternoon and my questions were answered satisfactorily.

The idea behind DriveTech is good, and with a bit more effort, MicroMat could have produced a useful floppy-drive maintenance package. But without decent documentation, or clearer error messages, DriveTech doesn't give you enough information. That effectively leaves you with a $60 floppy-drive cleaning kit, and since you can buy a cleaning kit without software for about $10, that makes DriveTech a bad deal.—TOM NEGRINO
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Since 1984, the original Mac mail-order source. Over 3500 products. * denotes Money Back Guarantee.

**POWERBOOK/NEWTON**

Apple Computer
12866 File Assistant for Powerbook ............. 65.95
13706 Newton MessagePad .......................... 799.95
13702 Newton FaxModem .................................. 139.95
13703 Batteries w/Charger or 13704 Carry Case 26.95

Applied Engineering ... 30 day MBG
8780 Auto Adapt. 69. 8800 Battery Charger 65.95
* Battery Technology, Inc. ... 30 day MBG
7562 140-180 Battery 59. 10392 Charger 64.95
* Connectix ... 30 day MBG
8441 CPU 2.0 ... 55. 10765 Virtual 3.0 ... 55.
10764 CPU/Virtual Bundle ..................................... 69.
* Dove Computer ... 30 day MBG
5363 DoveFaxPB ....................................... 99.
* Global Village ... 30 day MBG
7720 PowerPortSilver ... 269. 7710 Gold ... 299.

* I/O Design Cases ... 30 day MBG
8121 PowerBook SL52 8113 PowerBook EX 199.

Interex
12859 Mac PowerPlant (Battery Charger) ....... 95.
* Kensington ... 30 day MBG
11552 NoteBook Traveler Compact .............. 46.
1092 Deluxe...... 75. 95885 Executive....... 115.
* Prometheus ... 30 day MBG
11955 Ultima Home Office -Powerbook .......... 289.

Sharp
12864 Expert Pad ........................................ 695.
12866 Expert AC Adapter ............................... 35.
12867 Expert FaxModem ............................... 149.

*CheckMark Software ... 60 day MBG
5663 MultiLedger 3.0—Easy-to-use, integrated accounting software selected as a Macworld Editors’ Choice (4/92) ....... $239.
5662 Payroll 5.1—Complete payroll management which also works with M.Y.O.B ................................ 179.

*Attain Corporation ... 60 day MBG
8465 IN CONTROL—1992 MacUser Editors’ Choice Award for Best Organizational Tool.
The new standard. The only product to manage activities as outlines, prioritized lists, and calendars.......... $85.

**DAILY BUSINESS**

ACUIS
5618 4th Dimension 3.0 ................................... 575.
* Advanced Software ... 30 day MBG
8061 InTouch 2.0 ... 57. 9040 DocuComp II .... 99.
* Aldus ... 30 day MBG
8614 TouchBase or DateBook Pro ................ ea. 49.
11545 w/Dynodex ................ 99.95

Apple Computer
6963 Business Planner $99.95
8905 Money Manager $95.
5862 Payroll 5.1 179.

DoveFaxPB ....................................... 99.
* Design Cases ... 30 day MBG
12331 WealthBuilder w/Free Zoom AX Modem 69.

Apple Computer
9777 Headstart State Tax Package ....... 24.95
5630 ClarisWorks/Quicken Bundle ............... 199.

PowerBook
7425 PowerPad $69.95 7419 w/QuicKeys $109.
* Promotion ... 30 day MBG
12850 PowerPlant (Battery Charger) ............ 95.

Apple Computer
5630 ClarisWorks/Quicken Bundle ............... 199.
3841 Lightning Scan Portable .................... 399.

* DeltaPoint ... 60 day MBG
12794 DeltaGraph Pro 3—DeltaGraph Pro 3 is unsurpassed for creating visually stunning, technically accurate charts and graphs, all with publication quality. More than 100 new features! ........ limited special $79.95

* Golden Triangle ... 30 day MBG
11731 TimesTwo 2.0—Doubles disk space by compressing your disk storage blocks, not your files. Version 2.0 features improved speed, system optimization and MagicBook ....... $83.

* Avery ... 60 day MBG
7446 MacLabel Pro 1.6.1 ......................... 48.

Some features are limited. Additional $14.95 for Bilingual $39.95

* Baseline Publishing ... 30 day MBG
8861 Thunder 7 1.5.3 ..................................... 55.95

Apple Computer
5663 MultiLedger 3.0 239. 5662 Payroll 5.1 179.
* ChipSoft ... 60 day MBG
8059 MacInfo 1040 (Headstart Edition) .... 39.95
3916 MacInfo/Quicken Bundle ............. 54.95
7777 Headstart State Tax Package ........... 24.95
* Claris ... 30 day MBG
5630 ClarisWorks/Quicken Bundle ............... 199.
3841 Lightning Scan Portable .................... 399.

Apple Computer
8059 MacInfo 1040 (Headstart Edition) .... 39.95
3916 MacInfo/Quicken Bundle ............. 54.95
7777 Headstart State Tax Package ........... 24.95

*DeltaPoint ... 60 day MBG
12794 DeltaGraph Pro 3—DeltaGraph Pro 3 is unsurpassed for creating visually stunning, technically accurate charts and graphs, all with publication quality. More than 100 new features! ........ limited special $79.95

*Microsoft ... 30 day MBG
10737 FaxModem PBK ............................... 79.95
10267 FaxModem PBK144 ............................. 199.95

*Microsoft ... 30 day MBG
12850 PowerPlant (Battery Charger) ............ 95.

Apple Computer
5630 ClarisWorks/Quicken Bundle ............... 199.

PowerBook
7425 PowerPad $69.95 7419 w/QuicKeys $109.
* Promotion ... 30 day MBG
12850 PowerPlant (Battery Charger) ............ 95.

Apple Computer
5630 ClarisWorks/Quicken Bundle ............... 199.

PowerBook
7425 PowerPad $69.95 7419 w/QuicKeys $109.
* Promotion ... 30 day MBG
12850 PowerPlant (Battery Charger) ............ 95.

Apple Computer
5630 ClarisWorks/Quicken Bundle ............... 199.

PowerBook
7425 PowerPad $69.95 7419 w/QuicKeys $109.
* Promotion ... 30 day MBG
12850 PowerPlant (Battery Charger) ............ 95.

Apple Computer
5630 ClarisWorks/Quicken Bundle ............... 199.

PowerBook
7425 PowerPad $69.95 7419 w/QuicKeys $109.
* Promotion ... 30 day MBG
12850 PowerPlant (Battery Charger) ............ 95.

Apple Computer
5630 ClarisWorks/Quicken Bundle ............... 199.

PowerBook
7425 PowerPad $69.95 7419 w/QuicKeys $109.
* Promotion ... 30 day MBG
12850 PowerPlant (Battery Charger) ............ 95.

Apple Computer
5630 ClarisWorks/Quicken Bundle ............... 199.

PowerBook
7425 PowerPad $69.95 7419 w/QuicKeys $109.
* Promotion ... 30 day MBG
12850 PowerPlant (Battery Charger) ............ 95.

Apple Computer
5630 ClarisWorks/Quicken Bundle ............... 199.

PowerBook
7425 PowerPad $69.95 7419 w/QuicKeys $109.
* Promotion ... 30 day MBG
12850 PowerPlant (Battery Charger) ............ 95.

Apple Computer
5630 ClarisWorks/Quicken Bundle ............... 199.

PowerBook
7425 PowerPad $69.95 7419 w/QuicKeys $109.
* Promotion ... 30 day MBG
12850 PowerPlant (Battery Charger) ............ 95.

Apple Computer
5630 ClarisWorks/Quicken Bundle ............... 199.

PowerBook
7425 PowerPad $69.95 7419 w/QuicKeys $109.
* Promotion ... 30 day MBG
12850 PowerPlant (Battery Charger) ............ 95.

Apple Computer
5630 ClarisWorks/Quicken Bundle ............... 199.

PowerBook
7425 PowerPad $69.95 7419 w/QuicKeys $109.
* Promotion ... 30 day MBG
12850 PowerPlant (Battery Charger) ............ 95.

Apple Computer
5630 ClarisWorks/Quicken Bundle ............... 199.

PowerBook
7425 PowerPad $69.95 7419 w/QuicKeys $109.
* Promotion ... 30 day MBG
12850 PowerPlant (Battery Charger) ............ 95.

Apple Computer
5630 ClarisWorks/Quicken Bundle ............... 199.

PowerBook
7425 PowerPad $69.95 7419 w/QuicKeys $109.
* Promotion ... 30 day MBG
12850 PowerPlant (Battery Charger) ............ 95.

Apple Computer
5630 ClarisWorks/Quicken Bundle ............... 199.

PowerBook
7425 PowerPad $69.95 7419 w/QuicKeys $109.
* Promotion ... 30 day MBG
12850 PowerPlant (Battery Charger) ............ 95.

Apple Computer
5630 ClarisWorks/Quicken Bundle ............... 199.

PowerBook
7425 PowerPad $69.95 7419 w/QuicKeys $109.
* Promotion ... 30 day MBG
12850 PowerPlant (Battery Charger) ............ 95.

Apple Computer
5630 ClarisWorks/Quicken Bundle ............... 199.

PowerBook
7425 PowerPad $69.95 7419 w/QuicKeys $109.
* Promotion ... 30 day MBG
12850 PowerPlant (Battery Charger) ............ 95.

Apple Computer
5630 ClarisWorks/Quicken Bundle ............... 199.
800-800-3333
14 Mill Street, Marlow, NH 03456 603-446-3333 FAX 603-446-7791

MacConnection®

Adobe Systems (full line available)
8192 Adobe Audition (full line available) $159.
12724 Acrobat Starter Kit (10 User) $665.
12732 Acrobat Exchange (1) $125. 12731 (5) $489.
6665 Acrobat Reader (1 User) $28.95
10167 Adobe Dimensions 129. 5001 Streamline 119.
10289 SuperATM 85. 4145 Adobe Premiere $429.
11843 Illustrator 5.0 $368. 6944 Photoshop $548.

Aldus
118 30 day MBG
6674 Personal Press 129. 2461 Gallery Effects . . . . 128.
10176 Fetch...... 199. 7541 Intellidraw ...... 194.
35258 SuperPaint X8. 4751 Persuasion ...... 325.
1330 FreeHand 369. 11548 PageMaker 5.0 $79.95.

Altysys

Apple Computer
3008 Apple Font Pack .................................... 45.

Ares Software
8878 FontMonger 1.5 ............................ 94.

Broderbund Software
3572 Kid Pix 1.2.... 34. 7293 Companion ... 23.
13603 Print Shop Deluxe 49. 6281 TypeStyler 2.1 126.

Caere
4506 OmniPage Professional 499. 7705 Direct 169.
7926 OmniScan........................................ 399.

Claris
2518 MacDraw Pro 1.5 ............................. 274.95

DeltaGraph Pro
12974 DeltaGraph Pro 3...... limited special 79.95.

Deneba Software
11055 artCROSS.. 99. 3227 CanvaS 3.5 .... 259.

Ergonomic Software, Inc.

Expert Software
1058 Sketcher 1.0 ................................... 49.95
10420 Painter 2.0..... 265. 1564 PainterX2 . 93.

Gold Disk
12279 Astound 249. 12276 Animation Works 115.

Gryphon
4202 Morph 2.0.................................. 154.95

Letraset
11059 Ofoco 2.02 .................................. 275.

Manhattan Graphics
12980 Ready,Set,Go! 6.0 .......................... limited offer 149.

Postcraft International
2210 Effects Specialist 2.0救护车 89.

Quark
7612 QuarkXPress 3.2 .............................. 589.

Ray Dream
12264 JAG II (increase image quality) ....... 89.
4751 Designer 3.0 249. 12280 addDepth 1.0 125.

Specular International
4962 Infini-2.5 ................................. 699.

T/Maker
13093 T/Maker .... 30 day MBG

ClickArt (bitmapped), 34. or (EPS) ... 55.
3144 Incredible Image Pak 2000 .......................... 89.

PROGRAMMING/UTILITIES

Abbott Systems
5236 CanOpen... 2.0 59. 9578 Kaleidoscope 25.

Aladdin Systems
30 day MBG
7410 StuffIt SpaceSaver 3.4 34.95 6740 Deluxe 69.

Apple Computer
30 day MBG
1206 At Ease 45. 7072 QuickTime Starter Kit 105.
10445 At Ease for Workgroups 2.0 225.95
1074 System 7.1 59.95 13047 System 7 PRO 99.95
10479 System 7.1:Font Pack Bundle 62.95
12854 Japanese Language Kit .......................... 195.

Berkeley Systems
30 day MBG
1502 The Disney Collection Screen Saver, ...... 29.
5737 After Dark 2.0 (30+ screens) ...... 29.
2198 More After Dark 25. 2196 Bundle 39.95
30329 Star Trek: The Screen Saver .... 29.

Binary Software
30 day MBG
11890 Square One 1.5. 45. 12475 Bloopers .. 19.

CE Software
60 day MBG
1727 CalendarMaker 39. 7927 QuickKeys 3.0 105.

Central Point
60 day MBG
10595 Safe & Sound $322. 5041 MacTools 3.0 $89.

Clarix Clear Choice ........ 30 day MBG
11205 Retrieve It................................... 46.

Dantz Development
30 day MBG
9115 DeskFIt Direct 1.0 .... 29. 3393 Pro 72.
5295 Retrospect., 145. 7945 Remote 2.0 256.

Datawatch
30 day MBG
4803 Virex/Mac 57. 11486 SuperSet Utilities 85.

Frew, B., Inc.
2999 Hard Disk Toolkit 125. 7929 Personal 49.

Golden Triangle
30 day MBG
11731 TimesTwo (1.4). 83. 11773 (800K). 83.

Harvard Systems Corp. 30 day MBG
11193 Kals Power Tools for Photoshop 89.

Infinite Software
30 day MBG
7068 INTIPicker 49. 1740 Redux Deluxe 201 49.

Kent Marsh Ltd
30 day MBG
9531 FolderBolt 73. 1838 NightWatch II 89.

Logical Solutions
30 day MBG
10169 7th Heaven 69.95 11191 Chameleon 39.95

MicroMat Computer Systems
3732 MacEGK II... 89. 2898 DriveTech.... 42.
11794 MicroProbe A06 69. 13707 Powercheck 79.95

No Hands Software
30 day MBG
8890 Common Ground 99. 8382 Magnet 49.

Now Software
30 day MBG
12303 Now Compress 55. 12304 Now FUN! 45.
6925 Now Utilities 4.0.............................. 84.95

MicroMat Computer Systems
2998 DriveFed—New floppy drive testing and maintenance program! It checks every track and sector position. Tests alignment, heads and the drive's stepper motor. Unique interface, makes cleaning, checking and repairing easy ...... $42.

METHODS

Dialogue
15 Disney screen-saving displays ...... $29.
15 Disney screen-saving displays ...... $90.
3527 Star Trek: The Screen Saver .............. 29.
5737 After Dark 2.0 (30+ screens) ...... 29.
2196 After Dark & More After Dark .. ... 39.95
### LEARN & PLAY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ActiVision</td>
<td>$99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broderbund Software</td>
<td>$199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carmen Sandiego</td>
<td>$47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bungie Software</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathways Into Darkness</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castello</td>
<td>$30 MBG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carina</td>
<td>$30 MBG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voyager II</td>
<td>$99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centron Software</td>
<td>$30 MBG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZOA (Zone of Avoidance)</td>
<td>$31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossword Creator</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casino Master Gold</td>
<td>$45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital &amp; Associates</td>
<td>$30 MBG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kid Pictures 19</td>
<td>$25.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kid Works 2.34</td>
<td>$10.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Tao Software</td>
<td>$34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spaceward Ho!</td>
<td>$2439</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### StarPlay Productions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Caliburn Pinball</td>
<td>$33.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SimCity Classic 24/5</td>
<td>$1162 A-Train Ban. 45.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word Munchers 19</td>
<td>$3963 Oregon Trail 29.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Microsoft

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flight Simulator 4.0 (CP)</td>
<td>$43.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Nordic Software

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ClockShop ea. 29</td>
<td>$4987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studio Pack</td>
<td>$34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemmings</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtuoso</td>
<td>$29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Caliburn</td>
<td>$33.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Software Toolworks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mavis Beacon Typing 5.0 (CP)</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Miracle (piano teacher)</td>
<td>$339.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Holobyte</td>
<td>$30 MBG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Tetris</td>
<td>$39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheel of Fortune</td>
<td>$29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falcon Color</td>
<td>$41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT, GMAT, GRE or SAT Prep</td>
<td>$39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Video and Sound

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voice Navigator SW (Head/Desk Mike)</td>
<td>$319.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacroMedia</td>
<td>$549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action! Mac 209</td>
<td>$5087</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Video and Sound (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voice Navigator SW (Head/Desk Mike)</td>
<td>$319.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacroMedia</td>
<td>$549</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### New Product

**MicroMat Computer Systems**

- MicroProve Powercheck—Test power supply without disassembling your Mac. Displays diagnostics in a color LED bar graph. **$79.95**
- MicroProve ADB **$69**
- MacEKG II **$89**
$59
Major new release!
Version upgrade.

PERFECT D
Portable 3-in-1 CD player with 3 free CD titles.

PRO WE PROMO!
$399

System 7 for Professionals.
$99.95

A great SPECIAL for the Holidays!
$199

Call For Our Latest Catalog!

800-800-3333
MacConnection
14 Mill Street, Marlton, NJ 08056, 609-446-3333, FAX 609-446-7791
MDS CD-ROM
8497 Chinese 535—250ms average access, 300 KB/S sustained transfer rate, fully-integrated audio, multi-session, Kodak Photo CD-compatibility w/ a 256 KB buffer. $439.
(Other CD-ROM types also available.)

MDS Modem
8478 MDS 14.4 FaxModem—Hayes compatible V.32bis/V.42bis, 14.400bps send/receive fax and data transmission. Includes all necessary cabling and QuickLink II data/fax software. $169.

ACCESSORIES

Apple Computer ... 30 day MBG
9773 Style/Writer Ink Cartr. 19. 8499 (3 pack) 55.

Apple Engineering ... 30 day MBG
8361 1.4 MB HD Drive 229. 5290 Plus Drive 299.
10282 WarpStart 430 (40 MHz, w/ FPU) ... 399.
10163 FastCache 040 (black) ... 259.
11867 FastCache 040 (Quicks 700, 800, 900, 850) ... 359.
1312 Turbo 040 30 MHz 719. 1302 33 MHz 899.
PowerCache for SE30, II, Ix, Ixx, Ixxt, LC 40 MHz ... 539. 50 MHz ... 679.
FWB, Inc.
9259 PocketHammer 170 475. 2314 PH 249. 599
hammer 1000MF ... 1549.

OMEGA
6499 90 MB Transportable (nope, interface) ... 479.
2467 90 MB Gold Std. Rem. Cart. (Cyg.) ... 289.
8781 Mac Transportable 90 PRO ... 479.
10499 Transportable MultiDisk 150 ... 569.

MDS Drives ... 60 day MBG
8183 120 MB Fixed Drive (zero footprint) ... 299.
11880 210 MB ... 429. 11863 540 MB ... 899.
11862 210 (up) ... 449. 11861 540 (up) ... 899.

Mobilus Technologies, Inc. ... 30 day MBG
8049 Speedster 33Mhz with FPU ... 899.
8030 Speedster 25MHz without FPU ... 629.
11859 120 MB Fixed Drive (zero footprint) ... 329.
11862 210 (up) ... 449. 11861 540 (up) ... 899.

Quicklink II
11138 Infinity 40 Turbo 040i ... 719.
1302 33 MHz ... 899.

MDS External Fixed Drives—Available in zero footprint or upright models. Using market manufacturer’s drive mechanisms.
11861 120 (up) ... 299. 11963 120 (up) ... 329.
11860 210 (up) ... 429. 11962 210 (up) ... 449.
11863 540 (up) ... 799. 11961 540 (up) ... 829.
2219 1GB (up) ... 1099. 12324 1GB (up) ... 1129.

MDS Removable Drives—We also have internal drives in many popular sizes. Installation kits sold separately. Call for pricing.
CD Technology
2321 CD-ROM Daddy 11. 4064 America Alivel $75.
8057 Porta Drive CD-ROM Drive .......................... 519.

FNB, Inc.
10192 CD Tool Kit $45. 11582 HammerCD.. .. .69.

Texas Instruments
1488 Elect. Map Cabinet or 7771 Websters Dist. 149.

Microsoft ... 30 day MBG
1741 Musical Instruments on CD-ROM ....... 55.

Centralized backup and archiving. Supports compression, encryption, & verification 259.
3393 DiskIt Pro—Efficient media backup 72.

Asante Technologies, Inc.
Asante Lite Ethernet Cards .......................... ea. 125.
2775 10/T Hub 8 249. 2772 10/T Hub 12 469.
BOCA Research
11052 M141 V.32bis FaxModem ...................... 188.
11053 Cardiant Technologies ... 30 day MBG
7670 MVP2MAC 59. 11621 MVP6MAC 169.
11688 MVP144MAC with FAX .................. 189.

CE Software ... 60 day MBG
8066 QuickMail (5 user) 275. 8067 (10) 399.

Coactive
1184 Mac Connector .................................. 29.95
1189 Coactive Connection Mac to PC ....... 179.95
6053 Uniservice Mac & Fax 229.
6055 Iron Helix ........................................... 92.

Dayna... 60 day MBG
11878 DOS Mounter Plus ............................. 54.95
11879 DaynaPORT E: (BNC or 10BASE-T) .. ea. 149.
8719 EtherPrint or 8688 (10BASE-T) ... ea. 339.
12453 DoveFax 119. 9634 DoveFax+V. 189.

DataViz ... 60 day MBG
12453 DoveFax 119. 9634 DoveFax+V. 189.

Garriott Communications
13658 711 MicroLaser Pro 600 PS23—Photo-
quality, 600 dpi with 8ppm RISC power, 500-
sheet capacity, 6 Mb, Adobe PostScript level 2
w/23 fonts, FCL5, Mac/PC ready. $1399.95
13659 711 MicroLaser Pro 600 PS65 .... 1599.95

Dantz Development ... 30 day MBG
7945 Retrospect Remote 2.0—Powerful Mac
network backup software. For automatic,
centralized backup and archiving. Supports compression, encryption, & verification 259.
3393 DiskIt Pro—Efficient media backup 72.

Ergonomic Software ... 30 day MBG
7056 Pinonaxx CD Vol. 1—Over 600 MB of
beautiful photography. High resolution!
Reproduction rights! ......................... $59.
12316 Pinonaxx CD Vol. 2—91 photographs of
natural scenery, all artistically motivated! 92.

Input/output
Advanced Gravils
1482 Game Pad ... 99. 9663 MouseStick II .. 69.
1483 Novelty Mac Pads 233 w/QuickKeys 159.

New FROM DOVE!
Dove Computer ... 30 day MBG
8971 DoveWriter ... 379.
8970 DoveWriter Sheet Feeder ....... 99.

© Copyright 1993 PC Connection, Inc. MacConnection is a division and registered trademark of PC Connection, Inc., Madlove, NH. MacTV is a trademark of PC Connection, Inc.

http://www.macconnection.com

MacConnection®
800-800-3333

Mutation Software
10172 Desktop Dialer .................................. $47.
10172 Desktop Dialer (BN) 37.
10192 DiskIt Pro 189.
10192 CD Tool Kit $45.

New LOW Price!
Full line of I/O Design Cases available.

I/O Design ... 30 day MBG
1473 PowerBook Case (black)—A fine leather
attache, with all brass fittings, padded Power-
Book compartment, pockets for disks, pens,
papers, etc. A premium case $99.95
11742 (black) 99.95 11741 (camel) .... 99.95

New LOW Price!
Full line of I/O Design Cases available.

Software Ventures ... 30 day MBG
1964 MicroPhone II ... 139. 3455 Pro ... 209.
A FEW THINGS YOU CAN DO WITH TOUCHBASE™ PRO

- Manage your contacts easily
- Create letters with a built-in letter writer
- Dial your telephone automatically
- Print address books, labels, & envelopes
- Keep files current with file reconciliation

A FEW THINGS YOU CAN DO WITH DATEBOOK™ PRO

- Keep track of your appointments & to-dos
- Post memos to your calendar
- Print calendars: popular formats & wall charts
- Set alarms and reminders to jog your memory
- Fun icons & banners personalize your calendar

Aldus Corporation
Consumer Division
5120 Sherbourn Place
San Diego, CA 92122-5926

Aldus and the Aldus logo are registered trademarks and DATEBOOK and TOUCHBASE are trademarks of the Aldus Corporation.

Circle 145 on reader service card
Tableworks Plus 1.05

Publishing Utility

PROS: Offers much-needed table-creation and -editing facilities to QuarkXPress; fairly easy to use despite complexity. CONS: Needs extra memory; can be slow on large tables. COMPANY: Npath (206/392-7745). LIST PRICE: $299.

Trying to publish a table on the Mac has long been a frustrating exercise, since neither of the top publishing programs—Aldus PageMaker and QuarkXPress—offers an appropriate tool for an even remotely complicated table. (Frame Technology’s FrameMaker has the table tools but lacks essential design-oriented publishing tools, while Corel Systems’ Ventura Publisher has a good set of table tools but is incompatible with System 7.1 and thus most modern Macs.) Look at the tables published in Macworld—even these straightforward elements are a production nightmare with both programs. But there is now a solution, at least for QuarkXPress users.

Npath’s Tableworks Plus XTension is a major revision of its former Tableworks add-in program. It boasts so much new functionality that Npath rightfully started the numbering again at version 1.0. Essentially, Tableworks Plus adds a full table editor to QuarkXPress 3.1 or later, letting you split, merge, slant, rotate, resize, and edit cells; resize, move, add, and delete rows and columns; and even create multipage tables.

Professional Table Editor Tableworks Plus gives QuarkXPress sophisticated table-editing abilities with few limitations.

Tableworks is designed to automate much of the table-editing process. For example, you can automatically put color backgrounds of any shade behind alternating rows or columns, and you can specify the number of consecutive rows or columns that are highlighted. Because you can apply a style to each cell, you can format the text within a cell as easily as any paragraph. And while you can apply all table formatting through the Tableworks Plus palette, you can use QuarkXPress’s Measurements palette to apply character and cell formatting.

Tableworks Plus can also import text-only (ASCII) files created by Microsoft Excel and other tabular-data-creating software and format them into tables. When used with Npath’s $89 XTension TextLinker, it can subscribe to Excel and other data files and publish its tables for use by other System 7 applications.

The only omission I noticed is the ability to create a multipage table that breaks horizontally across pages; the multipage option in Tableworks Plus just breaks long tables that are too deep—not those that are too wide—for the current page. (The workaround is to use QuarkXPress’s ability to create multipage spreads and put the table on such spreads.) That’s what I did when I re-created a longer version of a three-page pullout table from “Upgrading Your Mac” in Macworld’s June 1993 issue.

Disappointingly, Tableworks Plus’s rotation and skew tools are not simple to use. The tools would be more effective if they just changed the angle of boxes and their text, rather than rotate the box around the center point (a limitation in QuarkXPress) as they do now, since that causes difficulties in aligning the contents of rotated cells to their columns. What should be a simple operation takes much trial and error, involving manual resizing of cells and changes to style sheets.

The Tableworks Plus palette and the various table-editing dialog boxes can be daunting, and a little confusing, so expect to experiment until you get a feel for how to navigate the options and use them effectively. The manual covers all the options, but make sure you read it thoroughly. It’s serviceable but no more.

If you’re working on very large tables, you’ll need a lot of memory and some patience; for a table with about 1200 cells, I had to set QuarkXPress’s preferred memory size to 3500K, and the time to update after changing attributes was in the tens of seconds per change (the XTension runs best with QuarkXPress 3.2). But that’s a result of the table’s complexity—the fact that I could create and edit such a table at all is incredible.

All in all, Tableworks Plus is a must-have for anyone doing even mildly complex tables, whether for feature comparisons, price lists, reports, or other such business needs.—Galen Gruman
PrecisionColor Pro from Radius is the fastest 24-bit color graphics card available. Not in one category, not in just a few functions, but in overall performance.

So instead of sitting, waiting for your Mac to catch up to your mind, you can scream ahead with all the speed and elegance your Mac can deliver.

PrecisionColor Pro is up to 26% faster overall than the self-proclaimed “fastest” graphics card—Thunder* II. Up to 67% faster overall than Thunder/24. And as much as 3000% faster than your unaccelerated Mac.*

In addition to unmatched speed, PrecisionColor Pro gives you unrivaled flexibility. You get “on-the-fly” resolution switching. And you can quickly change between one-page and two-page views without rebooting.

This new card is the only high-performance graphics card that fits in all Macintosh NuBus* systems. And it’s fully compatible with a wide range of monitors, including our new IntelliColor™/20 display.

The price?
Just $2,499. Fully backed by our Worry-Free Warranty, with overnight replacement. So now you can really scream through your color publishing work, because with PrecisionColor Pro your creativity doesn’t have to wait.

And to really accelerate Photoshop,* there’s our new PhotoBooster™ with the most advanced twin DSPs, to help you run your production functions up to 10 times faster than a Quadra™ 950, for only $999.

For complete details and the name of your nearest Radius reseller, call 1-800-227-2795 Ext 101C. Or call us now at 1-800-966-7360 to receive faxed information.

Get the PrecisionColor Pro and PhotoBooster combo.
And start screaming with your Mac.

© 1993 Radius Inc. Radius, the Radius logo and all Radius product names are trademarks of Radius Inc. Other brand and product names are trademarks of their respective holders. *Based on QuickDraw acceleration tests using Hydra Benchmark v3.1.
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SEE US AT MACWORLD EXPO BOOTH #507
**Mirror 800 Plus Color Scanner**

**800-dpi Scanner**

**PROS:** Good RGB color reproduction; competitively priced; optional NuBus JPEG compression; well-designed scanning software. **CONS:** Relatively slow scan times; limited to scan sizes up to 8½ by 11½ inches. **COMPANY:** Mirror Technologies (612/633-4450). **LIST PRICE:** $195; with JPEG NuBus option $199; 35mm transparency add-on $99.

Finding a moderately priced flatbed color scanner with decent resolution is not as difficult as it was even a year ago, but locating one that includes hardware-based JPEG compression and a 35mm transparency option is much trickier. The Mirror 800 Plus Color Scanner fits this description quite nicely.

Employing three-pass technology, the Mirror scanner produces clean gray-scale, black-and-white, and halftone scans, as well as 8- and 24-bit color scans that boast faithful RGB color values. The optical horizontal resolution is technically 400 dpi, but software and hardware interpolation can bring the resolution up to 800 dpi. At that resolution, 24-bit files run in the tens of megabytes, so the optional NuBus JPEG board could turn out to be your storage medium's best friend. Happily, image quality for most scans is retained at compression ratios of up to 2:1. Toss in the easy-to-use 35mm-transparency scanning module, and you have a nifty desktop scanning package for just under $200.

There are a few negatives in the mix. The Mirror 800 Plus is not a speed demon. It took about four minutes to preview a 6-by-8-inch color photo at 400 dpi, and a little longer than that to scan it; you can nearly double those times for an 800-dpi scan. There are faster competitors on the market. Also, the scanning bed is limited to 8½ by 11½ inches. You can scan larger images in pieces and knit them together later with software, but this will provide little solace to those who regularly deal in legal-size documents.

MirrorScan, the software that ships with the Mirror 800 Plus, is a nicely engineered front end that comes in three varieties: a Photoshop plug-in, a small application for System 7 users, and a desktop accessory for those using System 6.0.7 or later. The user preference files are the same for each of these front ends, so you can easily switch from one to another; you might occasionally want to switch from the memory-hungry Photoshop plug-in, for instance. An OCR extension allows the Mirror scanner to emulate an Apple scanner, allowing text to be deciphered by most of the major OCR packages.

Besides allowing you to choose resolution, bit depth, brightness, contrast, gamma setting, and file format (including EPS, TIFF, PICT, and Clipboard), MirrorScan offers familiar tools—a zoom box, a grabber hand, and an eyedropper. The last one is particularly handy for setting white limits; all pixels lighter than the one under the dropper become white.

Installing the Mirror Slide Kit is a bit tricky, requiring a surprising degree of force, but it works smoothly once connected. All in all, the Mirror 800 Plus performs a number of scanning tasks quite nicely.

The optional JPEG NuBus board and MirrorQuick software replace QuickTime's Photo-JPEG software routines; because the Mirror package is hardware-based, it can compress images much more quickly than Apple's software-only option, ten times faster in many cases. The best news of all is that images compressed with MirrorQuick can be opened in any QuickTime-savvy application. The only caveat: Don't try JPEG compression with less than 8MB of memory. —Suzanne Stefanac

**VersaTerm 5.0**

**Network Terminal-Emulation Package**

**PROS:** Comprehensive feature set; good performance; includes Internet TCP/IP connection kit; supports multiple simultaneous connections. **CONS:** Only one emulation session visible at a time; lacks Zmodem protocol; complex documentation. **COMPANY:** Synergy Software (215/779-0522). **LIST PRICE:** $195; Pro version ($4105 emulation) $295.

Internet, the publicly subsidized world-spanning network including millions of users, has become suddenly popular with individual computer users. Through Internet you can participate in discussion groups on every imaginable topic, download free software and other information, access public databases, and even send E-mail to the White House. Unfortunately, while academic and industry folks often have free Internet access, private Macintosh users wanting to connect with Internet find the process complicated, tedious, and expensive. Synergy Software's recent VersaTerm upgrade bundles a good terminal emulator with the basic tools you need to become a network traveler, at less than half the price of competing products.

The basic package includes the VersaTerm emulator and a package of Internet utilities collectively called Versatilities, which also contains Apple's MacTCP 2.0.2 networking software. Another $100 will get you the Pro edition, which adds IBM 4105 color emulation and is useful to IBM mainframe users. Three well-written, hefty manuals detail all of this. Missing from the documentation is any kind of road map telling you where to begin; a "getting started" pamphlet would make installation less daunting.

The VersaTerm terminal-emulator component has a sophisticated feature set, encompassing VT220/VT100, Tek4014, and DB20 terminal types in both text and color graphics. The keyboard emulations support DEC, IBM, and DG layouts, as well as Unix vi and emacs text editors and user-defined macros. The file-transfer protocols include Xmodem, Ymodem, Kermit, and FTP PTP. Strangely enough, VersaTerm lacks Zmodem support, even though this protocol is among the most popular for serial transfer. VersaTerm supports multiple simultaneous connections over serial lines, or via AppleTalk or TCP/IP networks. A server feature gives VersaTerm users on an AppleTalk network access to other networks through a gateway Mac. The emulation is fast, able to keep up even on high-speed Ethernet connections. However, VersaTerm lets you view only one network connection at a time, even when several are active, which is not very convenient.

As good as VersaTerm's emulation is, the included Versatilities collection of Internet tools is where the package really shines. This ecletic package contains Internet connectivity components that until now have been difficult or expensive to obtain: MacTCP 2.0.2 (the latest version, which works with System 7.1); a SLIP (Serial Line IP) connection tool; and VersaTerm-Link, an integrated set of Internet clients for Usenet news, E-mail, directory services, and file transfer. MacTCP is an Apple-developed extension supporting the TCP/IP protocol used by Internet. SLIP lets you establish a dial-up TCP/IP connection through one of many commercial Internet providers, offering an inexpensive way for individuals to have a full presence on the net. And the client tools in VersaTerm-Link let you get in on the ground floor of Internet services: Usenet news groups, private E-mail, and public file archives.

VersaTerm's price and feature set make it a terrific value, in spite of its complex documentation and limitations. If you're looking for a fast path to Internet connectivity, this is it.—Mel Beckman
Hewlett-Packard® suggests you look beyond the obvious for your next Mac printer.

Don't miss out on one of the best things going. Made-for-Mac HP LaserJet printers. The new LaserJet 4MP completes a family of LaserJets built specifically for your Macintosh.

Choose from 300- or 600-dpi print quality, and prices ranging from $1,279 to $2,399. Setup is easy. And with built-in PostScript™ Level 2 software from Adobe, you'll be ready to roll with the latest features in Mac printing. LocalTalk means built-in Mac compatibility.

And a RISC processor means fast printing from start to finish.

These printers have standard memory that ranges from 4 to 6 megabytes. That's plenty for your graphics. For documents with zip and zing, you'll have 35 built-in PostScript Type I typefaces. And, thanks to HP's automatic language and I/O switching, LaserJets work simultaneously with Macs and PCs. In fact, HP leads the industry in cross-platform compatibility.

When you choose HP LaserJet, you'll have a printer with a legendary reputation. For quality. For reliability.

For more information call 1-800-LASERJET, Ext. 7685.

If it isn't a LaserJet, it's only a laser printer.

©1993 Hewlett-Packard Company  Suggested U.S. list prices. Adobe and PostScript are trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated which may be registered in certain jurisdictions. In Canada call 1-800-367-3872 Ext. 7685  PED2082
QC Tools 1.0

**Statistics Tool Kit**

**PROS:** Good assortment of tests; prepared templates can be used with minimal training. **CONS:** Requires StatView 4.01; installation is annoying. **COMPANY:** Abacus Concepts (510/540-1949). **LIST PRICE:** $245.

**STATVIEW HAS LONG BEEN A BEST-SELLING MAC STATISTICS PROGRAM, AND ABACUS CONCEPTS HAS BEEN FACED WITH DEVELOPING A RATIONAL STRATEGY FOR EXPANDING IT.** Rather than grow the program into a 20MB giant like SPSS, Abacus decided to offer extensions (quality control, specialty ANOVA features, 3-D graphics) to its core features, 3-D graphics) to its core features, and QC Tools is the first such add-in product.

The main theme in quality-control analysis is process monitoring, which means defining parameters to specify when a product is acceptable or not acceptable. Special charts and tests have been developed for this purpose, and QC Tools includes most of them. Subgroup-mean (Xbar) charts, subgroup-range and standard-deviation (R and S) charts, and cumulative-sum charts are provided on templates that combine charts with prepared tables—for example, for capability indexes. There are analogous templates for individual measurement statistics, for p/np counting methods (proportion and number defective), c/u statistics on subgroups (for countable attribute defects), and Pareto analyses for suggesting process improvements. Once installed, the types of analysis simply appear in the scrolling analysis list on the left side of the StatView screen, and each analysis takes place in the context of a StatView QC template. This makes it easy to get started (QC Tools offers a respectable set of samples for practice) and easy to make an impressive set of slides or overheads using StatView's presentation tools. If you can get your process data into a spreadsheet file, you can import it to StatView QC Tools and let the program itself suggest the analysis. It's ironic that 1993 has finally seen this slick Mac implementation of QC statistical methods (many described in the 1950s Western Electric handbook), but, as with corporate America's reawakening of interest in quality, control, better late than never.

The business of quality-control statistics is sufficiently specialized that QC Tools really warrants, even at $245 or so, an additional stand-alone version; while the SYSTAT environment provides some quality-control features, SYSTAT and Data Desk users really need QC Tools. Abacus could also improve things by believing that customers in this market know whether they have an FPU and version 4.01 or not, and redesigning the installation accordingly. Though QC Tools appears to introduce a slight slowdown in program response, generally the product is well designed, well documented, and suitable for quality-control neophytes and professionals as well. And since QC Tools costs a mere $100 if purchased with StatView 4.01, every industrial user of StatView can certainly justify owning a copy.—Charles Seiter

---

AboutFace 1.1.1

**Type-Specimen Generator**

**PROS:** Helpful keyboard map printout. **CONS:** Many errors and omissions in manual; type-specimen printout is flawed. **COMPANY:** Big Rock Software (716/288-2860). **LIST PRICE:** Version 1.1.2 $69.95.

If AboutFace were billed as a collection of puzzles, it might be a good buy. But it's meant to be a utility that provides information about your installed fonts and prints out type-specimen sheets. Alas, its meager documentation leaves the reader guessing what to do next.

Let's start by opening up the program. The manual says the Specimen page appears when you open the application. Mine opened to the StyleFinder page, but no matter; the manual states that I can choose another viewing option by selecting New from the File menu. But the New menu option is grayed, since, it turns out, AboutFace can open only one window at a time. You don't have to be a genius to figure out that the current document must be closed before a new one can be opened, but a good manual should point this out for the benefit of novice Macintosh users.

On the other hand, after you figure out how to navigate the program, you'll see that it offers five formats for printing font information. The Specimen page displays the currently selected font's upper- and lowercase letters, numbers, punctuation marks, and miscellaneous characters. It also displays three blocks of text in 8-point, 10-point, and 12-point sizes. Unfortunately, the text blocks are set solid (no extra leading), a format that few typesetters use unless they're trying to cram a lot of text into a small space. Worse, the lines of text are a good 4½ inches wide, which in 8-point type looks quite awkward; a reader's eye balks at scanning long strings of words. Finally, there's an extra space between two of the words in the sample text, making it difficult to judge the overall tone or perceived shade of gray of a block of text.

A second format is the Character Set page, which shows all the characters in a given font at 48-point. Or perhaps it's 10-point. The manual says 48, while the screen displays says 44.

The Keyboard Map is useful, printing a chart of the characters produced by each key on the keyboard, including shift, option, and shift-option combinations. This printout is especially helpful for pictorial fonts.

The Headliner page prints the letters and numbers for several fonts on the same page. The trick is figuring out how to select more than one font at a time from the list of installed fonts. If you solve the first part of the puzzle and select Print Fonts from the File menu, you still have to figure out how to select multiple fonts from the scrolling list. The documentation for Print Fonts says: "Command to select multiple fonts for printing." What the company meant was, "To print multiple fonts, hold down the command key (⌘) as you click on each font you wish to select; if you select a font by mistake, click on the name again to deselect it." The rationale for the StyleFinder page escapes me. You enter text in a blank window, and the text appears in the font, size, and style you select. You could do that in a word processor.

You've probably deduced by now that I don't like this program much. I'm sorry, Big Rock Software, to be so brutal in my assessment. (I feel as if I'd just blasted a butterfly with a howitzer), but the program has many serious deficiencies that need to be addressed. If you're looking for a type specimen-printing program, I suggest Agfa TypeChart from the Agfa Division of Miles Inc. (508/658-5600, $99); Spectacular from Font laps (203/846-3087, $79.95); or The TypeBook, a public-domain program by Jim Lewis available from online services.—Erfert Fenton
It's been a long time since Norton Utilities really improved its software for the Mac. Too long. Now Central Point Software introduces a newer, faster, smarter Mac utility—new MacTools 3.0. How much smarter is it? It retrieves accidentally trashed files in one step. (With Norton, it takes seventeen.) It continuously checks for disk corruption in the background, so small problems don't become disasters. (Norton doesn't.) MacTools 3.0 also finds and fixes Desktop file damage. (Norton can't.) And unlike Norton, it includes complete anti-virus protection, with network support. But that's just scratching the surface. For a detailed comparison of MacTools 3.0 vs. Norton, call FAXBACK at 1-800-847-8766 and ask for document 97532. For all upgrades, just call 1-800-277-3873. And stop living in the past.

UPGRADE FROM MACTOOLS, NORTON, SAM OR VIREX ONLY $49.95* 1-800-277-3873


CENTRAL POINT
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**The Rosetta Stone**

**Foreign-Language Education**

**PROS:** Good lessons; variable teaching methods; beautiful photographs.  
**CONS:** Confusing interface; no online help.  
**COMPANY:** Fairfield Language Technologies (703/432-6166).  
**LIST PRICE:** Each language version $395.

I SPEAK SPANISH, BUT MY OTHER FOREIGN-language skills are limited to cryptic or obscure phrases and Scat, e una farmacia qui vicino?, which might find me a nearby pharmacy in Italy but won’t get me much further. In a quest to be multilingual, I looked to Fairfield Language Technologies’ CD-ROM education series, The Rosetta Stone Language Library. My evaluation of the products is based on the Spanish version’s accuracy and the French version’s helpfulness.

The series combines excellent teaching methods with good, helpful material. Each language version has 8 sections for a total of 90 chapters, and each chapter has several questions. The questions get more difficult as the chapter progresses. In the first screen, you might learn the difference between la niña and las niñas, and in a few screens las niñas (the girls) would be doing something that taught you new vocabulary. The Rosetta Stone teaches both vocabulary and grammar, and its content is generally excellent and diverse. The lessons are well paced and could help both beginning and advanced students.

There are 12 different teaching methods, each offering a different combination of pictures, text, and spoken words. For example, you can hear a spoken phrase and then select which of four text displays correspond, or you can match a picture to one of four written descriptions. You can also record your answers and compare your pronunciation with The Rosetta Stone’s, though I did not test this feature.

The Rosetta Stone’s most serious problem is its interface, which is hard to learn to navigate. There are no X-key equivalents for mouse-driven functions. All the options are indicated by graphics rather than text. While the product is therefore useful to speakers of any language, I sometimes longed for some straightforward help in a language I knew. What looks like balloon help is actually just a display of credits, and there is no other online help.

The Rosetta Stone’s preferences command won’t let you turn sound off completely, and the program changes your system’s Sound control panel without re-setting it. The product requires 2700K of RAM and 8-bit color. I tested it on a Mac IICl, using an AppleCD 300 at the Faster setting, and it was fairly slow, though its speed improved when I copied the application to my hard drive.

Each version of The Rosetta Stone comes with a book that corresponds to the lesson plan. The book has exercises and a handy word index. The documentation and technical support were helpful.

I learned a lot from both the Spanish and French versions. At $395 The Rosetta Stone is fairly expensive, but depending on your level of interest, it may be worth it. Aside from its quirky interface, The Rosetta Stone is a valuable educational tool and fun to use.—JOANNA PEARLSTEIN

**Visualization of Natural Phenomena**

**Scientific Visualization Software**

**PROS:** Encyclopedic CD-ROM of scientific visualization examples; covers all disciplines; definitive analysis of methods.  
**CONS:** Needs CD files of sample code.  
**COMPANY:** Telos/Springer Verlag (408/249-9314).  
**LIST PRICE:** $59.95.

EVERY TIME A NEW IMAGE TECHNOLOGY appears, it takes several years before people learn to exploit it effectively. A particularly embarrassing example is the flood of meretricious “computer art” that poured forth when the first wave of Adobe Photoshop users found that they could false-colorize scanned pictures with a few mouse-clicks. In science the situation has been different. Techniques first used to visualize data transmitted from space or computed at supercomputer centers, with an accompanying rational methodology, have now been put into the hands of any researcher with a color Mac, expanding the visualization user base by a factor of 10,000.

There has been no similar explosion of explanatory material, however, other than fairly brisk explanations in the manuals of Spyglass products. Now a definitive introduction to applying all aspects of computer graphics to scientific imaging has arrived. Visualization of Natural Products (VNP), developed by Robert Wolff and Larry Yeager of Apple’s Advanced Technology Group, is a huge CD of visualization examples, principally as QuickTime movies, accompanied by nearly 400 pages of meticulous description of every scientific visualization trick currently known to humans.

The book accompanying the CD consists of two parts, an overview of visualization history and techniques and 15 technical notes on the details of image processing. Besides the expected information about color tables and data scaling (see “Now You See It”), VNP covers 3-D animation, volume visualization, rendering, and modeling, and offers an entertaining explanation of the use of the same techniques in film and movies. But the real payoff in VNP is the set of notes that shows in detail how to do image convolutions, compute optimal color palettes, run computations on networks, introduce 3-D perspective, analyze sound, do ray tracing and volume rendering, and calculate shading and illumination on rendered models. No other source covers this much material, at this level of clarity. The examples range from astrophysics to medical imaging, and the CD illustrates each computational lesson.

One addition that would strengthen this CD would be code examples in C illustrating filters, masks, and other image processing techniques. Plenty of this material is in the public domain, and a large fraction of the users of VNP are scientists with enough programming background to know what to do with it. This is a minor problem, however. VNP is a great product, practically a public service, and a bargain besides. Perhaps some scientists will even improve the state of computer art by lending their copies of VNP to artist friends.

—CHARLES SEITER
The most complete hand scanning system you can find in a box.
Or a store. Or in town.
Or in a stocking for that matter.

Quickly scan text and images into your computer with the OmniScan 256 grayscale scanner. OmniScan produces true 8-bit grayscale at 400 dpi and features advanced illumination technology and solid tracking for the most accurate scanning.

Scan directly into any application with OmniPage Direct. Direct employs Caere's AnyPage OCR technology to provide superior accuracy on a wide variety of documents. Font sizes, styles, and formats are no problem for OmniScan Direct's OCR.

Image Assistant GS makes grayscale image editing and enhancement a snap. The "Assist Mode" displays sample image variations right on your computer screen. All you have to do is choose the one that works best for you. And to help you add your own personal touch to images, Image Assistant GS features a complete set of editing tools and features.

With OmniScan, you can send, receive, OCR, and compress faxes right from your computer using Caere's FaxMaster technology. All you need is a fax modem. OmniScan does the rest.

Caere's full integration of grayscale scanning, OCR, image editing, and fax capabilities make OmniScan the most complete hand scanning solution found anywhere. Now that you have discovered it, here's how to locate the dealer nearest you:

Featured at these resellers:
1-800-535-SCAN.

Caere and OmniScan are registered trademarks of Caere Corporation. The Caere logo, OmniPage Direct, AnyPage, Image Assistant, and FaxMaster are trademarks of Caere Corporation. © 1993. All rights reserved.
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How Computers Work

CD-ROM Tutorial

**PROS:** Graceful, well-integrated interface; brief but helpful explanations of basic computer technologies. **CONS:** Requires a color Macintosh with a 13-inch or larger screen and a minimum of 4MB of RAM (8MB of RAM is preferred). **COMPANY:** Time Warner Interactive Group (818/955-9999). **LIST PRICE:** $79.99.

**H**APPILY FOR MOST OF US, WE don't need to fully fathom the ins and outs of bits, bytes, and teraflops to operate a computer. Still, there is a sense of surety that grows from knowing more about your computer. If there's no time in your schedule for picking up a quick electrical engineering degree, perhaps a few hours spent navigating How Computers Work will provide just the background you're after.

Based on the two Time-Life Books series *Understanding Computers and How Things Work*, the CD-ROM tutorial guides the curious through the rudiments of binary numbers, logic gates, and massively parallel processing. As with most CD-ROM products, you choose your path through a dense data maze. An animated introduction suggests a route, but alternate choices beckon at each digital juncture.

The main screen, or Program Map, offers broad choices—Input, Processing, Memory and Storage, Output, Programming, Applications, and Timeline. Click the mouse on any button, and you launch into a narrated sequence illustrated with dissolving and QuickTime animations. A smattering of text-based sidebars add pockets of depth. Icons providing links to related topics appear and dissolve as the presentation unfolds.

An activity area invites you to add a few binary numbers, explore an ASCII landscape, or program a digital “turtle” to do your bidding. Available in the same menu are demo versions of Microsoft Word 5.0 and Excel 4.0, Claris's FileMaker Pro 1.0, QuarkXPress 3.1, Aldus SuperPaint 3.0, and Opcode Systems' AudioShop.

Grazing the Timeline, one easily moves from the abacus through Babbage to nanotechnology and molecular computers. In one of the longest sequences on the CD-ROM—the wildly animated dissolution of the Job character at the end of the movie *Lawnmower Man*—computer graphics meld the possible with the improbable.

**Graceful Navigation** Beneath each information window is a palette of buttons—including a bookmark, help, glossary, notebook, search, and return.

The overall implementation of the CD-ROM primer is graceful, and the lag times one is forced to endure while waiting for data to travel over the SCSI cable are less painful than those imposed by some of many current titles. Because of the breadth of information covered in this CD-ROM, the degree to which any single topic is explored is necessarily limited, but How Computers Work does provide the diligent with a workable overview of the technologies that drive the machines.

I did regret, however, that text versions of the narrated sequences are not available for on-screen review and printing. Some of us still retain information best when we are presented with old-fashioned linear data.—SUZANNE STEFANAC

Hell Cab 1.0.2

CD-ROM Interactive Adventure

**PROS:** High-quality artwork and animation; multiple paths to solution. **CONS:** Slow; arcade sections hard to control. **COMPANY:** Time Warner Interactive Group (818/955-9999). **LIST PRICE:** $99.99.

**T**AKE A DIABOLICAL NEW YORK CAB-bie with a penchant for time travel, toss in the Empire State Building, add a few brain teasers, and you've got the basic recipe for Hell Cab, an interactive adventure from Time Warner Interactive Group.

Your journey begins at the front door of New York's Kennedy Airport facing one of Hell Cab's ubiquitous ATMs. (Although accessing the ATM is amusing once, the exercise grows tiresome on subsequent visits.) Cash in hand, you're ready to enter Raul's taxi idling at curbside.

Meeting Hell Cab's challenge depends on paying the cab fare before you die. Otherwise you lose your soul and get sent to you-know-where in a handbasket. (Mercifully, you can save the game at any time and pick it up again later.) A click on the meter at the bottom of the screen shows the number of lives and amount of soul you have remaining and displays the current fare. It's not always obvious which actions will maintain your soul and which ones will speed your descent to the netherworld.

At your first stop, you're free to explore New York's landmark Empire State Building. After wandering the ground-floor corridors for a while, you may decide to ride up to the 86th-floor observation level. The deck offers a panoramic view of New York and even comes equipped with coin-operated telescopes that let you examine the city more closely. When you're done playing voyeur, it's time to drop down to street level and get into the cab. Back in the passengers' seat, you're ready to begin the wild part of your taxi ride with Raul as your guide.

Without disclosing any classified secrets, I can tell you that the trip involves traveling through time to places ranging from the Roman Coliseum during Nero's reign to a prehistoric rain forest complete with dinosaurs and, you guessed it, more ATMs. Navigating Hell Cab's scenarios is fairly intuitive—you simply click in the direction you want to go, guided by the appearance of the cursor. Unfortunately, it sometimes takes a long time for the screen to redraw between moves. The specier your CD-ROM drive, the smoother the game plays. I found performance less than ideal on a Mac IIfx equipped with a double-speed AppleCD 300.

Much of your time in Hell Cab is spent groping around for objects to pick up. Often, the only clue that you're pointing at something significant is a change in the cursor's shape, and the few arcade-style challenges (like hand-to-hand combat) can be frustrating to control using the mouse. On the plus side, the artwork and animations are top-notch. For the most part, the sound quality is admirable, although I had trouble understanding some of the characters, and the musical selections cut off abruptly at times. Overall, Hell Cab succeeds—I found it engaging and entertaining, although I would have preferred additional challenging puzzles to solve.—FRANKLIN N. TESSLER

**NY** Clicking on the shopping bag in the lower left corner of the screen displays your inventory.
With Epson’s 1-pass scanning, great images come easy.

Epson ActionScanning System

Epson’s 1-pass system captures every detail and nuance of your image in one precise pass.

Which scanner would you choose?
All signs point to Epson’s Action-Scanning System for Macintosh. With 24-bit color, 8-bit grayscale and crisp 1200 dpi resolution, it gives you picture perfect results in one simple pass. Precisely adjusting your image is easy, too, thanks to Epson’s unique built-in controls.

All company and/or product names are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of their respective manufacturers, including Microtek and ScanMaker which are registered by Microtek Lab, Inc. and Macintosh which is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
With Microtek's 3-pass scanning, image assembly is required.

Microtek ScanMaker II

Microtek's 3-pass process, as represented here, must scan your image three times, then assemble and align all three scans into one. (Images shown are not final output.)

What's more, the ActionScanning System comes with everything you need to be a scanning expert right out of the box, including Adobe Photoshop 2.5 LE, one of the most versatile image editing programs around. For our free booklet on scanning or to learn more about the easy-to-use ActionScanning System or our other scanners for Macintosh and PCs, call the Epson Connection at 1-800-BUY-EPSON (800-289-3776). This is one scanner you should jump at the chance to own.
ow-cost Macs like the LC III, Performa, and Centris are whetting users' appetites for similarly inexpensive color displays. But price isn't the only reason to consider the bevy of 14- and 15-inch monitors Macworld Lab tested.

In addition to being affordable, these monitors produce a high-quality image. The richness of the color as well as the sharp focus of many of these displays make them ideal for working with graphics and retouching photos, as well as for video-based projects. In addition, some of these monitors include audio jacks to enhance multimedia applications.

And consider these other issues:

- If you're on a tight home or office budget, these low-priced displays may be your only option. They are great entry-level displays, perfect for getting started with a basic, functioning Mac.
- If you are buying Macs in large, corporate quantities, these monitors will serve both Macs and PCs, simplifying your purchasing and support. Should you decide at a later date to get a larger display for one of your Macs, for example, the smaller display will find continued value hooked to a PC.
- Many users are purchasing these monitors. According to Dataquest (a technology market-research firm based in San Jose, California), over 20 million 14- and 15-inch monitors were sold worldwide in 1992. The firm estimates that almost 4 million 15-inch monitors will have been sold by the end of 1993.

Still, some users may be chomping at the bit for 16-inch displays. The bigger the space, the higher the productivity, right? Not necessarily. With all of the capabilities available at 14- and 15-inches, you really have to consider if the extra real estate in a 16-inch monitor is going to make you much more productive in your spreadsheet or word processing tasks—especially when
you consider that you'll pay $600 to $1000 more for the added screen space.

Besides, some 16-inch monitors require extra hardware to operate at their full 832 by 624 pixels on the LC III, Centris, and Performa. So that tacks an additional $500 to $1000 onto the price tag of a 16-inch display. The 14- and 15-inches reviewed here don't need this. The factory-equipped video port of the Mac LC III, Centris, and Performa cranks out a 640-by-480-pixel display, perfect for 14- or 15-inch color monitors.

Most of the monitors reviewed here are the same multisync monitors sold in the DOS and Windows PC marketplace, but with the right cable adapter, they can also handle Mac video-display signals well. Although there are over 100 makes and models of 14- and 15-inch monitors sold for PCs, we chose the handful that sell as plug-and-play systems—VGA monitors with cable adapters bundled in or as an option.

**Understanding Screen Size**

This may seem like a silly question, but is a 15-inch display bigger than a 14-inch one? Both monitors run at the standard 640-by-480-pixel resolution, so any difference must be in the viewing area of the monitor. Unfortunately, vendors are wont to define this area differently. As a result, many users remain confused about what they're really getting when they buy a 14- or 15-inch monitor.

The difference between 14 and 15 inches

Although a 15-inch monitor has a larger viewing area, it still displays images at the same resolution as a 14-inch monitor; what you see are bigger pixels spread across a larger area and not more pixels. If viewers prefer the bigger viewing area, vendors may try upping the resolution and pushing 15-inch monitors as smaller, cheaper versions of 16-inch displays. But 15-inch monitors really have too little room to adequately display the 832 by 624 pixels that 16- and 17-inch monitors do.

Active screen area

There is no standard way to measure screen size. Although most vendors measure diagonally, between opposite corners of the picture tube, some vendors, like Apple, measure only the maximum viewing area of the tube (the portion that can display an image), excluding the outer portion of the tube, which doesn't display anything. Now, however, vendors feel compelled to base monitor "size" on the full size of the picture tube.

Rather than tangle with the meaning of vendors' screen-size ratings, pay attention to the active-screen area, the portion of the screen that actually displays an image. The diagonal measurement of the active screen for each monitor reviewed here falls between 11 and 13 inches. The active-screen diagonals of 15-inch displays average only 0.4 inches larger than their 14-inch counterparts. Since you can usually increase active-screen size above the factory setting, the differences are even less significant.

It's All in the Tube

The picture tube determines how rich the colors appear on screen as well as the level of glare (which you may or may not experience). Of the monitors tested here, Sony's CPD-1430 and Apple's Macintosh Color Display are good if you want the most vivid color for your multimedia displays, presentations, or scanned color images. Both of these monitors are built around Sony's trademark Trinitron CRT technology, which produces richer-looking

---

### Measuring Midsize-Monitor Quality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Screen Focus</th>
<th>Color Saturation</th>
<th>Color Balance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>OBSERVED QUALITY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Screen Focus</strong></td>
<td><strong>Color Saturation</strong></td>
<td><strong>Color Balance</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We examined text at several places on screen to detect how sharp a monitor's focus is. Sharper focus improves readability.</td>
<td>We examined a scanned photograph at 16-bit color depth to gauge how well a monitor displays colors. More saturation ensures a truer display.</td>
<td>We examined the display for color shifts and color-display irregularities across the spectrum. Uniform color balance ensures a truer display.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple AudioVision 14 (14-inch)</td>
<td>acceptable</td>
<td>acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple Macintosh Color Display (14-inch)</td>
<td>acceptable</td>
<td>vivid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirror ProView MultiMedia (14-inch)</td>
<td>acceptable</td>
<td>acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitsubishi Diamond Scan 15FS (15-inch)</td>
<td>fuzzy</td>
<td>acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanao FlexScan F3404W (14-inch)</td>
<td>sharp</td>
<td>sharp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC MultiSync 3FG (14-inch)</td>
<td>acceptable</td>
<td>acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC MultiSync 4FG (15-inch)</td>
<td>sharp</td>
<td>sharp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips FastRefresh/15 (15-inch)</td>
<td>acceptable</td>
<td>acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips Magnavox MagnaScan/14 CM9214 (14-inch)</td>
<td>sharp</td>
<td>vivid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung SyncMaster 3N (14-inch)</td>
<td>acceptable</td>
<td>acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung SyncMaster 15C (15-inch)</td>
<td>sharp</td>
<td>lackluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigma ColorMax 15 (15-inch)</td>
<td>sharp</td>
<td>acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony CPD-1430 (14-inch)</td>
<td>sharp</td>
<td>vivid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Best result for each test. Products are listed in alphabetical order.

---

---
You can’t drag a test lab into a computer showroom or exhibition hall, but here are a few simple tests that will help you choose the monitor that is best for you.

Fill the screen with 10- or 12-point type and then check whether the type looks crisp in all areas of the display. Better monitors stay sharp, even in the corners.

Take a look at white text on a colored background to check color convergence. On a monitor with a color-convergence problem, the white text appears fringed with color.

Draw a circle or square on screen. Then increase the monitor’s horizontal and vertical screen area to see how large an active screen area you can get without distorting the image and bending the edges of the square.

Glance at the screen out of the corner of your eye. This will usually alert you to any unnoticed flicker that may still cause eyestrain.

Look at the screen while chattering your teeth. Sounds strange, but that action interrupts any compensation your brain is making for a jittery display and helps you to determine which display is the steadiest.

If you can, get the dealer to help you simulate the lighting of your work environment. The lighting at the dealer’s will show you the white text appears fringed with color.

MEASURED QUALITY

Convergence
Convergence denotes how closely a monitor’s red, green, and blue electron beams hit the same pixel on screen. The better the convergence, the sharper the image and the truer the colors. A measurement of 0.45 or less is good.

Distortion
Bars show the difference between a screen’s minimum (left side) and maximum (right side) distortion. A maximum distortion of less than 8 is good. The longer the bar, and the farther it is from 0, the more noticeable distortion is.

Gray Linearity
Gray linearity shows how accurately a monitor displays shades of hues across the spectrum from 100 percent to 0 percent. A perfect linearity measurement is 0. The worst possible linearity is 2700.

Brightness
Most people prefer a brighter monitor. We turned up the screen’s brightness as high as it could go without showing scan lines. A monitor that puts out less than 20 footlamberts is considered dim.

Contrast
The greater the contrast ratio, the more details show up in both light and dark areas of an image. We calculated the ratio between the luminance of white and solid color squares throughout the screen. A ratio of 6:0:1 or more is good.

Sound Off
Three of the monitors we tested have bells and whistles you can really hear. The Apple AudioVision 14, Philips’s Magnavox MagnaScan/14, and Mir-
## Comparing 14-inch and 15-inch Monitor Features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>List Price</th>
<th>Picture Tube Type</th>
<th>Multisync</th>
<th>Weight (in pounds)</th>
<th>Active Screen Area (w x h, in inches)</th>
<th>Active Screen Area (diagonal, in inches)</th>
<th>Resolution (in dpi)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>14-inch</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple Computer</td>
<td>AudioVision 14</td>
<td>$769</td>
<td>Trinitron</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>9.1 x 7.0</td>
<td>11.48</td>
<td>70 x 66</td>
<td>ADB support for video input. Display itself is dark, making it hard to see some colors on the blue end of the spectrum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple Computer</td>
<td>Macintosh Color Display (14-inch)</td>
<td>$539</td>
<td>Trinitron</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>9.1 x 7.0</td>
<td>11.48</td>
<td>70 x 66</td>
<td>No controls for image size—just the standard brightness and contrast.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirror Technologies</td>
<td>ProView MultiMedia</td>
<td>$499</td>
<td>EColor</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>10.3 x 7.3</td>
<td>12.57</td>
<td>63 x 63</td>
<td>Overly curved screen exacerbates glare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanos USA</td>
<td>FlexScan F340i+V</td>
<td>$899</td>
<td>FS tridot</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>10.0 x 7.6</td>
<td>12.56</td>
<td>64 x 61</td>
<td>Has very convenient digital controls for fine-tuning colors. Stores three sets of RGB color adjustments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC Technologies</td>
<td>MultiSync 3FGe</td>
<td>$655</td>
<td>FS tridot</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>10.0 x 7.4</td>
<td>12.44</td>
<td>64 x 62</td>
<td>Colors are somewhat flat. Control cover prone to breaking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips Consumer Electronics</td>
<td>Magnavox MagnaScan/14 CM9214</td>
<td>$499</td>
<td>tridot</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>10.1 x 7.5</td>
<td>12.58</td>
<td>64 x 64</td>
<td>Fuzzy focus on the center. Overly curved screen exacerbates glare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung Electronics</td>
<td>SyncMaster 3N</td>
<td>$599</td>
<td>tridot</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>9.4 x 7.3</td>
<td>11.90</td>
<td>68 x 63</td>
<td>Doesn't display text as sharply as the 15C; colors are richer than the 15C's.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony Corporation of America</td>
<td>CPD-1430</td>
<td>$779.95</td>
<td>Trinitron</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>9.8 x 7.2</td>
<td>12.16</td>
<td>66 x 64</td>
<td>Has the most vivid display of colors of the monitors tested here.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>15-inch</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitsubishi Electronics</td>
<td>Diamond Scan</td>
<td>$645</td>
<td>FS tridot</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>10.6 x 7.8</td>
<td>13.16</td>
<td>63 x 60</td>
<td>Fuzzy focus in the center makes it hard to work with text.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC Technologies</td>
<td>MultiSync 4FGe</td>
<td>$799</td>
<td>FS tridot</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>10.1 x 7.5</td>
<td>12.58</td>
<td>63 x 61</td>
<td>Stores two sets of RGB adjustments and has an excellent manual. Control cover prone to breaking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips Consumer Electronics</td>
<td>FastRefresh/15</td>
<td>$699</td>
<td>tridot</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>9.5 x 7.3</td>
<td>11.98</td>
<td>67 x 63</td>
<td>Fuzzy focus in the corners. Overly curved screen exacerbates glare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung Electronics</td>
<td>SyncMaster 15C</td>
<td>$849</td>
<td>FS tridot</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>10.3 x 7.5</td>
<td>12.74</td>
<td>62 x 61</td>
<td>Has annoying flicker and slight mis-pattern.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigma Designs</td>
<td>ColorMax 15</td>
<td>$599</td>
<td>FS tridot</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>9.6 x 7.8</td>
<td>12.37</td>
<td>67 x 59</td>
<td>Dark gray cabinet matches PowerBooks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Technical-support ratings are based on a series of calls made to each company by MacWorld staffers (posing as customers) to gauge the accessibility, helpfulness, and accuracy of the company's support to derive the final rating. Ratings are for companies, not individual products, and we call only those companies whose products MacWorld Lab tests. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>List Price</th>
<th>Picture Tube Type</th>
<th>Multisync</th>
<th>Weight (in pounds)</th>
<th>Active Screen Area (w x h, in inches)</th>
<th>Active Screen Area (diagonal, in inches)</th>
<th>Resolution (in dpi)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apple Computer</td>
<td>AudioVision 14</td>
<td>$769</td>
<td>Trinitron</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>9.1 x 7.0</td>
<td>11.48</td>
<td>70 x 66</td>
<td>ADB support for video input. Display itself is dark, making it hard to see some colors on the blue end of the spectrum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple Computer</td>
<td>Macintosh Color Display (14-inch)</td>
<td>$539</td>
<td>Trinitron</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>9.1 x 7.0</td>
<td>11.48</td>
<td>70 x 66</td>
<td>No controls for image size—just the standard brightness and contrast.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirror Technologies</td>
<td>ProView MultiMedia</td>
<td>$499</td>
<td>EColor</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>10.3 x 7.3</td>
<td>12.57</td>
<td>63 x 63</td>
<td>Overly curved screen exacerbates glare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanos USA</td>
<td>FlexScan F340i+V</td>
<td>$899</td>
<td>FS tridot</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>10.0 x 7.6</td>
<td>12.56</td>
<td>64 x 61</td>
<td>Has very convenient digital controls for fine-tuning colors. Stores three sets of RGB color adjustments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC Technologies</td>
<td>MultiSync 3FGe</td>
<td>$655</td>
<td>FS tridot</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>10.0 x 7.4</td>
<td>12.44</td>
<td>64 x 62</td>
<td>Colors are somewhat flat. Control cover prone to breaking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips Consumer Electronics</td>
<td>Magnavox MagnaScan/14 CM9214</td>
<td>$499</td>
<td>tridot</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>10.1 x 7.5</td>
<td>12.58</td>
<td>64 x 64</td>
<td>Fuzzy focus on the center. Overly curved screen exacerbates glare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung Electronics</td>
<td>SyncMaster 3N</td>
<td>$599</td>
<td>tridot</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>9.4 x 7.3</td>
<td>11.90</td>
<td>68 x 63</td>
<td>Doesn't display text as sharply as the 15C; colors are richer than the 15C's.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony Corporation of America</td>
<td>CPD-1430</td>
<td>$779.95</td>
<td>Trinitron</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>9.8 x 7.2</td>
<td>12.16</td>
<td>66 x 64</td>
<td>Has the most vivid display of colors of the monitors tested here.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitsubishi Electronics</td>
<td>Diamond Scan</td>
<td>$645</td>
<td>FS tridot</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>10.6 x 7.8</td>
<td>13.16</td>
<td>63 x 60</td>
<td>Fuzzy focus in the center makes it hard to work with text.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC Technologies</td>
<td>MultiSync 4FGe</td>
<td>$799</td>
<td>FS tridot</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>10.1 x 7.5</td>
<td>12.58</td>
<td>63 x 61</td>
<td>Stores two sets of RGB adjustments and has an excellent manual. Control cover prone to breaking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips Consumer Electronics</td>
<td>FastRefresh/15</td>
<td>$699</td>
<td>tridot</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>9.5 x 7.3</td>
<td>11.98</td>
<td>67 x 63</td>
<td>Fuzzy focus in the corners. Overly curved screen exacerbates glare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung Electronics</td>
<td>SyncMaster 15C</td>
<td>$849</td>
<td>FS tridot</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>10.3 x 7.5</td>
<td>12.74</td>
<td>62 x 61</td>
<td>Has annoying flicker and slight mis-pattern.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigma Designs</td>
<td>ColorMax 15</td>
<td>$599</td>
<td>FS tridot</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>9.6 x 7.8</td>
<td>12.37</td>
<td>67 x 59</td>
<td>Dark gray cabinet matches PowerBooks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Apple's ProView MultiMedia come with a built-in stereo amplifier and speakers. All provide a simple way to boost your Mac's internal audio, sound card, or CD-ROM audio without cluttering your desk with stand-alone speakers and wires.

The AudioVision 14 is the best endowed in this area, with input jacks to support audio, video, and ADB devices, which are on either side of the monitor so you don't have to reach around the back to hook up a camcorder to the monitor. The AudioVision supports PlainTalk voice recognition as well as ApplePhone and other third-party telephony applications. And the monitor comes with controls for volume, brightness, and contrast mounted on the front of the monitor. But for all these nice devices, there's a price—$769, which is at the high end of the monitors mentioned here that offer sound.

If your sound budget is a bit slimmer, the Magnavox MagnaScan/14 comes with a 1-watt stereo amplifier and two 4-inch, round speakers hidden at the base of the monitor. The amplifier wasn't functioning on the unit we received from Magnavox/Philips, but an identical model from Mirror sounded better than the inexpensive 550 speakers you'd be tempted to buy.

You should note that low-priced Macs—the LC II and LC III, for example—offer only mono sound, as do PowerBooks and the Color Classic and Classic II. Likewise, the IIXi and IIXs sport only monophonic sound unless you add the optional CD-ROM stereo-audio upgrade. Centris, Quadra, IIci, and IIsi models ship with built-in stereo audio, however.

**Mac multimedia** Though the Philips Magnavox MagnaScan/14 and identical Mirror ProView MultiMedia displayed merely acceptable sharpness and color richness, we think their audio capability
and relatively low price make them good home and educational purchases. Mirror sells the ProView MultiMedia directly for $499, but we found we could order a MagmaScan/14 for as little as $396 from a local dealer. Oddly, though the two are identical monitors, the one from Magnavox lacked some sharpness and the audio didn’t work. Whether that’s bad luck or poor quality control, we’re not certain.

**Touch That Dial**
The controls on these monitors are a varied lot—some, like those for the Macintosh Color Display, are pretty vanilla, while others, like those for the Nanao FlexScan F340i-W and the NEC MultiSync 4FGe, have digital controls with more tools than you ever thought possible.

Nanao’s FlexScan F340i-W, for example, offers RGB color-balance control along with an array of screen-size, position, pincushion, and distortion controls. With the RGB color-balance control, you can adjust both base level and gain for the red, green, and blue video signals, and even set an overall contrast range with a separate subcontrast control. NEC’s MultiSync 4FGe also sports RGB color-balance control through its AccuColor color controls, letting you increase or decrease red, green, or blue video levels. You can store two sets of color adjustments in addition to the factory defaults.

The Sony CPD-1430 offers the most control over the size, position, and shape of your display. This is good if your work requires unusually precise screen geometry. Digital controls include keystone distortion, to prevent uneven image width between the top and bottom of the screen, and a keystone-balance control to correct any horizontal tilt. Side pin-
Cushion and pincushion-balance controls let you maintain straight vertical borders. In addition to nine default settings for different video signals (which you can modify), you can also store nine additional screen settings.

**Missing the Cut**

A few of the monitors we tested were disappointing in terms of the quality of display and the controls and ergonomics. Chief among these was Mitsubishi’s Diamond Scan 15FS, which had low brightness and brightness uniformity, fuzzy-looking text, and merely acceptable color saturation. The rather plain-vanilla digital controls featured thin, bladelike push buttons that were uncomfortable to press. A further irritation: Switching to pincushion-adjustment mode requires that you switch off the monitor and perform an elaborate set of control-button sequences as you turn it back on. And at $645 list, the Diamond Scan is not competitive with the better monitors.

The Samsung SyncMaster 1SC is another monitor to avoid. Not as rich with colors as the NEC 4FGe, the SyncMaster 1SC unit we tested showed a very noticeable greenish cast and was plagued by an irritating, headache-inducing flicker. Even the $450 give-away mail-order price we uncovered wasn’t enough to make this monitor tempting.

However, the $340 mail-order price made the Samsung SyncMaster 3N slightly more enticing—as did its richer display and more uniform colors. But it didn’t display text as sharply as the 1SC.

Finally, the Philips FastRefresh/15 and the Sigma Designs ColorMax 15 just didn’t have the features and color quality to compete. Besides, Philips has a few bugs to work out in its technical support. The company screens its calls, demanding full serial numbers for the monitors before transferring you to a technician. The support staff is quick to hang up on you and very rude—earning Philips an unacceptable rating in this area. Samsung also had unacceptable support.

**The Best of the Lot**

When all the tests were done and our subjective opinions had been duly registered, three monitors clearly stood out from the rest of the crowd: Sony’s CPD-1430, NEC’s MultiSync 4FGe, and Nanao’s FlexScan F340i-W. Which one of these three you choose will probably depend on what you intend to do with the monitor.

Sony’s CPD-1430 and Apple’s 14-inch Macintosh Color Display, with their 14-inch Trinitron screens, produced the most vivid (saturated) colors of the bunch, and the most convincing displays of a scanned color image. The CPD-1430, however, has a bit more brightness, sharpness, and overall punch.

Surprisingly, the Apple AudioVision 14 monitor with the same Trinitron technology did not look as good as the CPD-1430 or the Macintosh Color Display. The colors are not quite as rich because the display is very dark. It’s still a decent display, but the Sony CPD-1430 and the Macintosh Color Display are better.

Sony recently dropped the CPD-1430’s list price to $779.95, down from $1029.95. Street prices were hitting $599 at press time, compared with the $480 rock-bottom street pricing we found for the Macintosh 14-inch Color Display. Still, either of these are your best monitor choice for displaying scanned color images and other richly colored graphics.

In our subjective tests, NEC’s 4FGe and 3FGe were the brightest and sharpest displays, with the brightness and uniformity exceeded only by the Sony CPD-1430. Judging from their high contrast scores, that perceived sharpness comes as no surprise, making these monitors tops for working with text. As for color, the 4FGe pulls ahead of its lower-priced companion, although its vivid colors were not quite as rich as those of the Sony and Apple Trinitrons. The 3FGe also had a slight reddish cast compared to the 4FGe’s uniform balance.

NEC now quotes its official “estimated street price” instead of giving a list price—$755 for the 4FGe compared with the $599 street price of the CPD-1430. Though the 4FGe showed a higher distortion level than our other top picks, it wasn’t critical.

If you want the most vivid color with a full range of digital controls, including color, then Nanao’s FlexScan F340i-W is it. Scanned color images were second only to the Sony and Apple Trinitron displays in producing rich, vivid color. Color balance is a cinch, given this monitor’s level of color adjustment. We particularly like the digital controls, which blend the best of digital push-button and analog control.

On the whole, we were happy with all of these top monitors and believe each of them would be a good choice for an entry-level or low-priced system. And since many of us never really need a larger display, our favorites among those tested have the kind of quality you can live with for years.

**BOB WEIBEL** is an Ashland, Oregon-based author specializing in consumer-oriented product evaluations and surveys.
Dock Your Duo
The Affordable Way.

Give your PowerBook Duo® all the connectivity you need, for a fraction of the cost of a full-sized dock. With the Lapis SCSI Dock™ you can connect your Duo® directly to any other Macintosh® system for speedy file transfers and full desktop power. Or connect up to six peripheral products like hard disks, CD-ROM drives, or SCSI interface floppy disk drives. You can even attach any standard input device like a mouse or numeric keypad.

The Lapis SCSI Dock weights less than 5 ounces and is small enough to fit in your pocket, perfect for instant connectivity anywhere you go. And when you’re not on the road and want your Duo® to stay put, the Lapis SCSI Dock supports the Kensington® MicroSaver® security system to anchor your computer in place.

The Lapis SCSI Dock is available now through your local computer reseller. Or for more information call 1-800-43-LAPIS. It’s time to give your Duo the right connections.

Lapis SCSI Dock
$179 suggested retail
3-Year Warranty

GREAT HOLIDAY GIFT FOR DUO USERS

The Lapis SCSI Dock lets you connect your PowerBook Duo to any other Mac using one standard SCSI cable. Your Duo® appears as a hard disk icon on the Finder® of the other Mac, either as the startup disk or as a secondary hard disk.
Announcing everything you'd expect in workgroup servers from Apple.

The new Apple Workgroup Servers 60 and 80 were designed not just to meet your expectations. They will undoubtedly exceed them.

Now, people can work together better using servers that are as easy to install and use as a Macintosh® personal computer.

Both high-performance servers allow departments and workgroups to collaborate and share files easily. So people spend a lot more time using information and a lot less time looking for it.

The Workgroup Server 60 is ideal for classroom and small-business settings. Installation is as easy as plugging it in and turning it on. And built-in networking means it fits into any office environment with a minimum of effort.

The Workgroup Server 80 is all this and more — more power and more performance for more people. An optional built-in DAT 4mm tape backup drive allows you to store gigabytes of information. It also comes with Dantz Retrospect Remote automated backup software to ensure that all your data is protected.

Both models arrive with System 7.1 and new AppleShare® 4.0 software pre-installed. Providing greater performance, ease and reliability than ever before. While products such as Farallon PhoneNET PC let MS-DOS and Windows users easily connect to any Apple server.

For still larger groups of people, we offer you the Apple Workgroup Server 95. Built around our performance-tuned UNIX®-based system software, A/UX® 3.0.1. And optimized to deliver stable, dependable file, print and database services.

No matter how many people you need to bring together, Apple provides a way to make it easier for them to share their ideas and information.

But then again, what else would you expect?

*Prices listed on Apple Computer, Inc. direct prices valid as of October 21, 1993. Price for the Apple Workgroup Server 60 with 80MB of RAM and a 2.5GB hard drive and the Workgroup Server 80 with 80MB of RAM and a 500MB Seagate hard drive are $4,599 and $5,995 respectively. Other configurations available from Apple authorized dealers. Prices are subject to change without notice. The Apple logo, AppleShare, and "The power to be your best" are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. AppleShare is a service mark of Apple Computer, Inc.
And a few things you wouldn't.

Introducing the Apple Workgroup Server 60, a complete solution including file-server software for under $3000.

Introducing the Apple Workgroup Server 80, a complete solution including file-server software for under $4500.

Clearly, the Apple Workgroup Servers 60 and 80 were built to meet the demands of every workgroup size. What you may not have realized is how well they fit into every workgroup budget. Because the simple fact is that all this power and flexibility come with remarkably affordable price tags. Unlike comparably priced servers, Apple servers begin as complete systems. So you avoid the hidden cost of adding extra features we make standard. Such as file-server software and memory, as well as Ethernet and SCSI ports.

Best of all, Apple Workgroup Servers give you lots of room to grow. The Workgroup Server 60, Workgroup Server 80 and Workgroup Server 95 will all be upgradeable to PowerPC.

And because they're so easy to use and manage, they demand much less attention from network supervisors. In fact, an independent study showed that Apple servers deliver dramatic savings in the categories of support and training.

Of course, your budget isn't the only thing we support at Apple.

The Apple Assurance™ program provides free 24-hour, 7-day-a-week phone assistance to help you set up and start using your server. As well as on-site service options to keep it running at peak performance for a lifetime.

For more information and the name of your authorized Apple reseller, call 1-800-776-2333.

With Apple Workgroup Servers, it's never been easier to give people the power to work together. With the power you expect from Apple. The power to be your best.
The Macintosh Game Hall of Fame was thrown into a panic this spring when a squad of 14 men and women wearing yellow jump suits, surgical masks, and wrap-around sunglasses barged past our ticket taker and demanded to see the curator, yours truly.

"Are you sure you don't want the Devo Memorial?" I asked, assessing their garb. "It's down the street."

"No," boomed one of them. "We're in the right place. We are the Eco Police and we have determined you are a threat to the planet."

"How can that be?" I asked. "We deal in games for the Macintosh computer. Each year our crack team of nominators identifies contenders for the industry's most coveted honor, entry into the Game Hall of Fame. Then our final selection process occurs, consisting of a month-long binge by a single madman pushing 40 from the wrong end. Eventually, we have the best games from a number of categories, which are loosely defined so as to allow entry to only the very best."

"One guy does this?" said the Eco cop. "Sounds pretty random."

"Believe me, he knows his games," I said, casting modesty to the winds. "Just take a look around here and try to find a classic Macintosh game that's not on our walls. You won't. Then try to find a single turkey. You won't. We've been doing this for years, buddy. The only complaints we get are from losers who didn't cut it and from frustrated users who complain that something they saw on Windows still isn't available on the Mac. The former we tell to try harder; the latter we commiserate with."

"You're saying that even with all the LC III's and Color Classics out there, all the top games still aren't on the Mac?"

"Go figure. But believe me, there are plenty of great ones around. Just look at this year's selections..."

"Hold on!" said the Eco Policeperson. "I almost forgot what I came here..."
"I would like to thank all of the little people..."
for. Look at these game boxes!” He pointed to the day's stack of games, which reached to the ceiling. Then he grabbed one. It was the size of a textbook and 3 inches thick. He opened it up and pulled out three floppy disks and a 16-page manual. The rest was cardboard filler.

"Eco crime! Eco crime!” he shouted. The rest of his crew gathered around, joining in a ragged chorus. “Eco crime!” People were starting to circle.

The leader shook his head sadly. "I bet if you took that entire stack and removed the essential materials, it would take up a tenth of the space. Why do they do it, Game Hall of Fame Curator? Why?"

I had no answer. But after we cleared out all the cardboard and Styrofoam, I let the Eco Squad boot up selections from the Class of '93. When they finally left, many hours later, they were all smiling. And why not? This was a great year for Macintosh games.

**BEST ARCADE GAME (TIE):**

Lemmings for the Macintosh
Psygnosis Software; 617/497-5457; $49.99.

Diamonds 2.0
Varcon Systems; 619/563-6700; $49.95.

Get Stuck, you're endlessly amused. If you ever finish (we at the Hall haven't yet), you'll be wanting more. And sure enough, now there's Oh No! More Lemmings ($49.99).

Diamonds 2.0

Just when you thought you'd seen every possible variation on Breakout—the pong game where a bouncing ball erodes a brick wall by successive hits—along comes something else to make the concept fresh and challenging. In this case it's Diamonds 2.0, a simple little program that delivers many hours—too many hours—of distraction.

All you have to do is use the right- and left-cursor keys to steer the little blip on the screen, directing it to the bricks you want to knock off. Once you clear all the bricks, you rack up points by collecting the various diamond blocks on the screen. The catch is that the blip can only remove bricks that are the same color it is; to change the blip's color you have to direct it to different colored Paintbrush blocks.

Of course, you also have to avoid the Death blocks, marked by a skull and crossbones. Sometimes your pathway is blocked by Lock blocks, which require you to hit a certain block with a key. And every so often you encounter a Bouncer block that switches the direction of the cursor keys. To negotiate a level—there are 30 of them, each one causing more headaches than the preceding one—takes not only good timing and deft reflexes, but also a bit of cogitation.

As a bonus, you get to design your own new levels. Great—gives them to your friends and watch their careers go down the drain as they spend their waking hours tapping on the cursor keys.

**BEST ADVENTURE GAME:**

King's Quest VI: Heir Today, Gone Tomorrow
Sierra On-Line; 209/683-4468; $79.95.

King’s Quest VI, the latest in the series by Roberta Williams, is a worthy companion for Macintosh adventurers with a penchant for puzzle solving and a bent for the romantic—and 25MB of hard disk space. (That's not a misprint, this sucker comes on nine floppies.)

The plot, as framed by a stunning QuickTime animated minimovie (which you will watch once and delete, freeing up some of those mgs), is timeless: Prince Alexander of Daventry is obsessed with Princess Cassima from the Land of the Green Isles, and when she calls him from a magic mirror (sort of a medieval paging device), he immediately sails to her home-land. But when he finally gets to her house, the Castle of Crown, a sinister vizier informs him that the princess is engaged to marry him, and the prince should take his act elsewhere. From then on the prince (you) must explore the four (or is it five?) Green Isles, interact with the inhabitants, and figure out the secrets of the lands in order to find out the real fate of the princess—and his (your) own. Good luck.

As you might expect with a game of this size, solving the quest is—well, a bitch. There are endless puzzles, spells, obstacles, and key inventory items that require persistent experimentation. There's also something called a Logic Cliffs (don't ask). But as Steve Jobs once said, the journey is the reward, and with King's Quest VI's simple interface, lush graphics, delightful orig-
The state of the art. Although the aficionado of body counts as opposed to body counts in dungeons.

To his castle. His troubles are only beginning.

Fatal attraction to Princess Cassima, attempts to prove his identity to gain access in the square pattern shown in the square to the right. Don't be fooled, it's a lot harder than it looks.

PATHWAYS INTO DARKNESS

On the third level of the Yucatan pyramid, you come across one of an endless procession of headless beasts, now hurling a green fireball your way. First duck, then blast him with the Walther you liberated from a dead Nazi.

BEST ROLE-PLAYING GAME:

Pathways Into Darkness

Bungie Software Products Corporation; 312/493-2849; $69.99.

On the other hand, if you are an aficionado of body counts in dungeons, welcome to the state of the art. Although the plot line here isn't standard fantasy fare (something about saving the world from an alien invasion by searching an ancient Yucatan pyramid littered with the bodies of dead Nazis), people who have followed the genre from Wizardry onward will instantly experience a definite shock of recognition.

Stock is the operative word. You will also be dazzled by the best 3-D graphics that have yet appeared in such a game, and by the added scariness of blood-curdling, active stereo, panning sound. When these monsters come at you, they aren't simple line drawings, but something that might have come from a brain-merge of Tim Burton, Anne Rice, and Hieronymus Bosch. And when they throw fireballs or poison bones at you, you'd better duck. Yes, the key to getting through Pathways Into Darkness is ducking, and until you get the hang of it, you will die a thousand deaths.

That trick aside, the game play is as smooth as the graphics, adhering faithfully to the Mac point-and-click interface. But the nicest innovation is a wonderful map-as-you-go feature that keeps track of every move you make and every step you take. To get through this game you'll need all the help you can get.

PATHWAYS INTO DARKNESS

On the third level of the Yucatan pyramid, you come across one of an endless procession of headless beasts, now hurling a green fireball your way. First duck, then blast him with the Walther you liberated from a dead Nazi.

BEST BRAIN GAME (TIE):

Cogito

Online Software; 203/435-4995; $59.95.

Oxyd

Donigleware Publishing; 617/497-1130; disk $4 (also available from America Online, BMUG, CompuServe, and so on); book (necessary for higher levels) $39 plus $3 shipping.

Those who enjoy contorting their brains into pretzels will eat up Cogito, even as Cogito puts them through exquisite torture. Oh, the task seems so simple—to reconstruct the geometric figure on a Chinese checkers-like grid scrambled by the computer. And indeed, the first puzzle will not tax anyone whose IQ tops his or her waistline. But each succeeding puzzle has a weirder way of controlling the movement of the squares. You wind up having to keep this new movement in mind as you plan ahead so that moving the tiles in one direction doesn't screw up the tiles you set up during the past six moves. You know, the old Rubik's Cube trick. While you figure things out, some sappy New Age music plays; fortunately you can turn it off.

Cogito has 120 of these puzzles, and to get through them you'll need the wisdom of Solomon, the patience of Job, and more spare time than anyone we know.

OXYD

Though partially a skill game (you need a deft mouse hand) Oxyd is above all a mental challenge that forces you to discover ingenious solutions in order to unearth colored marbles and match them with their twins. All sorts of annoying, sometimes infuriating obstacles arise, but you are provided with some powerful remedies to dispel them. Our personal favorite involves setting off bombs with short fuses and getting out of the way pronto.

Almost as innovative as the game itself is the way Oxyd's publisher has distributed this bewitching game. The Oxyd software is widely available for the price of downloading, but you can play only the first ten landscapes before you must invoke the code words provided in the companion book—which will set you back 39 simoleons.

You get your money's worth. If somehow you manage to puzzle through all 100 landscapes, another 100 levels await you and a friend linked by network or
Oxyd  Hell's a-poppin' on Oxyd's Landscape Six as fuses go off, bombs explode, and lasers blast away. Don't get distracted, your goal is to liberate the prizes in the corners.

To solve these landscapes calls for more cooperation and patience than we at the Hall have managed to show thus far. Maybe by next year.

**BEST STRATEGY GAME:**

Pax Imperia  
Changeling Software; 203/292-5087; $69.95.

You think you're having a bad day? I've just been told by Petrov Menardovic, the prime minister of my personal intergalactic empire, that "We have just been reduced to a wandering, nomadic culture." Another tough round of Pax Imperia, a byzantine game-scenario of space conquest that combines elements of Star Wars, SimCity, and Adam Smith's *Wealth of Nations* in one absorbing package.

The goal is familiar if brash-to extend your empire throughout the universe. This involves everything from setting up an industrial infrastructure on planets to designing your own spacecraft to tweaking the genetic makeup of your own species. It also involves choosing whether to lead a regime based on economics, scientific advancement, or the dogs of war. The last is tough to resist, since infinite space really isn't big enough for you and your opponents (up to 16 players can participate). Besides, it's so much fun to invade planets.

Pax Imperia is lavishly presented—it's a superb exploitation of the Mac interface. The graphics are not merely flashy; they add to the depth of the game—from the SimCity-like surface view of individual planets to the striking portraits of the exobiological lineup from which you select your advisers. This is a space odyssey with truly operatic grandeur.

**BEST SIMULATION:**

SimLife  
Maxis; 510/254-9700. $49.95.

SimLife is not so much a game as an exercise in desktop biology, an opportunity to assume the role of a digital deity in a biosphere that plays by digital rules. The science behind this game (inspired by the field of artificial life, a subject much admired here at the Hall) is so rich that SimLife could actually be used as a tool to advance our understanding of biology. Students of genetics, evolution, and population ecology could use it as a standard text.

But don't tell people that. Even a casual gamer will find hours of diversion getting off on the goofy aspects of creating mutant forms of life, plunking them down on Earth, and letting nature take its course. Spicing matters up is author Ken Karakotsios's whimsical sense of humor, resulting in truly bizarre creatures. And when the animals make romance, you hear delighted squeals of "oo-la-LA!"

Start by trying out some of the enclosed scenarios, then take a dip in the gene pool and try some experiments. You can tinker with just about every environmental factor, from the mix of animals and plants in an area to the genetic makeup of your animals. You might stumble across some heretofore unrealized biological truths. And when your family members desperately call you to bed at five in the morning, just tell them you're too busy playing God.

**BEST SIMULATION GAME, VEHICULAR DIVISION:**

Falcon MC  
Spectrum HoloByte; 510/522-3584; $69.95.

Forget word processors and spreadsheets—what computers are really good for is flying F-16s. Strapping yourself into the cockpit, being surrounded by flight noise and the dispatcher's drone, readying a few GBU-15 Guided Bomb Units and maybe an AIM-9 Sidewinder or two, and kicking the afterburners straight into the wild blue yonder...that's productivity! Shoot down a few bandits, knock off a few missiles, drop a few smart bombs on unfriendly targets! Yes! Top Gun! Whoopee!

Sorry, we got carried away. The best jet simulator we've seen so far on the Macintosh is this baby, a rather supersonic improvement on the black-and-white iteration of a few years back. Although it doesn't have all the goodies from the IBM version (Falcon 3.0), Fal-
The view from the ultra-high-tech cockpit of the F-16 fighter shows an enemy base ahead—those numbers and the crosshairs are part of the Heads-Up display. An electronic map view appears in the lower center. And the circular radar screen to the left shows a bandit at seven o'clock. Time for an Immelmann maneuver.

So what did get Super Maze Wars on the list? Its terrific 3-D graphics, which provide an exciting verisimilitude as you and your opponents zoom through the various mazes. Its nicely laid-out control panel, which keeps track of the different players. Its special effects, especially the booming, zooming explosions that mark a kill. And finally—the key criterion for any network game vying for Hall membership—it handles up to eight players without crashing. Super Maze Wars has the ability to engage several humans so deeply that the computer aspect becomes transparent, and people wind up playing against each other. That's what makes an otherwise ordinary arcade shoot-'em-up Hall of Fame material.

STEVEN LEVY'S new book, Insanely Great: The Life and Times of Macintosh, the Computer That Changed Everything, will be published by Viking in January.
by Charles Seiter

Brave New Documents

The Macintosh is an electronic Tower of Babel. The vast selection of text and graphics applications obviously benefits users, but this variety also hinders the ability to share electronic documents with other Macintosh or PC users. These numerous applications generate a myriad of file formats, and some Macs will be unable to decipher these files because they lack the creating application. Consider the following scenarios:

- You create a complex Microsoft Word 5.0 document with columns and tables and graphics that you will be sharing with others in your company. Unfortunately, some of your coworkers have Works—not Word—so they won't be able to read it. Even those who have Word 5.0 will usually need the same fonts you used in order to see the document in its original format.
- Perhaps you want to distribute a newsletter designed in Aldus PageMaker to a group of people who bought Performa 405s at Sears last week. You'll have to face the fact that none of them are likely to have PageMaker for viewing your work.
- Suppose you set up your documents in a less ubiquitous application like DeltaPoint's Taste—the prospects are even slimmer that people will be able to read your document in its original format, since fewer programs can read this format.

In all these cases, your last alternative for distributing a document in your own format is Old Reliable—hard-copy output from your laser printer delivered on foot.

This last year has brought about a potential solution in the form of document interchange, also called portable-document, applications such as No Hands Software's Common Ground, Adobe Systems' Acrobat Exchange, Farallon Computing's Replicas, Frame Technology's FrameReader, Interleaf's WorldView, and Electronic Book Technologies' DynaText. Generally, these programs take documents created in disparate applications and turn them into a common format that several users can then read electronically. Additionally, all of these programs—except Common Ground—facilitate cross-platform viewing of documents. This is a more taxing issue to consider, since even applications like Word, whose Windows and Mac versions are nearly identical, can send cross-platform users into fits when they try to read files created on the other platform (see "Working in Two Worlds," Macworld, December 1993).

Several economic forces are also driving this move to sharing documents online. For large documents that change every few months, distribution and printing costs pose serious problems for companies. Beyond this, paper-based information has become inappropriate for the fast response cycle required of computerized businesses. As customers phone in product orders,
order-takers need to provide current product, price, and availability information. Many catalog publishers accomplish this by keeping their work online. Likewise, satisfactory customer support these days requires that representatives find information within seconds by typing a few keywords instead of spending minutes leafing through piles of manuals at a desk.

Although some mainstream publishing tasks, such as electronic distribution of magazines on CD-ROM, have yet to be economically and technically debugged, portable-document programs are finding a home working with a number of other commercial documents.

Document-interchange programs vary in their ability to handle different types of documents. For instance, Common Ground is an excellent choice for documents of modest length, say, a 1- to 4-page memo. The more ambitious Adobe Acrobat Exchange and Distiller are better suited for documents ranging from 20 to 100 pages, such as a weekly or monthly department report. Electronic Book Technologies' DynaText is explicitly designed for viewing book-length documents, such as nuclear-submarine operations manuals.

Text Tech

Document-interchange programs take two different approaches to electronic-document distribution—for simplicity we'll call one approach print capture and the other approach mini app.

Print-capture applications—Common Ground, Acrobat Exchange and Distiller, and Replica—come with a driver that you select in the Chooser. This driver behaves like a printer driver, only it prepares your documents to be "printed"—for example, from your word processor or page-layout program into the portable-document application.

Once in this application, your document takes on the portable-document application's file format. Some print-capture products, such as Common Ground, let you attach a viewer to a document for distribution, while others, like Acrobat Exchange, require that users have their own copy of the document viewer (though Adobe was starting to sell a separate viewer for $50 at press time). When the end user opens your document, the viewer plays back the document to the screen using the captured printing instructions.

In the mini-app approach, you use the portable-document program to create documents (or import them from a compatible application) and distribute them with a viewer. In mini apps, the viewer is essentially a read-only version of the program. Since the mini-app approach is used mainly for larger documents, mini-app programs need to be stronger at indexing, outlining, and hypertext linking than word processors or page-layout programs. The viewers for mini-app programs preserve these navigation capabilities while removing most editing features.

All of the programs reviewed here are designed to handle electronic documents on floppy disks, CD-ROMs, or networks. Most of the programs let you zoom in and out of selections to work around the problem of the Mac's standard 72-dpi screen resolution, which makes long-term screen reading tiresome compared with reading the crisp 300 dpi or better of printed text.

Programs intended for use on longer documents support the compression of graphics—either by industry-standard JPEG or by proprietary algorithms—since even a small, 8-bit color illustration on a page is likely to increase the page's file size between 10K and 100K if no compression is used. Although the mini-app programs also support on-demand printing of documents, they're really intended for online documentation, with special features for easily updating frequently changing sections and for navigating huge documents (see "Portable Documents: Product Information").

Low-Effort Document Viewing

Common Ground was released in early 1992 for the Macintosh (see Reviews, October 1993), with a Windows companion product promised for November
Two Types of Portable Documents

Print Capture Best for viewing compound documents. Converts many file formats, from multiple applications, into documents viewable on any Mac or Windows system. Programs in this category include Acrobat, Common Ground, and Replica.

Mini App Best for viewing and navigating large proprietary documents. Converts files only from compatible software. Programs in this category include FrameReader, WorldView, and DynaText.

A designer in an advertising agency creates a graphics-intensive page-layout document—for example, a brochure in QuarkXPress with scanned images and multiple fonts. Print-capture software then converts and compresses the document into a format that is viewable on systems that do not have QuarkXPress, access to the scanned images, or the necessary original fonts. Using viewer software, the agency's clients can display the converted document on Mac or Windows systems. The brochure looks identical to the original, and clients can search, annotate, and print it.

A communications department in a large company creates a huge document for internal distribution—for example, a 700-page parts catalog or operations manual. Using viewer software, the document is converted and compresses the document into a format that offers extensive indexing and hypertext links.

A major difference between Common Ground and Acrobat Exchange is that Common Ground's print-capture language is based on QuickDraw while Exchange's is based on Adobe's platform-independent PostScript, explaining Adobe's lead in cross-platform viewers.

Acrobat Exchange supports several features needed in big-document exchange. Users and senders can place bookmarks in a .pdf document, thumbnail pictures of pages make it easy to search for graphics, and a hypertext link facility lets senders create tutorial paths through documents.

A Multitiered Approach

By itself, Adobe Acrobat comes in several shapes and sizes. The simplest product in the Acrobat system, Acrobat Exchange, works much like Common Ground. To make a readable newsletter file, for example, you pick Acrobat Exchange PDFWriter in the Chooser and use this to print the newsletter as a .pdf (portable document format) file. Another Exchange user can then view the newsletter on a Macintosh or a Windows machine, making Acrobat Exchange a good choice for mixed-platform networks.

A communications department in a large company creates a huge document for internal distribution—for example, a 700-page parts catalog or operations manual. Using viewer software, the document is converted and compresses the document into a format that offers extensive indexing and hypertext links.

FrameReader FrameReader's simple interface uses in-document cues for hypertext links and clickable index subtitles to manage navigation.

A Multitiered Approach

By itself, Adobe Acrobat comes in several shapes and sizes. The simplest product in the Acrobat system, Acrobat Exchange, works much like Common Ground. To make a readable newsletter file, for example, you pick Acrobat Exchange PDFWriter in the Chooser and use this to print the newsletter as a .pdf (portable document format) file. Another Exchange user can then view the newsletter on a Macintosh or a Windows machine, making Acrobat Exchange a good choice for mixed-platform networks.
Portable Documents: Product Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acrobat Distiller 1.0</td>
<td>Acrobat Exchange 1.0</td>
<td>DynaText 2.0</td>
<td>Replica 1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>415/961-4400</td>
<td>415/961-4400</td>
<td>401/421-9550</td>
<td>510/814-5100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>$695 (network version $2495)</td>
<td>$195</td>
<td>$150</td>
<td>$99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>print capture</td>
<td>print capture</td>
<td>mini app</td>
<td>print capture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printed output resolution</td>
<td>to printer limit</td>
<td>to printer limit</td>
<td>to printer limit</td>
<td>to printer limit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum enlargement</td>
<td>800%</td>
<td>800%</td>
<td>arbitrary</td>
<td>400%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphics</td>
<td>PICT, EPS</td>
<td>PICT, EPS</td>
<td>PICT, TIFF</td>
<td>PICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression</td>
<td>JPEG</td>
<td>JPEG</td>
<td>string</td>
<td>string</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>good for newsletters and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>catalogs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text search</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>word</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text copy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>word</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphics copy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>string</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertext links</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>string</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indexing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>string</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>string</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thumbnails</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>string</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** = yes; 0 = no  * New version will be called FrameViewer and will add support for text searching by string, text and graphics copy, notes and annotations  ** Was called WorldReader in

Acrobat Distiller is a more expensive but subtly better program than Exchange—mostly because it has a set of JPEG compression options so it works well with color graphics. Additionally, its driver PSPrinter can generate high-resolution printed output because Distiller works with EPS (encapsulated PostScript) files. Distiller is currently used to publish catalogs on disk for mail-order companies and to publish company newsletters and annual reports for a long list of Fortune 500 companies.

Where Common Ground is best for smaller documents, Acrobat is currently a better fit for large jobs—at a large expense of disk space, however. Acrobat requires 12MB of RAM for effective use but produces documents that are much smaller than those in the creating applications, a helpful feature for distribution across a network.

For Those on a Budget
Farallon Computing’s Replica is a brand-new, low-cost ($99, free viewer) system, designed with proprietary compression for convenient network distribution of documents. It consists of a Creator and Viewer in much the style of Common Ground, with a Creator driver that captures a document’s QuickDraw printing instructions to a file.

Replica is easy and inexpensive, has built-in E-mail links, and supports high-resolution printed output beyond 300 dpi through embedded TrueType fonts. The main drawback to Replica is that we had only a beta version to test. Farallon chose to develop the Windows product first and has been experiencing delays in transferring its Windows graphical device interface to QuickDraw. Farallon has promised the Macintosh version for late 1993.

The Long Haul
Frame Technology is a leader in large-document management with its flagship product, FrameMaker. Frame’s foray into document portability is FrameReader, available separately or as part of a FrameMaker bundle (a new version called FrameViewer is slated for early 1994). As the name suggests, FrameReader lets users read FrameMaker files without the application. FrameMaker generates files that are typically very large and loaded with hypertext links. FrameReader can follow these hypertext links within and among documents, and it supports document printing (along with sound and video annotation). FrameReader also supports FrameMaker’s graphics-import-by-reference feature, in which graphics are stored in a separate file and printed, or displayed on screen, on demand. This means users can update graphics files independently without changing the entire FrameMaker document.

Because FrameReader deals with such large documents, it has some text-retrieval capabilities such as Boolean searches (find a file that contains the words back AND front), proximity searches (find two keywords in the same paragraph, for example), and thesaurus searches (pick a word and search for words with a similar meaning). Unfortunately, you will only find out about these features when someone in your company decides to make FrameMaker the documentation standard, because FrameReader reads only documents processed by FrameMaker.
**Taking a World View**

Interleaf, like Frame, is a vendor with a large-document bias—Interleaf software has long been a standard for preparing complex documents on Unix systems. WorldView 1.1, the viewer for Interleaf documents, has been shipping since early 1992. WorldView 2, promised for late 1993, will include the International Standards Organization-defined Standard Generalized Mark-up Language (SGML) for input, output, and greatly expanded searching capabilities. WorldView 2 will offer an advantage to documentation managers in the minicomputer world, who usually have SGML experience; but others will benefit too, since various print-capture products have brought many of SGML’s basic editing and searching capabilities onto desktop systems.

The cross-platform WorldView 1.1 consists of two parts. WorldView Press imports documents from word processors (such as Interleaf’s own product), page-layout programs, and drafting software, and allows an editor to add hypertext links and an index, and then compress the resulting file for distribution. WorldViewer (called WorldReader in earlier versions) can view, search, and print pages or longer sections of documents made in WorldView Press. The authoring tools in WorldView Press—although they preserve fonts, graphics, and other formatting niceties—are intended for structuring information retrieval, not laying out pages. The Interleaf emphasis on information navigation rather than pretty documents shows in WorldView’s features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame Technology</th>
<th>Interleaf</th>
<th>No Hands Software</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FrameReader *</td>
<td>WorldView 1.1 **</td>
<td>Common Ground 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>408/433-3311</td>
<td>617/290-4985</td>
<td>415/802-5800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$84.95</td>
<td>$195</td>
<td>$189.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mini app</td>
<td>mini app</td>
<td>print capture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to printer limit</td>
<td>to printer limit</td>
<td>to 300 dpi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400%</td>
<td>200%</td>
<td>300%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PICT, TIFF, EPS</td>
<td>PICT, TIFF</td>
<td>PICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>best for manuals and other online documentation, but works only with documents generated by FrameMaker</td>
<td>good for manuals and other online documentation, but designed primarily for use with documents processed by interleaf</td>
<td>best for small documents such as newsletters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word</td>
<td>string</td>
<td>string</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![earlier version.](image)

**Going by the Book**

Like Frame and Interleaf, Electronic Book Technologies (EBT) aims at the market for book-length electronic documents. Depending on the type of project you’re undertaking, EBT’s pricing strategy varies. EBT charges $1000 per title for software (called the PubPac) for producing an online book or CD-ROM, including unlimited rights to distribute a read-only browser (which works like a viewer) with the books.

The typical EBT customer uses DynaText (the first Mac product based on SGML) to create in-house electronic documentation for giant projects. The pricing for these projects can range from about $12,000 to tens of thousands of dollars. A separate browser is also required.

The DynaText Browser supports full-text search, proximity searching, searching for patterns with multiple wildcards, on-demand printing, hypertext links, bookmarks, and multiple paths through documents. Document information is called up and formatted dynamically, allowing users to browse multiple sections of the same document on-screen at the same time, a point that distinguishes DynaText from products like Acrobat.

The use of extensive SGML makes DynaText a rather alien system by traditional Mac standards, in which Quick-Draw and PostScript define the basis of text formatting, but it provides advantages in indexing. It also improves communication with the minicomputer world and professional publishing systems. EBT maintains that its product is weaker than its competitors at distributing small, highly formatted documents, but that 500-page online manuals usually call for less fancy font work and better search facilities, DynaText’s strong point.

**Many Ways to View a Document**

Although the products discussed here all support application-independent document viewing, there are great differences between them in scope. Common Ground has an edge in distributing smaller documents, such as simple newsletters; Acrobat is the best choice for larger documents with strict formatting requirements; and the SGML-based products have advantages for online retrieval of data from very large documents.

With the recent explosion of portable-document software, you may find that within a year or so you’re using your Mac simply as a document reader at least half the time. You may also find that you’re quite happy using it that way.

Contributing editor CHARLES SEITER has reviewed most of the products in this article. His particular interest is cross-platform application-independent distribution of complex scientific documents.

---

**PORTABLE-DOCUMENT PROGRAMS**

**Editors’ Choice** Since portable-document applications fall into two categories (mini app and print capture), our selections reflect our favorites in each category.

**Common Ground** If you’re interested in experimenting with application-independent document distribution, start with Common Ground. It’s easy to use, and its viewers are free. Besides, cross-platform use is on the way as a Windows viewer is promised for November 1993. **Company:** No Hands Software. **List price:** $189.95.

**FrameReader** For book-length documents, FrameReader is currently the pick for use on the Mac. It includes many text-search and -retrieval features, and it follows FrameMaker’s hypertext links. Its competitors have some desirable SGML features, but these haven’t been as thoroughly adapted to Mac use. **Company:** Frame Technology. **List price:** $84.95.
Do you often need to grab a snippet of text for future reference, or a small graphic, such as your company's logo, to complement a presentation? Is that text or graphic in a book or on an oversize page, such as a newspaper? Is your desk already hopelessly crowded with too much equipment? A simple hand scanner may be your solution.

Macworld Lab tested five hand scanners for their accuracy and speed in capturing graphics and performing optical character recognition (OCR) on a range of text samples. (OCR software creates text files that you can edit, index, and manipulate as if you had typed the text at the keyboard.) To understand our results, first consider hand scanners in comparison with flatbed scanners.

A hand scanner fits in the palm of your hand; you roll the device slowly across a piece of paper, and an array of photosensors in the scanner records the image. A flatbed scanner works in the manner of a photocopying machine; you lay down a sheet of paper on a platen, then the scanner moves the photosensor array past the page. Either type of scanner can capture graphics and create readable text files with OCR software.

Hand scanners work well for draft-quality halftones or line drawings, but only one model we tested, the Caere OmniScan, offered reasonable accuracy results for a range of OCR jobs. And even the OmniScan couldn't compete with the best results from flatbed scanners. If you are serious about graphics or must have top-quality OCR on a variety of documents, forget hand scanners.

Flatbeds more consistently produce high-quality results, but at a price. Although flatbed scanner prices have dropped to under $800—with some under $500—OCR and image software may add another $1000. This is substantially higher than the prices of the hand scanners we tested, which range from $399 to $599, including OCR software.

Getting the Knack
Hand scanners require some practice to master. As you scan, you must hold down the scan button, move the scanner at a suitably slow pace, and keep the scanner rolling in a straight line.

Holding down the scan button is easy enough, except on the Thunderware models, whose curved contours make them a little hard to grab. The straight sides of the Logitech ScanMan 32 and the Mustek Langelo Gray are easier to hold. Caere's large OmniScan doesn't fit well in small hands, but it and the Mustek Langelo Color put the scan button on top, giving left-handers equal access; the other scanners' button placements favor right-handers.

Moving the scanner at a smooth, even rate presents the greatest physical challenge. The maximum scanning speed depends on how much detail you need. Scanning with a higher resolution using grayscale requires more time to capture the image, so you must move the scanner less than 1 inch per second, in one smooth motion—not an easy task for beginners. Scanning a 5-by-7-inch photograph vertically, for example, took about 10 seconds with all the scanners except the Langelo Color, which took 16 seconds, a very difficult half-inch-per-second pace.

All hand scanners have an LED on top that paces the
scanning speed. A steady LED means that all’s well; a flashing one, that you are pushing the speed limit; when the light goes out, you’ve gone past the limit and will have to restart the scan.

**Keeping It Straight**

Scanning in a straight line poses another challenge. All the scanners have three rollers—one wide main roller just below the sensor array and two stabilizing rollers about 4 inches below the sensors. The rollers help keep the scan on a straight course for only a few inches; on longer scans, the natural arc of your moving arm tends to pull the scanner off course. Only the Thunderware scanners come with a snap-on plastic guide for use with straight edges. The side of the scanner head by itself is too short to guide the scanner along a straight edge, regardless of what a vendor may claim (see “Straight Edges and Narrow Borders Allow the Best Scan”).

Two companies sell plastic contraptions that help any hand scanner achieve straight lines. Scan:Align (214/380-8724) sells a $39.95 product of the same name that rests the scanner between parallel plastic guides. The Lyra Group (908/920-9667) produces The Tray for $49.95; it allows scanners to ride on raised rails. These rather bulky devices help for scanning loose sheets of paper. If you regularly need the assistance of a large plastic guide, however, you’re better off skipping all the fuss and investing in a flatbed scanner.

For some scans, no straight edge will help. If you scan a book, you have to wrestle with the book and the scanner. Unless the book has unusually wide margins, you have to turn the scanner sideways to capture the image in landscape orientation, then reorient using the scanning software. Whichever way you scan, the two small guide rollers fall off the page’s edge before the sensors reach the edge of the image; you can keep on going, but maintaining a uniform scan is pretty hard. (To be fair, flatbed scanners have difficulty with bound volumes also.)

For maximum flexibility when scanning in tight spaces,
such as with a book, a hand scanner should have the smallest possible borders of its own—that is, it should scan right up to the physical edges of its sensor array. But no company seems to understand this; all the scanner heads take up unnecessarily space around the sensor array. By far the worst offender is the OmniScan, whose case wastes .5 inch on the left and right margins and .25 inch along the top. This is merely a poor design; the large margins serve no purpose whatsoever.

**Grabbing the Image**

All the monochrome and gray-scale scanners operate at up to 400 dpi with a horizontal linear array of 1680 charge-coupled-device (CCD) photosensors for a maximum scan width of 4.13 inches. The Mustek Langelo Color, which operates at 200 dpi in color and 400 dpi in gray scale, has 840 color sensors; each color sensor has a red, green, and blue component for a total 2520 sensors (only the red and green sensors operate for gray scale).

The scanner samples the image as you roll it down the page; a movement detector geared to a roller in the base of the scanner sets the sampling rate. Besides the scanner button, most units have a rotary brightness control (the exception, OmniScan, does this in software). All have a resolution switch, and most have a gray-scale and a halftone—spot-size switch. The less expensive models are black-and-white scanners, but even these can produce some gray-scale information through software, by comparing adjacent pixels and synthesizing grays. Properly adjusted, these scanners produce 32 to 64 grays, enough for recognizable images on standard ink-jet or laser printers.

Under the best conditions, the LightningScan Pro and OmniScan can detect 256 shades of gray—as many as any common graphics-reproduction device, such as a video display or halftone printer, needs for a high-quality image. But in our tests run at the highest dpi settings, these units captured 32 and 27 grays, respectively, out of a possible 37 (see “Graphics-Recognition Skills”). The LightningScan Pro can be switched to black-and-white for capturing line drawings quickly; the OmniScan only goes after 256 grays, so you have to spend a few extra seconds scanning, then converting to a black-and-white image with the software.

The halftone—spot-size switch on all the scanners sets the printer-screen size of a halftone image; a finer screen size reproduces fewer grays with greater sharpness; a coarser screen produces more grays but lower sharpness.

**Scan quality** All of these hand scanners can capture simple graphics at a quality level suitable for most business documents. The ScanMan 32 and LightningScan 400 captured fine lines and detail best, with the LightningScan Pro 256 a close second. At its highest settings, the OmniScan did not capture fine lines well; small objects tended to fill in, which hurts more often than it helps.

For photographic images, however, the OmniScan did best, followed by the

---

**Hand Scanner OCR Skills**

**Hand Scanner OCR Skills**

**HOW ACCURATE ARE THEY?**

Accuracy results show percentage of correct words in document. Longer bars are better.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laser-Printed (portrait)</th>
<th>Laser-Printed (horizontal)</th>
<th>Fax (portrait)</th>
<th>Fax (horizontal)</th>
<th>Newspaper (portrait)</th>
<th>Book (portrait)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caere OmniScan</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>97.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logitech ScanMan 32</td>
<td>97.9</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>71.6</td>
<td>99.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mustek Langelo Color</td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>64.1</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>50.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thunderware LightningScan 400</td>
<td>96.8</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>60.2</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>95.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thunderware LightningScan Pro 256</td>
<td>91.8</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>66.2</td>
<td>84.3</td>
<td>95.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HOW FAST ARE THEY?**

Times are in seconds. Shorter bars are better.

| Caere OmniScan           | 13                         | 16                        | 61                         | 64                         | 16                     | 12                         |
| Logitech ScanMan 32      | 34                         | 24                        | 57                         | 47                         | 32                     | 18                         |
| Mustek Langelo Color     | 35                         | 12                        | 58                         | 33                         | 36                     | 32                         |
| Thunderware LightningScan 400 | 22                        | 19                        | 33                         | 28                         | 36                     | 16                         |
| Thunderware LightningScan Pro 256 | 18                    | 20                        | 32                         | 29                         | 32                     | 17                         |
LightningScan Pro 256 and the Mustek Langelo Color. The black-and-white scanners trailed far behind. Only the Mustek Langelo Color could capture color, but its images were faded and washed out.

**Scanning software** All the hand scanners reviewed here come with scanning software that can handle all typical tasks and the most common file formats—PICT, TIFF, and MacPaint. All can rotate an image so you can scan sideways if necessary.

For basic graphics scanning, I liked ThunderWorks (bundled with the LightningScan series) the best for its clarity and simplicity. ThunderWorks doesn't try to do sophisticated retouching; in contrast, the programs bundled with the other scanners offer heavy-duty image-creation and -manipulation tools. Logitech includes Aldus Digital Darkroom in one of its bundles, Caere puts in its own Image Assistant, and Mustek offers Color It (with the Langelo Color) and Enhance (with the Langelo Gray) from MicroFrontier. For the kinds of graphics and tasks that hand-scanner users typically deal with, these programs are overkill; but they do provide an elaborate set of tools if you have the skills to use them.

For actually scanning an image, the OmniScan forces a spurious step; when selecting a new scan, you first have to click on a scan button on the Mac's screen and then press the scan button on the scanner to capture an image. With the Thunderware and Logitech scanners, you merely select a new scan on the Mac screen and start right in.

The OmniScan features automatic stitching—if an image is too wide to capture in a single pass, you take another pass to get the rest, and the software tries to match up the two swatches automatically. Unfortunately, the process often fails. On a simple graph with a clear rectangular border, autostitching always cut off enough image at the join to render the results useless. Doing separate scans and joining them manually proved more reliable. Thunderware helps with manual stitching; you match the images by hand, selecting corresponding points in swatches and anchoring them with “pushpins.” The method is tedious, but it works, and

**Straight Edges and Narrow Borders Allow the Best Scan**

Two critical challenges in hand scanning involve moving the scanner in straight lines to capture images accurately and fully, and capturing images in restricted spaces, such as the inside margins of a book.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Narrow borders</th>
<th>Wide borders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-0.5”</td>
<td>0.8”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.6”</td>
<td>1.1”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.9”</td>
<td>1.3”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Every hand scanner uses a plastic border to hold the light sensor in place. The wider the border, the more difficult it becomes to scan in tight spaces. Most hand scanners (such as the Logitech ScanMan 32, above at left) use relatively efficient borders. In contrast, Caere’s OmniScan (above right) suffers from much wider borders—more than 1/2 inch wider in some cases—than its competitors.

Hand scanners with a wide head to accommodate the light sensor, but with a narrow grip—make scanning in a straight line difficult. Only the Thunderware scanner series easily solves the problem. Thunderware supplies a snap-on guide (shown above) that lets the scanner follow a straight edge smoothly, maintaining a uniform 90-degree angle between the light sensor and the edge.

---

**BEHIND OUR TESTS**

Macworld Lab split the scanner testing into two sections, graphics and OCR, to show the strengths and weaknesses of each unit.

**Graphics** To test resolution, we used an alphanumeric test pattern from Rochester Institute of Technology: a grid of numbers and letters in gradually descending sizes. To determine how many shades of gray each scanner could see, we scanned a 37-step gray-scale strip produced by Stouffer Graphic Arts and counted the number of gray bars each machine could discern. In each case, we used the scanner’s highest dpi setting. We also scanned a 5-by-7-inch gray-scale photo at 300 dpi and then printed and evaluated the clarity of the image subjectively. For scanning speed, we measured the time it took for the fastest possible pass across the image that resulted in a usable scan.

**OCR** For OCR testing, we scanned a laser-printed letter with a single 12-point typeface; we also scanned a fax of the same document. The faxing process both reduces clarity and slightly compresses the image. We also scanned one column of a New York Times article, which uses 9-point text, and one page from a hardbound book with 12-point type. We graded accuracy by counting as one error any word or stray character that required a mouse click and typing to correct. If several words in a row were garbled or skipped, we counted each word that required retyping as a single error. We noted the speed for recognizing the text, not including the time needed to scan the document. Overall efficiency—a combination of speed and accuracy—varied widely. It’s best to determine what kinds of documents you would routinely scan, then look for the best scanners in those categories. We found that faxes were, in all cases, too difficult for these devices to process effectively.

We tested on a Centris 650 with 8MB of RAM, a 230MB hard drive, and the 14-inch Macintosh Color Display. To keep our scan lines straight, we used ScanAlign, a $39.95 hand-scanner guide from the company of the same name (212/380-8724).

—Macworld Lab testing supervised by Danny Lee and Tim Warner

---
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multiple pushpins can even adjust for modest distortion. Logitech provides less help with its manual stitching; you simply can overlap portions of the image (the manual calls this "automatic"); the overlaps are then corrected in software.

However, CatchWord Pro did better than OmniPage Direct on a book scanned in portrait orientation. (The OmniScan also includes Caere's FaxMaster send-and-receive software. It's amazingly good at OCR on received faxes, but its send features alternate between puzzling and appalling. To find a fax number in the FaxMaster database, for example, you must type the entire name field exactly—not just "Apple" but "Apple Computer, Inc.")

Olduvai Read-It (bundled with the LightningScan series) and CTA's ScanReader (bundled with the Langelo units) were so unreliable that you shouldn't bother trying them. Read-It did a credible job on one single scan out of two dozen laser-printed tries. It was apparently a fluke; when I scanned the same page again, the results were poor.

For reasonable OCR quality without an OmniScan, you could take a TIFF image captured by another hand scanner, and feed it into a heavy-duty OCR package. But it's hardly a cost-effective solution. Aside from the cost of the OCR package (over $500), you will also need at least 8MB of RAM.

The other SCSI-interface scanners work on most Macs with as little as 2MB, although all prefer 4MB. The Mustek scanners are a puzzle; the company says that its scanners require a 68020- or 68030-equipped Mac; the scanners don't work with Quadras, and the company doesn't know about compatibility with the Centris line. Macworld was unable to get the Mustek Langelo Color to work with its bundled Color It software on any Mac, but we did get the scanner to work on a Centris 650 with Adobe Photoshop, using plug-in software supplied with the scanner.

Two of the reviewed scanners don't use the SCSI port. The LightningScan Compact uses the SuperDrive floppy disk port in several Macintoshes (IIc, Classic, Classic II, SE/30, and later SEs). The LightningScan Portable is specifically designed for PowerBooks, connecting through a serial port. It works

The OmniScan stands out as the OCR leader.
Graphics-Recognition Skills

Best result for each test. Shorter bars are better.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware</th>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Scanning Speed</th>
<th>Gray-Scale Recognition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caere OmniScan</td>
<td>Image Assistant G1.0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logitech ScanMan 32</td>
<td>ScanMan 2.2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mustek Langelo Color</td>
<td>Photoshop Plug-In</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thunderware LightningScan 400</td>
<td>ThunderWorks 1.3.2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thunderware LightningScan Pro 256</td>
<td>ThunderWorks 1.3.2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scanning Speed
Times, in seconds, for a usable scan of a 5" × 7" gray-scale photo.

Gray-Scale Recognition
Number of gray shades missed from a test strip with 37 gray levels.

with all 68020/30/40 Macs except the LC and LC II. The LightningScan Portable comes with a rechargeable battery that Thunderware says is good for 50 to 100 typical scans. The replaceable battery sits inside an interface box that is considerably smaller than the SCSI interface boxes. For anyone who needs truly portable scanning, away from AC power—such as students who spend loads of time in the library stacks—this is the only choice. At 1.3 pounds (1.6 with the charger), the weight isn’t a major burden, although the entire assembly with cables doesn’t make for quick and easy setup.

With AC power, the SCSI scanners work fine with PowerBooks as long as you have a suitable SCSI cable adapter. Note that all the SCSI scanners use 25-pin D-connectors rather than the larger 50-pin SCSI plugs. All the units now on the market use external termination (some early models of the ScanMan had inconvenient internal, removable termination). Only the LightningScan Pro 256 has a removable SCSI cable and two 25-pin SCSI connectors, making it the most flexible choice for installation—though its SCSI-interface box is a little bulky.

Making Choices
None of the scanners did well enough to merit an Editors’ Choice, but if you want a hand scanner to do what they do best—capturing small graphics—select the Thunderware LightningScan Pro 256. For portable scanning, PowerBook users will find the LightningScan Portable acceptable, as long as you don’t expect stunning image quality or useful OCR abilities.

ThunderWorks’ scanning software may be simple, but it does the job without getting in your way. But beware of Olduvai Read-It, a package that works poorly at best.

If you use OCR, you have to choose the OmniScan, the only scanner able to read text consistently. Caere clearly understands OCR, but the OmniScan suggests that it understands little else. It has many flaws, including its oversize case, a cumbersome scanning process, and poor stitching software.

The Logitech ScanMan 32 and the black-and-white LightningScan models work well for black-and-white graphics. And they save some money. I’ve seen the ScanMan 32 selling for as little as $145 from close-out specialists (with basic scanning software but without either Digital Darkroom or CatchWord Pro).

If none of this admittedly faint praise entices you, consider one upcoming unit. Microtek recently announced a motorized, 24-bit color scanner. A supporting base with rails will guide the scanner for two-pass scanning of 8½-by-11-inch images, with automatic stitching. This base should help make the stitching process work better than with any previous scanner.

Hand scanners have a long way to go before they become as convenient and useful as other desktop peripherals. But when vendors find a way to combine the ability to scan in the tightest corners and the speed to scan with a swipe rather than a slow, deliberate roll, hand scanners will become a desktop mainstay. Apple’s new high-speed serial port (GeoPort) along with improved sensor hardware could make such a machine possible. Until then, hand scanners are doomed to remain a reluctant choice for users who cannot afford a flatbed.

Can HP give you affordable color PostScript?

You're looking...
printing?

looking at it.

seeing is believing.

Get the HP DeskWriter 550C printer and PostScript software for under $1,000.

Take a good look, because you've probably never seen PostScript color printing this affordable before. But here it is, right before your eyes.

Hewlett-Packard now offers Mac users two remarkably inexpensive ways to print using true Adobe PostScript Level 2 software. If you already have an HP DeskWriter 550C printer, you can add PostScript software for less than $250.* Or you can buy the HP DeskWriter 550C and PostScript software for under $1,000.*

PostScript software for the HP DeskWriter 550C gives you 35 standard PostScript fonts, support for Adobe Type 1 and TrueType fonts, PostScript language file portability and background printing. All that on a printer that uses HP's own inkjet technology, works with your software, and comes with a three-year warranty, the longest in the industry.

For a closer look at a truly affordable PostScript color printing solution, look in your local Yellow Pages for the name of the HP authorized dealer nearest you.

DeskJet Printers
Make it happen.

HP HEWLETT PACKARD
Tektronix Pushes Dye-Sub Color to the Edge

Tektronix has announced the Phaser 480, a dye-sublimation printer for multiplatform network environments that offers full-bleed, 11-by-17-inch output at a reasonable price (for a dye-sub printer) of $14,995.

The PostScript Level 2 printer’s raster image processing firmware enables it to print files as large as 10MB in 1 minute across a network, according to Tektronix. The Phaser 480 includes AppleTalk, parallel, and serial ports, and it supports automatic switching between ports and multiple protocols. EtherTalk, NetWare IPX, or TCP/IP (available as options) are needed to achieve the 10MB throughput.

The Phaser 480 uses Tektronix’s Photofine technology to improve the quality of fine lines and text. The printer also supports TekColor Dynamic Correction, which lets you match the Phaser’s output to other color printing devices. For example, if your work will be printed on an offset web press, you can add printer characterizations that match the Phaser 480’s output with the color produced by a press that follows SWOP (Specification for Web Offset Printers) standards.

Tektronix has included characterizations for other commercial presses, as well as profiles for Electronics for Imaging’s EfiColor and Apple’s ColorSync color-matching schemes.

The Phaser 480’s tabloid-size paper capabilities combined with Photofine and TekColor Dynamic Correction should reduce the number of film proofs a designer needs, according to Tektronix.

The printer’s 32MB of memory is expandable to 64MB for image caching and I/O buffers. The Phaser 480, which has a 24MHz AMD 29000 RISC processor, is expected to ship in January. Tektronix, 503/682-7377, 800/835-6100.

DAN MUSE

FreeHand 4.0 Includes All-in-One Palette

Adobe is now shipping a significant upgrade to FreeHand, its PostScript-based 24-bit color draw program. FreeHand 4.0 includes, among other useful new features, a simplified interface, improved text handling, multiple-page layout capabilities, and enhanced color management.

Most noticeable in the FreeHand update is the Inspector palette, a floating master panel that combines tools for adjusting a variety of elements and attributes in real time (the Inspector replaces 35 dialog boxes). By combining these tools in one palette, the Inspector palette promises one-stop shopping for tools for easily managing and manipulating text, layout and element attributes (line widths and weights or graduated fills, for instance), and document setup and paragraph controls, among other items.

FreeHand’s color-support improvements include the abilities to adjust CMYK colors in the color mixer in real time and to apply colors to an object by dragging and dropping the desired color from the color mixer. FreeHand now shares the same color library as Aldus PageMaker 5.0 for improved integration between the programs. However, neither FreeHand nor PageMaker offers a built-in color-management system link.
FreeHand 4.0 enables you to input and kern text directly in a text box and flow text between linked boxes, containers, or shapes. It also adds copyfitting controls and a hyphenation dictionary (it’s the same as PageMaker 5.0). The program’s new live pasteboard (56 by 56 inches) enables you to place objects and text across multiple pages with multiple columns—giving FreeHand users the ability to perform limited page layout (a capability Adobe added to Illustrator 3.0 in 1990). FreeHand’s $595 price and $150 upgrade fee are the same. Aldus, 206/628-2320.—J.A.M.

PhotoFlash: Apple’s Page-Layout Companion Enters the Picture

APPLE PHOTOFLASH, JOINTLY DEVELOPED by Storm Technology and Apple Computer, is a page-layout companion product for QuarkXPress and Aldus PageMaker that combines acquisition, adjustment, and placement of photos in one application. Its integrated image browser searches folders of images, automatically creating and displaying thumbnail views to which you can add captions for easy identification. You can even access images directly from Kodak Photo CDs.

Once you’ve found an image you want, you can drag and drop it into your page-layout document or use a preset or user-defined script to automatically manipulate the image during the placement process.

PhotoFlash can handle RGB, CMYK, and grayscale images. It supports Photoshop plug-ins as well as a wide variety of graphics formats—including PICT, TIFF, JPEG, EPS, DCS, native Photoshop, and Photo CD—and it can convert images from one format to another, singly or in batch mode. A set of automated tools lets you erase blemishes; set brightness and contrast; align crooked scans; and perform other enhancements such as sharpen, blur, crop, resize, and rotate. And you can preview your adjustments in real time before actually applying them to an image.

PhotoFlash’s AppleScript support lets users automate operations such as manipulating images, converting between file formats, and creating contact sheets of images for placement into any AppleScript-savvy application. The first release of PhotoFlash will include ten scripts.

Because PhotoFlash uses Storm’s image-compression and virtual memory schemes, disk space and memory requirements are relatively low—it can work on an 8MB Mac (with 3.5MB of available RAM). PhotoFlash is expected to be available by late November. $279. Apple Computer, 408/996-1010.—CATHY ABES

Hewlett-Packard to Ship a Better ScanJet

HEWLETT-PACKARD IS SCHEDULED to begin shipping in November a 24-bit color flatbed scanner that costs 25 percent less than the two-year-old ScanJet Ile it replaces, while promising speed, resolution, and software enhancements.

The ScanJet IleX retails for $1179, while the discontinued Ile listed for $1599. The Ilex ships with HP’s DeskScan II 2.0 software, which now offers interpolated scanning resolutions up to 1600 by 1600 dpi on a ScanJet Ile or IleX or up to 1200 dpi on the ScanJet Ile gray-scale scanner. The ScanJet IleX’s true optical resolution is 400 by 800 dpi.

The revised software also enables you to automatically scan up to 30 photographs by stacking them into the optional automatic document feeder ($559). ScanJet Ile and IleX owners can upgrade free to DeskScan II 2.0 via AppleLink or by calling a special phone number (800/227-8164) and ordering a disc—you pay shipping and handling charges only.

The ScanJet IleX can scan gray-scale images and text almost twice as fast as the Ile, according to the company, although scanning time for color images remains roughly the same. HP has also introduced a new transparency adapter; it’s due to ship in January for $759 but works only with the IleX. Hewlett-Packard, 208/323-2531, 800/722-6538.—J.A.M.
Ah, it's been a masterful charade—an Academy Award performance. That confident smile and firm handshake covering up the fact that chaos rules your life and you're just one more lost memo, forgotten name and misplaced schedule away from total disaster.

Well, now you can actually be that buttoned-up, on-top-of-it dynamo you've been pretending to be. Introducing Now Contact™, undoubtedly the most complete contact manager available. When used together with the award-winning Now Up-to-Date™, it's the ultimate personal organizer.

Now Contact is built around the philosophy that it's no use getting organized if you can't find stuff faster. It gives you instant access to all your names, numbers and addresses, retrieving information quicker than any competitive product, actually as fast as your screen can draw. Complete with a built-in word processor, Now Contact makes printing form letters, labels, faxes, envelopes and address books painless. If time, as they say, is money, you'll be a bit richer every time you write a letter.

Now Up-to-Date, the best-selling calendar software, makes scheduling events, setting reminders, managing to-do lists, and printing calendars amazingly simple. Display your calendar by month, week or day—you choose the view that's right for you. Plus, if you are on a network, you can also keep your associates informed of your schedule.

Together, Now Contact and Now Up-to-Date put a complete record of all appointments and correspondence with your contacts at your fingertips. You can even create new appointments without pausing to open your calendar. Similarly, you can include contact information in your calendar without opening your contact file.

So, how productive would you be if you were as organized as you've been pretending to be? Get Now Up-to-Date and Now Contact and find out. Or give us a call for more information at 1-800-275-5669.

Put it on your to-do list right away. That is, of course, if you can even find it.
by Cathy Abes

Artist: Steven Lyons is a free-lance illustrator living in Fairfax, California, whose work has appeared in numerous publications, including American Illustration, Communication Arts, and Print. He has produced images for such clients as Apple, Intel, MCI, and Newsweek. He is currently producing a series of illustrations promoting the PowerPC processors.

How It Was Done: For the image that opens our feature on multimedia databases, Lyons combined the hard-edged look typical of Illustrator with the softer, more diffused effect that Photoshop can provide. He created the background with the yellow-green letterforms in Illustrator; after importing this into Photoshop, he used the Gaussian Blur and Noise filters to soften the letters and make them appear to be fading into infinity.

In Photoshop he created the striped texture maps for the tower, which he built in Ray Dream Designer. After applying the texture maps in Ray Dream, he pasted the finished tower into the background in Photoshop. There he used the pen tool in the Path palette to create two triangular shapes, one inside the other, to simulate glowing flares shooting out of the cylinders. Lyons saved the final background image in EPS format (with 8-bit preview selected and Desktop Color Separation off).

Lyons then scanned his original pencil sketch into a new Illustrator file for use as a template. After placing the Photoshop file of the tower and background into it, he pasted the image of the computer user—previously created in Illustrator—into the Photoshop file, duplicated it three times, flopped two of the copies (using the reflect tool), and placed them appropriately. The large red letters, also created in Illustrator, were made into outlines, then imported into Adobe Dimensions and extruded, and saved as Illustrator files. After pasting the letters into the main illustration, he created the additional elements in Illustrator.

The 9MB image took about 24 hours to create.

**THE TOOLS**

**Hardware:** Macintosh IIx with 20MB of RAM; 120MB internal Mass Micro DiamondDrive hard drive; 300MB external hard drive; SuperMac 20" Trinitron color monitor; Seiko ColorPoint PS printer; Wacom 12" by 12" tablet; Microtek ScanMaker II.

**Software:** Adobe Illustrator 5.0; Adobe Photoshop 2.5.1; Ray Dream Designer 2.0; Adobe Dimensions 1.0.
The image of the computer user began as a pencil sketch, which was scanned and then opened in Illustrator. Lyons used Illustrator’s pen tool to draw the final figure from his scanned sketch.

The pencil sketch of the whole illustration was scanned and opened in Illustrator for use as a template. Then, after placing the EPS file of the background over it, Lyons pasted in the 3-D letters and computer-user images. Finally, the other details—smaller letters, finer lines, and border—were added.

The large red three-dimensional letters began as 2-D letters in Illustrator. Lyons used the Create Outlines command (under the Type menu) to convert them to paths so they could be imported into Adobe Dimensions and transformed into 3-D objects. After rotating the letters to their correct positions, he rendered and exported them as Illustrator files.
They’re professionals from places as far apart as New York and San Francisco. They’re from organizations as diverse as R.R. Donnelley & Sons, Peachpit Press, the Los Angeles Times, and Xerox. What do they all have in common? They all trust LaserMaster.

Their reasons are simple. LaserMaster, the company that originated the high-resolution plain-paper typesetting industry, provides the quality they demand.

Why not trust the company that started it all? Call us at LaserMaster. You’ll see how convenient and cost effective plain-paper typesetting can be.
Clip Art's Greatest Hits

Macworld rates the best clip art in ten categories

Clip art is changing. While royalty-free digital images have been around practically as long as the Mac, today's images are more sophisticated and offer better quality. In fact, clip art has matured in a number of ways:

- A wide range of subjects is available. The first Mac clip art collections pretty much stayed with traditional subjects: holidays, seasons, food, borders, and travel. These days there are more companies selling clip art, and to be competitive some are specializing in such focused subject areas as medicine, maps, military images, and backgrounds and textures.

- Image quality has improved. A number of companies have retained some excellent artists who create images with personal flair. A few traditional art styles have been revived as well (digital woodcuts are in vogue this year).

- Color is here. Numerous companies now offer color as well as black-and-white images in a variety of formats and resolutions. Color EPS collections use the CMYK (cyan, magenta, yellow, black) palette, which enables you to print them on a color PostScript printer or as four-color separations. Scanned color TIFF images, such as the backgrounds offered by Artheats, D'pix, and others, come in various resolutions for different types of output. Image resolution typically ranges from low (75 dpi) to high (270 dpi). All images in the collections reviewed here are black-and-white, unless otherwise noted.

- CD-ROM clip art collections are proliferating. CDs are more convenient than armfuls of floppy disks, and many CDs include search utilities and image browsers to help you view and retrieve images. Many companies offer their collections on both CD-ROM and floppies.

To help you choose among the vast amount of clip art available, I've selected the best collections in ten categories (including the ever-popular Miscellaneous). Companies that didn't make my list of favorites but offer high-quality artwork are listed as Also Recommended. As I reviewed collections from more than 70 companies, I looked for overall image quality (blotchy scans or amateurish drawings were out) and value (one company offered high-quality EPS graphics, but charged $80 for only 12 images).

By Erfert Fenton
ANIMALS

Art Parts, Animals

Art Parts’ animals have a lighthearted charm that’s rare in the clip art world. The collection’s 50 creatures, which range from ants to a blue whale, are rendered in a bold, woodcut style.

Totem Color Clip Art: Birds
Totem Color Clip Art: Fish

Of all Totem’s artwork, I like the Birds and Fish collections best (the Insects set is good, too, but my publishing projects rarely call for earwigs, beetles, or fleas). The drawings are fairly realistic, and the collections cover exotic creatures (scarlet ibis, leafy sea dragon) as well as common ones (robin, goldfish).

ALSO RECOMMENDED
ClickArt Studio Series Animals and Nature

MEDICAL/HEALTH

Super Anatomy Collection

LifeArt’s collection consists of anatomical images of the human circulatory, skeletal, muscular, digestive, endocrine, reproductive, nervous, and urinary systems, as well as external views. Many files can be ungrouped to form several drawings (skeletal and muscular components of a drawing can be separated, for example). TechPool also offers Health Care I and Emergency Collection ($229 each), as well as Transverter ($99.95), a utility that converts EPS graphics to PICT or paint formats.

ALSO RECOMMENDED
Health Care

MediClip
fashioned woodcuts or engravings, featuring flowers, flourishes, cupids, and the occasional oddity (a housefly, some flying saucers, and so on). An interesting and amusing mix.

General Collection II

This collection offers something for every taste. Decorative ornaments are generally in the style of old-fashioned woodcuts or engravings, featuring flowers, flourishes, cupids, and the occasional oddity (a housefly, some flying saucers, and so on). An interesting and amusing mix.

Typographers' Ornaments series, Will Bradley
Underground Grammarian, 609/589-6477. Format: TIFF. Media: Floppies. Price: $25 (39 images); ten TIFF all/more $215 (EPS collections also available for $49.50 each or $400 for ten volumes).

This is one of several superb collections offered by Underground Grammarian, an outfit that sells old-fashioned ornaments it originally digitized for its own publications. For your information, Will Bradley (1868–1962) was one of America’s finest typographic artists.

ALSO RECOMMENDED
ClickArt Studio Series Artistry & Borders
ClickArt Color Graphics for Presentations

WetPaint Printer's Helper
Dudl-Click Software, 818/888-2068, 800/559-9079. Format: Paint. Media: Floppies or CD-ROM. Price: Printer's Helper $89.95 (117 images); The WetSet CD-Rom $349.95 (1000 images).
BACKGROUNDS

Folio 1 Media Kit

Fill your screen with oatmeal. Or marble or mahogany, if you prefer. This set of realistic backgrounds consists of 75-dpi, 9-by-12-inch images in the following categories: abstracts, fabric, food, marble, masonry, metal, nature, novelties, paper, and wood. Each file takes up about 2MB. This is an excellent collection for desktop publishing or presentations.

Marble & Granite

For centuries, marble has symbolized elegance and opulence. There’s no reason your publications or presentations should be lacking in same, now that these beautiful backgrounds are available in digital format. The files in this two-CD set come in a variety of formats, dimensions, and resolutions, from laser-printer quality to 24-bit, 270-dpi TIFF images. Artbeats also offers other great background collections for multimedia and publishing.

ProGraphix, Volume 1

This vibrant collection of high-tech backgrounds includes glowing planets; metallic heads; marble patterns; and a variety of telephones, computers, musical instruments, glass filters, and globes. The images are colorful and dynamic and would be ideal for multimedia presentations.

Wraptures One
wraptures One
wraptures Two
Form and Function, 619/536-9999, 800/843-9497. Format: PICT; 8-bit and 24-bit color. Media: CD-ROM. Price: Wraptures One $95 (130 images); Wraptures Two $95 (130 images).

Some of the color files in these two collections are full-screen backgrounds; others can be combined as tiles to make backgrounds of various sizes. Each image comes in several dimensions and resolutions. Backgrounds include stone, fur, foliage, paper, metal, glass, and—my favorite—chocolate frosting.

ALSO RECOMMENDED

Auguste Racinet—Historic Ornaments Vol. 1

Material World 1 and 2

Screen Caffeine

MILITARY

Federal Clip Art III: Naval Combat Art

One Mile Up’s Naval Combat Art collection features skillfully drawn images of ships, satellites, submarines, aircraft, medals, seals, insignia, signal flags, and other naval subjects. The company offers additional military artwork, including air combat; ground combat; and army, air force, and navy insignia.
Cartesia Software (formerly MicroMaps Software) offers maps that range from global views to metropolitan areas. Volume 1, USA & International (revised to reflect new boundaries in the former USSR), includes countries, states, provinces, and major cities. Volume 2, U.S. States by County, presents each county as a separate graphic object for editing. Volume 3, Global Perspectives, shows 18 views of the globe. Volume 4, Metropolitan Areas—USA, details 25 metropolitan areas.

**Federal Clip Art: Diplomatic Clip Art**


One Mile Up specializes in images for the federal government and related agencies. This collection offers national flags (color) and coats of arms (black-and-white and color) for 200 countries. One Mile Up also sells State Art, a collection of U.S. state maps, seals, and flags, for $295 (250 EPS images).

**ALSO RECOMMENDED**

Cliptures, Volume 4, World Flags

sages to your publications with this striking collection. The topics include pollution, recycling, and endangered species; and the artistic styles encompass woodcuts, line and brush drawings, and geometric images. And, yes, the manual is printed on recycled paper.

**ClickArt Studio Series**

**Business Art**


This is a well-rounded selection of office items, computers, symbols for various occupations, and businesspeople (and, for some reason, a bicycle). Most of the office equipment is rendered in a detailed, realistic style.

**Images with Impact: Business 1**


Computers, office items, travel, communications, finance, businesspeople, and symbols for various professions.

**DigitArt Clip Art Collection, Volume 21, Fabulous Fifties**

Image Club Graphics, 403/312-8008, 800/661-9410. Format: EPS; color and b&w. Media: Floppies or CD-ROM. Price: Fabulous Fifties volume $99 (250 images); ArtRoom CD ROM $799 (9300 images; includes a browser utility).

Gee, things were swell in the fifties! Remember those big, bulbous cars; mall shops; bobby socks; carhops; hula hoops; spaceships; hi-fi; “Leave It to Beaver”; the threat of nuclear annihilation? This collection from Image...
Executive and Giraffe

Business Graphics

Computers & Technology

Metro ImageBase, 818/881-1997, 800/525-1552. Format: TIFF. Media: Floppies or CD-ROM. Price: Business Graphics $74.95 (100 images); Computers & Technology $74.95 (100 images); Metro ImageBase CD-ROM $149.95 (2000 images, TIFF and EPS).

Office equipment, money, industry, computers, businessman pointing at charts, and a host of industrious professionals drawn in the realistic style of traditional clip art make up this series. These images won’t win you any prizes for the most avant-garde brochure, but they’re just the thing for adding a solid, professional feel to your publications. At $149.95, the CD-ROM is a great deal.

ALSO RECOMMENDED

Clipables: The EPS Graphics Library 2.0


Never try to draw like a kid. It’s hard. That’s why DS Design has employed the masters of this genre—kids between the ages of 5 and 11—to create a collection of charming illustrations. Use them in your child’s birthday invitation, a school newsletter, or wherever you need a touch of childlike whimsy. Categories include people, animals, sports, food, and travel. Crayon, paint, and marker PostScript fonts are also available.

ALSO RECOMMENDED

KidBag


The Santa Fe Collection, Professional version

RT Computer Graphics, 505/891-1600, 800/245-7824. Format: EPS. Media: Floppies. Price: $179 (625 images, plus font; includes browser utility); sample disk $15; MacPaint version $49.

Many of the images—cacti, pottery, borders, geometries—depict the fanciful abstract designs of the ancient Mimbres Indians; others are in a more realistic style. This collection gets bonus points for including only one coyote with a bandanna.

Visual Delights

SunShine Graphics, 512/453-2334. Format: TIFF, Media: Floppies or CD-ROM. Price: Floppies $39 per volume (30 to 170 images); CD-ROM $333 (5800 images; includes search utility, browser, graphics program). An eccentric but enjoyable collection of miscellaneous images in categories such as Mayan ruins, Scandinavian designs, monsters, plants, and borders; most hail from old-time prints.

ERFERT FENTON is a Macworld contributing editor and coauthor of Canned Art: Clip Art for the Macintosh (Peachpit Press, 1992).
Imagine a desktop printer designed to keep
The DEClaser 1152. The desktop network printer designed to handle Mac and PC users at the same time.

Finally. The PostScript™ Level 2 printer you’ve been waiting for has just pulled in. Right on the desktop. And at $699, right on the money.

The DEClaser 1152. The extraordinary new printer that truly is designed to handle anything. Mac users. PC users. All at the same time. And with all the performance you need. Like 4 ppm print speed. Crisp 300 dpi resolution. Built-In PostScript Level 2 and HP® LaserJet® II (HP PCL4) support. And up to three hot I/O ports for simultaneous connection of Macs and PCs mean you can print from multiple sources. No switches to flip. No cables to disconnect. The DEClaser 1152 does it all automatically. And reliably. With its rugged Canon® LX engine, the DEClaser 1152 is built to just keep rolling along. Delivering page after page of superb print quality. How can you get on board with the DEClaser 1152? Just get on the telephone. Today. And place your order or get the name of your local distributor.

Call 1-800-DIGITAL.

PUTTING IMAGINATION TO WORK
digital
New Twist on Helix

If you use the database manager Helix Express as a warehouse for storing, distributing, and tracking documents created by other applications, your database is probably bulging at the seams. Helix Express 2.0 has some good news for you: it can manage your warehouse using pointers to external files, without incorporating the files inside the database.

Other Helix Express news: version 2 can generate lists asynchronously—in other words, it can execute more than one query concurrently. To query from a form instead of from the search window, you can use the new “cold” query feature to specify search terms in multiple fields before the query begins to execute. Text fields can be indexed to speed searching on note fields. Version 2 also provides an easy way to create labels and other reports with records that appear side by side.

For more on Helix, see “Databases That Work” in this issue. Helix Express 2.0 ($439) should be shipping by the time you read this. Multuser and run-time pricing depend on the number of users. Helix Technologies, 708/465-0242.—D.L.

Calendar/Contact Combos

Advanced Software is keeping up with the times. Companies that market a calendar program are scrambling to ship a complementary contact manager, and vice versa: Now Contact will join Now Software’s Now Up-to-Date; Pastel is shipping a contact-manager add-on for DayMaker; and the DateBook companion to Aldus’s TouchBase has been shipping for a while. The key to all this walking in pairs is that the two halves communicate—for example, the calendar displays a list of meetings you’ve recently had with someone you look up in the contact manager, or you retrieve a contact’s phone number when you’re ready to schedule a meeting in the calendar.

So it’s no surprise that Advanced Software is coming out with DateView to share information with Advanced’s long-standing contact manager, InTouch. DateView lets you control how many days and weeks are visible, categorize and filter events, and set reminders. InTouch and DateView are $99.95 each. Advanced Software, 408/733-0745.—D.L.

Delrina Ships Fax for Macs

Delrina’s new fax pro software is designed for heavy fax demands. It offers a system of four baskets—in basket, out basket, sent basket, and a basket for faxes that get hung up during trans-
mission—to simplify batch faxing. Fax Pro’s address book can store rules such as what time to send a fax to a recipient, and supports everything from numbers within your building to international numbers with a variety of prefixes and suffixes. When you travel, you can tell Fax Pro to adjust for where you are—for example, what area code you are in, or what prefix to dial to get outside the building you are visiting.

Fax Pro can antialias incoming faxes for easy on-screen reading. It includes Caere’s AnyFax optical character recognition engine for converting faxes into text (though it may not do you much good—see “OCR: The Recognition You Deserve,” Macworld, November 1993), as well as a text editor for creating faxes, which supports reusable stationery and can bundle multiple external documents into one fax document. Fax Pro is shipping for $129. Delrina, 416/411-3676.—D.L.

Fax Pro maintains a comprehensive filing system for incoming and outgoing faxes and makes it easy to batch-send faxes to many addresses.

Fax Pro can anti-alias incoming faxes for easy on-screen reading. It includes Caere’s AnyFax optical character recognition engine for converting faxes into text (though it may not do you much good—see “OCR: The Recognition You Deserve,” Macworld, November 1993), as well as a text editor for creating faxes, which supports reusable stationery and can bundle multiple external documents into one fax document. Fax Pro is shipping for $129. Delrina, 416/411-3676.—D.L.

Fax Pro can antialias incoming faxes for easy on-screen reading. It includes Caere’s AnyFax optical character recognition engine for converting faxes into text (though it may not do you much good—see “OCR: The Recognition You Deserve,” Macworld, November 1993), as well as a text editor for creating faxes, which supports reusable stationery and can bundle multiple external documents into one fax document. Fax Pro is shipping for $129. Delrina, 416/411-3676.—D.L.

Fax Pro can antialias incoming faxes for easy on-screen reading. It includes Caere’s AnyFax optical character recognition engine for converting faxes into text (though it may not do you much good—see “OCR: The Recognition You Deserve,” Macworld, November 1993), as well as a text editor for creating faxes, which supports reusable stationery and can bundle multiple external documents into one fax document. Fax Pro is shipping for $129. Delrina, 416/411-3676.—D.L.
“I DON'T NEED (tick) YOUR DATA (tick) PROTECTION SOFTWARE (tick). I’VE HAD MY MAC (tick) FOR YEARS AND (tick) IT HASN’T CRASHED (tick) YET.”

Not to alarm you or anything. But if a lot of wishful thinking is all that’s standing between you and a Mac meltdown, you may want to check out a more proven method of protection.

We suggest the Norton Utilities for Macintosh v2.0. It both prevents data loss and gives you the most effective data recovery features available. In other words, it’s like giving your computer its own personal bomb squad.

For starters, let's talk prevention. The Norton Disk Doctor hunts down potential problems and lets you squash them before they become actual nightmares. Plus, Speed Disk defragments files and boosts performance of your hard disk, making data loss less likely in the first place.

So far, so good.

Now, the recovery part. Our FileSaver feature keeps a record of vital disk information, which helps you rescue files if you happen to lose or delete them. On top of that, you get automatic backup. It's total security like this which has helped Norton Utilities become the best-selling data protection and recovery software in the world.

To learn more, dial FAST FAX 1-800-554-4403 and select option 1, document 411. (For information on easy network installation, choose option 1, document 481.) Better yet, pick up Norton Utilities at your local dealer for about $149.

You should probably do it today, though. Before your luck runs out.

Planning the Perfect Presentation

YOUR TEETH CHATTER, YOUR HEART pounds, your palms sweat. You hear your name—time for the big presentation. Standing up, you hear chuckles and feel terror as you realize that you are in your underwear!

Whew—just a bad dream. The presentation isn’t until next week, and it’s been months since you forgot to dress for work. Besides, you plan to enlist help from a presentation program like Microsoft PowerPoint, Aldus Persuasion, or Gold Disk’s Astound. A presentation program can help you organize your thoughts with its built-in outliner, and its layout features and libraries of templates and clip art make creating attractive visuals easy. The slide-show mode turns your Mac into a projector that can show your visuals with flashy effects.

Choosing a Medium

Before you start, you need to choose an output medium: Are you creating overhead transparencies? 35mm slides? Will you use the Mac as a projector? You can change the size of the visuals after you create them, but you may have to reposition some elements.

Several factors will influence your choice of an output medium.

• Do you want to encourage or discourage audience participation? A darkened room suggests a formal presentation and inhibits the audience from participating. Slides require a darkened room, while overhead transparencies can be shown in lit rooms. You can also write on overheads to annotate a point. For Mac-based presentations, the lighting conditions you need depend on how you’re projecting the Mac’s screen (see “Surveying Presentation Hardware”). A 35-inch monitor yields a vivid image that looks fine in a lit room; a video projector and movie screen require dimmed lights.

• What equipment will be available to you? If you’ll have a Mac and a large-screen monitor, you might be inclined to use the Mac as your medium. Otherwise, slides or overheads are in order.

• Are you willing to live on the bleeding edge? Presentations shown with the Mac can have fancy visual effects, sound tracks, and QuickTime movies, but they often go awry because of system crashes, power glitches, kicked power cords, or Murphy’s Law. This is especially true if you won’t be using your own Mac: different fonts, system extensions, and available memory are common causes of presentation pickles.

Outlining an Approach

If you want your audience to swallow your ideas, you have to make your visuals digestible. That means putting a manageable number of words and lines on each visual—a job you tackle during the outlining phase.

Generally, use a separate visual for each main idea. Then use bulleted points to elaborate on each idea (see “Building a Visual”). Don’t be wordy—your visuals should be signposts, not eye charts. For overhead transparencies, use about seven words per line, and no more than seven lines of text per overhead. Put no more than four or five lines on a slide or electronic visual. If a heading takes more than one line, you’re probably trying to cram too much information onto a single visual. If a bulleted point takes two or more lines, break it into two or more separate points. Capitalize slide titles like book titles (“Next Quarter Goals”), and capitalize bulleted items like sentences (“Increase our market share”).

For slides or electronic visuals, consider using builds, in which bulleted items appear one at a time on consecutive visuals, to present and discuss each bulleted point separately. To create a build in Microsoft PowerPoint, display the appropriate slide, choose Build from the Slide menu, and check the Build Body Text box. To gray out the previous bullet when you advance to the next point, check the Dim Previous Points box. For electronic presentations, you can choose a build effect from the Effect pop-up. Fly From Right, for instance, slides each bulleted point into place from the right edge of the screen. Choose effects judiciously and use them sparingly.

To specify that Persuasion use builds for all visuals, switch to the Master slide, and select the placeholder for the bulleted items. Choose Build Layers from the Master menu and specify the number of layers you want.

Design Decisions

All presentation packages include a large library of templates with a color scheme, type attributes, and graphic flourishes. If you’re no designer, a template is the safest method to get good results. (My favorite... continues
But you may want to create a design from scratch. For slides, use a dark background color and light-colored text. (White or yellow text on a blue background is popular and looks classy.) A bright background in a darkened room creates too much contrast and will give your audience headaches. PowerPoint and Persuasion also let you create a gradient fill, an effect in which one color gradually blends into another—an elegant look if you choose colors carefully. A fill that graduates from blue to black looks great on a big screen. (PowerPoint makes choosing colors a breeze; indeed, if you're shopping for a presentation program, consider PowerPoint first—it's a better program than Persuasion.)

For laser-printed overheads, use black text on a white background. If you have a color printer, consider using light-colored text on a dark background, but choose these colors carefully. Pure colors such as yellow and blue, which don't require dithering (patterns of dots), generally will give the best results.

Consider adding an element to the background on the master slide, whose contents appear on each visual. Your company logo or the title of a conference are typical candidates for a master slide. Be sure to position the repeating element so that the contents of each visual won't obscure it. To display the master slide in PowerPoint, choose Master Slide from
Both Microsoft PowerPoint (top) and Aldus Persuasion (bottom) include templates that provide attractive backgrounds and color schemes. Two of my favorites are shown in these slides, which also illustrate capitalization guidelines for slide titles and bullet points.

As for typefaces, I'm fond of Helvetica Bold—it's sturdy and stands up well under projection. Serif typefaces such as Baskerville, Caslon, and Century Schoolbook often look fuzzy. Avoid type sizes smaller than 18-point for transparencies.

PowerPoint and Persuasion both let you import graphics and even QuickTime movies into a presentation. In Persuasion, use the View menu's Slide Master submenu.

What to import? A photo showing the new product or the new CEO, a scan of the annual report or the new package design, or a graph showing recent financial results. Be careful with QuickTime movies, though—the video can be fuzzy and the audio unintelligible.

Gold Disk's Astound has more glitz than an Oscar Awards ceremony. Besides supporting movies and digitized sounds, Astound invades animation territory with graphs that tumble into view or assemble themselves bar by bar. A Timeline window lets you orchestrate a cast of sounds, movies, and visuals to play back automatically—ideal for self-running presentations. These features can be effective if used tastefully and sparingly—and therein lies the rub (or at least one rub; Astound's astounding appetite for disk space and memory is another). Using too many flashy effects is distracting and tacky. And of course, inviting sound and motion to the party increases the amount of disk space and memory your presentation will require as well as the odds that something will go wrong.

Another Astound feature enables you to create on-screen buttons that display other slides when clicked. With this feature, you can create interactive presentations that viewers can navigate on their own—it's interactive multimedia without the expense and learning curve of a program such as Macromedia Director. If you know the audience members have Macs, you can create an interactive version of a presentation and pass it out on floppy disks with a copy of Astound's player engine.

Great visuals are important, but audiences also like to have hard copy. A paper copy continues...
of your presentation enables viewers to take notes during your pitch and refresh their memories later. Hard copy also shows you're confident enough to commit your ideas to paper, and care enough about your audience to go to the trouble of doing so.

PowerPoint and Persuasion can automatically generate handouts based on the visuals you've created. (You can also print and pass out the presentation in outline form; that saves paper, but it isn't as attractive and doesn't leave much room for your audience to make notes.) Both programs can create two basic types of handouts: note pages, each containing a single visual with blank space below for doodles; and handout pages, which print several visuals on each page.

If you're using handout pages, avoid printing too many visuals on each one. You may save paper by printing six slides per page, but you leave little room for notes, and readers will have to squint to read the slides. Keep it down to three on a page. Don't forget to add a company logo and your presentation title to the handouts, and draw some lines on each page for audience notes.

After you've printed the handouts, staple or bind them to keep them in order. (Paper Direct, at 800/272-7377, has a great selection of presentation binders and other specialty papers.) Distribute handouts before your presentation begins. Nothing dilutes a presentation's impact more than audience members passing wads of paper to each other while you talk. Distribute pencils or pens too so audience members won't spend the first few minutes going in its own direction.

Before the big day arrives, visit the Room for a Dry Run. (If you plan to use props during your presentation, keep them covered or hidden until needed, and put them away when you're finished with them so they don't distract the audience. During the presentation, look at and talk to the audience, not the screen. Make eye contact with your audience—a second or two per victim. Don't keep your hands in your pockets or folded on a lectern, but use natural hand gestures for emphasis. If you're taking questions at the end, be sure the entire audience hears each question—repeat it if necessary, or station a microphone in an aisle. If there's a question you can't answer, be honest: say you don't know but you'll find out. Don't try to fudge an answer—someone in the audience may know you're doing so.

The keys to a successful presentation are preparation and practice. The more often you speak before a group, the more natural it becomes. Organize your thoughts, create simple, tasteful visuals, and make sure that the room and everything in it are ready. And don't forget to wear your slacks.

WHERE TO BUY

Aldus Persuasion 2.12 $495; Aldus Corporation; 206/628-2320.
Astound 1.0 $399; Gold Disk; 310/320-5080, 800/465-3375.
ColorFast II Recorder $599; GCC Technologies; 617/275-5800, 800/422-7777.
MediaPro $8595; nView Corporation; 804/873-1354, 800/736-8439.
Microsoft PowerPoint 3.0 $495; Microsoft Corporation; 206/882-6080, 800/426-9400.
Sayett Mediasmow XC Color LCD Projector $8995; Sayett Technology; 716/264-9250, 800/678-7469.

Next Month: Graphs and Charts

Contributing editor JIM HEID has been writing about the Mac since its introduction. His most recent book, Macworld Complete Mac Handbook + CD, is published by IDG Books Worldwide.
MACINTAX INTRODUCES
THE FIVE-POINT
SATISFACTION GUARANTEE.
You don't have to be a tax expert to figure out all the surprises that Congress has waiting for you this year. All you need is MacIntax, America's best-selling tax software for the Macintosh. Last year, more than 7 million returns were filed with MacIntax and TurboTax for one simple reason: They're the easiest way to do your taxes right. And to prove it, we're announcing a unique five-point satisfaction guarantee: If you're not satisfied with MacIntax (or TurboTax for DOS or Windows) for any reason, just return it by April 15, 1994 for a full refund. No questions asked.

1. WE GUARANTEE
MACINTAX IS EASY TO USE.
The secret is our award-winning EasyStep system that guides you through the entire process one step at a time. With EasyStep, you choose the amount of help you need. You can either do it all or you can let EasyStep do it all for you. Need help with one part of your return? Turn to EasyStep for just that section. Or, let EasyStep guide you each step of the way. It's so simple, we make this promise: If, for any reason, you can't complete your return, we'll refund your money – no matter how complicated your return.

2. WE GUARANTEE
THAT MACINTAX WON'T MAKE ANY MISTAKES.
You can forget about errors that can result in tax overpayments and expensive audits. MacIntax automatically organizes all your records and receipts, places each entry in the right place, identifies deductions, flags items which are likely to trigger an IRS audit, and takes care of all calculations. There's even a final review that "double checks" the accuracy of your return and whether you have all the necessary forms. We're so sure of MacIntax's accuracy, we'll pay the IRS penalty if you're assessed one because of a calculation error by MacIntax.

3. WE GUARANTEE
YOU'LL HAVE EVERYTHING YOU NEED.
Macworld Magazine says, "...the most successful special-purpose program yet for the Macintosh." It has every form you need to do your taxes. Over 100 IRS-approved forms, schedules and worksheets. All ready to be printed out on your printer or filed electronically (for a small transaction fee). And, we guarantee that if we don't have a form you need, we'll refund your money.

4. WE GUARANTEE
WE'LL BE THERE IF YOU NEED US.
Even though MacIntax's EasyStep system makes doing your taxes incredibly easy, it's nice to know you can get the help you need. That's why we have free technical support. You can reach us 7 days a week from January 17 through April 15. And, if for some reason, we can't get MacIntax to work with your computer, we'll refund your money.

5. WE GUARANTEE
IT'S A LOT FASTER THAN YOUR PENCIL.
Getting the best bottom line means asking a lot of questions. Like, is it better to prepay your property taxes? Which depreciation method should you use? MacIntax will show you the impact of each of your options by instantly recalculating your entire tax return. This feature alone can save you countless hours of work. And, if you don't agree that MacIntax is significantly faster than doing your taxes by hand, we guarantee to refund your money.

FREE BONUS -
DINOSAUR ADVENTURE!
The fun way for the whole family to learn the real story of the dinosaurs! Includes full color, sound and motion video, two games, and an encyclopedia. For ages three and up, no CD ROM player required. FREE with your order.

[PRODUCT ADVERTISEMENT]
In the Mac's wonderful world of sound, color, and QuickTime movies, we sometimes forget that databases, not multimedia presentations, are the fundamental reason for using computers in business. In the millennia before modern business evolved, some sort of database—the Sumerians used clay tokens, the Incas used knotted strings—usually preceded the development of actual writing; in other words, databases using little physical objects mark the beginnings of economic life. People just insist on keeping track of stuff, from llamas to baseball cards to mutual-fund holdings.

A modern-day business must keep track not only of what it owns, but also of how its assets are tied to other aspects of the business. For example, your inventory database should be connected to your customer database—that's how you know which customers owe you money for products they've bought from you. Though a flat-file database manager such as Claris's FileMaker Pro 2.0 can be browbeaten into looking up information in other files, relational database managers are designed from the ground up for exactly that kind of task.

The relational databases used for most important business tasks are basically programming languages with special preprogrammed features for storing data in tables, executing search queries, and other data-management functions. When developers or in-house information-systems managers evaluate databases, they typically need to consider four factors:

- Does the database programming language have the right feature set? Some databases, for example, support online transaction processing (OLTP), a technique for managing incomplete transactions that is most commonly used in reservation systems and point-of-purchase applications. Not all applications demand OLTP capability.
- How fast is the database? Slower databases may be acceptable for small groups, but they may not be satisfactory for large networks.
- How easy is it to program something useful and how long will it take to complete a project? For some situations,
getting a database up and running quickly may outweigh the need for intricate programming features.

- How does the database fit in with the outside world? Since approximately half the Macs used in business are on mixed-platform networks, developers need to evaluate how well a database can connect to databases on other platforms and whether a database developed on the Mac can be converted for use on another platform with little extra effort.

We interviewed 36 developers, consultants, and information managers to get a reasonable statistical cross-section of experiences with five multiuser relational database management systems: Blyth Software's Omni's 7 version 2; Helix Technologies' Helix Express 1.0; ACT US's 4th Dimension 3.0 (and 4D Server 1.0.1); Microsoft's FoxBase+/Mac 2.0.1; and newcomer EveryWare Development's Butler 1.2.5. Twenty of the experts we interviewed develop applications in at least two database managers, and seven of the experts have long histories in three or more of them. We found an impressive level of agreement among developers on the strengths and weaknesses of all the relational database products.

Except for Butler, these products have been around for years (Hedix Express is a new name for the revised Double Helix), steadily gaining features and usability, and Butler was designed for the demands of client-server situations. All of these products can handle a wide variety of data types and have a rich set of programming capabilities. The products differ significantly in the kind of business applications each is appropriate for.

Omni's 7

Despite Blyth Software's low profile in the Mac market, its Omni's 7 version 2 is popular among developers with large network projects. This big-project bias arises for several reasons. First, Omni's code developed on the Mac can run unmodified on Windows-based PCs, and most large networks accommodate both platforms. Second, Omni has commands that allow a database application to monitor network traffic in client-server applications, managing the details of requests and responses to prevent network log-jams.

Kevin Doyle, of Kevin J. Doyle Computer Systems Consulting in Andover, Massachusetts, implement an Omni's system for the Harvard Business School that supports 220 concurrent users. Doyle has done tasks of similar scope for Raytheon and ARCO. In his view, only Omni's has the right language features to accommodate large numbers of concurrent users. For example, as users enter data, the Harvard program updates the database automatically on an optimal schedule, and it divides client-based and server-based tasks so that users get nearly the same response as if data were stored locally. Another attraction of the Omni's language is that applications for Windows and the Mac can use identical, not just similar, code—in a properly designed Omni's program, porting across platforms is automatic.

Dewey Gaedcke of Complete Data Solutions, in Austin, Texas, points out that, besides offering Windows-to-Mac connectivity, Omni's language is designed so that applications can be programmed by selecting keywords from a series of menus and filling in parameters, similar to pasting functions into Excel cells (see “Drag-and-Drop Omni's Programming”). Because the keywords are the same on the Mac, Windows, and Unix, connectivity to Sybase, Oracle, DB2, and other SQL databases is particularly easy. The Omni's language also offers commit/rollback commands, which make it possible to back out of a half-completed transaction, so developers frequently pick it for online transaction processing jobs.

Omni's 7 version 2 includes a version-control system, somewhat similar to Apple's SourceServer in MPW, that lets an administrator manage a team of programmers and track the pieces of code libraries and database objects they create. Omni's 7 version 2 not only lets developers customize the development environment, but also its meta-tool capability lets developers include a certain amount of the development environment's features in an application, so that end users can customize an application's fonts, colors, and other features.

Blyth's current business emphasis is on supporting developers on large projects. The development kit costs $3750, and the fee for each user of an Omni's-based application is approximately $300. This means Blyth customer support won't be pestered by anyone developing a Christmas-card mailing list, but the cost is no deterrent for developers who implement $50,000 projects.

FoxBase+/Mac

When Macworld last reviewed FoxBase, Fox Software was an independent company and FoxPro, a major upgrade to FoxBase, was still in the rumor stage. Since then Microsoft has acquired Fox, and FoxPro for Windows is up to version 2.5—but Mac developers are still waiting on FoxPro for the Mac.

The programming structure and interface features of FoxBase+/Mac were originally fairly primitive by Macintosh standards. The simple procedural programming language (see “FoxBase Procedures”) and austere interface contributed mightily to Fox's speed advantage over any available Mac database,
since rich graphical features in practice tend to hamper raw database performance. Also, since FoxBase was originally designed as a DOS database, porting a Mac project in FoxBase back to non-graphical platforms was straightforward.

These historical considerations have influenced the developer community. We didn't encounter any Mac-only FoxBase developers—FoxBase has a long learning curve and it wouldn't make economic sense to ignore the Windows market once you learn FoxBase on the Mac. For Robin Wolfson and Jesus Estrada of California's Department of Education, however, FoxBase is nearly the only possible choice. Wolfson and Estrada develop software for child-care agencies that use DOS PCs, Windows PCs, Macs, and Unix systems, and FoxBase is the only product covering all of these four platforms. The state is taking a conservative view because it wants a vendor that it's sure will be around to provide support in five or ten years.

In contrast, Mohsen Moazami of Stanford Business Systems in Culver City, California, has used FoxBase+/Mac for several large projects in recent years, principally because of FoxBase's crucial speed advantage. But Moazami is now developing Macintosh client-server projects in 4th Dimension, putting cross-platform work in FoxBase on hold until the Mac version of FoxPro arrives. Other developers are continuing FoxBase+/Mac work in the interim, especially if they have customers whose networks include DOS machines. Although the interface facilities aren't as magnificent as those in databases designed for the Mac, the FoxForm and FoxReport screen-builders handle routine graphics chores and are compatible across platforms.

4th Dimension and 4D Server
ACI US's 4th Dimension has long been the most popular Macintosh relational database. 4D was the first database to take advantage of the Mac's graphi-

---

How Relational Databases Find Information

A relational database program finds records that meet criteria in several tables by performing a series of Boolean operations to find where the contents of the tables overlap. In this example, the program searches for past-due invoices owed by commercial customers.

1) Customer Type in Customer Table EQUALS Commercial
This step selects all commercial customers and makes a list of them with their ID numbers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CUSTOMER TABLE</th>
<th>ID No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CIA</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consolidated</td>
<td>755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FreezeAll Co.</td>
<td>705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EHA</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PressEx, Inc.</td>
<td>725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice Dept.</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toy King</td>
<td>745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Army</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) AND Invoice Age in Invoice Table IS MORE THAN 90 days
This step selects all past-due invoices and makes a list of them with their ID numbers and amounts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INVOICE TABLE</th>
<th>ID No.</th>
<th>Invoice Age</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>$1250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>$1160</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>705</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>$3250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>705</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>$1370</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>$4250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>$3250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3) AND ID Number in Invoice Table EQUALS ID Number in Customer Table
This step finds where the list of commercial accounts and the list of past-due invoices intersect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commercial Accounts</th>
<th>Past Due</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consolidated</td>
<td>755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FreezeAll Co.</td>
<td>705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PressEx, Inc.</td>
<td>725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toy King</td>
<td>745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>$1160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>755</td>
<td>$2550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>705</td>
<td>$3250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>705</td>
<td>$4250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>$4250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Producing a Report

Data retrieved from the database can be merged into a form letter.

12/18/93
Accounts Payable
Consolidated, Inc.

Dear Sirs,

It has come to our attention that your invoice in the amount of $2550 is past due. Please...
AT WORK: DATABASES THAT WORK

cal interface, and it provided a sophisticated, Pascal-like programming language (see "Linking Two 4D Tables"). External code is easily integrated with 4D applications (ACI US even markets a word processor, a spreadsheet, and several other applications, written in lower-level languages, that can be woven into a 4D database). After several years of small upgrades, version 3.0 and the new 4D Server have been welcomed by the developer community. 4D's multitasking capability, which allows different tasks to be performed as background activities, lets developers organize routine database chores in ways that work around some of the speed deficiencies of the 4D database engine. The basic search engine, some developers complain, wasn't dramatically improved in this release, though 4D Server can divide tasks between client and server to boost performance for client users. Developers also criticize 4D's inability to open more than one database at a time.

We didn't encounter developers who have implemented large networks with more than 40 users on 4D Server, perhaps because the product is relatively new and developers (and their customers) tend to be cautious about entrusting priceless data to untried products. But developers in many cases use 4D Server as the main link to a larger Sybase or Oracle database, with 4D Server on a Quadra or Centris distributing data to 10 or 15 smaller client Macs. This two-step front-end approach means that the network never has to wait for a long data stream to be downloaded directly from a VAX to an SE, for example.

Communication between 4D databases and central Oracle databases can now be managed with ACI US's 4D Oracle, a connectivity product that consists of a package of 4D externals that exchange data between 4D and Oracle databases over SQL-Net (Oracle's proprietary networking software). At the 4D end, users can click and drag objects to build a query, which 4D Oracle processes into procedural code. For connection to Sybase, ACI US offers 4D SQL Server, which has graphical query building and for other databases, ACI US offers 4D DAL (Apple's Data Access Language, a custom version of SQL). All three connectivity products are $395 per user.

Most developers seem to be following this pattern: 4D is used for a local or workgroup database, with enterprise-wide chores assigned to SQL databases on larger computers. Some developers, however, are sticking with 4D as the host. For example, Randy Shepherd of Network Equipment Technologies in Redwood City, California, has used 4D Server extensively, and says he sees smaller workgroups as key users of 4D client/server software. Instead of a single enterprise-wide network for hundreds of concurrent users, businesses are requesting cus-

large businesses already have corporate databases, of course, so the question isn't "How do we set up a 4D or FoxBase+/Mac database?" but "How do we use Mac tools to get the data to the people who need it?" Omnis and 4D are frequently used as front ends to large databases (ACI US released 4D Oracle in June 1993 specifically for this purpose), but they face stiff competition from other Mac products.

One major contender at large corporations is Andyne Computing's GQL (613/548-4355), a tool for generating SQL queries that shields users from the chore of learning SQL syntax. In a GQL screen, the user sees a graphical representation of the database structure in Oracle, Sybase, Informix, Ingres, IBM's DB2, or 11 other minicomputer or mainframe databases (see "Database Access with GQL"). By clicking on buttons and selecting icons, the user can generate an SQL query to download data from the database to spreadsheet-style forms or to Lotus 1-2-3 or Microsoft Excel worksheets. GQL/Admin provides tools that let a system administrator customize the query possibilities, simplifying the user's task and building in security features as well. Greg Haynie of Martin Marietta, for example, has set up a GQL system for financial queries from a Sybase database, providing 50 users with access tools they can easily customize on their own. Haynie reports that GQL is amazingly fast if the underlying data model (the set of tables on the host computer and the links between them) is designed well. GQL is $495 per user, and GQL/Admin is $1995.

DataPrism from Brio Technology (415/961-4110) also offers point-and-click access to host SQL databases, with additional control by the user over table presentation and joins of table selections. The difference between GQL and the $399 DataPrism is that DataPrism is really designed as an end-user product, with a modest but adequate set of data-access constructs, whereas GQL is best for developers who, underneath the graphical interface, have access to a full programming language for both query and interface construction. In the DataPrism approach, when you log on to a host SQL database, you see dialog boxes for the names of database tables and then for columns in those tables; you need this information to construct your own tables for reports or to generate queries in the host tables. In GQL, an administrator would normally have set this up for you already. DataPrism also offers a window for entering text SQL commands when all else fails, but text-based queries are not the point of the product. Brio's companion product, the $299 DataPivot, takes data tables downloaded into DataPrism and lets you perform cross-tab analysis of the data; this is one of the most useful examples in the database industry of a company coordinating its products.

HOW TO TAP THE CORPORATE DATABASE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANDYNE QQL</th>
<th>EXECUTIVE</th>
<th>ANDYNE QQL</th>
<th>EXECUTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Diagram of GQL interface]</td>
<td>[Diagram of GQL interface]</td>
<td>[Diagram of GQL interface]</td>
<td>[Diagram of GQL interface]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Database Access with GQL: An administrator can set up GQL as an executive information system. In the top left window, the Ad-Hoc Queries object shows the structure of the underlying database, and Executive Buttons contain predefined queries.
tomized databases for much smaller groups that require less hardware outlay and administrative overhead. For productivity-conscious small-group applications, 4D developers can create self-explanatory database and query systems that require minimal employee training—4D’s user-interface tools, conceded to be the best in the business, make this possible.

**Helix Express**

Helix is a unique Mac-only database. It was one of the first useful examples of visual programming; and Helix applications are programmed by arranging icons that perform database tasks rather than by writing procedures (see “Visual Programming in Helix”). Helix’s icon-based “code” is easy to modify by rearranging the icons, but this orientation has meant that cross-platform versions were not even rumored until Windows appeared (and they’re still just rumors). Helix has always been intrinsically multifaceted, and Helix Express now incorporates several special features for document management that the previous publisher, Odesta, originally made available as separate products that ran on a Mac-and-minicomputer combination.

Helix underwent a midlife crisis a few years ago, in which its early strong position was eclipsed by newer and faster products. But the trend toward workgroup computing that’s been reported by 4D developers has helped Helix as well. In workgroup situations, Helix’s flexibility gives it an important advantage—users can modify a Helix application simply by taking instructions over the telephone—and its slower overall performance is less critical on small networks of six to ten users.

Helix Express incorporates the BLOB (Binary Large Object) technology from Odesta’s document-management system, so Helix can store documents, images, and other nontraditional data types inside standard database records. Gil Numeroff of Synergy Marketing Communications in Syosset, New York, has been exploiting BLOB features for specialized publishing databases and help-desk systems. Raw search and sort speed in these applications isn’t as important as efficient storage and transmission of the large files that are the objects of a search, so Helix Express actually outperforms other Mac databases for this work.

Applications in Helix can be quickly developed and then refined to meet changing client requests after delivery—developers report that quick post-delivery modification is Helix’s greatest commercial advantage. Although BLOB-based applications tend to raise Helix’s profile in the document-management market niche, Helix is still being used for mainstream commercial applications as well (for example, see the review of the Helix-based sales-automation program Market Master Manager 3.5 in *Macworld*, October 1993).

**Butler**

A unique client-server product called Butler, from EveryWare Development, represents a departure from standard Mac relational databases. It’s a server with no front end of its own, designed to use GQL, DataPrism (see “How to Tap the Corporate Database”), and a host of everyday Mac applications (Excel, Resolve, and HyperCard, among others) as the data-delivery vehicle at the user end. Users access the Butler server through a DAL interpreter, and the Butler software package provides tools for creat-

---

**Visual Programming in Helix**

Calculations in Helix are created by dropping icons that represent data fields into holes in a tile, which is then connected to other tiles. Each tile has a small, specific data-handling function. Helix developers can rapidly modify programs by rearranging tiles in this all-graphical environment.
### Relational Databases at a Glance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General</th>
<th>ACI US</th>
<th>Blith Software</th>
<th>EveryWare Development</th>
<th>Hellx Technologies</th>
<th>Microsoft</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project</td>
<td>4th Dimension 2.0</td>
<td>Omnis 7 version 2</td>
<td>Butler 1.2.5</td>
<td>Helix Express 1.0</td>
<td>FoxBase+/Mac 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>408/252-4444</td>
<td>415/571-0222</td>
<td>505/819-1173</td>
<td>708/460-0242</td>
<td>206/882-8080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toll-free phone</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>800/346-6647</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>800/364-4359</td>
<td>800/426-9400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List price</td>
<td>$895 ¹</td>
<td>$3750²</td>
<td>$395 or $1695³</td>
<td>$439</td>
<td>$495</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Field Types
- Character
- Short Integer
- Long Integer
- Floating Point
- Boolean
- Picture
- List
- Binary

#### Interface
- User-definable menus
- Pop-up menus
- Cut and paste to reports
- Split window panes

#### Programming
- Application generator
- Report generator
- Run-time version

#### Other Features
- Commit/rollback support
- Versions available (DOS/Windows/Unix)
- SQL commands
- Import and export (delimited ASCII/DBF)

¹ = yes; ₀ = no. ¹ ⁴D Server ranges from $1195 for 3 users to $21,495 for 100 users. ² Run-time version starts at $300 per user. ³ Personal Butler is $195, Network Butler is $1695 for unlimited users. ⁴ Front-end application determines interface. ⁵ Separate option.

The Database Choice

Database software is an area in transition, and the stakes are high. Your company’s data is worth more than all its investments in computers and software, so the need for security, data integrity, and vendor stability will probably outweigh smaller interface or language advantages when you decide which platform to stake your claim on. Among developers, consensus on the right tool for the job is considerable. Big companies or organizations with databases of the Oracle/Sybase/Ingres class typically look to 4D or special SQL tools for Mac access. If the job dictates equality among Macs and Windows machines, Omnis figures prominently, as does FoxBase+/Mac if the hardware base also includes DOS PCs. Finally, 4D and Helix are establishing themselves as small-database workgroup favorites where end-user ease-of-use is critical. But be prepared to see these clear lines get tangled as relentless competition in the most important software category continues.

Charles Seiter is a Macworld contributing editor and has a long history of reviewing relational database products for Macworld.
So You’re Not Supposed To Get Good Repro Quality From A Desktop Scanner...

PRODUCTION NOTES

Picture scanned at 150%, 400 dpi
from a 4" x 5" transparency using the
default settings. Final line screen was set
in Adobe Photoshop and exported as a
CMYK eps file. No color correction was
made. Film was output from a Quark file
at 133 line screen.

OOPS!
Scanner by Relisys.

Yes, you can get wonderful color reproduction quality from a desktop scanner. Yes, you can walk into your next meeting with full, rich repros that live up to your designs. Introducing a full range family of desktop scanners designed for the designers! They’re self calibrating, ready when you are, work long hours and produce incredibly accurate scanning for either the Macintosh or IBM PC platforms.

For more information call

1-800-944-8855  FAX: 312-549-6447

Model: RELI 9600DPI
List Price: $3495.00
Transparency Unit: included.

Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
Quark is a registered trademark of Quark, Inc.
Adobe Photoshop is a trademark of Adobe Systems Incorporated.

Circle 262 on reader service card
Microsoft Office CD-ROM 3.0
Now on CD-ROM!
- Microsoft Word 5.1
- Microsoft Excel 4.0
- Microsoft PowerPoint 3.0
- Microsoft Mail 3.0

Microsoft Office already contains the latest, easy-to-use versions of three leading applications that work the way you work. CD-ROM makes your Office a lot more portable than our handsome but (face it) somewhat hefty box. CD-ROM Office leaves you more space for other things on your hard drive. Put your Office in your pocket!

ManagePro Mac 2.0
Meet goals, manage people, and solve problems

ManagePro is not project management, but for goal and people management. With it, you can create and delegate goals while you become more proficient in coaching employees. This program will allow you to know at-a-glance which goals and people you need to focus on. Complete with management productivity tools. Avantes #99023

Turbo CAD Mac
- 500 Free symbols
- Draw like a professional
Turbo CAD Mac is the fastest and easiest way to draw. You will have professional drawings in no time when you use the full featured drawing and drafting tools available. Add a new level to your presentations with fully dimensioned designs, illustrations, and unique drawings of your own. You won't outgrow this program! IMSI #98643

Sim City 2000
A new level of realism
- 3-D views at 3 levels
- New transport options, disasters & power plants
- Great fun for kids of all ages
More buildings, more details, more tools, more art, more depth and more realism.

El-Fish
- All the fun without the smell!
- Create your own on-screen aquarium
- Combines art, science and technology
You’re the Art Director, and your computer does the work. Build and customize your own Aquascape. Choose from a wide selection of colorful fish and accompanying soundtracks. Then relax and enjoy the soothing experience of your own creation. MAXIS #98221

WealthBuilder 3.0
-$62.98
Designed to help the individual investor
The award-winning personal financial planning and investing system uses a Nobel Prize winning strategy to help you achieve your goals. With WealthBuilder’s online link, you get the latest quotes and financial data on over 14,000 investments. Reality Technologies #03769

Magnavox 14" monitor
Lowest priced monitor from Magnavox
Affordable, quality display
Need a new monitor? This is an ideal choice for computer users looking for great value. This high-quality, low-cost, 14-inch monitor with 640x480 pixel area and full 24-bit, (16 million) color, comes with a tilt/swivel base, all necessary cables and a one-year warranty from a name you can depend on. Magnavox #99921

Sim City 2000 is the closest thing to running a modern city, without being elected. MAXIS #98222

Presenter Plus Mac/PC
Presenter: Connects your computer to any TV!
- Ideal for laptops or making presentations
- Supports 24-bit color!
- Supports Mac & VGA without the use of special cards or cables
Even the best presentations have room for improvement. Now you can talk to more people in more places with more impact simply by tossing the easy-to-use Presenter Plus into your briefcase. You will be able to make better presentations anywhere that you can use an ordinary television screen! Consumer Technology #02178

El-Fish
- All the fun without the smell!
- Create your own on-screen aquarium
- Combines art, science and technology
You’re the Art Director, and your computer does the work. Build and customize your own Aquascape. Choose from a wide selection of colorful fish and accompanying soundtracks. Then relax and enjoy the soothing experience of your own creation. MAXIS #98221

The Mac Zone is pleased to offer this great bundle of fun! There is something here for everyone to enjoy. Action, adventure even intellectual stimulation. If you haven’t got time to have some computer fun, you’re working way too hard. MZI #98215
Casio Z-7000

PDA with Free Leather Carry Case $70 Value!!

- 1MB RAM, 4MB ROM
- Packed with software
- Up to 100 hours of operation with 3 AA alkaline batteries

$629.98

TouchBASE Pro DateBook Pro Bundle w/ FREE Quicken 4.0

The DateBook Pro and TouchBase Pro Bundle combines contacts, calendars, appointments, to-do lists, and alarms to help you stay organized. A built-in letter writer lets you create personalized letters instantly. And, you can print in all the popular daily planner formats. DateBook Pro and TouchBase Pro are completely integrated. Plus FREE Quicken 4.0 Aldus Corporation #06963

$168.98

Mac P&L

- Everything you need for a small business
- Accounting AND management
- Share information with other applications

The first serious accounting software for the Macintosh. MacP&L is designed specifically for small business. This easy-to-use software includes general ledger, accounts receivable, accounts payable, payroll, check writing, bank reconciliation, and more. MacP&L is System 7 savvy, so you can share information with spreadsheet, database, and forms programs. And because P&L is task-oriented, you can reap the full benefits of its sophistication without accounting expertise. Start Accounting #06840

$168.98

FREE QUICKEN 4.0

SAVE $39.98

Over suggested purchase price

WIN $5,000

WIN $5,000

Fuji DS/HD Unformatted 1.4MB 10Pk with Rebate

For a limited time, purchase a 10 pack of premium-quality Fuji DS/HD unformatted 1.4MB disks and receive a coupon for a $2 rebate. That means you get high density Fuji disks for less than the price of 800K disks! But order now, because once they're gone...they're gone. Fuji #06640

$64.99

After Rebate

TelePort/Gold External FAX/Modem

One of the HIGHEST PERFORMANCE Mac fax/modems available!

THE choice for sensitive on-line service use, dial-in network access, and data exchange.

$298.98

Procom Multimedia Bundle

- 16-bit sound board
- 200ms access time
- Seven CD-ROM titles
- High quality audio power
- World’s fastest double-speed SCSI drive
- The complete multimedia starter kit

$629.98

This exciting Procom Multimedia Bundle will make your Mac come alive! It comes with everything you need to start exploring the revolutionary world of multimedia: internal CD-ROM drive, speakers, sound board, installation software disk and instruction manual. Procom Technology #98879

$889.88

TO ORDER JUST CALL: 1-800-436-0606

Please use this offer to receive these special prices.

MW001
### SOFTWARE TOP 50

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Apple QuickTime</td>
<td>$49.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Adobe Photoshop</td>
<td>$298.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Microsoft Office</td>
<td>$349.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Adobe Premiere Pro</td>
<td>$799.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Adobe After Effects</td>
<td>$199.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Top 50 Deals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PowerBook 1.1</td>
<td>$38.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Access Software</td>
<td>$8.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Microsoft Office</td>
<td>$349.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Adobe Photoshop</td>
<td>$298.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Adobe Premiere Pro</td>
<td>$799.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Policies

- **All major credit cards accepted.**
- **Credit card not charged until order is shipped.**
- **If you must return a product, it must be in the original packaging and in new condition.**
- **Refunds** are issued only if the product is defective, damaged, or does not meet the specifications listed in the description. **Shipping and handling charges are not refundable.**
- **Returns** must be made within 30 days of the purchase date. **No returns** will be accepted after 30 days.
- **No returns** are accepted for software, books, or periodicals.
- **Shipping** is via UPS Ground and takes 2-3 business days to arrive.
- **Order processing** takes 1-2 business days to complete.
- **Free shipping** is available on orders over $50.
- **No sales tax** is charged on orders shipped outside of California.

### HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE

#### Best of the Rest

- **Microsoft Office 2010**
- **Adobe Creative Suite 5.5**
- **Apple iMac 21.5**
- **Microsoft Office 2010**
- **Adobe Creative Suite 5.5**

#### Previews

- **Microsoft Office 2010**
- **Adobe Creative Suite 5.5**
- **Apple iMac 21.5**
- **Microsoft Office 2010**
- **Adobe Creative Suite 5.5**

### PARIS TRIPS Rules to Enter:

- **Register by March 1, 2004.**
- **Prize package** includes round-trip airfare for two to Paris, France, and a 4-night stay at a 5-star hotel. **Prize is non-transferable.** **No cash award.**
- **Entry** is open to residents of the United States and Canada, except where prohibited by law. **Employees of Mail Zone are not eligible.**

### DON'T MISS IT!

**FREE MAC ZONE 1 YEAR SUBSCRIPTION**

**TO ORDER:**

**OR: FAX:** 1-206-881-3421

**INTERNATIONAL CALL:** 1-206-833-0606

Mail to: The Mac Zone, 1111 N.E. Union Hill Road, Suite 100, Redmond, WA 98052-3716

### MAC ZONE 1 YEAR SUBSCRIPTION

**Mail to:** The Mac Zone, 1111 N.E. Union Hill Road, Suite 100, Redmond, WA 98052-3716

**TO ORDER:**

**OR: FAX:** 1-206-881-3421

**INTERNATIONAL CALL:** 1-206-833-0606

**Mail to:** The Mac Zone, 1111 N.E. Union Hill Road, Suite 100, Redmond, WA 98052-3716
Quick Tips

Tips, Tricks, and Shortcuts

"DON'T TAKE A BUTTON AND SEW A VEST on it," Perry Mason always warned whenever someone tried to build a case on one piece of evidence. In September's Quick Tips I recommended more than doubling the standard memory size of QuarkXPress (from 1700K to 3500K) before working with large color photos, making Trevor Barrett of Miami, Florida, wonder if he should double the memory sizes of all applications—and go buy all the RAM he can afford and then some. If only there were a simple rule for setting memory sizes of all applications! Instead, you determine an application's size by trial and error or by experience with that application. For instance, I arrived at my 3500K recommendation empirically—increasing QuarkXPress's minimum memory size a bit, opening XPress, trying to import sample color photos of different sizes, getting low-memory alerts, quitting, and repeating this procedure with a larger memory size until I stopped getting low-memory alerts. Macworld assistant managing editor Luis Camus, who uses QuarkXPress regularly, suggests a somewhat lower size of 3000K.

Clock Confusion

Q. I am considering an accelerator for my Mac IIci, but I am confused when comparing 68030 and 68040 processors at various clock speeds. For example, is a 68040 at 20MHz slower than a 68030 at 25MHz?

A. A Centris 610 with a 20MHz 68040 leaves a IIci with a 25MHz 68030 in the dust and even beats a IIcx with a 40MHz 68030. An 040 gets by with fewer clock cycles per second primarily because it can work on six instructions simultaneously, whereas an 030 is limited to three. As a result, an 040 zips through instructions at an average rate of 1.25 clock cycles each, compared with an 030's 5 clock cycles per instruction. To keep the instructions and data flowing, an 040 chip's high-speed instruction and data caches are eight times larger than those of an 030 chip. Moreover, the 68040's built-in math coprocessor outperforms the 68030/68882 combination in the IIcx and IIci. Check out Macworld Lab tests of several 030- and 040-based accelerators in "Getting More from a Mac II" (June 1993), and watch for an upcoming article on a cheapo acceleration method called CPU boosting.

Two-Faced Printing

Q. For more efficient paper use I'd like to do double-sided printing using the sheet feeder on my StyleWriter II. Is there a program that would let me do this from any application?

A. A number of applications let you print just the odd-numbered pages, flip or rotate them, and print the even-numbered pages on the backs of the odd-numbered pages. These include MacWrite II, MacWrite Pro, Microsoft Word (5.1), PageMaker (4.0 and later), Personal Press, QuarkXPress (2.12 and later), WriteNow, and WordPerfect.

But you want a solution that works with all applications, and here it is (well, almost). DynoPage 2.0 from Portfolio Software (408/252-0420, 800/729-3966) grabs pages on their way from most applications to most popular printers and resequences the pages for double-sided printing. You take a stack of papers whose front sides have been printed, drop them in the paper tray, and click a button to print on their backs. DynoPage 2.0 can arrange double-sided printing in combination with other paper-saving techniques such as printing a reduced page on each side of the paper, booklet fashion. You control these printing tricks and a bagful of others from dialog boxes that appear automatically after the standard Page Setup and Print dialog boxes. What's more, DynoPage 2.0 comes with Printchooser, a handy utility for switching printers without the cumbersome Chooser.

If you had a PostScript printer instead of a StyleWriter II, you might care that DynoPage doesn't print PostScript graphics, such as those placed in a PageMaker publication, a problem noted in Macworld's downbeat review of the product (July 1993). The PostScript graphic either doesn't print at all, or a PICT version of it prints (often a low-resolution screen version). Also, a few applications, printers, and fax modems are incompatible with DynoPage. To find out if any of yours are among them, just try out the free demo version available from online information services and directly from Portfolio Software.
"The Best Mac Desk Ever."

NEW!

- Ergonomic
- Fully Adjustable
- Strong
- Guaranteed
- VAR Inquiries Welcome

Free Catalog! 800.688.2446

Love the Speed, Hate the Crashes

Q. I just purchased a Centris 610 after having an SE for several years. The difference is staggering! But I experience random cursor freezing, and I'm getting plenty of system errors and applications unexpectedly quitting (error types 1, 2, 3, and 8). Would Norton Utilities help detect the trouble? My version is not compatible with System 7.

Chuck Potter  
San Pedro, California

A. When you bought a new Mac to replace an old one, you upgraded from System 6 to System 7 without giving the upgrade much thought. Aaogah! Aaogah! Better run Compatibility Checker 2.0 (supplied with System 7) right away to identify system extensions (INITs in System 6), control panels (a.k.a. cdevs), applications, and other items that need upgrading for use with System 7. Note, however, that Compatibility Checker completely ignores desk accessories, probably because there's no way to positively identify old ones. Moreover, it does not check the driver software on your hard drive. Ask the drive manufacturer for a compatible driver and installation instructions, or get hard drive software such as Casa Blanca Works' Drive7 or IWB's Hard Disk Toolkit from a software merchant. Because your Centris, like all new Macs, requires System 7.1, you must upgrade incompatible software. Naturally these upgrades aren't all free, and most of them require more disk space and RAM, not to mention your time in installing them.

Mac and Windows, Pards

Q. I have a Quadra, and my partner uses Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows on a PC clone. We need to exchange spreadsheet information. I am willing to buy 1-2-3 for the Mac, but what software will allow me to read his files?

Ron Pitt  
Louisville, Kentucky

A. Popular Mac applications and their Windows or DOS counterparts can directly open and save files in the opposite platform's format. They include Lotus 1-2-3; WordPerfect; Microsoft Word, Excel, and PowerPoint; Aldus PageMaker and Persuasion; QuarkXPress; Ventura Publisher; and Adobe Illustrator. Also, Lotus 1-2-3 and Microsoft Excel can translate each other's documents with some limitations.

The built-in SuperDrive in your Mac lets you work with MS-DOS 720K or 1.4MB 3.5-inch floppies, but you need
The only statistics package you’ll ever need.

"For Mac-based statistical analyses and presentations, choose SYSTAT."
P. Wayner, BYTE, 1-92

The most comprehensive and powerful statistics software for Macintosh now provides the most advanced multivariate general linear hypothesis program. Yet it remains the easiest to use—with a friendlier-than-ever interface.

New SYSTAT 5.2 for Macintosh enables you to perform statistical analyses you can’t do with any other Macintosh statistics program. It offers more advanced statistical procedures, more types of graphs, and greater data management capabilities.

More statistics, from basics to the most sophisticated
A full range of univariate and multivariate statistics—including multidimensional scaling and nonlinear modeling.

- Basics include descriptive statistics, t tests, correlations, auto-correlations, simple regression, and frequency tables. With a few clicks you can turn each statistic into a graph.
- SYSTAT offers the most advanced multivariate general linear hypothesis program available for Macintosh. SYSTAT can estimate and test any univariate or multivariate model including:
  - REGRESSION: simple linear, multiple linear, stepwise, polynomial, mixture, and weighted;
  - ANOVA (analysis of variance): one-way, two-way, factorial, nested, unbalanced, post-hoc tests, mixed, repeated measures, split plot, multivariate, means model coding;
  - MULTIVARIATE: discriminant analysis, principal components, canonical correlations.

Just point and click
SYSTAT is truly Mac-like. Just point and click: SYSTAT works with the pull-down menus, dialog boxes, icons, buttons and graphics tools you’re accustomed to on the Mac.

The most graphics
No other statistical or graphics package can produce all the scientific and technical graphs available on SYSTAT—not surpass its ease of use. And you can save SYSTAT graphics and data in QuickTime™ movie file formats.

- linear, quadratic, step, spline, polynomial, LOWESS, exponential, and log smoothing
- confidence intervals and ellipses
- scatterplot matrices
- single, multiple, stacked, and range bar graphs
- single and grouped box plots
- stem-and-leaf diagrams
- histograms
- log and power scales
- maps with geographic projections
- Chernoff faces
- pie charts
- contour plots
- control charts
- 3-D data and function plots
- complete color spectrum

For more information, upgrades, and demo disks phone:

708-864-5670
Circle 29 on reader service card
AT WORK: QUICK TIPS

Hierarchical Rolodex

Here's an easy way to turn your Apple menu into a contact database. All you need is a utility that gives the Apple menu hierarchical submenus, such as Kiwi Power Menus, a System 7 extension from Kiwi Software (805/685-4031). By treating folder names as single-line entries in a database, Eric Rojo of Vancouver, British Columbia, has discovered that you can easily create an elegant hierarchical database of often-used addresses, phone numbers, client contacts, or other information you are tired of fumbling for on your crowded desktop. You access the data instantly from the Apple menu and its submenus, and view the data by traversing the menu structure without actually choosing any menu item (top). (When you're done viewing, just drag the pointer away from the menus and release the mouse.) For a persistent display, just choose the menu item whose submenu contains the data you want to see, and the Finder opens the folder containing the data (bottom).

Adding, deleting, and modifying data is a snap. First choose the menu item whose submenu you want to change, opening the folder in which you need to make changes. Then to add a line of data, use the Finder's New Folder command and type the data as the new folder's name. To add a submenu, open a folder and add folders to it. Remove lines of data by dragging corresponding folders to the Trash, and change data by editing folder names. Because items appear alphabetically by name in the submenus, you may have to put extra spaces or other special characters, such as asterisks, at the beginning of folder names to arrange the names in the order you want. For example, you usually have to do this with a multiple-line address.

Here's another neat trick: use aliases to duplicate data you want to appear in several places in the database. After making an alias of the folder you want to clone, simply drag the alias to the folder that represents another location in the database where you want the information to appear. Cloned parts of your hierarchical database stay up-to-date because aliases don't contain any duplicate data to get out of sync; the aliases just point at the folders that contain the actual data.

No matter how large your database of folders becomes, the Finder always calculates its size on disk as zero! Yes, this is too good to be true. In fact, your data, consisting only of nested named folders, is kept in the start-up disk's invisible catalog file, which contains information about the hierarchical organization of files and folders on that disk. The Finder only reports the sizes of aliases and other actual files that you may have in your hierarchical folders.

Keeping contact information in a hierarchical Apple menu has two advantages over contact database software such as TouchBase or InTouch. One, your contacts are always available without opening (or keeping open) another program. Two, you can quickly find any contact without typing or even remembering a name. Managing hundreds of contacts is easier with contact database software, though.

Payroll For Quicken?

Aatrix PayCheck
$79 payroll software for Quicken, MYOB, CheckWriter Pro™, MacMoney®, MYM®, and more!

PayCheck's new v7.0 instantly calculates your paychecks and automatically exports to your favorite accounting program like Quicken®, M.Y.O.B.®, Managing Your Money®, or Aatrix's CheckWriter Pro™-MW 6/93 Editor's Choice (now with customer invoicing), and others for a complete accounting solution.

PayCheck includes Federal and all state tax tables. It instantly calculates payroll checks on any style check, using any printer.

It's all so simple! PayCheck v7.0 uses a new command toolbar that even a novice user will understand. In fact we're so sure that you'll love it, we have a 30 day money back policy.

Aatrix Software...a Macintosh payroll developer since 1985. There isn't a payroll situation Aatrix can't handle! For more complex payroll situations consider Aatrix PayRoll, Ultimate PayRoll and Multi-Co Ultimate PayRoll for payroll services.

For all your payroll needs: PayCheck, PayRoll and Ultimate PayRoll!!

orders and inquiries (800) 426-0854
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Now Entering SimCity 2000

Beneath the polished facade lies a seething cauldron of angry taxpayers, broken water mains and other challenges that will take you uptown, downtown, even underground. Now entering SimCity 2000—the ultimate city simulator.

This long-awaited follow-up to our software landmark, SimCity®, makes simulated real estate, in a word, realer. In it, you get multiple viewing angles. You get to import your old SimCities. You get to terraform your landscape. You get total control of a subterranean web of water pipes and subways. And you get it all in gripping, eye-imploding 3-D.

So pack up those old programs and move to SimCity 2000. Everything that started the SimCity revolution. In a vivid new evolution.

The Ultimate City Simulator.
utility software to see DOS files as icons and DOS directories as folders on your desktop. There are three possibilities: AccessPC 3.0 from Insignia Solutions (415/694-7600), DOS Mounter Plus from Dayna Communications (801/269-7200, 800/531-0600), and Macintosh PC Exchange from Apple (408/996-1010). If you insert a DOS floppy without one of these utilities installed, an alert says it's not a Mac disk and asks if you want to initialize it. (You do not.) AccessPC and DOS Mounter Plus also work with DOS-formatted SCSI-based removable media such as optical, floptical, Bernoulli, and SyQuest drives. DOS Mounter Plus even lets you access a NetWare file server from your Mac. Your partner needs a utility, such as Insignia's MacDisk for the PC, to open and save your files on 1.4MB Mac floppies.

AccessPC 3.0 uses Easy Open, Apple’s new file-translation extension for System 7, and includes some file translators for popular word processing, spreadsheet, and database applications. The granddaddy of file translation, MacLinkPlus/Easy Open from DataViz (203/268-0030, 800/733-0030) comes with Easy Open and 1000 translation combinations for word processing, spreadsheet, database, page layout, and graphics file formats; with MacLinkPlus/Translators Pro you get Macintosh PC Exchange.

**Local and Remote**

Q. While connected to my office computer from home using AppleTalk Remote Access (ARA), I cannot print on my ImageWriter II at home. I must log off the office computer, make AppleTalk inactive, select the ImageWriter, and select the printer port. When I finish printing I must reactivate AppleTalk (which disconnects the ImageWriter) and restart my home Mac before I can reconnect to the office. Is there any way around this cumbersome procedure?

A. Open the Network control panel and select the Remote Only icon (see “Hard-Copy Connection”). This frees the printer port for non-AppleTalk uses, such as printing on an ImageWriter, StyleWriter, or LaserWriter LS. If you change the control panel setting while you are connected to a remote network, you will be disconnected. The Network control panel setting persists through restarts, so you only have to select it once unless you later need to connect your home Mac to a local AppleTalk network.

When the LocalTalk Built-In icon is selected in the Network control panel, the printer port is configured for an AppleTalk connection. Turning off AppleTalk (in the Chooser) frees the printer port for non-AppleTalk uses but also disables AppleTalk Remote Access (ARA), which you need for connecting via modem to your office Mac from home.

**THE BEST IN 3D GRAPHICS**

If you use programs like Adobe Premiere, Photoshop or Illustrator, Specular’s Infini-D is the best way to add the impact of 3D graphics. Infini-D’s interface is the easiest to use, making it a snap to create professional 3D graphics and animation. And Infini-D’s awesome feature set earned MacUser’s prestigious “5 Mice” — the best possible rating.

If you’re involved in desktop video, multimedia, graphic design or illustration on the Macintosh ~ call today for Specular’s free interactive tour to see how Infini-D can put the amazing world of 3D graphics at your fingertips.

**Specular International**

1-800-433-5PEC
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In the dog-eat-dog world of business presentations, we just made you a pit bull with the legs of a greyhound.

In dog racing as in business, if you're not leading the pack, the view seldom changes. Meet your new leg up on the competition: the Tektronix Phaser™ 200 color printer. It's lean, mean, and very very fast. Of course, you don't have to take our word for it, PC Computing magazine just called it the best overall presentation printer in the business. So much for the other guys.

But what is it that makes the Phaser 200 so good? For starters, the ink coverage and image quality are, in a word, brilliant. We at Tektronix didn't get to be the award-winning leader in color printers by sitting on our hands. Then there's speed. You get all of this great color at two pages per minute, which is nearly as fast as a regular black and white printer. Can you say increased productivity?

On top of all this, the Phaser 200 is a工作组 printer that gives you the advantages of a laser printer. Including true Adobe® PostScript™ Level 2, networkability, separate paper and transparency trays and price (did we happen to mention the Phaser 200 has a list price of only $3,695?).

For more information or a free output sample, come into your nearest Tektronix dealer or call us at 800/835-6100, Dept. 31C. For faxed information, call 503/682-7450, and ask for document #5001.

In closing, we just want to remind you that your competition is also reading this ad. And they're extremely hungry. So when choosing a presentation printer, the choice is quite simple. You can either eat, or be eaten. Bon appétit.
Feet Beat Heat

**TIP** My NEC CD-ROM drive heated up quite a bit until I placed four plastic soda-bottle caps underneath as feet. I used clear silicone glue to attach them securely. The gap they provide allows air to flow beneath the unit and cool it.

Paul Lucchesse
Hopewell Junction, New York

Empty Plates

**TIP** When you use QuarkXPress 3.11 to make color separations for a spot-color job containing Adobe Illustrator 3.2 art, blank cyan, magenta, and yellow plates may print in addition to the spot-color plates. The useless plates print if the original Illustrator art contains unused custom colors. To keep the blank plates from printing, open the Illustrator art, delete all unused custom colors, save the art, open the QuarkXPress document, and update the Illustrator art with the Update Pictures command.

Philip D. Gruber
New York, New York

Graying Text

**TIP** I was surprised the other day to hear a PageMaker 4 user complain about not being able to gray-shade text like QuarkXPress users do. It's so easy! In the Define Colors dialog box, select Black and click New. Select the CMYK option and set Cyan, Magenta, and Yellow percentages to 0. Set Black to whatever percentage you want, name the new color, and click OK (see "Going Gray"). Now you have a custom color on the Color palette that you can apply to text. I created a template with gray shades from 5 to 95 percent in 5 percent increments. When I need them, I either open a copy of the template or import the shades into a document with the Copy button in the Define Colors dialog box.

Craig Forni
Granby, Massachusetts

**TIP** Use PageMaker's Define Colors command with the CMYK option selected to create as many custom grays as you like for shading text.

**TIP** In the past I've occasionally needed to force the justification of a single line in QuarkXPress but became frustrated because there is no command to do so. I achieved acceptable results playing with the flush zone, the option of the H&J command that can make the last line of text in a justified paragraph automatically extend to the right indent. But then I discovered that in a justified paragraph you can force justification simply by pressing shift-return. It works like a charm.

Craig Forni
Granby, Massachusetts

Forced Justification

Craig Forni
Granby, Massachusetts

Graying Text

**TIP** Going Gray

The with the CMYK option selected to create as many custom grays as you like for shading text.
Until now, if you wanted serious QuickDraw acceleration, 24-bit color, 21-inch monitor support, and Photoshop acceleration, you had to bring your money in a wheelbarrow. Not any more. Announcing Tornado: the color graphics system that blows the competition away. Tornado combines all the most requested features for the demanding graphics user and delivers them at absolutely the lowest price in the world!

Awesome Graphics Power

For just $799 you get lightning-fast 24-bit color graphics, along with state-of-the-art features like on-the-fly resolution switching, hardware pan and zoom, and an advanced design that even fits in a Centris 610/660. The Tornado supports monitors from 13 to 21 inches at resolutions up to 152 x 870. Our Virtual Desktop feature can extend your workspace to 4096 x 2048 (in 1-bit). An inexpensive NTSC adapter lets you connect Tornado directly to a television or video recorder.

Single Slot Photoshop Acceleration

When you add the $599 Mirror ChargeCard,™ you also get the world's best Photoshop accelerator, still in a single slot! The ChargeCard uses two 60 MHz DSPs to accelerate time-consuming Photoshop functions by up to 10000%. "PowerPreview"™ software saves even more time by allowing you to test filter settings before you process the entire image. Because it's AdobeCharged,™ you can be sure the results will meet Adobe's high standards of quality (and yours).

And because it's from Mirror, you get a price that no one else can match.

Tornado Graphics Card

$799

Only Tornado Gives You All Three.

The new ProView 21-inch Color

$2099

Don't Blow It!

SuperMac, Radius and RasterOps are all hundreds (even thousands) of dollars higher. Buy direct from Mirror and keep the savings for other fun stuff. All Mirror products include lifetime technical support and the confidence that comes from dealing with a company that's been in the Macintosh business since 1985. Every Mirror product is backed by our 30-day "love it or return it" satisfaction guarantee.

Order Direct Anytime

800-643-3384

AdobeCharged

Adobe charged
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Don’t let our low prices fool you! Mirror displays represent the best combination of performance, features, and price that you’ll find anywhere. Unlike some companies who claim to be experts at everything from networks to luggage, Mirror focuses on delivering the best in Displays and Scanners. As a result, the magazines consistently point to Mirror displays as the best value.

Big-screen Debut

We are always auditioning bright new talent, and are proud to introduce our newest big-screen performers, the 15-inch ProView Color Portrait Display and the ProView 21-inch Color Display.

The Color Portrait Display is the answer to many users’ prayers for an inexpensive monitor that will show a full page in brilliant color.

The ProView 21-inch represents the current state-of-the-art in color displays, with 152 x 870 resolution on a razor-sharp flat-square screen, digital controls, and environmentally-friendly power-saving features. The ProView 21 actually detects the absence of an operator and puts the monitor in energy-saving sleep mode.

Brilliant Color Creations

If you agree with Ted Turner that everything looks better in color, be sure to check out our complete line-up of color displays.

Black & White Classics

Nothing beats a black & white display for image sharpness and value. Our monochrome and grayscale displays (Full-page and Two-page models) are available for most Macintosh models, starting at just $399.

Matching Boards At Matchless Prices

Mirror displays can be used with the built-in video of newer Macs. Or you can combine them with one of our precision-engineered video cards like the Mirror Tornado. Tornado delivers dazzling 24-bit color performance for a shockingly low price and optional Photoshop acceleration.

Mirror has been selling displays for the Mac longer than any other direct marketing company. And because we cut out the dealer markup, you save big on your big screen.

(Kind of like seeing a Spielberg film at a 99¢ theater— GREAT performance, LOW price.)
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When Macworld's experts tested a field of 11 color scanners, they concluded that you don't have to pay a lot to get a good scanner, you just have to call Mirror.

The Best Hardware

Mirror's award-winning scanners start with a precision three-pass scanner engine for superb color registration and sharpness. Then we add hardware pre-scan gamma correction for top quality results in much less time. The Mirror Color Scanner is available in 600, 800 and new 1200 dpi models to fit every budget.

The Mirror Color Scanners can also scan slides and transparencies. Simply replace the standard cover with the optional Transparency Adapter and you are ready to scan transparencies up to 8.5" x 11.77".

The Best Software

Having great hardware doesn't get you much unless you've got great software. Our exclusive MirrorScan software delivers. No other scanning software can match our features. From full-color previews and interactive gamma controls, to built-in JPEG and Fast-Eddie compression, user-definable custom selections and support for EPS, TIFF and PICT file formats, MirrorScan makes it easy to get great scans.

Every Mirror 600, 800 and 1200 scanner includes the Plug-in, application and desk accessory versions of MirrorScan, along with a full version of Adobe Photoshop 5.5 and Read-It Pro 3.0 OCR.

The Mirror Color Scanner is available in 600, 800 and 1200 dpi models to fit every budget. The Mirror Color Scanners can also scan slides and transparencies. Simply replace the standard cover with the optional Transparency Adapter and you are ready to scan transparencies up to 8.5" x 11.77".

The Best Hardware

Mirror's award-winning scanners start with a precision three-pass scanner engine for superb color registration and sharpness. Then we add hardware pre-scan gamma correction for top quality results in much less time. The Mirror Color Scanner is available in 600, 800 and new 1200 dpi models to fit every budget.

The Mirror Color Scanners can also scan slides and transparencies. Simply replace the standard cover with the optional Transparency Adapter and you are ready to scan transparencies up to 8.5" x 11.77".

The Best Software

Having great hardware doesn't get you much unless you've got great software. Our exclusive MirrorScan software delivers. No other scanning software can match our features. From full-color previews and interactive gamma controls, to built-in JPEG and Fast-Eddie compression, user-definable custom selections and support for EPS, TIFF and PICT file formats, MirrorScan makes it easy to get great scans.

Every Mirror 600, 800 and 1200 scanner includes the Plug-in, application and desk accessory versions of MirrorScan, along with a full version of Adobe Photoshop 5.5 and Read-It Pro 3.0 OCR.

The Mirror Color Scanner is available in 600, 800 and 1200 dpi models to fit every budget. The Mirror Color Scanners can also scan slides and transparencies. Simply replace the standard cover with the optional Transparency Adapter and you are ready to scan transparencies up to 8.5" x 11.77".
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The Best Software

Having great hardware doesn't get you much unless you've got great software. Our exclusive MirrorScan software delivers. No other scanning software can match our features. From full-color previews and interactive gamma controls, to built-in JPEG and Fast-Eddie compression, user-definable custom selections and support for EPS, TIFF and PICT file formats, MirrorScan makes it easy to get great scans.

Every Mirror 600, 800 and 1200 scanner includes the Plug-in, application and desk accessory versions of MirrorScan, along with a full version of Adobe Photoshop 5.5 and Read-It Pro 3.0 OCR.

The Mirror Color Scanner is available in 600, 800 and 1200 dpi models to fit every budget. The Mirror Color Scanners can also scan slides and transparencies. Simply replace the standard cover with the optional Transparency Adapter and you are ready to scan transparencies up to 8.5" x 11.77".

The Best Hardware

Mirror's award-winning scanners start with a precision three-pass scanner engine for superb color registration and sharpness. Then we add hardware pre-scan gamma correction for top quality results in much less time. The Mirror Color Scanner is available in 600, 800 and new 1200 dpi models to fit every budget.

The Mirror Color Scanners can also scan slides and transparencies. Simply replace the standard cover with the optional Transparency Adapter and you are ready to scan transparencies up to 8.5" x 11.77".

The Best Software

Having great hardware doesn't get you much unless you've got great software. Our exclusive MirrorScan software delivers. No other scanning software can match our features. From full-color previews and interactive gamma controls, to built-in JPEG and Fast-Eddie compression, user-definable custom selections and support for EPS, TIFF and PICT file formats, MirrorScan makes it easy to get great scans.

Every Mirror 600, 800 and 1200 scanner includes the Plug-in, application and desk accessory versions of MirrorScan, along with a full version of Adobe Photoshop 5.5 and Read-It Pro 3.0 OCR.
AN ALTERNATIVE TO USING EXPENSIVE dedicated telephone lines to carry data beyond your office is on the way: the cable television network.

Since last year's court ruling allowing cable television carriers to also sell information services, cable TV companies and hardware and software providers have been racing to come up with network and information services that use this existing broadband network. Among the goals are hooking telecommuters into the company network; connecting into the worldwide Internet; piping homework lessons into your kids' computers; and helping companies distribute product information, services, and electronic-media products to consumers.

Because cable television facilities are controlled by different companies in different counties or regions, not all services will be available in all parts of the country. And until cable companies begin making agreements to carry one another's services, network traffic on a cable link is limited to the scope of a franchise.

So far three ventures have announced cable network products. For $99.95 per user, per month, Hybrid Telecommuter Service (408/725-3250) offers San Francisco Bay Area telecommuters one-way cable access to their corporate TCP/IP networks. Telecommuters attach their computers to the cable TV wire using the Model 100 Remote Link Adapter ($1495 each for both Macs and PCs) to receive data from the office network. They send replies over a standard 9600-bps telephone-modem connection. Two-way services via cable and wider service areas are under development.

Zenith Electronics Corporation's HomeWorks system, on the other hand, lets organizations make two-way LAN connections with housebound students, patients, or telecommuting workers through cable television feeds. The HomeWorks PCTV-R gateway card and RF modem, a $495 modemlike device that connects the computer to the cable, can be "tuned," like a television, to up to four different data channels. It sends and receives data at .5 Mbps, which is faster than standard or ISDN modems, but slower than a LAN. Organizations feed their services into the cable network by setting up a LAN server at a cable television office. HomeWorks supports NetWare, TCP/IP, IBM LAN Server, Microsoft LAN Manager, and IBM Server. Currently, HomeWorks services are available through TCI Cablevision of Utah, and Zenith is negotiating with other cable operators. Cable operators will determine pricing for their carrier services separately.

Performance Systems International (PSI) and Continental Cablevision are teaming up to bring 10-Mbps full Internet access to cable-ready homes and businesses in eastern Massachusetts by early 1994, with other areas following as PSI develops further agreements. With PSI equipment, home computer users will be able to tap into the vast resources of the 15 million-node Internet to send and receive E-mail, participate in international forums, and access research databases and the Library of Congress card catalog. Through a new technology called Asynchronous Transfer Mode switching, PSI and Continental hope to eventually offer access at such high speeds that customers will be able to request and transfer videos over the network to their television sets. Performance Systems International, 703/904-7187.—MARGIE WYLIE
Shared Dial In, Dial Out

Networks that support PowerBook nomads and Macintosh telecommuters clamoring for access to resources on the corporate LAN might be able to use Shiva Corporation's LanRover/E2.0 for AppleTalk Remote Access. An upgrade to the original LanRover network server, version E2.0 comes in four-port ($2495) and eight-port ($3499) models. Version E2.0 was scheduled for release in November 1993.

Both models are designed to support dozens, or even hundreds, of mobile users who depend on reliable, transparent access to databases, E-mail services, and file servers on their enterprise networks.

The upgrade includes built-in IP gateway functionality, which gives dial-in users direct access to TCP/IP services, and beefed-up password capability so network managers can set password expiration dates and users can change their own passwords. Also, with the new version, network managers can designate which zones and devices remote users can access.

Cost-containing measures include shared dial-out capability, a standard feature on related Shiva products. Shared dial-out lets Macintoshes on the LAN use the modems connected to the LanRover/E2.0 to call electronic services whenever remote users aren’t using the modems to dial in.

For $250, owners of the previous version can upgrade to LanRover/E2.0. Shiva, 617/270-8300.

IN BRIEF

- SNMP Version 2 is Arriving

By the end of 1993, the Wollongong Group plans to release version 3.1 of its $10,000 PathWay Management Station—open, distributed network-management architecture—which supports SNMP version 2. The long-awaited protocol provides enhanced network-management security and more efficient transfer of management information. 415/962-7156.

- Mac-to-VMS Services

PacerSoft released version 9.0 of its Mac-to-VMS file and print-server software. The new programs install more easily and offer simpler configuration and management. PacerLink and PacerConnect also give more control over start-up and shutdown. PacerShare for VMS lets Macintosh users mount and use VMS directories as if they were Mac disks. PacerPrint version 9.0 supports Apple's LaserWriter driver version 8.0 and allows Macs to print to VMS printer queues and lets VMS users send jobs to Mac printers. Prices start at $3750 for a 20-user PacerShare license. PacerConnect costs $2000 per host. 508/898-3300.

- LANAuditor Expands Base Version 3.0 of Horizon Technology's LANAuditor can now inventory Mac, OS/2, and Windows for Workgroups desktop computers. It also provides more-detailed information on DOS/Windows PCs and audits file-server hardware and software. From $495 for up to 50 workstations. 619/277-7100.

A Router & ARA Server in One

The upgraded MultiPORT/ LT from Webster Computer Corporation rolls a LocalTalk router and an Apple Remote Access server into one.

Its predecessor, the MultiPort Gateway, was simply a LocalTalk router (see “Rating Routers,” Macworld, July 1993). The new $1995 product is a four-port device about the size of a dictionary. Network managers can use all of the ports to segment a large LocalTalk network into four smaller, faster networks. Or they can reallocate any of its ports to serve as ARA connections, so Macintosh users can dial into their corporate LAN from home or on the road. Like its predecessor, the MultiPort/ LT also lets LocalTalk-connected Macintosh users access Unix and VMS host computers via TCP/IP and DECnet protocols.

The upgrade comes with a point-and-click application called MultiPort Manager, which lets managers configure MultiPort/ LTs and Gateways over the network from any Mac.

The MultiPort/ LT has been available since July; the network-management software was slated to be available in November 1993, as a free upgrade for owners of MultiPort/ LT. MultiPort Gateway owners who want to swap for a MultiPort/ LT unit should contact the company for pricing. Webster Computer, 408/954-8054.
QUADRUPLE YOUR MAC'S SPEED FOR AS LITTLE AS $199.

No wonder the competition is running for cover. Nobody makes faster 040 and 030 accelerators than we do. Nobody! And our broad product line means there's one to fit your specific needs. At a price that will fit your budget.

For maximum computing power, our PDS-based 68040 accelerators will blast your Mac beyond Quadra 950 speeds without sacrificing compatibility. And you can add a fast 128K cache for even more speed.

Or take our new 25MHz SE/Classic Accelerator. For about half the price of DayStar's entry-level accelerator, it more than quadruples the speed of your SE or Classic. And starting at just $399, our LC accelerators are another spectacular value.

But that's not all. Our 68030 accelerators feature expansion options for Ethernet and enhanced video capabilities. So when you plug them in, you can still add high-speed networking and a full-page display. Plug in a DayStar (or any other brand) and you're out of options. And when you're ready for more speed, our StepUp program lets you easily and economically move up to higher performance at any time.

Call us today for more information on our complete line of accelerators and cache cards. Chances are, there's one that matches your needs. At a price no one else can match.

CALL FOR FREE PRODUCT GUIDE 1-800-554-MACS (6227), X407

GET GREATER EXPANDABILITY AT A BETTER PRICE WITH AN APPLIED ENGINEERING ACCELERATOR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trans/Warp</th>
<th>Mac Model</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>MHz</th>
<th>Faster</th>
<th>Starting At</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1325/2325</td>
<td>SE/Classic</td>
<td>68020</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>$199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4340</td>
<td>LC Series</td>
<td>68030</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>$399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6440</td>
<td>Iici, Iisi, Ilvx</td>
<td>68040</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>$829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8440</td>
<td>Iici, Iisi, Ilvx</td>
<td>68040</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>$1199</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
At Ease 2.0
for Workgroups

At Ease, Apple's alternative to the Finder, was originally designed in 1992 for Macs in homes and schools. Its large icons representing applications and documents combined ease-of-use with security. Parents and teachers could make Macs accessible to young users and at the same time rest easy knowing that the system setup, applications, and important documents were protected. But At Ease has proven to be more than kid stuff. At Ease 2.0 for Workgroups lets a network administrator configure ten Macs for up to 1000 users with 200 different setups of applications and documents per workgroup.

Why At Ease?
One of the Mac's greatest strengths—its ease-of-use—also holds potential disaster. Novices can accidentally delete or move files, and experienced users can customize the Mac beyond recognition. This may not be a problem if each Mac has only one user, but if each Mac is available to several users, you're flirting with trouble. At Ease 2.0 for Workgroups gives you the ability to configure a Mac or a group of Macs for a specific task. You can easily vary which users have access to applications, documents, or aspects of the system software.

In addition to being a valuable tool for educators, At Ease 2.0 for Workgroups is well suited for a business whose employees use only one particular application. For example, a company, or a department within a company, that deals with a specific task, such as order entry, customer service, or forms processing, is an ideal candidate for At Ease 2.0 for Workgroups.

At Ease 2.0 for Workgroups is easy to configure. The difficulty lies in altering your view of the Mac. The trick is to see it as a public tool used by many people, not as a personal computer with system software that's easy to access and customize.

Any Mac on the Network
If you're a network administrator, you can use At Ease 2.0 for Workgroups to configure a group of Macs to provide each user with a separate log-in name, password, and set of documents, but access to the same applications as other users. You can place an alias of your company's database-management software, for example, in the start-
up folder of each Mac and have the start-up items open after a user logs in. In this case, no one, except support personnel, needs or is allowed to use the Finder. Network-administration and security features are available from any Mac on an AppleTalk network.

This configuration has many maintenance benefits. Each Mac remains untampered with and free of incompatible software and INITs. When people leave the company, it’s easy to find and archive their documents. Training is reduced to just the relevant applications. If the administrator keeps user data and setup information on a single file server, people can use any available Macintosh. Since the network administrator installs the necessary applications on each hard drive, users avoid the performance decrease of running applications from a file server.

Back to School

The first version of At Ease did not meet all the needs of school computer-lab managers because it assumed a person, not an organization, owned each computer. The new version addresses that concern.

Where else but in a school might you find 1000 users for just ten computers? A school’s computer-lab manager can give each student a log-in name and configure a setup for each class. You can configure At Ease 2.0 so that students save documents on their own personal floppies and nowhere else. The previous version of At Ease did not allow for folders, so anything inside a folder on a floppy disk was inaccessible. Version 2.0 supports nested folders, so students can customize their organization of folders to meet their needs both at school and at home, if they have their own Macs. Since each computer can have the applications that students are allowed to use, and students cannot change the printer selection, you can make the Mac as bulletproof as possible.

You can also configure At Ease 2.0 so that when students log in for the first time, they must create their password, and so that At Ease rejects easy-to-guess passwords, such as their own first or last names, sequential keyboard characters (for example, 12345 or QWERTY), or a series of the same numbers or letters (for example, 11111 or XXXXX). The At Ease log-in message can be customized daily to remind students of school activities.

Things to Think About

Before you install At Ease 2.0, consider whether or not you need to protect the hard drive’s start-up volume. For a network with Macintoshes that anyone can access, securing the start-up volume is often essential. At Ease can lock the start-up volume to prevent a user with start-up floppies from bypassing the At Ease log-in and gaining direct access to the hard disk.

You can lock the start-up volume on the hard disk only if the existing SCSI driver is compatible with At Ease 2.0 for Workgroups. At present, only Apple HD Setup and Casa Blanca Works Drive7 format the drive in a way that lets At Ease lock the Mac’s start-up volume. Any hard drive formatter is acceptable if you do not need to lock the start-up disk.

Since At Ease inserts code to replace the Finder, you must use the Installer to install and remove At Ease. Once you’ve installed At Ease, never drag the At Ease extension out of the System Folder. When you start up the Mac, the system software looks for the At Ease extension and will freeze up if it doesn’t find it.

At Ease 2.0 for Workgroups offers three installation choices you can opt for the basic At Ease configuration (sufficient for most users), or you can add support for a mouse-training program (though a good game is probably a better mouse tutorial), and you can add talking buttons. How do talking buttons work? As your mouse passes over one, the Mac speaks the name of the button or plays a custom sound. If you don’t need cute talking buttons or a tutorial on using a mouse, save the disk space.

A Sense of Security

Many companies will want At Ease 2.0 for Workgroups just for its security features. At Ease will not stop a determined data thief, but it does provide a valuable amount of access control. Like most aspects of At Ease 2.0, the setup for access control is simple. For example, you can set up At Ease 2.0 to grant users access to only basic software and configure another setup that lets regular users access the Finder immediately. You can administer a variety of password tricks such as requiring a minimum length (up to 15 characters) and setting a password expiration date (for example, you can require users to change their passwords every day). You can also prevent users from creating easy-to-guess passwords.

At Ease 2.0’s ability to monitor user actions—such as log-ins, attempts log-ins, attempts to run the setup program, and application launches—helps you scan for unauthorized access or, more likely, justify the purchase of additional computers by monitoring the number of users accessing Macs in the workgroup.

At Ease 2.0 for Workgroups costs $295. This licenses you to use the software on ten Macs. If you have more than ten, you must purchase additional copies. Although System 7 is required, At Ease does not add to the Mac’s memory requirements; it runs in the memory normally used by the Finder. The single-user version costs $59, but even with only one computer, you may want to buy the workgroup version because it offers more configuration options and better security.

At Ease started out as a home and educational computing tool to allow kids to access a computer without destroying its data, but it has moved beyond this environment to become a valuable tool wherever Macs are used as public computers. If you maintain a network and have more users than you do Macs, take a look at At Ease 2.0 for Workgroups.
Finally, a computer information service you can’t outgrow.
No matter how hard you try.

No matter what you’re into, you can get more out of CompuServe.
You can range widely over a wide list of services that will help you, entertain you, teach you, and challenge you. Or delve deeply into your favorite topics, learning (or even teaching) more, meeting experts, and making friends with people who share your interests.

CompuServe lets you do everything from keeping in touch with our communication services, to getting advice from online hardware and software experts. It’s the one computer information service you won’t outgrow.

But you will have a good time trying.
For a low one-time membership fee and $8.95 a month, you can use our most popular services as often as you like: news, sports, weather, shopping, reference materials, our electronic mail service of up to 60 messages a month, and more. Plus there’s a whole universe of other, extended options available at nominal additional charges. Your first month on CompuServe will be free, and we’ll give you a $25 usage credit to explore our extended services.

To buy a CompuServe Membership Kit, see your computer dealer. For more information, or to order direct, call 800 848-8199 (614 529-1349 for international inquiries).

CompuServe®
The information service you won’t outgrow.™
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MicroNet is the first to bring disk array power to the Quadra 800/840av. Using a pair of fast spindle disk drives, the Raven-800 transfers up to 6.2 MB/sec of sustained data with average access as fast as 4 ms.

Disk arrays can improve performance up to 400 percent over standard drives. Combine MicroNet’s Raven-800 disk array with the speed of the Quadra 800/840av and you have an unbeatable system for audio recording, full rate digital video, and graphics applications such as PhotoShop.

Cost effective two drive disk arrays are available in capacities of 1030 to 5560 MBytes and are expandable to more than 38 GBytes. MicroNet offers Raven upgrade kits for existing MicroNet or factory installed Apple 500 or 1000 MByte drives.

Built on award winning technology, the Raven-800 takes full advantage of Apple’s existing hardware. One drive connects to the native SCSI port of the Quadra, and one connects to a MicroNet NuPORT-III, SCSI-2 host adapter. Together, these two drives create a fast, parallel, 16-Bit data path.

MicroNet offers a family of internal data storage systems for the Quadra 800/840av. Included are SyQuest removable systems, rewritable optical drives, and DAT backup systems. We back you with our 24-hour tech support and Over-Night-Exchange service.

To put high performance disk array power in your Quadra 800/840av, call our Sales Department today for the name of your nearest Reseller. 1-714-453-6100. Ask for a free copy of our Quadra 800 Configuration Guide.
Short on slots? Take the SCSI route to faster networks.

BY JOEL SNYDER

ned to upgrade your LocalTalk network to Ethernet speeds, but can’t spare internal slots for network interface cards? Use the SCSI bus.

While many Macintoshes don’t have enough internal slots to go around, nearly all Macs (except the venerable 128K, 512K, and the new PowerBook Duos) have external SCSI connectors.

Eight companies sell 17 different SCSI-to-Ethernet adapters at prices ranging from about $200 to $700. With the SCSI port on one side of these boxes connected to a Mac, and the Ethernet port on the other side connected to a network cable, Macs that already have a full complement of internal cards (or even those built without internal slots) can be networked at speeds several times faster than LocalTalk’s.

Despite the $500 price range, all 17 adapters do basically the same thing at similar performance levels. Some SCSI-to-Ethernet adapters perform better than others, but the variations are so minute that you probably won’t notice them. Instead, look for features that suit your particular needs, such as types of Ethernet connectors supported, configuration flexibility, form factor, and compatibility.

Connector Support

Ethernet networks generally use a combination of different wires (media). Each wire type—including 10BaseT (twisted pair), 10Base2 (colloquially dubbed thin net), and 10Base5 (thick net)—has its own type of connector. To accommodate the variety of network media, adapters come in several different configurations, offering connectors for one, two, or all three types of wire. (“SCSI-to-Ethernet Adapters Compared” shows which connectors each adapter supports.)

Dayna is the most flexible in this area, with its DaynaPort...
SCSI-to-Ethernet Adapters Compared

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Size (w × l × h, in inches)</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>10BaseT</th>
<th>Thick</th>
<th>Thin</th>
<th>SCSI Termination</th>
<th>Number of SCSI Connectors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asante</td>
<td>800/662-8686</td>
<td>Mini EN/SC</td>
<td>3 × 4.5 × 1</td>
<td>6 oz.</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>switchable</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabletron</td>
<td>603/332-9400</td>
<td>EA412</td>
<td>3.5 × 6 × 1</td>
<td>8 oz.</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>switchable</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabletron</td>
<td>603/332-9400</td>
<td>EA414</td>
<td>3.5 × 6 × 1</td>
<td>8 oz.</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>switchable</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabletron</td>
<td>603/332-9400</td>
<td>EA419</td>
<td>3.5 × 6 × 1</td>
<td>8 oz.</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>switchable</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatible Systems</td>
<td>303/444-9532</td>
<td>Ethert+ (Thin/10BaseT)</td>
<td>5.5 × 7.5 × 1.5</td>
<td>26 oz.</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>always terminated</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dayna</td>
<td>.801/269-7200</td>
<td>DaynaPort SCSI/Link</td>
<td>2 × 3 × 6</td>
<td>12 oz.</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>switchable</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farallon Computing</td>
<td>510/814-5000</td>
<td>EtherMac SCi (PN 570/571)</td>
<td>2 × 3 × 6</td>
<td>12 oz.</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>always terminated</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus Enhancements</td>
<td>617/938-808E</td>
<td>EtherLAN SC</td>
<td>5.5 × 7.5 × 1.5</td>
<td>26 oz.</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>always terminated</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus Enhancements</td>
<td>617/938-808E</td>
<td>EtherLAN SC-T</td>
<td>5.5 × 7.5 × 1.5</td>
<td>26 oz.</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>always terminated</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaCNet</td>
<td>408/954-8888</td>
<td>EtherM ac (PN 572/573)</td>
<td>2 × 3 × 6</td>
<td>12 oz.</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>switchable</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology Works</td>
<td>512/794-8933</td>
<td>SCsi-490</td>
<td>4 × 6.5 × 1.5</td>
<td>24 oz.</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>switchable</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800/688-7446</td>
<td>SCsi-10T</td>
<td>5.5 × 7.5 × 1.5</td>
<td>26 oz.</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>switchable</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* = yes; o = no; NA = not applicable. * Price includes PowerBook cable and desktop cable.

SCSI Link-3. The SCSI/Link-3 is the only SCSI-to-Ethernet adapter that offers connectors to all three types of wire, in one small box.

The Cabletron EA414 is the only adapter compatible with fiber-optic cables and the FOIRL (Fiber Optic Inter-Repeater Link) standard.

Configuration Flexibility

Most SCSI-to-Ethernet adapters automatically sense which Ethernet media has been connected and set themselves accordingly. All the autosensing adapters I looked at worked fine except the Cabletron EA412, which required manual intervention some of the time.

Two companies make adapters that don’t sense which kind of network is attached, but the Compatible Systems design (also sold by Technology Works and Focus Enhancements) requires the most fussing. Changing its media type requires removing two screws, changing a jumper, and replacing the screws. The MaCNet adapter has a switch on the back that simplifies the process somewhat.

Connecting devices to a SCSI chain requires some flexibility. One device usually isn’t a problem, but when you have a string of them you must get the SCSI IDs, termination, and all the possible connectors right.

All of the adapters tested have a switch to select SCSI IDs. When adding an adapter to an existing Macintosh, remember that SCSI ID 7 is reserved for the Macintosh CPU, while SCSI ID 0 is usually assigned to the internal hard disk.

Dayna, Farallon, and MaCNet adapters have the greatest SCSI connection flexibility. Their adapters allow either a terminated or an unterminated SCSI chain, and each adapter has two SCSI connectors. That makes it simple to plug one of these two connectors into an existing chain of SCSI devices. Other companies’ adapters require special Y-cables (included with Asante adapters, optional with all the other adapters) or don’t allow for the adapter to be anywhere but at the end of a SCSI chain.

Portability

For administrators who tote PowerBooks around the network, or for other users on the go, the size and weight of the adapter is crucial. Asante’s adapters, each the size of a small paperback book, weigh in at a light 6 ounces. Cabletron’s are only a few inches longer and a couple of ounces heavier, but cost anywhere from $150 to $350 more.

For the PowerBook user, the external transformer can be heavy, and an AC outlet has to be available at all times. Since all but one of the SCSI-to-Ethernet adapters use the same power connector and a 12-volt power supply, you can get around the outlet restriction by powering your adapter with a 12V battery pack (eight AA-batteries). Unfortunately, such a pack weighs about the same as a transformer, if not a little more.

Watch out for another PowerBook quirk: PowerBooks require an unusual SCSI cable. Some companies sell PowerBook versions of their adapters, which simply include the special cable, at a higher price than adapters that include a standard Mac SCSI cable. Others sell the cable as an add-on, for as much as $50 extra. Asante solves the problem by including both PowerBook and standard Mac cables with all of its adapters.

Compatibility

In most cases all of the adapters performed flawlessly on all platforms tested. But two did experience problems. The DaynaPort SCSI/Link-3 usually worked fine, but did randomly fail some tests, crashing the Macintosh and twice bringing down the entire AppleTalk network. Eventually the adapter worked, but Dayna wasn’t able to isolate the cause of the crashes. The Cabletron EA412 worked well on the Macintosh II but was unable to receive large files over TCP/IP when connected to a PowerBook.

Performance Issues

In general use, all of the adapters I tested turned in equivalent performances.

Transferring data to a Macintosh disk from the network performed quite poorly, between .18 and .28 Mbps. Transfers from Macintosh disks out to the network were much faster, ranging from .17 to .48 Mbps.

For TCP/IP and AppleShare network applications, it doesn’t matter what adapter you buy: they all run at about the same speed. For special-purpose applications, such as Ethernet protocol-analysis, the Asante Mini-series adapters turned in the fastest performance, while the Com-
Decisions, Decisions

If your budget isn’t tight, consider buying Asante’s Mini EN/SC. The smallest and lightest of the bunch, it is priced toward the middle of the pack. Plus, it comes with a high-speed driver, which gives it a significant performance edge in a few applications.

For applications where different media could show up at any moment, the DaynaPort SCSI/Link-3 ($499 for PowerBooks) is an obvious choice because it offers every possible connector in one box. Be careful, though: Dayna may not have worked all the bugs out of this one. Test in your own environment before buying.

If you want to use the most common networks, AppleTalk or TCP/IP, from a desktop Mac and you aren’t picky about the refinements, the Focus Enhancements EtherLAN SC adapter is the best choice. The EtherLAN SC (based on the Compatible Systems Ether+ design) is more difficult to configure, heavier, and slower than many of the other adapters; but for basic functionality, the $225 price is hard to beat. So, pick an adapter and put even your slotless Macs on Ethernet through SCSI today.

JOEL SNYDER is senior analyst with Opus One, a consulting firm located in Tucson, Arizona. He specializes in networks and international aspects of information technology.
Everything you’ve always wanted in a PowerBook.

Incredibly bright. It’s the lightest notebook computer you can buy with a backlit, active-matrix color display.

Incredibly mobile. Built-in Apple Remote Access software allows you to stay in touch with your office no matter where you go.

Incredibly quick. It’s small. But it’s fast. Powered by a Motorola 68030 chip and math coprocessor running at a brisk 33 megahertz.

Incredibly durable. It runs for up to 4 hours on a single charge. While the new PowerBook Duo 250 gives you up to 6 hours of continuous battery life.

Incredibly human. PowerBook incorporates unique design features such as a centrally positioned trackball, which makes it easy for both left- and right-handed people to use.

Incredibly colorful. It’s the only notebook computer at any weight to offer vivid 16-bit color on a full-size, 16-bit display.

Incredibly comfortable. Built-in palm rests keep your wrists relaxed and comfortable while you’re working.

Incredibly versatile. You can run over 6,000 Macintosh applications. Add a program like SoftPC, and you can even run MS-DOS and Windows programs.

Incredibly adaptable. Of course, as with every PowerBook model, networking is built in.

Introducing the PowerBook Duo 270c.

The new Apple PowerBook Duo 270c and PowerBook Duo 250 may be two of the lightest notebook computers you can buy today. But that didn’t stop us from giving you the world.

They’re surprisingly bright, remarkably comfortable, and they run longer than just about any other PowerBook. Without compromising on power, speed or expandability.

At a mere 4.2 pounds, the sleek PowerBook Duo 250 is the lightest notebook you can buy with a backlit, active-matrix display. Delivering sharp, presentation-quality images. Not to be outdone, the new 4.8-pound PowerBook Duo 270c is the first notebook under 5 pounds with a backlit, active-matrix color display. And the only notebook computer in any weight class to provide stunning, 16-bit color. Which happens to be a new standard for the industry.
What further distinguishes PowerBook Duo from conventional notebooks is that it easily transforms into a powerful desktop computer when used with the ingenious Duo Dock.

At your desk, you can work with a 16-inch color monitor, an extended keyboard, as well as all your network resources and peripherals.

When it's time to leave, you simply push a button, and a motor then gently releases the PowerBook Duo. Now, wherever you go, you always have all of your files with you.

For a demonstration, visit your authorized Apple reseller today. Call 800-732-3131, ext. 100, and we'll supply you with the name of one near you. (In Canada, call 800-665-2775, ext. 910.)

You'll discover that PowerBook Duo provides the kind of power you've always wanted in a notebook computer. The power to be your best.

PowerBook Duo from Apple
You probably think you have to be some kind of mogul to make movies on the Macintosh, right? Wrong. All you have to do is buy iMovie, iSpy, and iMail. AXION's new family of products that get you into the movies for a fraction of the price.

The 7" NUBus iMovie digital audio/video capture board delivers real-time video compression. In plain English, you can digitize audio and video, compress them, and record to disk all at the same time. Pretty cool. Especially when you consider everybody else is charging about ten times what we are for this.

The iSpy camera plugs into any Mac that can handle audio and video. Giving you the power to store and forward full-motion color video, sound, and stills. So nobody will ever hit the snooze bar when you send E-Mail. Because now video can tell the story.

The iMail store and forward mail software fully supports PowerTalk™ and QuickTime™. Better yet, with iMail you can send video mail to any Mac that's QuickTime capable. No extra hardware or software's needed for playback.

Here's what's really going to make waves in the movie business. You can get iMovie for only $349, iSpy for only $399, and iMail for only $159. Or as a special triple feature, they're bundled at $799. In other words, you can get the whole shooting match for the price of a typical video camera. Call 800-8AXION1 to get the full-length story on our features.

Then become a big name in video without having to kiss the contents of your wallet good-bye.

The iMail store and forward mail software fully supports PowerTalk™ and QuickTime™.
Taking Care of Your PowerBook

A POWERBOOK PRETTY MUCH WORKS wherever we do. If we can stand the physical environment, so can a PowerBook—with a few exceptions, such as exposure to water. Yet a PowerBook does require some basic maintenance, as well as protection against the occasional hard knocks of everyday life and temperature extremes.

Routine Care
A PowerBook has two mechanical parts that users need to maintain: the trackball and the disk drive heads. You should clean the trackball from time to time (whenever pointer movement becomes erratic) by removing the retaining ring and carefully going over the rollers with a cotton swab moistened (not dripping) with isopropyl or ethanol alcohol.

Several companies such as Allsop and 3M sell head-cleaning kits that use a polyester disk and isopropyl alcohol solution. Floppy drive vendors consider these wet-cleaning disks better than dry ones. Apple recommends the 3M Diskette Head Cleaning Kit ($9.95, good for 15 cleanings, according to 3M). Apple apparently hasn't tested competing cleaning kits.

How often should you clean the heads? The 3M manual says after every 40 hours of computer operation or once a week. Such frequent cleaning will sell a lot of kits, but 3M offers no statistical or other evidence to justify it. The cleaning frequency depends on your work environment. In an office with heavy cigarette smoke and other airborne contaminants, regular cleaning may be necessary. 3M claims that 80 percent of all read-write problems can be traced to dirty heads, a figure that seems high to the computer service technicians I consulted, most of whom say that dirty heads are not common. In 15 years of using desktop computers, I have seen only one situation cured by cleaning the floppy drive head, in a chain-smoker's office. I have cleaned my own floppy drives only twice, both times because I was writing about cleaning kits. The PowerBook is less susceptible to dirt than a desktop Mac because the PowerBook disk drive has a door that keeps out stray dust.

To use a cleaning disk, you put a few drops of alcohol on the disk and insert it into a floppy disk drive. The idea is to spin the cleaning disk for 30 to 40 seconds. This causes two problems. First, the Mac can't read the disk, so you get a "This disk is unreadable" dialog box. Whatever you choose in the dialog, the Mac ejects the disk and you must reinsert it. Each time you insert the disk, the drive head is loaded on it for about 8 seconds; you must insert the disk four times to get 3M's recommended 30 seconds of cleaning time. Second, because the floppy disk head is always loaded on the same track, that track gets dirtier and dirtier and less efficient at cleaning while the rest of the cleaning surface remains unused.

Several companies produce software that will keep the head loaded for cleaning and also move the head around to spread the dirt. The least expensive is Drive Cleaner from Seven Hills Software (904/575-0566, 800/200-4553), which sells for $34.95 and includes a 3M cleaning disk—the software at least doubles the number of cleanings from the disk.

Another package is DriveTech from MicroMat Computer Systems (415/898-6227, 800/829-6227), which sells for $59.95 and also includes a 3M cleaning disk. Apart from the cleaning function, DriveTech also includes two calibrated floppy drive heads with a diagnostic program that essentially tells you if the floppy drive heads are positioned correctly.

Carrying a PowerBook
What is the most common cause of damage to a PowerBook? Probably dropping it. You can minimize the risk with a suitable carrying handle or case, of which there are five main types.

• Simple handles and straps. These products attach to the screws in the bottom of a PowerBook; they are suitable for short distances; for long trips, you really need a larger case. Handles eliminate the need to carry a completely bare PowerBook, the likeliest way to drop one. The PowerStrap ($37.50 from Chappell Computer Systems; 415/617-3750, 800/374-6723) is a full-length neoprene shoulder strap, suitable for medium distances; it shortens down to a handle for short distances. The $89.95 PowerBook Kit from Qualtec (510/490-8911, 800/628-4413) contains a rigid short handle and includes a security cable and lock. Although it attaches the same way as the PowerStrap, the PowerBook Kit has one-way screws so it cannot be removed.
ISN'T IT TIME SOMEONE DEVELOPED A PAINLESS VIRUS PREVENTION PROGRAM?

The only thing that's worse than a virus is anti-virus software. It handles everything from checking for unknown viruses to repairing infected files. Plus, your first upgrade is free. And our subscription service is an effortless way to get a lifetime of up-to-the-minute virus updates on disk.

So ask your retailer for Virex or call us about site licensing programs today. Both you and your computer will feel much better.

4.0 VERSION NOW SHIPING.

The Time Has Come...
...to send for the latest copy of the free Consumer Information Catalog. It lists more than 200 free or low-cost government publications. Send your name and address to:
Consumer Information Center
Department TK, Pueblo, Colorado 81009
PowerBook battery breakthrough!

Now you can use your PowerBook up to five times as long—without constantly swapping and recharging batteries, dimming your screen, slowing your processor to a crawl, or staying within six feet of an AC outlet.

Remember the day you first brought your new PowerBook™ home? It was faster than a speeding bullet. More powerful than a locomotive. Able to leap tall buildings in a single bound. In fact, the two of you could do anything.

But then it happened... The Big Chill

Your first low battery warning. That's when everything changed.

You quickly discovered that if you use all the performance your PowerBook offers, the battery just doesn't last long enough.

Finally, there's a solution.

Power Breakthrough

Introducing PowerPlate™ rechargeable power systems, designed specifically for PowerBooks. Quite simply, PowerPlates solve all your battery frustrations. (In fact, you may wonder how you ever got along without one.)

And the system cost is no more than you would spend buying a couple extra PowerBook batteries and an external charger to keep them charged.

Call Toll-Free Today

Ask your dealer about PowerPlate systems today, or for more information just call us toll-free.

1-800-305-7936
Department B01

PowerPlate 3x

Integrated design attaches easily to PowerBook and provides 2.5 to 3 times the battery life of PowerBook battery alone. “Smart” two-stage charging with LED indicators. PowerBook footprint, less than 5/8” thick.

$239.95

PowerPlate Mini 3

Ultra-compact design provides 2.5 to 3 times the battery life of PowerBook battery alone. Only 9.4” by 5.6”, and less than 1/2” thick — an easy fit in any carrying case. Our most cost-effective power solution.

$169.95

PowerPlate 5x

The ultimate rechargeable power system; perfect for power-hungry color PowerBooks. Integrated design attaches to PowerBook and provides four to five times the battery life of PowerBook battery alone.

$299.95

© 1993 Technoggin Inc. Technoggin and PowerPlate are trademarks of Technoggin Inc. PowerBook is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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PowerBook Temperature Guidelines

This graph shows vendors' recommended temperature ranges for operating and storing PowerBooks and major PowerBook components. In determining acceptable temperature ranges for PowerBooks, Apple had to consider the varying limits of the individual components—all manufactured by different vendors—that turned up during testing. As a result, some of the numbers may seem inconsistent. It's best to view these temperature ranges as general, subjective guidelines rather than precise limits. For instance, Sanyo quotes a much more conservative short-term storage range for its nickel-metal-hydride (NiMH) batteries—used by the Duos—than Apple does for the Duos themselves. However, because Apple has thoroughly tested PowerBooks with all their built-in components, you can follow Apple's wider ranges.

### Operating/long-term storage range

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PowerBooks</th>
<th>100 series*</th>
<th>Duos</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Batteries</td>
<td>NiCad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NiMH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lead acid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk drives</td>
<td>Hard drives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Floppy drives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floppy disks</td>
<td>Maxell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3M**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TDK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sony</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources for temperature ranges: PowerBooks, Apple Computer, NiCad batteries, Sanyo; LCD, Sharp; floppy drives, Sony, hard drives, Conner and Quantum. (See graph for floppy disk sources.)

*Some early manuals and specification sheets inaccurately listed the 100 series' short-term storage range as 50°F to 140°F/10°C to 60°C.

**The black bar indicates a range for short-term storage of less than a month, given only by 3M.

### FAHRENHEIT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>14</th>
<th>32</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>68</th>
<th>86</th>
<th>104</th>
<th>122</th>
<th>140</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### CELSIUS

| -40 | -30 | -20 | -10 | 0  | 10  | 20  | 30  | 40  | 50  | 60  | 70  |

is set by the floppy disk drive, including the add-on drive for the Duos and PowerBook 100.

You can use a PowerBook at lower temperatures, as long as you don't use the floppy drive.

The operational limit is then usually determined by the hard drive. Although moisture inside the drive freezes at 32°F/0°C, the drive should recover at normal temperatures. If a computer is very cold, give it several hours to warm up to room temperature before operating it, because of condensation. Photographers often put cold camera equipment inside a watertight container before warming it up to normal temperature so that condensation will not form on lens surfaces. This watertight step isn't necessary with computers, although it prevents condensation's forming within layers of the LCD. Such condensation causes no permanent damage and eventually evaporates.

Some people use computers with RAM disks at below freezing conditions—to monitor research apparatus, for example. They don't usually type on the keyboard but rather collect information through a serial port or SCSI interface. Below freezing, an LCD screen slows down visibly, but it recovers at normal temperatures. At 32°F/0°C, a NiCad battery can deliver about 80 percent of its room temperature capacity; at -4°F/-20°C it delivers about 65 percent.

Floppy disk manufacturers say that their disks should not be used or stored at temperatures below 50°F/10°C (3M), 40°F/4°C (Sony, TDK), or 32°F/0°C (Maxell). 3M says its floppies will survive short-term storage in temperatures as cold as -40°F/-40°C. Floppies are best kept right behind if you venture into extreme temperatures.

### Beating the Heat

Most PowerBooks probably encounter heat more often than cold. Measurements made by the Armor All Products Corporation show that interior temperatures for a car parked in direct sunlight on a 105°F/40°C day can reach 180°F/82°C on a shaded floor, an astonishing 230°F/110°C on a sunlit seat, and 240°F/116°C on the dashboard and by the rear window.
Does ad layout have you feeling like a fish out of water or a duck in the soup?

**MULTI-AD CREATOR® WILL PUT YOU BACK IN YOUR ELEMENT.**

Ad layout and production is now quicker and easier than ever!

With an improved interface for color editing, new built-in time savers and copyfit enhancement, Creator is the solution to all your ad layout problems.

**KEY FEATURES:**

FROM MacWEEK:

"If you create advertisements on a regular basis, and quick production is important, you need this precise and feature-rich program. While easy to use on the surface, Multi-Ad Creator is a remarkably deep program with all kinds of specialized features aimed at its specific audience."

—MacWEEK
Copyright (c) 1993 Ziff Communications Company

- User-definable option for quick mask of one-bit TIFF and one-bit GIF images.
- Copyfit enhancement adjusts leading.
- JPEG and GIF support.
- "Find It" command in Can't Find Graphic dialog under System 7.
- File Copying Option.
- Color List Handling.
- Support for EPS Spot Colors.
- Support for NAA-COLOR™ Ink (formerly ANPA).
- Smooth interface between Multi-Ad Creator and Multi-Ad Search, a full-featured graphic cataloging and retrieval system.

Brand names and product names are trademarks of their respective owners.

Circle 187 on reader service card

Multi-Ad Creator is a product of Multi-Ad Services, Inc. 1720 W. Detweiller Dr. Peoria, IL 61615 309-692-1530
Although 180°F/82°C exceeds Apple’s temperature guidelines, Apple says it knows of no PowerBooks subjected to such heat that were permanently damaged. Batteries lose some charge and might have a slightly shortened overall life, but they are not destroyed, not even a NiMH one. If you have to leave a PowerBook in a car, the trunk is obviously a safer place, for both temperature and security. If a PowerBook is exposed to temperatures higher than 200°F/93°C, it will suffer permanent damage, according to the component makers. LCD maker Sharp reports that the LCD screen will go through irreversible chemical changes when it approaches the boiling point. Several LCD makers, including Sharp, are developing temperature-resistant displays for car dashboards, but such displays are not used in computers thus far.

Although a PowerBook will apparently suffer no significant damage if shaded in a hot car, floppy disks won’t fare so well. Floppy disk makers quote a maximum operational and storage temperature of 140°F, so leaving disks in a hot car is risky; the disk warps because the magnetic coating expands at a different rate than the plastic substrate does. Leaving floppies on a hot dashboard will destroy them.

Keeping It Dry
PowerBooks can withstand a wide range—at least 10 to 90 percent—of noncondensing humidity (which does not cause water to collect on surfaces).

Without some protection, a PowerBook is more vulnerable to splashed liquids than a desktop Mac. Whereas a spill on a desktop Mac is usually confined to the relatively inexpensive keyboard, a PowerBook’s all-in-one-piece construction means that spilled liquids can quickly and easily reach all of its parts.

For those who must use a PowerBook near water, Wrap Design is developing a watertight, flexible plastic bag for PowerBooks that it expects to sell in the $250 to $300 range. Its waterproof zipper should protect the PowerBook from total immersion in shallow water. The wrapper will not permit use of the trackball, so pointing will depend on the cursor keys.

Some computer users in the tropics have encountered a fungus problem on floppy disks; the fungus looks like a fine white powder. 3M now has added a fungicide in the binder for the floppies that it sells in the tropics; distribution will expand worldwide in 1994.

CARY LU is a Macworld contributing editor who covers mobile- and remote-computing issues in this monthly column. His books include The Apple Macintosh Book (Microsoft Press, 1992).
The television series
The Guide to the Future of Corporate Computing
This winter on CNBC, Saturdays at 4:00 pm (EST)
Hosted by well-known industry observer and management consultant Sam Albert

ComputerWatch is a weekly television series designed to give business professionals first hand information on the latest developments, issues and trends in the computer marketplace. Leading companies will lend their expertise and guidance throughout the series.

RETROSPECT REMOTE®
PREMIER NETWORK BACKUP
SOFTWARE FOR THE MACINTOSH®

ComputerWatch will showcase Dantz Development's Retrospect Remote®, the ultimate solution to your network backup needs. Retrospect Remote 2.0 provides complete backup and storage management for any network of Macintoshes® to any storage device. For more information please call: (510) 253-3000.

ComputerWatch will also feature Dayna Communications' DaynaPORT Ethernet adapters. DaynaPORT is the only complete line of Ethernet adapters for every Macintosh® model. These premium products combine reliability, low cost, high performance and a lifetime warranty for the best buy in the Macintosh® networking industry. For more information please call (801) 269-7200.

ComputerWatch is another fine Brookstone production
For more information please call: Dale Britte (305) 421-2226
Don't miss Macworld's 10th Anniversary VIP Expo Tour.

Happy 10th anniversary from Macworld! Because you're a loyal Macworld reader, we've arranged a special VIP Expo Tour—just for you. Stop by Macworld booth 1207 and pick up your Exclusive Macworld Identification Badge and entry form. With this identification, you'll get VIP treatment from the hottest vendors at Expo and be eligible to win the latest Macintosh hardware and software products!

Let us know if you will be attending Macworld Expo, San Francisco.

☐ Yes, I will be attending Macworld Expo, San Francisco.

Name
Title
Company
Address
City State Zip

Number of years subscribing to Macworld:

Fax: 415 974-7464

or

Clip and mail to:

10th Anniversary VIP Expo Tour
501 Second Street, San Francisco, CA 94107

See you at the Expo!
My Mac Really Cooks

Culinary software for the rest of us

For an SGSNM (Single Guy, still not married), I consider myself fairly handy in the kitchen. I mean, I can pour milk onto almost any kind of cereal; I can microwave a Budget Gourmet with one hand; and when important company is coming over, I’ve been known to rustle up a pretty mean grilled cheese.

But my world was rocked the other night when I was taken to a very nice restaurant. Too nice, really. I gaped at the menu, rereading it, filled with de pied de porc, and beef oysters. (Don’t one in seven Americans, may suffer from morning, “to critique the culinary-quality Pemberton, chef, food editor, and food management. Because I can’t judge a product to software: “How silly. Why not just buy a cookbook?” In theory, electronic cookbooks offer several advantages: (1) you can search them for specific recipes or ingredients; (2) the Mac can instantly adjust the amounts if you need to make, say, double or half portions; (3) most of these programs have a shopping-list feature that prints out a list of stuff to buy for the recipes you’ve selected; and (4) some of these programs actually attempt, via narration and on-screen videos, to show you how to make what you’re making.

Digital Gourmet 2.6.2

Seems like this’d be just what the cooking doctor ordered: a clever, well-organized, electronic cookbook of 1000 recipes ($49; Books-On-Disk, 617/734-9700). To view a recipe, double-click on its name. You can search for recipes by ingredient or title; add your own recipes; or (on a screen apart from the recipe) multiply the amounts. Additional cookbooks of 500 recipes (specialties like African, Kosher, Drinks, and so on) cost $49 each, or get the Deluxe edition with all 12 cookbooks for $145. For the chef with a PowerBook on the counter, what could be better?

Well, the digital disappointments begin with the jarring wrong note in the melody of “Food, Glorious Food,” which plays, unstopably, every time you launch the program. Not a program, really—a HyperCard stack. That means everything’s in a small, primarily black-and-white window, and every little HyperTalk programming mistake results in a cryptic error message.

More to the point, however, the recipes in these stacks are a home-brewed, unedited, inconsistent hodgepodge. The emphasis seems to have been on quantity at any cost. Do we really need ten blintz and knish recipes? The ingredients are listed in a run-on paragraph, and Julia says that the instructions, sometimes incomplete, often feel more like somebody’s private notes than accurate directions for a chef.

Healthy Cooking CD Cookbook

Who better to bring a home-style chef’s touch to software than Better Homes & Gardens? You’ve gotta admit the concept is pure genius ($59.95; Multicom Publishing, 206/622-5530). Use the mega-mega-byte capacity of a CD-ROM disc to bring a successful cookbook to life. Illustrate every finished dish with a stunning, 24-bit, full-screen photo. Feature nearly 500 extremely tasty recipes with an emphasis on stuff that’s good for you. Play some zesty music for each dish. And tie in a passel of QuickTime movies that illustrate cooking techniques for the novice.

I was prepared to be utterly ebullient about this disc until I discovered how slow it is. I mean really slow, painfully, unusably slow. It’s not slow just because it’s a CD-ROM; it’s also based on HyperCard (even though it’s a full-screen, full-color affair), which is—how shall I put this?—slow. Mushing from one nested screen to another is an exercise in agony, particularly when you wait 30 seconds to discover that you clicked on the wrong button and now must spend 30 seconds getting back. There are other problems—you can only add all of your recipe’s ingredients to the shopping list; the introduction section is navigationally messed up; the jaggedy fonts scream for Adobe Type Manager—but it’s the speed that kills this one. But what a good idea!

Lilia’s Kitchen, Vol. 1: Exotic Vegetables

Here’s a more successful attempt to serve up some cooking on a silver platter ($79.95; Electric Dreams, 714/753-9233). This CD-ROM goes Better Homes & Gardens one better. Instead of seeing each dish, illustrated with a photo, you get a beautifully edited QuickTime movie of each dish being prepared from start to finish. It’s a little bit like watching a cooking show on PBS, except that you have complete control over what dish the host prepares and when. This is what interactive CD-ROM was born to do. By imitating the grainy on-screen movie chef, even I could handle one of these dishes.

There are a couple of reasons why I continue...
THE DESKTOP CRITIC

Better Homes and Gardens

The nice thing about the Healthy Cooking CD Cookbook is the lush illustration of each dish. The unfortunate thing is that you can't see the recipe at the same time—it's on a different screen, nearly 30 seconds away.

might not do that. First, when Lilia says Exotic Vegetables, she means exotic. These recipes are, as Lilia admits in her preface, based on trendy new L.A. fruitstand fare: bittersweet, luffa, bottle gourd, and their ilk. Much of this stuff, I'm guessing, you won't find nestled among the Cheese-Whiz and Spam at your local Sav Mart.

Second, Lilia may be able to make major Yardlong Bean Bundles, but the woman can't spell worth—well, beans. She can't even handle the easy words (avocado, banana [sic]), let alone the hard ones (sperate, neighborhood, favorably [sic, sic, sic]).

One more thing: even the cavernous storage of a CD-ROM can only hold about 25 of those wonderful, long, and detailed QuickTime movies, so that's all the recipes you get. I take encouragement, however, from the "Vol. 1" in the disc's name. If Lilia ever puts together a sequel—perhaps a CD-ROM of normal recipes for normal people in normal cities—I'll be the first in line.

Two Shareware HyperCard Stacks

Rummaging on America Online, I discovered a couple of recipe and cooking-related stacks worth mentioning. First, there's From My Kitchen With Love, which, with its crude fonts, is hideous to look at ($10 requested, Thomas Brown). But the hundreds of recipes, says Julia, are "much more professionally written than Digital Gourmet. The selection's like a church-supper cookbook: no particular theme, but everybody's old fail-safe standby is in there."

Cindy's Cookbook, on the other hand, has very few recipes—only 25—but the stack is absolutely charming and beautifully executed (free, Cindy Carney). Cindy's only into desserts—cookies, pies, cakes, and candies. (You can add your own, of course.) But with its friendly shopping-list feature and attractive design, this stack should serve as a model for the commercial programs.

Mangia 1.0

Mangia ($49.93; Upstill Software, 800/568-3696, 510/486-0761) is an absolute masterpiece, rich in details, depth, and humor. Its 350 recipes come mostly from the defunct but recently reincarnated Cook's magazine. "It was the classicist of the cooking magazines," says Julia. You can search for a recipe based on any criterion: its principal ingredients ("chicken and tomato sauce"); how much time you've got to fuss over the stove ("less than 20 minutes"); a food's ethnic origin; and so on. Almost instantly (this is the only program not based on HyperCard), a list appears.

A click on a recipe name reveals a capsule description ("Bauernfrühstück: A rustic omelet with potato, onion and bacon"). A double-click reveals the full recipe, gorgeously and logically displayed. Clearly marked is not just the cooking time but, more usefully, the attraction time (after which you can you watch the news or something). Each dish is rated on sliding merit scales: Difficulty (from Foolproof to Tricky), Looks (Plain to Gorgeous), Kid Appeal (Yucky to Yummy), and so on.

The most beautiful part is that you can switch, FileMaker-like, to alternate layouts of the same recipe using a pop-up menu. The Large Print view is ideal if you have to read your monitor from across the room while cooking. I'll bet you can figure out what the 4-by-6 Index Card layout is good for. There's also a different layout for each standard Mac screen size, and even a design-your-own-layout mode.

The shopping-list feature in the other commercial cooking programs adds every ingredient in your selected recipes to the list. Mangia's asterisks ingredients you probably already have (sugar, pepper, milk) and makes it simple to remove items you don't need to buy. Incredibly, when you print the list, the items are listed by grocery-store department, so you waste no time at the store.

You can customize, redesign, and tweak every conceivable aspect of the program; there may, in fact, be a couple too many features. Nonetheless, the manual, the recipes, and the software are all pleasing and polished to a shine.

The Upshot

Those CD-ROM discs show such promise! Too bad Lilia's videographers can't get together with Better Homes & Gardens' programmers. Until they do, I'd say the only cooking software that's worth the space on your hard drive is Mangia. Let me tell you, it's a joy. As the ultimate test, I actually used it to plan, shop for, and cook up a complete dinner. The Chicken with Smoked Mozzarella and Pesto was OK, but the Lemon Asparagus with Toasted Sesame Seeds and Spicy Broccoli Salad were awesome.

That leaves 347 recipes left to try before I make grilled cheese again.

Contributing editor DAVID POGUE, having written Macs for Dummies and coauthored Macworld Macintosh Secrets (both IDG Books Worldwide, 1993), is making notes for a book called How to Eat Foods You Can't Pronounce.

ORGANIZING YOUR RECIPES

A t the dawn of personal computing, when sages were predicting a computer in every home, the stereotypical scoff was, "Oh, sure. What's a housewife gonna do with a computer—organize her recipes?"

Well, yes, actually. Some software emphasizes organizing recipes rather than supplying them. For example, both Digital Gourmet and Mangia can serve as databases for recipes of your own.

Recipe Manager doesn't list any ingredients or cooking instructions ($36.94; Truly Friendly Software, 303/674-5172). You're supposed to type in only references to recipes that you've got in magazines, books, drawers, whatever. When you need to whip up Rillettes du Lapin, Recipe Manager can tell you the magazine name, issue, and page number on which it appeared. Fortunately, you can also buy complete yearly indexes of the popular cooking magazines ready to go.

You gotta ask yourself, though, why it's necessary to buy any program. Why not use an actual database? Claris's FileMaker or ClarisWorks or ProVue's Panorama would do every bit as well as a canned recipe program.

If you don't even feel like laying out the fields of a customized FileMaker database yourself, then log on to America Online and grab Micro Cookbook II or GourMac. These are neat, nice FileMaker templates, shareware that provides attractive and functional recipe-management features (and comes with a few recipes already in place). I've posted them, as well as Cindy's Cookbook and From My Kitchen With Love, in the Macworld Online area.
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Spend a little time in the future.
You know what you want. You know where you’re going.
But what’s the best way to get there? How can your
Macintosh platform help you achieve your goals?

As the global source for Macintosh information, MAC­
WORLD Expo is your single, best resource to get answers
to these questions and more. With over 500 exhibiting
companies presenting the very latest in Macintosh tech­
nology, MACWORLD Expo shows how you can get from
“here” to “there”. At MACWORLD Expo you can: Decide
whether it’s better to upgrade your system or buy new.
See which model is best for you. Decide if you should buy
now or buy later. Take a look at what’s new in software.
See what’s out there to increase your productivity. And
preview what will hit the market soon.

Decisions are Easy at MACWORLD Expo.
MACWORLD Expo offers you the opportunity to make
side-by-side comparisons of thousands of Macintosh hard­
ware, software, peripheral and service products. And with
an army of Macintosh professionals on hand to answer
your questions, decision-making is easy at MACWORLD
Expo. MACWORLD Expo shows you new ways to turn
your vision into reality. A visit to MACWORLD Expo is
like spending a little time in the future.

Location
Moscone Convention Center, 747 Howard Street, San
Francisco, CA.

Show Hours
Exhibits – January 5 - January 8, 10:00am-6pm.
Conferences – January 5 - January 8, 10:30am-6pm.

Admission
Exhibits only—$40 cash only at the door. Conference
and Exhibits— $150.

Registration
Early bird registration is January 4 from 10am-6pm at
Moscone Center. You can also register on January 5-8
starting from 9am -6pm.

Pre-recorded Information
To listen to pre-recorded information about MAC­
WORLD Expo/San Francisco 1994, call the
MACWORLD Expo
Information Hotline at
617-364-3941. (24 hours
a day, seven days a week.)
As an active buyer of Macintosh products, your purchase decisions may affect tens of thousands of people. Now, with emerging technologies on the horizon, you need to gather and process as much information as possible to make informed product buys.

**PowerPC is the next generation** of computing. How will it affect your business? What plans have you made to ease the transition?

**Macworld magazine**, together with top Macintosh product manufacturers, want to know the answer to these questions—and more.

**Macworld Vision '94: The PowerPC** will explore every aspect of planning for the PowerPC: from developing and marketing to buying and implementing.

**Join us on Tuesday, January 4, 1994** (the day preceding Macworld Expo) as Macworld magazine launches into the next decade. Registration is complimentary, but limited. Simply complete the form below and return no later than **Monday, November 29** to receive a registration packet to what will be the industry’s most talked about event.

☐ Yes! I’d like to attend **Macworld Vision '94: The PowerPC**. Please send me a registration packet.

Clip and mail to: Macworld Vision '94 • 501 Second St. • San Francisco, CA 94107 or fax to 415-442-0766 no later than Monday, November 29, 1993.
F

OR ALMOST A MONTH NOW I have been Newtonized, carrying about the sleek one-pound MessagePad that seems to have been dropped into our time from the future—something the Terminator mistakenly packed in his luggage. I have scribbled notes on it during an interview at a fancy hotel room, recorded a business contact's phone number during a transatlantic flight, and used it to schedule a play date for my three-year-old. It has gotten used to me, and I have gotten used to it. And after all this time, I am left not with a conclusion but a question—the Mystery of Newton, if you will: How can something so great be so useless?

Looking back on my experience, it was clear that trouble was afoot from the very start. The Newton MessagePad was officially introduced in early August, at Boston's Symphony Hall. John Sculley, Apple's deposed king, proclaimed Newton "a product vision that will empower the rest of us." The event was designed to stir up a frenzy within the universe of gadget freaks and Macintosh Moonies, and it did. The next day, lines were long at the few Macworld Expo booths trading in MessagePads. I stood in one line just to soak up the Zeitgeist. It was a partylike atmosphere, at least until someone was caught trying to cut in line, at which point the interloper was viciously pummeled by an outraged cadre of early adopters.

Yet even as the first few units went out the door, there were intimations of trouble. At the Newton rollout there were literally dozens of software and hardware developers showing demos of products that would work with the Newton—sometimes. The vapor was so thick you could have cut it with a knife. I rushed from booth to booth, attempting in vain to figure out just what it was that the basic product did. But it was difficult to get hold of an actual Newton for extensive testing. I figured that when I saw an advertisement for the Newton, all would be explained. But when I saw the ad, I was even more mystified. It was full of cryptic one-sentence paragraphs with a sort of "Newton is you, Newton is me" message. It might have been written by the lyricist for Barney the Dinosaur.

**Driver's Ed**

Finally, I was granted a loaner unit. But by that time Apple was so paranoid about criticism that it was forcing electronic-ink-stained wretches like myself to submit to a 90-minute training session. The irony was delicious—here's a product supposedly easier to use than any personal computer, and Apple thinks that professional computer users shouldn't go near it without driver's ed!

The training, as it turned out, was helpful. The Newton is not trivial, and it presents an entirely new collection of tricks and icons. Although it does not take long to grasp the basics, I could see how useful for applying makeup but makes it hard to read the otherwise sharp liquid crystal display), I found the system itself to be quite elegant. With almost no practice, I mastered the little taps you make on the screen that work like mouse-clicks on the Mac. With the Mac-like menu, it's simple to move from the default application—the notepad—to the other two main built-in functions, the scheduler and the name list. All in all, I appreciated the talent and virtuosity that went into the operating system.

And then there was the handwriting recognition. To be honest, I didn't expect much. My scrawl is so illegible that I often can't make it out. Yet to my surprise, the Newton did a credible job of deciphering most of my words. It was clear that Apple had performed a job of serious wizardry by producing some state-of-the-art handwriting recognition in such a small package. So I won't mock its efforts by adding to the cheap shots proliferating in the media about the weird interpretations the Newton is likely to make of one's words. (Okay, one cheap shot. When I began to write, "These are the times that try men's souls" the Newton printed "What Arute Odd Carolyn 4").

The Newton is a case where the best available is not good enough. You may recall Samuel Johnson's comment concerning a dog walking on its hind legs. "It is not done well," said he, "but you are surprised to find it done at all." As soon as my training session was over, I spent several hours playing with the MessagePad, marvelling at how wonderful it was—the dog could dance! Then I took it out in the real world. And it was like Dr. Johnson's dog auditioning for the Bolshoi Ballet.

Typical instance: I meet someone who wants to give me his phone number.
Don't give me a card!" I say—"I've got this!" I whip out my Newton. I tap the screen on the proper icon to access the Names section, then try to write the name. I miss by a single letter, which on the Newton is the worst thing you can do. Attempting to correct it often results in the Newton’s misreading the correction as a new letter. Then I attempt to “scrub” the two wrong letters and the Newton reads my scrub as a new shape. I finally scrub the whole word—resulting in the satisfying puff of smoke that signifies deletion—and start over. And my new friend is looking at me with something akin to pity.

Okay, so you can’t really use the Newton to write on the fly. But what you can do is turn off the handwriting recognition and use so-called digital ink to record your actual scrawl. So I took the MessagePad along to an interview in lieu of a real notepad. I began recording my source’s quotations and all was well—for about three minutes. Then the Newton clamped up on me. After a brief pause, a message came up on the screen:

“The note could not be changed. (The note has too many items. Start a new note by drawing a horizontal line across the notepad.)”

So I drew a horizontal line to start a new note, one of the Newton’s less reliable tricks. I frantically tried three times to begin a new entry. Meanwhile, my source, oblivious to this crisis of notation, babbled on. Finally I opened up a new note, and resumed my transcribing. But just when I had begun to catch up with what my source was saying, the same thing happened. So much for digital ink.

These experiences were typical, and after about a dozen of them, I had things figured out. The more I played with the Newton, the more I liked it. But the more I attempted to work with the Newton, the more frustrated I got. Whenever I got something right the first time, I felt exultant—like I had caught a touchdown pass. But when you use something every day, you expect things to work more often than not. The successful entry of a lunch date shouldn’t be as much of an event as playing in the Rose Bowl. But such triumphs, especially when one writes at a normal pace, are just as rare. Toward the end of my loan period, I had to force myself to use the thing. The novelty had worn off.

In the case of the Macintosh, this haste but a toy.

LIKEWISE, Apple should never have released the Newton in its present form. The company should have released Newton MessagePads when they were ready, with built-in modems and twice as much memory, for the lowest price manageable—$300 is about right, with the price going down to $200 when volume gets ramped up.

Apple should have delivered something dazzling enough to establish the Newton as the standard for PDAs. If Apple had waited, the MessagePad could have changed the world. It still might. But first, it has to do something useful.

STEVEN LEVY's new book, Insanely Great: The Life and Times of Macintosh, the Computer That Changed Everything, will be published by Viking in January.
Behind Mail-Order Complaints

Readers laud favorite companies—and bemoan shipping delays

For several years, Macworld has forwarded reader complaints shared with this column to Macintosh-related companies. The idea behind this service is that most companies are staffed by well-meaning and hardworking folks who want their customers to be satisfied. Despite good intentions, particular problems or issues sometimes fall through the cracks. By forwarding these complaints, Macworld gives companies another opportunity to win—or win back—loyal customers.

Mind you, companies don't always agree that the complaints are valid—and sometimes they're not. When they are, vendors often respond favorably and work out solutions that satisfy their customers. If a company's policies or service seem particularly egregious, I may write about them in my annual Saints and Sinners column (coming up next month) or in another column during the year. It's not a bad system overall, but it's difficult for Macworld to track the resolution of every single complaint, because companies and readers often fail to update us on the situation. But knowing the outcome of complaints is important—particularly when it involves mail order, since it's usually impossible to go to a mail-order business directly to deal with problems.

Last month I offered advice on buying by mail. This month, I want to briefly delve into our database to give you a glimpse behind the complaints we receive. Macworld attempted to interview all readers who sent complaints to this column between May 1992 and July 1993. We were able to reach 87 of 155 people. Two Macworld staffers tackled the phones to ask readers three simple questions: Are you satisfied with the company's response to your complaint? Would you buy from this company again? What mail-order companies would you recommend?

The survey involved 36 companies, 9 of which are no longer in business. Most of the companies were represented by an interview with 1 or 2 customers. Because of the small sample, in "Mail-Order Feedback: Service and Support," we list only companies for which we were able to interview at least 3 people, but we considered information from all 87 customers when it came time to determine readers' favorite companies and the overall nature of complaints.

Reader Feedback
This survey offers a window into how well or badly some companies deal with customers who have persistent problems. And the results suggest that some mail-order companies have not been very responsive to customer concerns. Of the 87 readers that Macworld polled, roughly 3/4—22—were satisfied with the resolution. And a mere 12 of the 87 would buy again from the same mail-order company.

Several companies laid goose eggs in the loyal-customer category. Not one of the surveyed customers of Computer Design and Graphic Systems, MacCenter, MacDepot (now MacMall), or Mac Sale International said he or she was willing to buy from those companies again.

On the other hand, all 3 people who write with complaints about MacDirect would buy there again. Of the 7 customers who complained about MacProducts, 2 said the complaint was resolved satisfactorily, and 3 said they would continue to buy from the company. Of the 7 consumers who complained about TigerDirect Software Mall, 3 said they were satisfied with the resolution; 2 would use TigerDirect again.

More interesting than the total number of complaints was their nature. By far the majority involved delays—in receiving product orders, repairs or replacement products, and refunds or credits. Next on the list was receiving a wrong or defective product. Readers also complained about misinformation (higher prices than expected, for example) and unreturned phone calls, but those complaints were less common.

When we asked readers what mail-order companies they would recommend, the three largest Macintosh mail-order companies topped the list. MacConnection led with 36 mentions; MacWarehouse was next with 31 votes; The Mac Zone followed with 24 mentions; and Mac's Place was a distant fourth with 8 votes. (Other candidates received many fewer mentions.)

Defining the Survey
It's important to understand what this survey doesn't measure. It doesn't show how many customers are satisfied with the service they have received from the companies listed, for example. To put it in context, only 155 people wrote to me with complaints about mail-order and direct-sales companies during the period covered.
### Mail-Order Feedback: Service and Support

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Customers</th>
<th>Satisfied</th>
<th>Would Buy Again</th>
<th>Nature of Complaints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer Design and Graphic Systems</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>A, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacCenter</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>A, C, D, E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacDepot (now MacMail)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>C, D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacDirect</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>A, D, F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacProducts USA</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>A, B, C, D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac Sale International</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>B, D, E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TigerDirect Software Mall</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>A, C, D, E, F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other companies</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A, B, C, D, E, F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>87</strong></td>
<td><strong>22</strong></td>
<td><strong>12</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A = Delays in shipping products.  
B = Delays in repairs or replacement.  
C = Delays in refunds or credits.  
D = Received incorrect or defective products.  
E = Customer felt mistreated about order or process.  
F = Customer felt company wasn’t responsive to calls or letters.

What’s the level of customer satisfaction with mail-order companies? Fairly high, based on the number of complaints Macworld receives. Fairly low among those few readers who write us about problems. The numbers above are based on interviews with 87 readers who wrote us with complaints about 36 companies between May 1992 and July 1993. We include only service-related complaints, and only for companies for which we were able to interview 3 or more customers. Our goal was not a statistically valid survey but an overview of the responsiveness of mail-order companies to customers with persistent problems. Finally, the level of customer service these companies offer may have changed since the survey was conducted.

by the survey—that’s out of a circulation of 500,000 readers. No doubt more than 155 people in all the world were cranky about mail-order issues during that time, but the low number of written complaints suggests that most companies provide good service and support.

Moreover, the survey doesn’t show how many consumer complaints were resolved without the magazine’s involvement. Readers usually don’t write to Macworld unless they feel ignored, so the survey generally represents people who said they had already attempted to resolve their problems directly with the vendors. I should also mention that Macworld hasn’t confirmed the facts of the complaints; some may be unreasonable.

Finally, note that the circumstances that led some customers to be negative about these companies may have changed since the survey took place. For example, MacCenter president John Stratton says his company’s customer-service problems were created by understaffing and are now a thing of the past, thanks to more and better-trained employees.

## SERVICE HERO

Donald C. Lyles of Rockville, Maryland, writes to praise Connectix. During Macworld Expo Boston last August, Lyles complained that Connectix’s CPU showed only six minutes of power remaining, although his PowerBook 100 battery was fully charged. No one had an explanation, but Alexander Louie, a Connectix rep who was at the session, promised to look into it. About two weeks later, Lyles got a call from Louie, who said the problem was probably due to a damaged preference file and suggested opening a new user file. A complimentary upgrade to CPU 2.0 arrived the next week. “I must rate not only the product as being of commendable quality, but the customer service as displayed by Mr. Louie as being first-class,” writes Lyles.

Research assistance by JOANNA PEARLSTEIN and GIDEON YAFFE.

Send nominations for sainthood to Service Heroes, Macworld, 501 Second St., San Francisco, CA 94107; or via AppleLink (Macworld1) or America Online (Branscum). Conversely, drop Conspicuous Consumer a line if a company is ignoring you.
Editors' Choice

THE BEST PRODUCTS FEATURED IN MACWORLD

Edited by Susan Grant-Marsh

Macworld Editors' Choice is a complete listing of the hardware and software products selected as the best of their type in Macworld's comparative articles through the past year.

The next to a product indicates that we chose more than one product in that category.

---

**Hardware**

**MONITORS**

- **BLACK-AND-WHITE MONITORS, May 93**
  - Portrait monitor: 15-inch Gray Scale Portrait Display; Mirror Technologies, 612/633-4450; $399, with video-display board S549.
  - Two-page monitor: L-View MultiMode; Sigma Designs, 510/770-0100; $1099, with video-display board S1398.
  - MD 20 Two Page; Multiscan Technologies, 510/654-0556; $699, with video-display board S799.

- **COLOR MONITORS, Oct 93**
  - 16- and 17-inch: EgoView 17; Sigma Designs, 510/770-0100; $1399.
  - MultiSync 95G; NEC Technologies, 708/860-9500; $1395 (NEC's estimated dealer price).

- **GRAY-SCALE MONITORS, May 93**
  - Portrait monitor: ProView Display; Apple, 800/752-0900; $899, with video-display board S1148.

- **SMALL COLOR MONITORS, Jan 94**
  - 14-inch display: Sony CPD 1430; Sony Corp. of America 800/222-7669; $779.95.
  - NanoFlexScan F340w; Nanao USA, 800/800-5202; $899.

- **15-inch display: NEC MultiSync 4Fe; NEC Technologies, 708/860-9500; estimated street price $795.**

**NETWORK HARDWARE**

- **HARDWARE ROUTERS, Jul 93**
  - Under $500: EtherRoute; Compatible Systems, 303/444-9532; base model $1495 (no TCP/IP support).
  - Between $500 and $3500: InterRouter/5; Farallon Computing, 510/814-9500; $3299 to $3499.

- **HIGH-SPEED FAX MODEMS, Oct 93**
  - Teleport Gold and Silver with GlobalFax; Global Village Communication, 415/390-8200; Gold $499, Silver $429.

**PRINTERS**

- **DUO DOCKING CONNECTORS, Feb 93**
  - PowerLink DeskNet; i-Machines, 503/646-6699; $699.

- **EXTERNAL HARD DRIVES, Feb 93**
  - Companion 120; APS Technologies, 800/874-1428; $599.
  - PocketDrive 120MB; LaCie, 503/520-9000; $699.

- **INTERNAL FAX MODEMS, Feb 93**
  - PowerModem series: PSI, 408/559-8544; $195 to $495.
  - PowerPort series: Global Village Communication, 415/390-8200; $229 to $499.

- **SCSI MONOCHROME MONITORS, Feb 93**
  - PowerPortrait; Sigma Designs, 510/770-0100; $749.

- **COLOR PRINTERS, May 93**
  - Color-sublimation: ColorStream 25S; Mitsubishi International, 408/980-1100; $995.
  - Phaser 11SD Color Printer; Tektronix, 503/682-7377; $995.
  - Thermal-wax: ColorScript 210; OMS, 205/633-4300; $499.
  - Personal ColorPoint PSE; Seiko Instruments, 408/922-5800; $299.
  - Low-end liquid-ink: HP DeskWriter 550C; Hewlett-Packard, 800/752-0900; $1099.
  - Midrange liquid-ink: HP PaintJet XL300; Hewlett-Packard, 800/752-0900; $349.
  - Solid-Ink: Phaser II PFI Color Printer; Tektronix, 503/665-3585; $995.

- **PERSONAL PRINTERS, Sep 93**
  - Ink-jet: StylistWriter II; Apple Computer, 408/596-1010; $399.
  - PostScript laser: Ti micro Laser Series; Texas Instruments, 512/250-6679; $1199 to $1599.
  - QuickDraw laser: LaserWriter Select 300; Apple Computer, 408/596-1010; $899.

- **WORKGROUP PRINTERS, Jan 93**
  - Basic printing: Novascan XL Turbo; Texas Instruments, 512/250-6679; $1199 to $1599.

**SCANNERS**

- **LOW-COST COLOR SCANNERS, Nov 93**
  - La Cie SilverScanner II; LaCie, 503/520-9000; $1599.
  - Hewlett-Packard ScanJet IIc; Hewlett-Packard, 800/752-0900; $1999.

- **SYSTEMS/STORAGE**

- **DOUBLE-SPEED CD-ROM DRIVES, Jul 93**
  - Under $1500: Sony CD-1000; Sony, 800/752-0900; $1599.

- **MACINTOSH UPGRADES, Jun 93**
  - Classic accelerator (40MHz): FastWarp Classic; Applied Engineering, 214/241-4600; $999.
  - SE accelerator (50MHz): Gemini Integra; Total Systems, 503/395-7395; $1089 (with FPU).
  - SE accelerator (25MHz): QuickSCSI; PLL, 800/228-8754; $499.

- **HIGHEST-SPEED HARD DRIVES, Aug 93**
  - Under $5000: Pinnacle Titan; Pinnacle Systems, 800/228-8754; $499.
  - Budget choice: NEC MultiSpin 38; NEC Technologies, 708/860-9500; $465.

- **SCSI-2 adapter: QuickSCSI; PLL, 800/288-8754; $499.**

- **HIGH-SPEED HARD DRIVES, Aug 93**
  - Under $1500: Sony CD-1000; Sony, 800/752-0900; $1599.
  - Budget choice: NEC MultiSpin 38; NEC Technologies, 708/860-9500; $465.

- **MACINTOSH UPGRADES, Jun 93**
  - Classic accelerator (40MHz): FastWarp Classic; Applied Engineering, 214/241-4600; $999.
  - SE accelerator (50MHz): Gemini Integra; Total Systems, 503/395-7395; $1089 (with FPU).
  - SE accelerator (25MHz): QuickSCSI; PLL, 800/228-8754; $499.

- **LC II upgrades**
  - Classic accelerator (40MHz): FastWarp Classic; Applied Engineering, 214/241-4600; $999.
  - SE accelerator (50MHz): Gemini Integra; Total Systems, 503/395-7395; $1089 (with FPU).
  - SE accelerator (25MHz): QuickSCSI; PLL, 800/228-8754; $499.

- **MACINTOSH UPGRADES, Jul 93**
  - Classic accelerator (40MHz): FastWarp Classic; Applied Engineering, 214/241-4600; $999.
  - SE accelerator (50MHz): Gemini Integra; Total Systems, 503/395-7395; $1089 (with FPU).
  - SE accelerator (25MHz): QuickSCSI; PLL, 800/228-8754; $499.

- **LC II upgrades**
  - Classic accelerator (40MHz): FastWarp Classic; Applied Engineering, 214/241-4600; $999.
  - SE accelerator (50MHz): Gemini Integra; Total Systems, 503/395-7395; $1089 (with FPU).
  - SE accelerator (25MHz): QuickSCSI; PLL, 800/228-8754; $499.

- **LC II upgrades**
  - Classic accelerator (40MHz): FastWarp Classic; Applied Engineering, 214/241-4600; $999.
  - SE accelerator (50MHz): Gemini Integra; Total Systems, 503/395-7395; $1089 (with FPU).
  - SE accelerator (25MHz): QuickSCSI; PLL, 800/228-8754; $499.

- **LC II upgrades**
  - Classic accelerator (40MHz): FastWarp Classic; Applied Engineering, 214/241-4600; $999.
  - SE accelerator (50MHz): Gemini Integra; Total Systems, 503/395-7395; $1089 (with FPU).
  - SE accelerator (25MHz): QuickSCSI; PLL, 800/228-8754; $499.

- **LC II upgrades**
  - Classic accelerator (40MHz): FastWarp Classic; Applied Engineering, 214/241-4600; $999.
  - SE accelerator (50MHz): Gemini Integra; Total Systems, 503/395-7395; $1089 (with FPU).
  - SE accelerator (25MHz): QuickSCSI; PLL, 800/228-8754; $499.
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Bargain: APS Fujitsu 520; APS Technologies, 800/874-1428; $1149.
All-around quality: hammer 525MF; FNB, 415/474-8055; $2799.

OPTICAL DRIVES, Dec 93
3½-inch: Epson OMD 5010; ClubMac, 800/258-2623; $999.
5½-inch: Sharp YJ-750; ClubMac, 800/258-2623; $1829.

SOFTWARE ROUTER, Jul 93
Apple Internet Router 3.0; Apple Computer, 408/968-1010; Basic Connectivity Package $499.

SOFTWARE ROUTER, Jul 93
Apple Internet Router 3.0; Apple Computer, 408/968-1010; Basic Connectivity Package $499.

MULTIMEDIA AUTHORING, Mar 93
Entry-level: Action; Macromedia, 415/252-2000; $495.
Passport Producer; Passport Designs, 415/776-0260; $495.

MULTIMEDIA AUTHORING, Mar 93
Entry-level: Action; Macromedia, 415/252-2000; $495.
Passport Producer; Passport Designs, 415/776-0260; $495.

DATABASES, Dec 93
On Location; On Technology, 617/374-2000; $129.
Personal Librarian; Personal Library Software, 301/990-1155; $995.

APPLICATION-DEPENDENT DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION: Common Ground; No Hands Software, 800/598-3821; $189.95.

PRINTING, Sep 93
UltraSecure; llsrEZ Software, 714/756-1040; $239.
Passport Producer; Passport Designs, 415/776-0260; $495.

FILE ENCRYPTION AND ERASURE: Citadel with Shredder; Datalwatch Corp., 919/549-0711; $99.95.
Full-Featured security: ultraSecure; iNeEZ Software, 714/756-1040; $239.
Low-cost security: PassProof; Kensington Microware, 415/572-2700; $64.95.

PAINT AND IMAGE-EDITING, Sep 93
Adobe Photoshop 2.5.1; Adobe Systems, 415/961-6400; $895.
FrameReader; Frame Technology, 800/843-7263; $495.

MULTIMEDIA AUTHORING, Mar 93
Entry-level: Action; Macromedia, 415/252-2000; $495.
Passport Producer; Passport Designs, 415/776-0260; $495.

MULTIMEDIA AUTHORING, Mar 93
Entry-level: Action; Macromedia, 415/252-2000; $495.
Passport Producer; Passport Designs, 415/776-0260; $495.

DATABASES, Dec 93
On Location; On Technology, 617/374-2000; $129.
Personal Librarian; Personal Library Software, 301/990-1155; $995.

APPLICATION-DEPENDENT DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION: Common Ground; No Hands Software, 800/598-3821; $189.95.

PRINTING, Sep 93
UltraSecure; llsrEZ Software, 714/756-1040; $239.
Passport Producer; Passport Designs, 415/776-0260; $495.

FILE ENCRYPTION AND ERASURE: Citadel with Shredder; Datalwatch Corp., 919/549-0711; $99.95.
Full-Featured security: ultraSecure; iNeEZ Software, 714/756-1040; $239.
Low-cost security: PassProof; Kensington Microware, 415/572-2700; $64.95.

MULTIMEDIA AUTHORING, Mar 93
Entry-level: Action; Macromedia, 415/252-2000; $495.
Passport Producer; Passport Designs, 415/776-0260; $495.

DATABASES, Dec 93
On Location; On Technology, 617/374-2000; $129.
Personal Librarian; Personal Library Software, 301/990-1155; $995.

APPLICATION-DEPENDENT DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION: Common Ground; No Hands Software, 800/598-3821; $189.95.

PRINTING, Sep 93
UltraSecure; llsrEZ Software, 714/756-1040; $239.
Passport Producer; Passport Designs, 415/776-0260; $495.

FILE ENCRYPTION AND ERASURE: Citadel with Shredder; Datalwatch Corp., 919/549-0711; $99.95.
Full-Featured security: ultraSecure; iNeEZ Software, 714/756-1040; $239.
Low-cost security: PassProof; Kensington Microware, 415/572-2700; $64.95.

MULTIMEDIA AUTHORING, Mar 93
Entry-level: Action; Macromedia, 415/252-2000; $495.
Passport Producer; Passport Designs, 415/776-0260; $495.

DATABASES, Dec 93
On Location; On Technology, 617/374-2000; $129.
Personal Librarian; Personal Library Software, 301/990-1155; $995.

APPLICATION-DEPENDENT DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION: Common Ground; No Hands Software, 800/598-3821; $189.95.

PRINTING, Sep 93
UltraSecure; llsrEZ Software, 714/756-1040; $239.
Passport Producer; Passport Designs, 415/776-0260; $495.

FILE ENCRYPTION AND ERASURE: Citadel with Shredder; Datalwatch Corp., 919/549-0711; $99.95.
Full-Featured security: ultraSecure; iNeEZ Software, 714/756-1040; $239.
Low-cost security: PassProof; Kensington Microware, 415/572-2700; $64.95.

MULTIMEDIA AUTHORING, Mar 93
Entry-level: Action; Macromedia, 415/252-2000; $495.
Passport Producer; Passport Designs, 415/776-0260; $495.
Star Ratings

OVER 350 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REVIEWS AT A GLANCE

Edited by Wendy Sharp

Macworld Star Ratings lets you compare hardware and software products for the Macintosh by providing summaries of hundreds of Macworld's authoritative product reviews. The number of stars at the beginning of each capsule review indicates quality; our reviewers assign five stars to outstanding products and one star to poor ones.

If a product has been upgraded since our last review, the most recent version number supplied by the vendor appears in parentheses after the reviewed version number. To read a full review of any product in the listing, please consult the issue listed at the end of each synopsis.

Vendors: Please write to Macworld Star Ratings, 501 Second St., San Francisco, CA 94107, to inform us of changes in the version number or list price of your product, or of changes to your phone number.

Software

BUSINESS TOOLS

★★★★ 4D Server 1.0.1, ACI US, 408/252-4444, $1495 to $3495. Database servers are the ubiquitous multitasking technology built into 4D to make it appear that each client has the full resources of the server. If you use 4D on a network, you need this product. Jun 93
★★★★ 4th Dimension 3.0.1, ACI US, 408/252-4444, $595. Multitasking, which greatly improves speed, makes this upgraded relational database delightful for both developers and end users. For a relational database, it's impressively easy to use. Apr 93
★★★★ AccuZip 1.5.3, Software Publishers, 714/846-1908, $599. Professional-level mail-list management tool on CD-ROM is the most comprehensive system available, but its inexcusable user-interface violations make our reviewer reluctant to recommend it. May 93
★★★ Acrobat Exchange, Acrobat Distiller, Adobe Systems, 415/961-4400, $195 to $2495. Complete, well-planned paperless office system creates application-independent viewable files that can be readily distributed on a network. Still, it's not yet as inexpensive or as convenient as you might wish. Oct 93
★★★ @Risk 1.1, Palisade Corp., 607/277-8000, $395. Statistical simulator for Microsoft Excel financial computations generates complex, statistically valid templates within Excel and is the first choice for analysts who work with probabilistic models every day. It assumes that the user is an Excel power user. Aug 93
★★★ ClarisWorks 2.0, Claris Corp., 408/727-8227, $299. Integrated programs provide more features, is easier to use and faster, and has better integration among modules than other available programs. Aug 92
★★★ Common Ground 1.0, No Hands Software, 415/321-7340, $189.95. Simple, robust document interchange system is the clear choice for modest document-distribution jobs. In tests, it worked easily with documents from many different applications. Oct 93
★★★★ EasyFlow 1.1, HavenTree Software, 613/544-6035, $225. The rough edges and distinctly un-Mac-like attributes of this flowcharting software reflect its DOS heritage, but on the whole it's easy to use. Sep 93
★★★★ FileMaker Pro 2.0, Claris Corp., 408/727-8227, $395. Excellent scripting, improved mailing labels and text-handling, and support for QuickTime and Apple events are the major new features of this upgraded, mulibus, flat-file database. Although it has some minor bugs, this is a strong upgrade to an excellent program. Jan 93
★★★★ FlowChart Express 1.0 (1.01), Kaetron Software Corp., 713/890-3434, $149. Inexpensive, easy-to-use flowchart software meets the needs of most flowchart creators, although those with extensive requirements will need a larger, more powerful feature set. Jan 93
★★★★ Helix Express 1.0, Helix Technologies, 708/205-0242, $439. This relational database has an iconic programming language that sometimes baffles programmers, but provides an easy route into basic database-handling for nonprogrammers. Jul 93
★★★★ Helix Tracker 1.0, Helix Technologies, 708/465-0242, $439. Well-designed workgroup-document manager has strong audit and annotation features; imposes just the right amount of administrative discipline. For large documents, however, Ethernet will look mighty attractive. Nov 93
★★★★ Ithink 2.2.1, High Performance Systems, 603/642-O636, $695. Although it requires a real training commitment for effective use, this product is an attractive dynamic business modeling system. It's a good bet for identifying cloudy spots in the crystal ball. May 93
★★★★ Lotus Notes 3.0, Lotus Development Corp., 617/577-8500, $495 per client. Well-organized, robust, and flexible business data system demands a full-time administrator, preferably with considerable programming experience, for effective use. Sep 93
★★★★ MacBarcodr 2.24, ComputaLabel, 508/462-0993, $349 to $895. Simple-to-use desk accessory creates bar codes in EPS or Adobe Illustrator 1.1 format, DA cannot automatically create serial codes. Jun 93
★★★★ MacProject Pro, Claris Corp., 408/727-8227, $599. If you're working on a midsize project and like using PERT charts, this may be the project-management software for you. However, the multistep scheduling process and the limited integration between charts are frustrating if you prefer Gantt charts. May 93
★★★★ Marco Polo 2.0, Mainstay, 805/484-9400, $395. Inexpensive, easy-to-use product allows you or your workgroup to archive and retrieve documents, whether in electronic or paper form. Queries are easy to construct and searches are handled quickly. Sep 93
★★★★ Market Master Manager 3.5, Breakthrough Productions, 916/265-0911, $595. Sales-automation software is designed to keep track of contacts, generate mailings, and make sure that leads don't fall through the cracks. It includes a remote module, but it has some odd user-interface features. Oct 93
★★★★ Memorizer 2.0, Brains Software Engineering, 432-231-2897 (Austria), $100. Software records dictation and you transcribe the dictation in a word processor. You may prefer to stick with a hand-held tape recorder, considering the product's RAM and storage appetite, and its propensity to crash. Aug 93
★★★★ Micro Planner Manager 1.1, Micro Planning International, 303/757-2216, $695. Aug. 93. When you cross-project resource sharing and leveling, for a reasonable price, this project-management software has the edge. It has a generally intuitive interface, though there's a steep learning curve for its advanced features. Nov 93
★★★★ Microsoft Project 3.0, Microsoft Corp., 406/882-8080, $695. An amazing range of functions, including new scheduling and formatting, are packed into this project-management software. The improved tool bar helps novices schedule tasks with push-button ease. Jan 93
★★★★ Microsoft Works 3.0, Microsoft Corp., 406/882-8088, $249. Capable upgrade delivers marginally improved functionality and a welcome face-lift to this integrated program, but there are a number of incompatibilities, odd design choices, and performance flaws. Feb 93
★★★★ Office Tracker 1.1, Milum Corp., 512/327-2255, $195 to $995. The efficient user interface of this software sign-out board, in both single-user and networkable versions, makes it easy to learn and use, but it has some minor flaws such as not allowing customizable sorts. Dec 93
★★★★ OrgChart Express 1.0, Kaetron Software, 713/890-3434, $247. Organization-chart software links a database to standard box-drawing functions. Although the learning curve is steep, the effort may be worth it for people who regularly work with large or complex organization charts. Apr 93
★★★★ Project Scheduler 5, Sector Corp., 415/570-7700, $695. For midrange project planning, this program's many hits outweigh its few misses: It goes beyond the requisite scheduling options, with inflation factors and unlimited projects in memory, and it conforms to accepted standards, so you get consistent, predictable results. Aug 93
★★★★ SpreadBase 1.0.1, Objective Software, 415/306-7410, $695. Business data-analysis tool is a unique combination of database and spreadsheet functions. It's worth a close look for power users, despite meager documentation.
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Montage and a cranky macro language. May 93

Useful Voice Processor for Macintosh 1.1wv. Useful Software Corp., 508/774-8233, $179.95. Dictation software lets you record and transcribe on a Mac. It has some useful features, but you must take uncommon care to avoid crashes. Dec 93

Wings 1.1ae, Informix Software, 913/599-7100, $399. Low-overhead spreadsheet offers advanced-math functionality, a competent calculating engine, and superior charts; but is missing outlining, real 3-D spreadsheet linking, and the host of third-party add-ons offered for Microsoft Excel. Jul 93

WordPerfect Works 1.2, WordPerfect Corp., 801/225-5000, $249. This program offers seven well-integrated and flexible modules. It has a few shortcomings, including some memory-management problems, but buyers should generally be pleased. Jun 93

Communications/networks

MicroPhone Pro, Software Ventures Corp., 510/644-3232, $295. Truly comprehensive telecommunications package now includes send-and-receive fax software. Although the new TCP/IP tools are complicated, the documentation is clear and precise. Apr 93

NetVirtual 2.0, Eclectic, 408/462-2040, $995 to $4985. One-of-a-kind network-simulation product favors flexibility at the expense of usability. Only after hours of work will your simulation report anything meaningful about your network, and even then the results are difficult to analyze. Apr 93

Network Vital Signs 1.0 (1.1), Dayna Communications, 801/531-0600, $449. Fault-monitoring application continually watches its selected network device, warning of possible errors. Unfortunately, when monitoring more than ten devices, it noticeably degrades the performance of the monitoring Mac. Mar 93

On the Air 1.0.1, Digital Eclipse, 408-578-0200, $4495 to $9485. One-of-a-kind network-simulation product favors flexibility at the expense of usability. Only after hours of work will your simulation report anything meaningful about your network, and even then the results are difficult to analyze. Apr 93

Kudo Image Browser 1.0, Imspace Systems Corp., 801/225-2600, $295. This program can control visual depth or compression, and doesn't have a keyword feature or allow multiple users to access the catalog simultaneously. The unique rifle feature lets you quickly scan images. Aug 93

Lazy Dog Foundry Personal Font, Lazy Dog Foundry, 617/291-0306, $199.99 to $499.99. Type 1 font made from your handwriting has clean, even lines—whether or not your writing does. Apr 93

Publish It Easy 3.0, Timeworks, 708/559-1300, $199.95. Desktop-publishing program offers writers, editing, formatting, page-layout, drawing, and painting tools with well-thought-out interface innovations, plus an excellent database manager. Unfortunately, the program is unstable and crash-prone. Mar 93

QuarkXPress 3.2, Quark, 303/894-8888, $895. This upgrade adds the 3ColorXTension to ensure the greatest possible fidelity of color images and is a must-have for professional color publishers who use Quark. For others, the enhancements are welcome but might enough that they provide little incentive to upgrade. Nov 93

SuperATM, Adobe Systems, 415/961-4400, $149. This upgrade to Adobe Type Manager lets you view Adobe-brand PostScript fonts on screen and output them at high resolutions, even when the corresponding printer fonts are unavailable. Although it has limitations, this is an outstanding advance in font technology and a tremendous value. May 93

Education

Algebra: Broderbund Software, 415/382-4400, $89.95 to $99.95. Interactive, imaginative math tutorial is keyed to the standard textbook order of topics, but offers much more. It is particularly strong on word problems and graphing. May 93

Comprehensive Review in Biology, Queue, 203/335-0908, $295. There isn't a textbook publisher in North America with the nerve to publish a black-and-white biology book with nothing more than text and basic line drawings, much less charge several hundred dollars for it, but that, in effect, is what this CD-ROM is. May 93

Compton's Multimedia Encyclopedia 1.00M, Compton's New Media, 619/929-2626, $795. The down-to-earth writing style and numerous bells and whistles of this multimedia encyclopedia on CD-ROM appeal to younger readers, but the high cost and sluggish performance may be prohibitive. Apr 93

Decimals & Fractions Maze 1.2, Great Wave Software, 408-438-1990, $69.95 to $89.95. Education software weaves the threads of eight math curricula—from third grade to eighth along with two levels of adult education—into an interesting and visually stimulating game. Jul 93

Dvorak on Typing 1.0, MacPlay, 714/553-3530, $49.95. Typing tutor offers solid lessons, but the small announcements, such as never being able to take intermediate or advanced lessons without first passing a test, add up. Jun 93

HyperStudio, Roger Wagner Publishing, 619/492-0522, $179.95. Hypermedia authoring tool supports color and many multimedia functions through easy-to-use dialog boxes, but the interface doesn't always follow Apple guidelines. Dec 93

MicroGrile 1.3.0, Broderbund Software, 415/382-4400, $44.95. Beside maps and bits of fun, such as national anthems, this geography software offers an impressive quantity of demographic and economic information. Its data export could use some work. Feb 93

Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing 2.0, The Software Toolworks, 415/888-3000, $49.95. If being entertained while learning to type interests you, this typing tutor provides varied environments, interesting lessons, and good games. Jun 93

Millie's Math House, Eclmark Corp., 206/556-8400, $49.95. Math education software provides ways for preschoolers to experiment with numbers and counting. It's engaging, but more advanced levels would keep children challenged longer. Jul 93

The New Grolfer Multimedia Encyclopedia, Groler Electronic Publishing, 203/797-3530, $395. The scholarly text of this encyclopedia on CD-ROM is suitable for sophisticated readers, while
its speed, ease of use, and value are impressive. Apr 93

★★★★ The Secret Codes of C.Y.P.H.E.R. 1.0 (1.1), Tanger Software Productions, $10/430-9000, $59.95. Introducing facts about mammals and a variety of alphabets provide the interest in this educational game, but the inscrutable, repetitive animations are a major detraction. Apr 93

★★★★★ The Secret Island of Dr. Quandary 1.0 (1.01), MCC, $62/569-1500, $49.95 to $69.95. Clever package of gorgeous landscapes, catchy sounds, and tempting arcade-game puzzles uses math, logic, and reading skills. Although slow, it’s fun for parents and kids. Jun 93

★★★★ Stickybear’s Reading Room 2.2a, Optimum Resource, $83/785-7441, $59.95. Educational game with four activities takes a sedate but direct path to building primary-level reading skills. Jun 93

★★★★ Where in America’s Past is Carmen Sandiego? 1.0 (1.3), Broderbund Software, $415/382-4400, $44.95. Travel in time and place the U.S. chasing those V.L.E. crooks in this clever educational history/geography game that’s challenging for all ages. Mar 93

ENTERTAINMENT

★★★★★★ A-Train, Maxis, $510/254-9700, $69.95. Charming railroad simulation offers astonishing, and often witty detail, but the learning curve is high and the interface isn’t completely Mac-like. Apr 93

★★★★ America Alive, MediaAlive/CD Technology, $408/752-8500, $59.95. QuickTime movies, photographs, maps, text, and audio mingle in this multimedia CD-ROM guide to the U.S. It’s a promising concept, but it doesn’t yield much useful information. Mar 93

★★★★ Arthur’s Teacher Trouble, Broderbund Software, $415/382-4400, $59.95. Every page of this delightful animated book is dense with surprises that arouse and satisfy a child’s curiosity. In the words of six-year-old Alex, “It’s like chocolate ice cream. You can have it more than once and it’s still good.” Apr 93

★★★★ Battle Enhanced Chess CD-ROM, Interplay Productions, $714/572-6678, $179.95. Elaborately detailed cartoon characters act out little dramas of strategy and capture, complete with sound effects, in this chess game that will drive nine-year-olds mad with glee but may annoy experienced chess players. Mar 93

★★★★ BlackJack Trainer, ConJelCo, $412/492-9210, $75. Learn the strategies you need to win at blackjack with this program. There are many, many tricks, but they won’t get in the way. Oct 93

★★★★ Cognito 1.0, Inline Design, $203/435-4995, $59.95. Rubik’s Cube fans will like this challenging game where the goal is to replicate a pattern by moving rows and columns of tiles. It gets more and more complex as you progress through the 120 levels. Apr 93

★★★★ Daily Sports Quiz 1.0, DreamTime, $619/236-1341, $49.95. If you think you know a lot about sports and love to play trivia games, then this entertaining and informative game is for you. Oct 93

★★★★ Falcon MC 1.0, Spectrum HoloByte, $510/522-1164, $69.95. Whether you’re an armchair jet jockey or an experienced fighter pilot, you’re bound to be impressed by the 4-bit color, enhanced graphics, and sophistication of this latest incarnation of the original Macintosh combat flight simulator. Dec 93

★★★★ Hellcats Over the Pacific 1.0.3, Graphic Simulations, $214/699-7400, $69.95. Fly a WWII-era Navy fighter, the Grumman F6F Hellcat, against enemy planes in the South Pacific with this flight simulator that offers smooth graphics, good special effects, and great documentation. Apr 93

★★★★ Indiana Jones and the Fate of Atlantis, LucasArts Games, $415/731-3300, $59.95. In this game, the whip-wielding archaeologist goes looking for Atlantis and finds it armed with the gizmos with magical technology and Nazi stooges. If you’re not bothered by the story’s astonishing sexism, you’ll find it diverting. Oct 93

★★★★ Javelin 1.0, UV Wave, $318/868-9944, $39.95. Shoot your Mac with this cool control panel device that offers a choice of nine weapons, ranging from an Uzi to a pigeon. It has first-rate sound effects and detailed animation, but the novelty wears off. Feb 93

★★★★ Jewelpop 1.5, Varcon Systems, $619/563-6700, $49.95. This gem of a game is strongly reminiscent of Tetris. The jewels fall into rows that disappear when you place three jewels of a kind together. Jun 93

★★★★ The Journeymen Project, Presto Studios, $619/689-4895, $39.95. Interactive science-fiction epic on CD-ROM is a work of art. The scenes are rich with painstakingly detailed graphics, elaborate models, and subtle textures, but the sluggish pace may leave you impatient and bored. Sep 93

★★★★ Maestrom 1.03, Ambrosia, P.O. Box 23410, Rochester, NY 14692-3140, $15 plus $5 shipping and handling. Fast-paced arcade game is loosely modeled after Asteroids, the Atari classic. Maestrom features superb animation, hilarious sound effects, exciting action—and best of all, it’s shareware. Jun 93

★★★★ Monkey Island 2: LeChuck’s Revenge, LucasArts Games, $415/772-3394, $59.95. This whimsical Twight Light of life on the sea is the adventure-game equivalent of Mad magazine, filled with splendid cross-gender matchups, heppings of self-parody, and enough hilarious detail to keep you amused for days. May 93

★★★★ Mozart: The “Dissonant” Quartet, The Voyager Company, $310/451-1383, $59.95. CD-ROM includes an unfinished essay on stringed instruments, a scholarly overview of the quartet, and a taped minilecture on Mozart, but the music is limited almost entirely to the title piece. Apr 93

★★★★ The Orchestra: The Instruments Revealed, Time Warner Interactive Group, $816/955-9999, $79.95. The many-branched, interwoven, hypertext style continues to build a storyline of music and its effects. Despite its richness, for the price, other music-education CD-ROMs present better values. Apr 93

★★★★ Poetry in Motion, The Voyager Company, $310/451-1383, $59.95. Performance videos of contemporary poets are juxtaposed with the texts of their poems and taped interviews in this intriguing CD-ROM that combines the excitement of the stage with the reflective appeal of the page. Feb 93

★★★★Richard Strauss: Three Tone Poems, The Voyager Company, $310/451-1383, $59.95. Don Juan, Till Eulenspiegel, and Death and Transfiguration are included in this CD-ROM. The musical analysis is satisfying, and the lush orchestral music will appeal to both novice and experienced classical music listeners. Apr 93

★★★★ Rodney’s Wonder Window, The Voyager Company, $310/461-1383, $39.95. Collection of 23 colorful, wacky graphics and animations by Rodney Alan Greenblatt is charming but uneven. While some modules are elaborate and sophisticated, others are simple and not particularly interesting. Mar 93

★★★★ Schubert: “The Trout” Quintet, The Voyager Company, $310/451-1383, $59.95. Alan Rich, classical music commentator for NPR, conveys his enthusiasm for this appealing music in this CD-ROM’s lively text. The discussion is relatively unchallenging and the musical performance is not the top of most reviewers’ lists. Apr 93

★★★★ Seven Days in August, Time Warner Interactive Group, $816/955-9999, $79.95. Compelling, interactive documentary on CD-ROM cuts a slice of history and offers August 10 through August 16, 1961, (the building of the Berlin Wall) to view in a way that truly evokes the period. Oct 93

★★★★ Sherlock Holmes, Consulting Detective, Volume II, Icon Simulations, $708/520-4440, $59.95. The solution is a difficult mystery in this CD-ROM game. May 93

★★★★ SimLife, Maxis, $510/254-9700, $69.95. A megalomaniac’s dream come true, this alarmingly intricate simulation lets players create and control ecosystems. It’s not easy, but the reward is an increased understanding of the complex interrelationships of life. Feb 93

★★★★ So I’ve Heard, Volume 1: Bach and Beethoven, The Voyager Company, $310/451-1383, $59.95. Engaging text describes nearly two millennia of western music up to the mid-nineteenth century in this CD-ROM. It offers a unique opportunity to sample 50 or so performances, styles, and compositions. Feb 93

★★★★ Space Quest 1: Roger Wilco in the Sarren Encounter, Sierra Online, $209/683-8899, $19.95. As Roger Wilco, starship jockey, you must defeat the evil Sarrens in this adventure game where your head is more important than your hands. For most players the game will be easy to complete. Apr 93

★★★★ Spectre Supreme, Velocity Development, $415/274-8840, $69.95 to $89.95. The pleasure of this game comes not in high scores, but in the almost addictive sense of control you get from moving your tank around the screen. It’s so much fun that it’s even fun when you lose. Dec 93

★★★★ Super Mines 1.0, Callisto Corp., $508/655-0707, $49.95. You use logic to search a minefield without setting off mines in this fast-paced game that’s easy to learn, but offers 84 levels for long playability. Apr 93

★★★★ V for Victory: Utah Beach, Three-Sixty Pacific, $408/879-9144, ext. 23, $69.95. The post-D-Day conquest of Normandy is re-created in this game; its strength is the way it blends easy play with complicated strategy. Some bugs exist. Oct 93

★★★★ Who Killed Sam Rupert, Creative Multimedia Corp., $503/241-4351, $39.99. You’re a police detective trying to solve the murder of a popular restaurateur in this interactive CD-ROM that exploits the full range of multimedia options and provides a wealth of clues and surprises to hold your interest. May 93

FINANCE/ACCOUNTING

★★★★ Andrew Tobias’ TaxCut for Macintosh, Meca Software, $203/256-5000, $79.95. The occasionally awkward interface of this personal tax-preparation software doesn’t follow every Mac standard, but the continues
help system is very good. State versions are available for California and New York. May 93

California and New York. May 93 as easy to use as its competition. Feb 93

standard bookkeeping functions of accounts receivable, accounts payable, and general ledger. Jul 93

Managing Your Money 5.0. MECA Software, 203/256-5000, $79.95. An already strong financial-management program becomes easier to use and slightly more powerful with this upgrade. Jan 93

Quicken 4, Intuit, 415/898-6095, $69.95. Personal-finance software is powerful and easy to learn, even for a financial neophyte. Although slower than previous versions, 4.0 lives up to its promise of making financial chores easier and better organized. Nov 93

Adobe Illustrator 5.0, Adobe Systems, 415/961-4400, $599. The Mac's most dependable drawing program is not going to inspire experienced Mac artists to jump up and down, but its features are abundant. The interface is straightforward, and the price is right. Oct 93

Color It 2.0.1, Timeworks, 708/359-1300, $299.95. Overpowered color paint program has a full range of painting and image-retouching capabilities, including 25 levels of undo and an impressive magic wand tool, but its naming conventions are bewildering. Apr 93

ColorUp 1.0, Pantone, 201/935-5500, $99.95. Professional graphic designers don't need the advice of this color tutorial and scores of palettes. Although nonprofessionals might benefit from the information on color theory, it may not be worth the money. Nov 93

CPM Graphic Tutor 1 & 2, Caseys' Page Mill, 303/220-1463, $489 per volume. Although some neophytes may find these CD-ROM tutorials on Adobe Illustrator and Adobe Photoshop helpful, the program's distracting interfaces, inconsistent execution, lack of polish, and high price weigh strongly against them. May 93

Debabelizer 1.5, Equilibrium Technologies, 415/332-4343, $299. Splitscreen-gradients-conversion software supports a huge number of file formats and can work wonders. If you spend any significant time dealing with file conversion, you should have this program. Nov 93

Easy Color Paint 3.0, MECC, 612/669-1500, $59.95. For a program that purportedly simulates the color paint program it is anything but. Possibly the weakest, least intuitive paint program for the Mac, it's unnecessarily complex and frustrating. Jul 93

ElectricImage Animation System 1.5.1, Electric Image, 818/577-1627, $7495. The most powerful animation program for the Mac improves its documentation and rendering, and adds an intuitive project window. Unfortunately, it still retails for the price of a European vacation for two. Feb 93

Expert Draw 1.0, Expert Software, 305/567-0990, $49.95. Inexpensive draw program is not really for experts, but it offers a decent, no-frills set of basic drawing tools and commands for beginning illustrators, office use, or anyone who is on a budget. Aug 93

Folio 1 Media Kit-Print Pro, D'Prix, 614/299-7192, $499.95. Each image in this collection on three CD-ROMs provides a dynamic range of colors, highlights, and shadows; it's free of artifacts; and is crisply focused. Aug 93

Fractal Design Painter 2.0, Fractal Design Corp., 408/688-8000, $399. If you can put up with a few inconveniences, this color paint software provides the tools required by professional artists, and many of its functions—natural-media brush tools, the color-sensitive magic wand—are entirely without price. Jul 93

Generic CADD 2.0, Autodesk, 206/487-2333, $495. Competent, midlevel 2-D drafting program has a well-executed Mac interface, a good complement of tools, and a sprinkling of high-end features, such as floating-point precision. Aug 93

Image Assistant 1.0, Caere Corp., 408/395-7000, $495. Resembles unsatisfactorily addressing Adobe Photoshop's small list of liabilities; this image-editing software's problems include an unfortunate lack of anti-aliased text, no selective revert function, and an incorrectly implemented smudge tool. Apr 93

Kai's Power Tools Volume 1 1.0, HSC Software, 310/392-8441, $149. Although at times monstrously complicated, this collection of Photoshop plugins represents a virtually infinite supply of visual resources. It's an amazing tool that no regular Photoshop user should be without. May 93

MiniCAD+ 4, Graphsoft, 410/461-9480, $795. Professionals will appreciate this highly competent CAD package's evolution into 3-D; it has maintained its features—champion status and is easy to use. Mar 93

Ofoto 2.0, Light Source Computer Images, 415/461-8000, $395. Many new features—notably color support—have been added to the already impressive toolbox of this scanning software. It often produces good results, but it rarely produces the best scan possible for a given image and output method. Jul 93

Paint It 1.0, Timeworks, 708/359-1300, $599.95. A variety of effects reproduce tech-support modules that let you customize the program with application-specific tools. Floating palettes, and menu commands. Sep 93

PowerDraw 4.0, Engineered Software, 919/299-4843, $795. The best new feature of this polished 2-D drafting program is an open architecture that supports modules that let you customize the program with application-specific tools. Floating palettes, and menu commands. Sep 93

Skeeter, Fractal Design Corp., 408/688-8000, $149. A variety of effects reproduce technical drawings with this wonderful gray-scale paint and image processing program. Feb 93

StrataType 3d 1.0 (2.0), Strata, 801/628-5218, $199. The rulers, texture palette, custom levels, and named positioning schemes of this 3-D type-effects software are nice, but they can't compete with the animation skills, lighting capabilities, and superb rendering of other available programs. Mar 93

Transverter Pro 1.0, TechPock, 216/291-1922, $395. Remarkable graphics-conversion software can read Postscript files and convert them to a variety of formats. As you might expect of a program attempting to fill such a tall order, its conversions are not always flawless.
but it can be a lifesaver nonetheless. Nov 93

****** Tree, Onyx Computing, 617/876-3876, $295. Single-purpose program generates lifelike color drawings of trees from a number of easily controlled parameters. Although visually appealing, it's an expensive way to draw a tree. May 93

****** VirtuWalkThrough 1.1.3, Virtus Corp., 919/467-9700, $495. Interactive 3-D modeling tool provides instantaneous access to rendered 3-D scenes, allowing you to travel through models at will. While it has some problems (such as occasionally just quitting), it's an excellent value. Jul 93

****** Wraptures One, Wraptures Two, Form and Function, 619/536-9399, $95 each. The images in these texture collections on CD-ROM are generally acceptable, although some are muddy and others are difficult to decipher at low resolutions. If you need images for repeating patterns, however, these repeat seamlessly and are a good value. Aug 93

MATH/SCIENCE

****** Alchemy III, Tripos Associates, 314/647-1099, $950. Molecular-modeling software can model decapeptides and DNA fragments, in addition to the expected small molecules, with refreshing alacrity on a Mac IIx or better. Sep 93

****** Amazing Universe 2.1, Hopkins Technology, 612/931-9376, $79.95. Space-image exploration package on CD-ROM offers an amazing variety of astronomical images with a very competent program (ProVision II) for modifying and inspecting these images. It assumes that users won't be fazed by such things as writing their own image-convolution matrices. Aug 93

****** CircuitMaker 3.0, MicroCode Engineering, 801/226-4470, $200. Much of the tutorial of diagramming circuits and constructing prototypes is reviewed by this digital circuit simulator that provides a powerful set of basic tools for a very reasonable price. Aug 93

****** Data Desk 4.0 (4.1), Data Description, 310/433-0685, $195. This equation-writing software makes automatic typographical decisions, which is helpful if you produce documents on a wide range of subjects. Its smooth integration with Microsoft Word is also convenient. Mar 93

****** Spyglass Dicer 2.0, Spyglass, 217/355-6000, $695. Scientific 3-D visualization tool displays a two-dimensional slice through a three-dimensional object (which is represented in the computer by a data table). While Dicer pushes the limits of the Mac hardware, for its function this product is really the only game in town. Jul 93

****** Spyglass Transform 3.0, Spyglass, 217/355-6000, $595. Scientific-visualization software can access data stored in any common format, offers some useful presentation-graphics features, and includes a programming language with a large range of built-in, high-level scientific functions. Sep 93

****** StatView 4.01, Abacus Concepts, 510/540-1949, $595. If your work uses statistics for decision support rather than abstract analysis, and you regularly have to present your results to nonstatisticians, this is the statistics package for you. Oct 93

****** Sum Total 1.01, Concurrent Engineering Tools, 602/464-8208, $959.95. Exceptional calculator utility is packed with advanced features, including a mode that lets you sample colors and use the numerical color values in calculations. The convenient palette approach holds more than a moment's fascination for you, you need to know about this astronomy program. In a firmament facing in general, but it requires LabView and a National instruments interface board for its exercises. Sep 93

****** MacPhase 1.2, Otter Solutions, 315/352-7328, $159.95. If a brilliantly lit, star-filled sky holds more than a moment's fascination for you, you need to know about this astronomy program. In a firmament of mostly faint and forgettable astronomy software, it's a supernova. Jul 93

ORGANIZATION/PRODUCTIVITY

****** Achieving Your Career 1.02, Up Software, 415/921-4691, $69. HyperCard-based job-search software succeeds by compactly organizing. It provides a structure for identifying letters to write, phone calls to make, and interviews to follow up. Aug 93

****** ACT 1.0 (1.01), Contact Software International, 214/919-9500, $395. While this contact manager has several laudable features, such as customizable contact views and an integrated word processor, learning how to use it is a frustrating experience. Feb 93

****** CalendarMaker 4.0, CE Software, 515/224-1959, $59.95. Polished, intuitive calendar-making program is straightforward, with a variety of options for organizing your calendar. Some features can be cumbersome. Oct 93

****** Clientrac 1.7.1, Whiskey Hill Software, 415/851-8702, $135. Easy-to-use, HyperCard-based contact-management software performs as billed, but fails to inspire much enthusiasm. Aug 93

****** Contact Ease 2.0.1, Westware, 619/660-0356, $395 to $1495. Contact-management and sales-automation software helps salespeople keep in touch with contacts, makes it easy to generate letters, and maintains detailed records of activities. It has a few quirks but is overall a good program. Aug 93

****** DateBook 1.5.1 (1.5.1), After Hours Software, 818/780-2220, $125. Personal time manager offers a flexible approach to event scheduling and to-do-list management. This upgrade adds new features and fixes bugs that plagued the first version. Feb 93

****** DayMaker 2.0 (2.03), Pastel Development Corp., 212/941-7500, $129.95. If you need to organize lots of disparate information, follow up on meetings with many people, create an archive of completed work, and print out lists of to-do items, this free-form personal information manager is a great choice. May 93

****** Dynexbox 3.0, Portfolio Software, 408/252-0420, $99.95. The speed and printing options of this field-based address-book manager are its strengths, but this upgrade adds welcome improvements to the interface, including automatic formatting of phone numbers. Apr 93

****** In Control 2.0, Altair Corp., 617/776-1110, $129.95. The best features of an outlining program are combined with those of a database, making it easy to sort, search, organize, and print your to-do list. Aug 93

****** Inspiration 4.0, Inspiration Software, 503/245-9011, $295. Watch your ideas evolve in a dynamic diagram mode and a text-based outline mode with this brainstorming tool. Feb 93

****** Intouch 2.0.4, Advanced Software, 408/733-0745, $99.95. Free-form database is a fast and easy way to manage contact information. Although this version adds a handy reminder system, it falls short as a calendar planner. Feb 93

****** LapTrack For the Mac 1.0b, Timeslips Corp., 508/768-6100, $79.95. Time- and expense-tracking program offers the right features for the on-the-go professional, but the interface is overcomplicated and the documentation is sloppy. Still, in spite of its flaws, it does an excellent job. May 93

****** Now Up-to-Date 2.0, Now Software, 503/274-2800, $99 to $799. Calendar utility continues...
Star Ratings

PRESENTATION TOOLS

Action 1.0 (1.02), Macromedia, 415/252-2000, $495. Entry-level multimedia integration program offers, for its price, a rich selection of features, including a variety of transitions as well as gradient and patterned backgrounds. Oct 93

Astound 1.0, Gold Disk, 408/982-0200, $399. Presentation software lets you include sound, text, and graphics animation with no more effort than pasting in a chart in other products. It's a good value. Nov 93

Comet CG 1.0.3, MSI, 317/842-5097, $995. Program for generating animated text over live video is reasonably priced compared with dedicated graphics systems, but you're likely to be astounded by its limitations as you are impressed by its capabilities. May 93

CoSA After Effects 1.1, CoSA, 401/831-2672, $1295. QuickTime movie editor blurs the boundaries between animation and traditional video-editing. It produces results that simply can't be created in other packages. Oct 93

Hi Rez Audio Volume 1.0, Presto Studios, 619/689-4895, $149.95. The enjoyable, high-quality music on this CD-ROM adds a nice touch to presentations. The software for browsing the music is quirky, and the product could use some documentation. Jul 93

Interactive Training for Director 1.1, Media in Motion, 415/621-0707, $159. This somewhat expensive program teaches basic Macromedia Director skills and provides a foundation for exploring Director's other features. It has a clear, often lighthearted approach, but navigating the lessons can be frustrating. Jun 93

Macromedia Director 3.1 (3.1.1), Macromedia, 415/252-2000, $1195. Versatile multimedia authoring tool adds 23 scripting commands, QuickTime, and a utility that compiles movies into a faster playback format—along with a whopping $149 addition to the price. Feb 93

Media-Pedia Video Clips, Media-Pedia, 617/335-5617, $195 to $495. Fifty-seven minutes of stock footage for use in QuickTime movies includes over 150 different segments, ranging from unremarkable to dramatic to genuinely funny. Apr 93

Microsoft PowerPoint 3.0, Microsoft, 206/882-8080, $495. This presentation program is ahead of the pack in terms of convenience and ease of use. Although the ready-made template collection is pretty pithy, the extensive system of master layers, reliable cross-platform compatibility, and strong on-screen presentation capabilities more than compensate. Feb 93

MovieWorks 1.1, Interactive Solutions, 415/377-0136, $295. Over 100 free books were fixed in version 1.1 of this multimedia authoring software that takes an all-in-one approach to creating presentations, but problems remain. It's a good idea, poorly executed. Jun 93

Passport Producer 1.0, Passport Designs, 415/726-0280, $495. Strong timing controls and good sound capabilities mix with middling text- and image-handling and a lack of basic animation options in this partially successful multimedia program. Apr 93

Special Delivery 1.1 (1.1), Interactive Media Corporation, 415-074-0745, $399. While this entry-level multimedia package has all the tools you need to assemble interactive screen presentations that burst with motion and sound, it has a disorienting interface and lacks the polish and power of other programs. Mar 93

VideoFusion 1.0.1, VideoFusion, 419/891-1090, $649. Collection of special effects for QuickTime movies may not be for the casual user, but if you have the equipment and you can't live without spinning logos, then go ahead and indulge. Feb 93

Working Model 1.0, Knowledge Revolution, 415/553-8153, $995. Animators and engineers will love this terrific motion simulator that mimics real motion by applying physical laws to objects. It's easy to learn and use, but you'll need some understanding of math and physics. Oct 93

PROGRAMMING

Climate 1.0, Orchard Software, 617/876-4608, $59.95. With a little more documentation and a few more sample programs, this utility provides a subset of Unix-like commands for the Mac environment that could be an irresistible package. Oct 93

EiStoolKit 2.0, MicroStrategy, 302/427-8800, $5995. Reliable, field-tested developer's environment for creating executable information systems provides automatic access to information in spreadsheets and databases across a distributed system. May 93

FutureBasic 1.0, Zedcor, 602/881-8101, $2995. Complete, easy-to-learn, real-world programming tool has full Toolbox, System 7, and assembler support. It's a wonderful tool that's rapidly becoming a favorite among commercial developers. Jul 93

Macintosh Common Lisp 2.0, APDA, 716/767-6555, $495. Anyone who likes programming in Lisp will be pleased with the environment provided by this version of the standard dialect and its extensive debugging and interface-building facilities. Oct 93

MetaDesign for the Macintosh 3.0, Meta Software Corporation, 617/576-6920, $250. This diagramming tool for structured systems analysis offers easy ways to group and ingroup symbols in diagrams and to show relationships between symbols. It excels at astute, classic flowcharts but could use some flashy features, such as shaded backgrounds, for presentations. Mar 93

Object Logo Student Edition, Paradigm Software, 617/576-7675, $49.95. This book-plus-disk package offers a wide-ranging introduction to programming concepts. It's aimed neatly at the high-school educational level and lets you see something happen for every few lines of code you type. Jul 93

PGPro 1.5, Star Software, 601/225-7085, $169. For part-time or novice programmers, the combination of these BASIC programming tools and FuturBasC is a fast path to a working program. Jul 93

PowerPacks 2.0, NDG Phoenix, 301/718-8880, $225. Programmers' tool kit for 4th Dimension provides 280 external procedures to improve custom applications and exploit System 7 features. Don't expect any quick fixes for 4D's less-than-blistering performance in most areas, though. Oct 93

SoftPolish 1.1, Language Systems Corp., 703/478-0181, $295. Program-quality-assurance utility systematically checks the resources in a program's interface against a huge laundry list of errors. It's a programming tool for anyone who hopes to produce a commercial Mac application. Sep 93

SourceSafe 2.1, One Tree Software, 919/821-2300, $255 to $1195. Solid, relatively easy-to-use product handles program-development administrative tasks, including version control, for multiprogramming environments being created by groups. Sep 93

Symantec C++ for Macintosh 6.0, Symantec Corp., 408/233-6040, $4995. If you like Think C, you'll like this software-development system, too. For the Mac, it's an excellent opportunity to catch a new wave in programming. Nov 93

UTILITIES

7th Heaven 2.5, Logical Solutions, 612/659-2495, $99.95. Our reviewer found the seven enhancements to System 7 fun and elegantly done, but not all of them were useful. Jul 93

AIki Seek 2.1, AIki Software Corp, 206/286-6000, $399.95. Competent find-utility finds files by file name or content and lets you combine multiple search criteria. It cannot search in the background or find text in compressed files. Jul 93

At Ease 1.0 (1.1), Apple Computer, 408/996-1010, $59. Simple, sweet, secure substitute for the Finder displays a clean, attractive page full of useful information that the single click launches a program or document. To delete, rename, or move files, you have to return to the Finder. Mar 93

Billy Steinberg's PBTools 1.0.1, Inline Design, 203/435-4995, $399.95. If you want basic keyboard management without added fluff or complex display customization, this collection of utilities may be just your cup of tea. Jul 93

Chameleon 2.0.3, Logical Solutions, 612/659-2495, $599.95. Sleek desktop-pattern editor comes with an ample supply of rich, textured color images and a set of limited but functional editing tools. Sep 93

ClickChange 2.0, Dubl-Click Software, 818/888-2066, $89.95. Interface-customizing package has nothing you need but is filled with everything you want, including tools that let you alter major elements of the Mac's look-and-feel. Aug 93

Conflict Catcher and Other Innovative Utilities 1.0 (1.3.8), Cassidy & Greene, 408/484-9228, $79.95. Enable or disable NiTs and startup items when you boot, with this INIT manager that comes with four other system-related utilities. It's a worthwhile
investment even if you own another INIT manager. Mar 93


Connectix Desktop Utilities 1.0, Connectix Corp., 415/571-5100, $99. Although some of the 16 utilities offered in this package are more at home on a PowerBook, this collection offers one-stop shopping at a low price. It's worth it for the file-synchronization, Keyboard Power, and Hot Keys features alone. Nov 93


CopyDoubler 2.0 (2.0.1), Fifth Generation Systems, 504/291-7221, $59. This utility speeds up copying, lets you queue jobs for background copying, and offers a variety of other useful, copying-oriented features—all at a very reasonable price. Nov 93


Copyright Pro 1.0.3, CSG Technologies, 412/471-7176, $79. Utility takes over the Finder's copying function, copies in the background, and allows you to regularly schedule copying. It doesn't speed up copying, however. Nov 93


CPU 2.0, Connectix Corp., 415/571-5100, $99. Reasonably priced collection of utilities for the PowerBook adds new features, including file synchronization, that easily justify the upgrade price. Sep 93


DiskFit Direct 1.0, Dantz Development Corp., 510/849-0293, $49.95. Basic but efficient backup system is simple and painless enough to foster better backup habits in anyone who uses it. It doesn't back up to hard drives or tape drives. May 93


DriveShare 1.03, Casa Blanca Works, 415/461-2227, $149.95. This utility allows users to share a removable drive over a network. It's most useful if your network consists of both System 6 and System 7 users, as its advantages over System 7 file sharing are slight. Nov 93


DynoPage 2.0, Portfolio Software, 408/252-0420, $89.95. While this utility simplifies the printing of booklets and double-sided pages, it doesn't support PostScript graphics, is incompatible with some popular applications, and has a buggy drag-and-drop feature. Jul 93


a Disk 1.0, Alysix Software Corp., 415/566-2263, $149.95. Driver-level compression software has little to recommend it over file-level, idle-time compression programs. The biggest drawback is the strong potential for disk or file corruption. Oct 93


Icon 7, Inline Design, 203/435-4995, $79.95. Simple, straightforward utility has a streamlined and intuitive library feature for storing and retrieving icons, plus tools for icon editing. Its icon collection, however, is pretty paltry. Sep 93


Icon-Pro 3.0.6, Olduvai Corp., 305/670-1112, $129. Allows users to attach custom tool bars to almost any application, including the Finder. The interface is quirky, but you get used to it. Dec 93


I Like Icon, Baseline Publishing, 901/682-9676, $59.95. Clutter utility has tools for icon editing, has a nice library of icons, and can create animated icons. Some basic features, such as a text tool, are missing, and the animated icons are fun but impractical. Sep 93


INITPicker 3.0 (3.02), Inline Design, 203/435-4995, $79.95. This INIT manager's ability to load all sorts of INITs over a network will interest network managers. While it disables problem INITs at start-up, it doesn't help you identify the cause of INIT conflicts that don't cause the Mac to crash at start-up. Mar 93


Inline Sync 1.0 (1.01), Inline Design, 203/435-4995, $129.95. Keep the latest version of your work on your portable machine and your desktop Mac with this file-sync software. It's easy to install, easy to use, easy on the wallet, and does the job well. Mar 93


KidDesk 1.0, Edmark Corp., 206/556-8484, $39.95. If you have young children who love to experiment with your Mac, this desktop environment provides easy-to-navigate play while protecting your files from the havoc that little fingers can wreak. Jan 93


Magic Typist 2.0, Olduvai Corp., 305/670-1112, $129. If you want to speed up typing of repetitive phrases or if you don't have full use of your hands, this utility, which automates typing of repetitive phrases, may be useful, but some functions work erratically or not at all in Microsoft Word. Sep 93


Magnet 1.0 (1.01), No Hands Software, 415/921-7340, $129.95. Automation aids file management with this software. It creates "magnets" that trigger in response to user-specified events and automatically look for files to copy, move, or alter. Feb 93


Mr. File 2.0, Softways, 408/978-9167, $99. The well-designed background capabilities of this Finder utility make it a handy tool for copying, finding, moving, launching, and renaming files, although it has a few interface quirks. Dec 93


Norton Essentials for PowerBook 1.0, Symantec Corp., 310/453-4600, $129. Unattended collection of PowerBook utilities ranges from the useful Instant Access module, which automatically turns AppleTalk on and off, to the relatively inaccurate Battery Gauge feature, which tries to tell you your battery's status. Apr 93


Now Compress 1.0, Now Software, 503/274-2800, $99. Compression utility holds its own in a crowded market; it's easy to use, it's complete, and it compresses as well or better than other options. Dec 93


Now Fun, Now Software, 503/274-2800, $56. Five control panels let you iron out your Mac by customizing everything from menu colors to system sounds. The included screen-saver modules and desktop patterns and pictures are fairly limited, though. Dec 93


Now Utilities 4.0.1, Now Software, 503/274-2800, $129. Many thoughtful improvements have been added to this collection of utilities, which is now better integrated, more logically designed, and still an excellent deal for your dollar. The new scrapbook feature, however, is awkward and inconvenient. Aug 93


Peace of Mind 1.2.2, Polybus Systems Corp., 716/871-6533, $149. Hardware diagnostic tool performs exhaustive tests on major Mac hardware components; does an excellent job of diagnosing simple simulated hardware errors. The program has minor bugs and lacks a comparative test-history feature. Jun 93


PicturePress 2.5, Storm Technology, 415/691-6600, $199. This image-compression software supports every useful storage mode, has new calculation features to improve image fidelity, and is twice as fast as version 2.0. Mar 93


Power To Go 2.0, Claris Corp., 408/727-8227, $99. PowerBook utility collection has a few unique darts—including a floating palette that can display battery-life estimates—that keep it above the also-rans. It lacks features of similar products. Dec 93


PowerMerge 1.0.2, Leader Technologies, 714/757-1787, $129. File-synchronization utility has a potentially confusing interface, but is a handy means of updating selected files so that different Macs end up with identical versions of the selected documents. Apr 93


Public Utilities for the Macintosh 1.0, Fifth Generation Systems, 504/291-7221, $149. Utility program sticks to the basics of disk diagnosis, disk repair, and file optimization. It does a good, and in some cases, unique, job, although disk optimization is slow. Fifth Generation's technical support is excellent. Jan 93


RapidTrak 1.0.1, Insignia Solutions, 415/694-7600, $99.95. If you've got RAM to spare, this hard drive formatter offers driver-level RAM caching to store frequently used data and improve performance, especially on slower-speed drives. May 93


Retrospect 2.0, Dantz Development Corp., 510/849-0293, $249. Powerful backup and archiving software has an improved interface and scripting capabilities, and works well for all levels of users. Sep 93


Stacker for the Macintosh 1.0.1, Stac Electronics, 619/491-7474, $149. As long as you pay attention to the capacity of your hard drive, this driver-level compression product performs reasonably well, except for its slow hard drive read quotient. Oct 93


Star Trek: The Screen Saver, Berkeley Systems, 510/540-5525, $59.95. Go where no Mac has gone before with this screen saver based on the original "Star Trek." May 93


Star Wars Visual Clips, Sound Source Unlimited, 805/494-9996, $89.95. Control panel lets you play QuickTime movie clips from Star Wars at system events. If you have the money, the hard drive space, and the FAA, this is the kind of totally cool toy that will make you remember why you love your Mac. Sep 93


Stuffit Deluxe with SpaceSaver 3.0, Aladdin Systems, 408/761-6200, $120. In many conversion tools, automatic compression capabilities, reliability checks, and acceptable performance make this product the jack-of-all-trades of compression utilities. Aug 93


Super 7 Utilities, Atticus Software, 203/200-continues
 extensions adds some ease of use to System 7, although none of its functions are essential. Modules perform tricks such as turning any menu into a tear-off palette, and randomizing the sounds that play in response to errors. Apr 93

TimesTwo 1.0.1, Golden Triangle Computers, 619/275-2100, $149. Automatic disk-compression utility operates at the disk-driver level. A number of quirks, such as its ungraceful handling of full disks, are problems. May 93

Toner Toner 1.0.3, Working Software, 408/423-5696, $24.95. Inexpensive, incredibly useful extension adds a sliding bar to print dialog boxes, allowing you to adjust the amount of toner applied to each print job. If you can't save trees, you can at least save toner. Dec 93

ultraShi1 1.2.2, useEZ Software, 714/756-5140, $149. Sophisticated security product combines practically every feature you might need into an integrated package, including a lightning-fast version of the U.S. government data-encryption standard. Dec 93

Virtual 3.0.1, Connectix Corp., 415/571-1000. If you need to test out as much virtual memory speed as possible, this utility may be a useful tool. For System 6 users who want virtual memory, it's the only game in town. Sep 93

Voice Navigator SW 2.3, Articulate Systems, 617/935-5656, $399. Talk back to your Mac (if it has built-in sound input) with this speech-recognition software. Defining macros can be frustrating, but the product is a real boon for disabled users. Jan 93

WonderPrint 1.0, Delta Tae Software, 408/730-9336, $59. Stylewriters and DeskWriters produce halftones good enough for newsletters with this printing extension. Jan 93

VERTICAL MARKETS

Compare-A-Loan 4.0.2 (4.1), SoftSlate, 612/894-3357, $79.95. Although geared to professionals, this product for home-loan evaluation provides thorough documentation and is structured so that anyone can use it. Apr 93

Expert Home Design 1.0 (1.0.3), Expert Software, 305/567-9990, $49.95. Quickly and easily create home- or office-interior layouts that are precise, but not as detailed as blueprints, with this interior design software. May 93

Expert Landscape Design 1.0 (1.0.2), Expert Software, 305/567-9990, $49.95. Space-saving drawing environment for experimenting with landscape design is inexpensive, but its usefulness is severely limited because of awkward color and pattern tools. Feb 93

Finale 3.0.1, Coda Music Technology, 800/843-2066, $749. Upgraded music-notation software is now infinitely more pleasant to use. Its comprehensive feature set makes it the standard against which all other music-notation products must be judged. Dec 93

LoanLease Library 3.0.3 (3.05), SoftSlate, 612/894-3357, $99.95. If you are generating a loan or a lease and need to keep track of payments, this well-documented program for loan evaluation is a worthwhile investment, despite its minor eccentricities. Apr 93

Musicshop 1.0, Opcode Systems, 415/856-3333, $149.95. MIDI sequencer is an excellent choice as a first sequencer. It's powerful enough to satisfy the needs of most MIDI users. Oct 93

Roll Call 2.0, By the Numbers, 603/927-4508, $495. 4th Dimension database application for church management helps track donations, attendance, church-group membership, and invitations. While not a complete church-management system, it's an acceptable complement to a general accounting program. Aug 93

Sailing Master 1.1, Starboard Software, 313/662-4393, $64.99. Though the slow speed and jerky motion point to less-than-polished programming, this sailboat-racing simulation offers good tactical play and is fun—well worth the price for sailing competitors. Nov 93

Stat-Ref 3.2 (3.26), Tetron Data Systems, 307/733-5494, $95. Medical database on CD-ROM is not suitable for research, but it could effectively replace a small reference library in an office. Jan 93

WRITING TOOLS

Final Draft 2.0 (2.0.3), MacToollkit, 310/395-4424, $349. Script-writing gets simpler with this well-conceived software that automates formatting of different elements in a script. Customization is easy, and macros automate typing of common phrases. Apr 93

Idea Fisher 2.0, Fisher Idea Systems, 714/474-8111, $595. Inspiration never comes easily, but this creatively tool might help get the juices flowing. Jan 93

Just Joking 1.0, WordStar International, 415/382-8000, $49. HyperCard stack of around 3900 humorous quotations offers a serviceable selection of sayings from a diverse group of humorists, comedians, philosophers, and writers, among others. Apr 93

LetterPerfect for Macintosh 2.1, WordPerfect Corp., 801/225-5000, $149. Stripped-down version of WordPerfect measures up as a serviceable low-end word processor, with clean, accurate documentation and an uncluttered interface. Jan 93

MacWrite Pro, Claris Corp., 408/987-7000, $249. Many of the new features of this upgrade are very well executed, including the easy-to-use table feature, simple but elegant palettes, and an almost pain-free mail merge feature. Jul 93

MasterWord 5.1, Alki Software Corp., 206/286-2600, $99.95. The centerpiece of this package of add-on Microsoft Word commands is a set of customizable tool bars. Unfortunately, rough edges remain, including inaccuracies in the documentation and some features that don't work as advertised. Aug 93

Microsoft Word 5.1, Microsoft, 206/882-8080, $459. Small, solid upgrade fine-tunes some plug-in modules and adds new modules including an icon toolbar and text annotation. It's worth the upgrade price, but it won't give Word 5.0 users geese blumps. Mar 93

RightWriter for the Mac 5.0, Qxe Software, 317/573-2500, $59.95. Grammar checker looks at writing style, word usage, punctuation, and capitalization, as well as grammar. Customizable filters and multiple approaches to analysis are nice, but—as with all grammar checkers—not all the advice is great. May 93

ShowScope 4.1, Lake CompuFrames, 914/941-1998, $429 to $679. This script-writing software formats scripts in either screenplay format or dual-column format (for audio and video) and allows you to choose the number of shots displayed per page, but it requires you to own and work in WordPerfect. Apr 93

Spelling Coach Professional 4.0.1, Deneba Software, 305/596-5644, $195. If you're considering investing in reference software, this spelling checker, dictionary, and thesaurus is a relatively capable, inexpensive alternative. Oct 93

Thunder 7 1.5.3, Baseline Publishing, 901/682-9676, $99.95. Stand-alone spelling checker and thesaurus interactively monitors your keystrokes and alerts you to potential errors as they are entered. It quickly and transparently prevents you from making embarrassing typos. Nov 93

TypeReader 1.0, EsperVision, 408/428-9988, $595. Speed and accuracy combine with a straightforward operating style in this high-end OCR software that doesn't do everything its competition does, but is a major contender nonetheless. Feb 93

VersionMaster 1.5, AStar Technologies, 508/490-8532, $199.95 to $1599.95. Document-management utility helps you archive and track versions of a file by maintaining a database of altered documents. It's recommended only for workgroups that routinely follow check-out procedures. Apr 93

A Zillion Jajillion Rhymes 1.0, Eccentric Software, 206/628-2687, $19.95. Rhyming dictionary is quick, small, simple, and self-contained; but it only rhymes with the roots of search words (and ignores -ed, -s, and -ing endings). Nov 93

Hardware

MISCELLANEOUS HARDWARE

ACS100, Altec Lansing Consumer Products, 717/296-2818, $180. Lightweight powered speakers don't sound as good as they should. There's too much emphasis on the high end at the expense of the midrange, and they hiss noticeably. Dec 93

ACS150, Altec Lansing Consumer Products, 717/296-2818, $150. Subwoofer rounds out the sharp tones of the ACS100, but the bass response is neither punchy enough nor loud enough, and the unit is about the size and weight of a concrete block. Dec 93

Address Express, CoStar Corp., 203/661-9700, $795. Flaky performance and system crashes plagued this envelope-and-label printer in our tests, but the print quality was good. Oct 93

Apple Adjustable Keyboard, Apple Computer, 408/996-1010, $219. Keyboard is only a slight improvement on the flat stab keyboard. Theoretically, it corrects ulnar deviation, but suffers of repetitive stress injuries want a keyboard that adjusts vertically. Jul 93

Apple Color OneScanner, Apple Computer, 408/996-1010, $1349. Tests of this color scanner demonstrate unpolluted colors and sharp image details, perhaps due to color filters and lenses that Apple claims were specially designed and tuned for the scanner. Jul 93

Apple Newton MessagePad, Apple Computer, 408/996-1010, $569. Although Apple released this personal digital assistant too early and marketing hype led to mistaken expectations, this is a very intelligent piece of work with an impressive variety of serious business uses. Dec 93

AppleCD 300, Apple Computer, 408/996-1010, $599. Double-speed CD-ROM drive spins
its discs at twice the speed of earlier drives, providing faster access to large files. Jun 93

- **AppleDesign Powered Speakers, Apple Computer**, 408/996-1010, 5179. Tall and curvy powered speaker set looks and sounds good and can produce uncomfortably high volumes without noticeable distortion, but the bare-wire-and-terminal connections aren't user-friendly. Dec 93

- **Art2 ADB Tablet, Wacom Technology Corp.**, 206/750-8882, 4499. Combining pressure-sensitive operation, manageable size, and a new pencil-thin stylus, this affordable digitizing tablet is perfect for artists looking for traditional-style control of their graphics programs. Oct 93

- **Computer Crayon, Appoint**, 510/463-3003, 499. The kid contingent's verdict was a definite thumbs-up on this brightly colored input device that's shaped like a thick pencil. The buttons can be hard for younger children to press, and serious computer artists should still opt for a drawing tablet. Oct 93

- **CoolScan LS-10e, Nikon Electronic Imaging**, 516/947-4200, 28600. Compact desktop scanner for digitizing images from 35mm transparencies is slow, but delivers images good enough for newspaper publications and some catalogs. Dec 93

- **Embarc, Embarc Communications Services**, 407/364-2000, 3955 plus fees. If you're a Powerbook user who is frequently in places without a telephone and you need timely delivery of electronic news and E-mail, this portable wireless service may prove useful, but the cost may be prohibitive. Sep 93

- **Epson ES-800C, Epson America**, 310/782-0770, 1499; Macintosh interface kit $399. Flexible 400-dpi scanner offers a range of options, including one- or three-pass scanning, plus a full-featured, easy-to-use software package. Aug 93

- **Gulliver, Appoint**, 510/463-3003, 1199. This diminutive mouse is hard to hold comfortably for an extended period, but it works well on almost any surface, and is an acceptable option for Powerbook users. Oct 93

- **Hello Music, Yamaha Corp. of America**, 714/522-9240, 4499.55. MIDI starter kit includes an impressive tone generator that's compatible with General MIDI Level 1 and Roland MT-32, but the included software is functional at best. Dec 93

- **LightningScan Portable, Thunderware**, 510/294-6581, 459$. Powerbook owners will find this hand scanner's modem- or serial-port connection, lightweight interface, and total portability well worth the cost, although the scanner is incompatible with some desktop Macs. Dec 93

- **Media Control Station 1.0 (1.01), JLC Cooper Electronics**, 310/206-4131, 2699.55. Versatile tool connects to the Mac through an ADB port and offers an easy and intuitive way to cue and edit QuickTime movies, MIDI files, and other dynamic data. Feb 93

- **mirA 35, Santos Technology**, 310/320-8888, 28695. This 35mm slide scanner puts many sophisticated color-correction tools into a low-priced package. It does have trouble resolving extremely fine details, and its color correction is RGB only. Oct 93

- **Organizer Link II (Model OZ-893), Sharp Corp.**, 800/321-8877, 1299.99. If you own a 5000-, 7000-, or 8000-series Sharp Wizard, this program and cable let you connect it to a Mac serial port to exchange data. It's functional, but has some minor weaknesses. Jan 93

- **PhonePro 1.0.3 (1.1.5), Cypress Research Corp.**, 408/752-2700, 959$. Application makes it relatively easy to develop a multiple-choice voice-mail system using your Mac, especially for those with programming backgrounds. Feb 93

- **PowerLink Presenter, E-Machines**, 503/646-6699, 499$. Simple, compact Duo disk notebook a bit when plugged in but provides fine support for a variety of displays, plus ports for ADB, floppy drive, and sound output. Nov 93

- **ScanMaker 35lt, Microtek**, 213/321-2121, 1999$. Speedy 35mm film scanner accommodates loose film and delivers a good image, but the included software is weak. Dec 93

- **ScanPlus Color 6000 for Mac, PlusTek USA**, 408/990-1234, 779 to 899$. Small, inexpensive sheetfed color scanner is not appropriate if exact color matching is critical, but it is otherwise a good, economical option. Sep 93

- **The UnMouse, MicroTouch Systems**, 508/659-9000, 519$. Input device is a cursor-control device, programmable keypad, and small graphics tablet in one, and can be programmed with 60 macros (although only 16 can be selected by shift). It's ergonomically better than a mouse, but not as good as a trackball. May 93

- **Yamaha TG100, Yamaha Corp. of America**, 714/522-9011, 449$. Compact, keyboardless, multilingual MIDI synthesizer adheres to the General MIDI standard patch arrangement. Although it won't convince you that you're hearing a live orchestra, the sound is about as realistic as low-cost MIDI gets. Apr 93

### MODEMS/NETWORK HARDWARE

- **AsantéHub 1012, Asanté Technologies**, 408/435-8388, 1299. This 12-port, 10BaseT Ethernet hub works right out of the box and is a premium device at a bargain price. Dec 93

- **DataLink PB; Axcell Cellular Interface, Applied Engineering**, 214/521-6060, 824$. If you need a full-blown office on the beach, this PowerBook cellular-modem package with automatic answering machine is a well-executed solution. Each recorded second requires 25K of disk space. Nov 93

- **PathFinder, Dayna Communications**, 801/551-0600, 899$. For simple networks, this LocalTalk-to-Ethernet router is a great value, as well as a great time-saver for beginning network managers. It uses AppleTalk only. Jan 93

- **PerFit Port-A-Com, PerFit**, 303/530-7333, 349$. Compact, ADB-powered, high-speed fax/data modem is difficult to configure, due to its Spartan and poorly organized documentation, but it is still a solid product at a reasonable price. Nov 93

- **Sportster 14,400 Fax/Data modem, U.S. Robotics**, 708/982-5001, 1299$. Several nice features, including an easily accessible power button and a front-mounted volume- control dial, make this 14,400-bps fax/data modem better than average. Feb 93

- **SuperFaxModem 144PB, Supra Corp.**, 503/967-2400, 349.95$. If you're looking for a high-speed internal modem for your PowerBook, and want to save a few bucks, this modem is worth considering. Disabling its fax software solved occasional transfer problems. Nov 93

- **Viva 14.4/Fax, Computer Peripherals**, 805/499-5751, 299$. In data mode, this 14,400-bps fax/data modem performed well, but the software bundled with it is barely adequate. Jan 93

### PRINTERs

- **Apple Color Printer, Apple Computer**, 408/996-1010, 2349$. If you need large-format color output, but not precision color-matching, this well-built printer is a reasonable choice, although it doesn't support PostScript. Sep 93

- **DEC Laser 1132, Digital Equipment Corp.**, 508/493-5111, 999$. Four-pages-per-minute, 300-dpi, PostScript Level 2 printer offers sufficient support for Macs and PCs, plus excellent image quality, for a groundbreaking price. May 93

- **HP LaserJet 4M, Hewlett-Packard**, 800/753-0900, 2399$. An Intel 80386 RISC processor makes printing complex images faster than ever with this 600-dpi printer. Feb 93

- **LaserWriter Pro 600 and 630, Apple Computer**, 408/996-1010, 2029 to 2529$. From their paper handling to their print quality, these laser printers are Apple's best. Unfortunately, they don't support emulation-emulation, and thus may be less desirable for mixed-platform offices than other possibilities. Jun 93

- **LaserWriter Select 310, Apple Computer**, 408/996-1010, 1099$. This big, slow printer is a true Adobe PostScript printer with both Mac and DOS ports, but it's not networkable or compatible with the Communications Toolbox, it can't automatically switch ports, and it doesn't have adjustable paper guides. Aug 93

- **MobileWriterPS, Mannesmann Tally Corp.**, 206/251-5524, 999$. Fast, portable printer is currently the only PostScript portable available. While the print quality is quite good on glossy laser paper, it's mediocre on inexpensive bond. Dec 93

- **Phaser 2001 Color Printer, Tektronix**, 503/682-7737, 5995$. This thermal-wax color printer is fast and compact, with versatile paper-handling features. TekColor image-enhancement technologies provide excellent output quality that is, however, poor on letterhead and inexpensive photocopier bond. Aug 93

- **PrintPartner 10W, Fujitsu Computer Products**, 408/432-6333, 2450$. While this multiplatform printer is fast and prints clearly, many Mac users will find it frustrating as it can't print some TrueType fonts. Jul 93

- **StyleWriter II, Apple Computer**, 408/996-1010, 539$. Apple's ink-jet printer retains the best features of its predecessor, but costs less. New features, such as grayscale printing and the ability to share the printer over a network, make it even more versatile. Jun 93

- **WideWriter, GEC Technologies**, 617/ continues
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275-5800, $1699. Large-format output is reasonably priced with this ink-jet printer that can automatically feed sheets as large as 14 by 91 inches or manually feed sheets 17 inches wide with an unlimited length. Feb 93

WriteMove II, GCC Technologies, 617/275-5800, $599. Portable printer for the PowerBook measures 11 by 2 by 3 inches and weighs 21 pounds. It’s no speed demon, but it’s fine for short jobs. May 93

SYSTEMS/STORAGE

DataPak 105, Mass Microsystems, 408/522-1200, $549 to $1049. Well-built 105MB SyQuest drive comes with a decent, no-hassle cartridge-forming mechanism and a copy of 7th Heaven. The preformatted cartridges have a lifetime warranty. Sep 93

FastCache Quadra, Daystar Digital, 404/967-2077, $259 to $449. PDS board provides 128K of secondary cache for a Quadra. The average real-world speed improvement is 15 percent, but some operations benefit more from the cache than others. May 93

Infinity 105 Turbo, Peripheral Land, 510/657-2211, $795 to $894. Small, light, quiet, inexpensive 105MB SyQuest drive is ingeniously packaged and ideal for both desktop and Powerbook use. Sep 93

Infinity Optical 3.5, Peripheral Land, 510/657-2211, $1999. If you need the extra performance that magnetic-optical storage provides—or a compact alternative to bulky cartridges—this drive, based on a Sony mechanism and using 3/4-inch disks that store 120MB of data, deserves a look. Jun 93

Macintosh Centris 610, Apple Computer, 408/996-1010, 4/80 $1859. Slim-design Mac uses a 20MHz 68LC040 processor at a price-performance ratio that comes close to competing with Windows PCs; however, Mac is substantially less expensive. Jun 93

Macintosh Centris 650, Apple Computer, 408/996-1010, 4/80 $2149. Moderately priced but fast 400 MHz system offers these expansion slots and one drive bay, and (except for the base model) has built-in Ethernet, video circuitry, and a math coprocessor. This desktop Mac is as powerful as a Quadra 700. Jun 93

Macintosh Duo Dock, Apple Computer, 408/996-1010, 10/79 $1079. Convenient housing for Duo provides back-panel connectors, a SuperDrive, support for external monitors, and two expansion slots. Some details, such as the difficulty of installing NuBus cards, baffle Apple’s usual attention to detail. Mar 93

Macintosh LC II, Apple Computer, 408/996-1010, 4/80 $1349. Base system comes equipped with a 25MHz 68030 processor and 512K of VRAM. This is a machine that fits the bill and the pocketbook of most home or small-business buyers. Jul 93

Macintosh PowerBook 145, Apple Computer, 408/996-1010, 4/40 $2149. Adequate but essentially outdated notebook computer is an upgraded PowerBook 140 with a faster 25MHz 68030 CPU. Feb 93

Macintosh PowerBook 160, Apple Computer, 408/996-1010, 4/40 $2429. A built-in video port and grayscale capability are the new features Apple offers with this notebook computer. While it offers good processing speed and power, the passive matrix display doesn’t cut it for all-day use. Feb 93

Macintosh PowerBook 165c, Apple Computer, 408/996-1010, 4/80 $3399. The passive matrix screen of this color notebook computer is dull and has noticeable afterimages, but if your expectations are reasonable, the speedy processor provides a pleasant environment in which to work. Jul 93

Macintosh PowerBook 180, Apple Computer, 408/996-1010, 4/80 $4109. An active matrix screen and math coprocessor are the only differences between this computer and the PowerBook 160, but the beautiful display is worth the extra $1000. Feb 93

Macintosh PowerBook 180c, Apple Computer, 408/996-1010, 4/80 $4169. The active matrix screen of this color notebook computer is beautiful but so small that its usefulness is very limited. Sep 93

Macintosh PowerBook Duo 210 and 230, Apple Computer, 408/996-1010, 210 (4/80) $1839, 230 (4/80) $2299. Apple’s smallest computers have the pleasing heft of hardbound books but lack the horsepower of 030 chips. Although the screen, keyboard, and trackball feel small, these computers virtually cry out to be picked up and used. Mar 93

Macintosh Quadra 800, Apple Computer, 408/996-1010, 8/230 $54679. Squeak, yet curvy and attractive, this minitower system has fewer expansion options than the Quadra 950, but just as much power. It’s fast, slick, and moderately priced. Aug 93

MicroMac Plus Upgrade System, MicroMac, 714/362-1000, $599. This 6030 accelerator for the Mac Plus requires disassembling a Plus and using the Plus system board to assemble the MicroMac system. It speeds up the Plus dramatically, and supports an included external full-page monochrome monitor. Jun 93

MultiDisk 150, Iomega, 801/778-1000, $1225. Durable cartridges are one of the strongest reasons to choose this Bernoulli removable drive. Although it’s slightly more expensive than a SyQuest drive, it’s fast and reliable, and the disks are competitively priced. Jun 93

OrangePC, Orange Micro, 714/779-2772, $1799. NuBus board has a DOS processor, letting you have your Mac and a PC, too. It’s fairly well executed, though there are some minor problems. Oct 93

Pli MiniArray 850MB, Pli MiniArray 2GB, Peripheral Land, 510/657-2211, $4999. These RAID storage systems contain multiple drives that work as a single unit; they’re an excellent option for image processing or tasks that involve importing and exporting large files, but the price per megabyte is high. Jan 93

PowerBook 140 F/25 Upgrade, Digital Eclipse Software, 510/547-6101, $399. By changing the oscillators and adding an FPU, Digital Eclipse changes PowerBook 140s into 170s, minus the active matrix screen. While the upgrade seems expensive, it’s the only way to extend the viability of a 140. Dec 93

Quadra 840AV, Apple Computer, 408/996-1010, 2/230 $4069. Technological tour de force uses a 40MHz 68040 and an AT&T 3210 digital signal processor, and is brimming with sophisticated speech-recognition and audiovisual technology. Beware of some hardware and software incompatibilities. Dec 93

SmartStack, Envisio, 612/628-6288, SmartSource $119; SmartModules $289 to $1379. The SmartStack line of modular storage peripherals may be neatly stacked on top of a common power supply to reduce desktop clutter and cabling problems. Sep 93

Turbo 400, DayStar Digital, 404/567-2077, $1899. This accelerator card is equipped with the fastest 68040 chip available, and is as fast as or faster than any Macintosh in processor-intensive tasks. For the price, however, it may make more sense to trade up to a faster computer. Dec 93

VIDEO/DISPLAY

AudioVision 14 Display, Apple Computer, 408/996-1010, $769. Monitor integrates audio and video with built-in speakers that produce surprisingly rich, full-bodied sound. The display, which is nice, is small for multimedia work. Dec 93

BookView Imperial, Computer Care, 612/371-0061, $1399 (1MB of RAM). This notebook-display adapter supports all common sizes of monitors. It’s expensive, however, and uses 2MB of system memory for video processing. Feb 93

Dycam Model 3, Dycam, 818/998-8008, $895. Low-end, digital still camera is easy to use, and is a solid product if instamatic grade gray-scale meets your image quality requirements. Sep 93

Editing Aces Suite, RasterOps, 801/785-5750, $3899. Video professionals can record and play back full-screen movies in 24-bit color with 16-bit CD-quality sound with these products. Despite flaws, this package represents a step forward in QuickTime technology. Nov 93

L-TV, Lapis Technologies, 510/748-1600, $349. Interface board allows any Mac LC, LC II, or Performa to use a TV as a display. Unfortunately, a TV is a poor substitute for a monitor, so while the L-TV does its job, the setup is unsuitable for many applications. May 93

Lightning Effects II, Spectral Innovations, 408/955-0366, $1295. Digital-signal-processor chips dramatically speed up some Photoshop operations with this expensive Photoshop-acceleration board. It had problems acquiring some JPEG files. May 93

MovieMovie, Sigma Designs, 510/770-0100, $349. This 7-inch Nulls video-capture board may be what you’ve been waiting for. The price is right, and the addition of on-board audio input is a plus, even if it is only mono. Dec 93

PaintBoard Turbo, RasterOps, 508/626-4200, $4199. Midrange video board supports 24-bit color on monitors up to 17 inches and resolutions as high as 1024 by 768 pixels. If you can live without changing resolutions on the fly, it’s a reasonably good deal. Oct 93

Power Portrait, Sigma Designs, 510/770-0100, $899 or $949. Have your Classic or PowerBook to this 15-inch portrait-style monochrome display. Built-in QuickDraw acceleration speeds up the slow SC-SI connection on the one hand and results in a few software incompatibilities on the other. Feb 93

PowerVision, Mirco Technologies, 612/633-4450, $4999 to $9999. Separate VRAM means you don’t lose system memory with this nicely priced notebook computer. Dec 93

ThunderStorm, SuperMac Technology, 408/245-2202, $699. Photoshop-acceleration board uses digital-signal-processor chips to speed up some Photoshop operations. It’s fast, with good JPEG compatibility and a great manual. May 93

VideoToolkit 2.0, ABBATE Video, 508/376-3712, $279. Despite a few rough edges, this is an attractive, inexpensive solution for those who need to catalog and edit videotapes on a budget. Sep 93
Graphsoft wins races by aggressive product improvement year after year. MiniCad+ was the first CAD program on the Macintosh. Since then, our R&D department has never stopped working on MiniCad+ and Blueprint. Graphsoft customers can rely on getting significant upgrades at a reasonable cost which support current technology, new operating systems, and evolving user needs. We’ve won awards worldwide, and are the top selling Macintosh CAD program in quality-conscious Japan. Our technical support is staffed by professionals who know drafting and design, not just computers. We stand behind our line of products with a 30-day money-back guarantee. Send for a video and trial diskette for MiniCad+ or a tutorial and trial diskette for Blueprint, $19 each. MiniCad+ and Blueprint, the answers you’ve been looking for.

Azimuth
$395.00

Graphsoft
The Macintosh CAD People

ContoursPro
Make high-precision survey maps with accuracy and ease. Exports DXF to AutoCAD® or modeler of choice.
“Recommended” says Cadalyst!
$495.00

© 1992 Dalih Graphsoft Inc. All rights reserved. MiniCad+ Blueprint, Azimuth, ContoursPro and Smart Cursor are trademarks of Dalih Graphsoft Inc. Claris CAD and GraphGuide is a trademark of ClariCorp. All other brand and product names are trademarks of their respective holders.

Circle 46 on reader service card.
Master Your Macintosh with Macworld Books!

THE ONLY BOOKS AUTHORIZED BY MACWORLD MAGAZINE, MACWORLD BOOKS OFFER YOU EXPERT ADVICE & INSIDER TIPS TO HELP YOU GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR MAC, FROM MACWORLD’S TOP COLUMNISTS & EDITORS.

Macworld Macintosh SECRETS™
The ultimate insider’s guide to the Mac with thousands of tips and tricks never before published. Features over 40 commercial release & shareware programs on 3 disks including Apple’s ResEdit and others from Claris, Aldus, CE Software, and more! Over 6MB of software! By David Pogue, author of Macs For Dummies and Macworld columnist, and Joseph Schorr. $39.95 U.S./$52.95 Canada, 996 pages, three 3 1/2“ disks

Macworld Photoshop 2.5 Bible
Don’t miss the hit of Macworld Expo! The all new, definitive guide to Adobe Photoshop 2.5, packed with tips and techniques on electronic painting, image editing, and design, from Macworld contributing editor Deke McClelland. Features a special 16 page full color Photoshop gallery and how-to section. $29.95 U.S./$33.95 Canada, 656 pages

Complete Mac Handbook Plus CD, 2nd Edition
This revised and expanded bestseller covers everything you need to know about buying, setting up, expanding, and upgrading your Macintosh system. Covers all new Mac hardwarereleases and includes a companion CD-ROM packed with valuable shareware, a multimedia tour of the Mac, and hot product demos. By Jim Heid, Macworld’s “Working Smart” columnist and bestselling author. $29.95 U.S./$36.95 Canada, 1088 pages, one CD-ROM

Macworld Guide To System 7.1, 2nd Ed.
The most recommended guide to System 7.1, now updated and expanded! From Macworld’s “Quick Tips” columnist Lon Potee. $24.95 U.S./$32.95 Canada, 432 pages

Macworld Guide To Microsoft Word 5/5.1
The complete guide to Word 5 and 5.1, from Jim Heid, Macworld’s “Working Smart” columnist. $22.85 U.S./$27.85 Canada, 448 pages

Macworld Guide To ClarisWorks 2
Master ClarisWorks 2 quickly, from the basics to more advanced features in this new guide. By Steven Schwartz. $27.85 U.S./$32.85 Canada, 408 pages

Macworld Networking Handbook
The award-winning insider’s guide to Mac network management. By Macworld contributing editor Dave Kosir, Ph. D. and Nancy E. H. Jones. $29.95 U.S./$33.95 Canada, 504 pages

Macworld Music & Sound Bible
This definitive guide contains over 1300 pages jam-packed with everything you need to know about music, sound, and multimedia on the Mac. By renowned music guru Christopher Yavelow. $37.85 U.S./$47.85 Canada, 1344 pages

30 Day No Risk Guarantee!
Try any book for 30 days at absolutely no risk. If it doesn’t help you get more out of your Mac, return it for a full refund.

Order Risk-Free: 1-800-762-2974
For fastest service, fax your order to (415) 358-1280. Phone 8am to 5pm, PT, or complete and mail the order form. Also available wherever computer books are sold.

For fastest service, fax your order to (415) 358-1280. Phone 8am to 5pm, PT, or complete and mail the order form. Also available wherever computer books are sold.

IDG Books Worldwide, Inc.
155 Bovet Road, Suite 310
San Mateo, CA 94402
(800) 762-2974
(415) 312-0000
Fax (415) 338-1260

SPECIAL OFFER!
Order two or more Macworld books, and get a free Mousepad! A $4.95 value!

I Wish to Pay by:

- Check
- Visa/MC
- Amex
- Money Order
- The above may be used in combination.

Card No. (include all numbers):
Exp. Date
Signature
necessary in blue
Name
Company
Street
City
State
Zip
Area Code
Phone Number

IDG Books Worldwide, Inc.
155 Bovet Road, Suite 310
San Mateo, CA 94402
(800) 762-2974
(415) 312-0000
Fax (415) 338-1260
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Selected and edited by Charles Barrett

These special product promotions are being sponsored by Macintosh vendors and resellers for a limited time only. When ordering a product, please be sure to tell the vendor or reseller that you saw the promotional offer in Macworld. Should any problems arise, please inform the Streetwise Shopper editor by fax (415/442-0760), phone (415/378-3241), or mail (Macworld, 501 Second St., San Francisco, CA 94102).

Listings indicate the star rating awarded in Macworld's Reviews (products rated ** or lower are not eligible to be listed), if the product has been chosen as an Editors' Choice, and if it has won a World-Class award. In some cases, the editorial evaluation quoted is for an earlier product version.

**BUNDLES**

Business Images + Business Cartoons

T/Maker is including a $59.95 collection of over 100 images by nationally syndicated cartoonist Phil Frank free with its $59.95 collection of over 1000 business-related images. Available direct (800/289-1995) for $39.95. Offer expires 3/30/93.

LTV + Kid's Studio

Laps Technologies is including Cyber Puppy Software's $59.95 Kid's Studio—an introduction to multimedia production—free with its $349.95-$549.95 LTV series of television interface cards (May 93 ****—"economic way to capture images to video."). Available through resellers including CompUSA (800/451-7638), ComputerWare (800/326-0092), MixWareHouse (800/225-6227), and Mac's Place (800/387-4222). Offer expires 12/31/93.

NetWare for Macintosh 3.12 + MacLinkPlus Easy Open Translators 7.5

Novell is including a 30-day trial version of Novell's $109 MacLinkPlus translation library free with every upgrade to its 200-user license ($999) for NetWare (Sep 93 "Connecting to NetWare" Editors' Choice for version 3.11—"provides a level of integration that other products lack"). Available direct (512/834-6905, 800/386-3892) for $200. Offer expires 2/28/94.

SuperSet Utilities + Help

Datawatch is bundling Telnews's $149 Help personal desktop configuration problem-solver with its $149.95 SuperSet Utilities, which includes Vires 5.0 virus fighter, Citidel with Shredder 1.1 (Feb 93 "Data Guardian" Editors' Choice for initial release—"cheapest way to get secure encryption and file erase"); Jun 92 ****—"Texture packed," "easy to use"); Screenlink for remote Macintosh control and file transfer, 911 Utilities, and Complete Undelete. Available through MacConnection (800/800-2222) for $99. Offer expires 12/31/93.

UPTools + POSTools

Azteca Software is including its $59 POSTools for creating POSTNET bar code for zip codes free when you purchase UPTools. Both of these Type 1 PostScript font packages for creating bar codes on printers and imagesetters are available direct (206/357-5919, 800/482-7638) for $149. Offer expires 2/1/94.

WordPerfect Works 1.2 + In Control 2.0

The Mac Zone is bundling WordPerfect's $249 Integrated software (Jun 93 ****—"modules well integrated," "includes very good word processor") with Altam's $129.95 to-do list organizer (Aug 93 ****—"combines the best features of an outlining program with those of a database"). Available through The Mac Zone (800/248-0800) for $97.98. Offer expires 1/31/94.

**COMPETITIVE UPGRADES**

BluePrint 4.0 + MiniCad v 4

Graphsoft is offering users of the discontinued Claris CAD at $295 Blueprint drafting program (Jul 93 ****—"a lot of performance for the [list price]"); Jan 93 "2-D CAD Broader's Its Scope" Editors' Choice for low-end 2-D CAD—or its advanced $795 broad-based 2-D/3-D MiniCad—application (Mar 93 ****—"fast," "complete") for $195 and $495, respectively. Call direct (410/250-5114) to order and for proof-of-purchase requirements.

ColorAccess

PixelCraft (formerly Barnasney Corp.) is offering this new version of its $995 commercial-quality color photographic software to users of competitive products such as Claret, Ofoto, or Spectra Print for $300 on trade-in. Call 800/933-0330 or 510/562-2480 for details. Offer expires 12/20/93.

Pro Image 7650C Color Scanner

PixelCraft is offering a $2500 credit toward the purchase of this $11,995 color and grayscale A3 scanner to users who trade in their old scanners, regardless of operating condition or original cost. Call 800/933-0330 or 510/562-2480 for nearest reseller and redemption requirements. Offer expires 12/20/93.

SyQuest Drives

SyQuest Technology is offering $50 plus a free internal or external 51/4-inch 88MB drive to users who trade in their old SyQuest drives. To腿ena users who trade in their IOMA (150MB removable media drives (See Aug 93 "Choosing a Storage Strategy") Call 800/245-2278 for particulars. Trade-ins will be accepted at least through 12/31/93.

---

**DISCOUNTS/REBATES**

Adobe Streamline 3.0

Adobe Systems is offering a new version of this $199 tool for converting black-and-white and color bitmapped images to PostScript line art (Sep 93 review for initial release). Available direct (800/642-3623) for $99. Offer expires 12/31/93.

DeltaGraph Pro 3

DeltaGraph is offering a special introductory price on this new version of its $195 charting and graphing package (May 92 **** for version 2.0—"best general-purpose business and technical charting program available"). Available through retail and mail order for $79.95. Offer expires 1/31/94.

Dyson High-Density Diskettes

Dyson International is offering an additional five disks free to customers who purchase 15 high-density 3½- or 5¼-inch formatted disks. Effective 11/1/93, specially wrapped boxes of 20 disks will be available through resellers. Offer expires 12/31/93.

HP Laserjet 4M

Hein melt-Packaging is offering a $100 rebate on the selling price of this 600-dpi laser printer (Feb 93 ****—"new print engine and toner guarantees smooth curves and crisp characters") when purchased after 10/1/93. Call 800/354-7622 for your nearest authorized reseller and proof-of-purchase requirements. Offer expires 12/31/93.

Mac Zone Instant Access CD

The Mac Zone has teamed up with Instant Access International to distribute a free (except for $1.95 postage and handling) interactive CD-ROM catalog that provides multimedia guided tours, working demonstrations, and comprehensive information for over 150 encrypted software products being offered at lower prices than traditional software in a box; all it takes is a phone call to purchase and decrypt complete applications. Updated CD-ROMs with new packages and upgrades will be issued every two or three months. To receive a free disc of the catalog, call 800/684-6800.

MacinTax

ChipSoft is offering a $10 rebate (package discounts contain rebate coupon) on the purchase of a 1993 federal version of this $89.95 personal tax-preparation program (May 93 ****—"preferable to completing complicated tax problems by hand...and still a bargain") and a $39.95 state version. Users who have bought from ChipSoft before can purchase this renewal version direct (800/964-1040) for $22.95 ($19.95 for state version).

Mail Link for PowerTalk/QM

Stanline Technologies is offering a special introductory half-off price on this ACCE gateway for providing E-mail connectivity between PowerTalk and CE Software's QuickMail. Available direct ($1049.95 single user, $1999.50 five-user pack), and $299.90 (ten-user pack). Offer expires 1/31/94.

Microsoft Office 3.0 + Microsoft Works 3.0

Microsoft is offering a $100 rebate on its $750 Microsoft Office integrated application software (either disk or CD-ROM) that includes Word 5.1 (Mar 93 ****, Excel 4.0 (Oct 92 ****), PowerPoint 3.0 (Feb 93 ****), and Microsoft Mail 3.1. A $50 rebate is also available on its $249 Microsoft Works integrated software (Feb 93 ****) and on the $349.95 combination pack of Works and TrueType Master Set. Call 800/622-4445 for redemption requirements. Offer expires 1/31/94.

Ray Dream Designer 3.0

Ray Dream is offering this $49 three-dimensional imaging software (Sep 93 **** for version 2.02; Aug 93 "Depth-Defying Design" Editors' Choice for version 2.04—"by far the best modeling/rendering value around") direct (800/846-0111) for $249 (includes 30-day money-back guarantee). Offer expires 12/31/93.

System 7 Tutorial Sampler

Personal Training Systems is offering a free sampler tape with three lessons from its complete System 7 tutorial. Available by calling 800/832-2499. Offer expires 12/31/93.
Now becoming an expert is not only easy, it's fun. These tutorials will make you fall in love with computing.

— Peter Norton, acclaimed software expert & developer of The Norton Utilities
Beginning in February
Macworld Shopper will
have a whole new look!

Fresh and topical,
Macworld Shopper takes
product shopping seriously.
Each page will contain a
single category specially
created with the active
buyer in mind.

So come check it out! Find
out why over half a million
buyers every month read
Macworld Shopper first.
Who can resist MACWORLD Expo? It’s the original Macintosh-exclusive show – a paradise of new hardware, software and peripherals. Mac enthusiasts go there to feast on the latest MacToys and indulge their lust for power (RAM, ROM and otherwise). They bask in the warm glow of 21" color displays and ask questions like, “Can man’s fall from grace be animated on an FX?”

Qualified Macheads are on hand to show users the tricks of the trade, and there are plenty of Macs provided on-site for impromptu practice sessions. Users try out new software for home and office, separating the quick from the dead, and getting expert critiques on a wide range of applications. In fact, there are so many experts at MACWORLD Expo, it’s like you’re hearing the word of G...(well, uh, you know what we mean).

In the end, it’s only natural that an event as big and exciting as MACWORLD Expo would be an irresistible temptation to over 100,000 Mac enthusiasts in North America. (And it’s no surprise that companies would practically part with their ribs to exhibit). True believers know that glory is never more than an upgrade (or two) away. And sticking with the same old program is almost a sin.

**TEMT ME...**

**PLEASE SEND ME MORE INFORMATION ON MACWORLD EXPO.**

**I AM INTERESTED IN:**

- Attending
- Exhibiting

**SAN FRANCISCO ’94 • January 5-8**

Moscone Convention Center

**WASHINGTON, D.C. ’94 • May 10-12**

Washington, D.C. Convention Center

**BOSTON ’94 • August 2-5**

Bayside Exposition Center & World Trade Center

**CANADA ’94 • October 18-20**

Metro Toronto Convention Centre

MAIL TO: MITCH HALL ASSOCIATES

260 MILTON ST., DEDHAM, MA 02026

OR FAX TO: 617-361-3389

You’ll receive complete information on each show as soon as it’s available. No obligation, of course.

MACWORLD Expo is sponsored by MACWORLD, the Macintosh magazine, an IDG Communications publication. MACWORLD Expo is an independent trade show produced by IDG World Expo Corp. and managed by Mitch Hall Associates, and is not affiliated with Apple Computer, Inc. MAC, MACINTOSH and MACWORLD are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. IDG World Expo Corp. is a company of International Data Group, the world’s leader in information services on information technology.
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237 DPI Technologies 85
253 Direct Connections 121
253 Educational Resources 28
226-227 Express Direct 81
230 International Mac Specialists 103
148-150 Mac Zone 70
231-234 Mac's Place 250
252 MacCenter 105
68-73 MacConnection —
246 MacDirect 58
216-225 MacMill 131
250-251 MacNews 172
238-239 MacProducts USA 175
242-244 MacWarehouse 150
236 Microtech Inv'l 116
168 Mirror Technologies 125
161 Micro Technologies 122
247 Printer Connection 91

ACCESORIES

FURNITURE

138-139 Engodyne 39
206 IDG Books 171
10 MacTable/Scanner —

SERVICES

ON LINE

167 Computserve 66

TRADESHOWS/CONFERENCES

279-279b Macworld Expo 185
Macworld Expo SF —

TRAINING

40 MacAcademy 106
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### Advertiser Index

Say you saw it in Macworld. To purchase products advertised in this issue, call the phone numbers below or use the reader service number for our FastFacts Product Information Card located on the next page.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Advertiser</th>
<th>Reader Ser. No.</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>154</td>
<td>Action Software</td>
<td>800/426-0854</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Agra/Scanner</td>
<td>800/685-4271</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152</td>
<td>Apple Design</td>
<td>800/686-2446</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Aladdin Systems</td>
<td>400/761-9200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Aldus Consumer Division</td>
<td>800/367-8911</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94-95</td>
<td>Apple</td>
<td>167</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172-173</td>
<td>Apple</td>
<td>167</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164</td>
<td>Applied Engineering</td>
<td>800/550-MACS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td>ASD Software</td>
<td>800/624-2594</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174</td>
<td>Avnet</td>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Berkeley Systems</td>
<td>800/248-0800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181</td>
<td>Brookstream</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Caere Corp.</td>
<td>800/555-SCAN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Caere Corp.</td>
<td>800/555-SCAN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Centurion Point Software</td>
<td>800/277-3873</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139</td>
<td>Chipsoft</td>
<td>800/487-8287</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Glean America Corporation</td>
<td>800/421-PRINTERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>167</td>
<td>Compusave</td>
<td>800/848-8199</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-31</td>
<td>Computer Associates</td>
<td>800/225-5224</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Contemporary Computer</td>
<td>800/382-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Corel Corporation</td>
<td>800/836-3729</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Daumz Development</td>
<td>800/253-3000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>DataVue</td>
<td>800/733-0030</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176</td>
<td>DataWatch</td>
<td>37 919/549-0711</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Daystar Digital</td>
<td>800/560-2077</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Delmro Technology</td>
<td>800/268-6082</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Denene Software</td>
<td>800/363-CANVAS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130-131</td>
<td>Digital Equipment Corporation</td>
<td>800/426-9575</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Dub-Click</td>
<td>800/266-9575</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Dru-Conseve</td>
<td>148 800/247-5468</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>279a-279b</td>
<td>Educorpo</td>
<td>800/843-8983</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Engineered Software</td>
<td>800/487-8287</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Epson</td>
<td>800/847-0852</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137-137</td>
<td>Engrvyde</td>
<td>800/363-2729</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Fractal Design</td>
<td>800/847-7443</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>GDT Software</td>
<td>800/863-2822</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>205</td>
<td>Graphsoft</td>
<td>46 410/260-5114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114-115</td>
<td>Hewlett Packard</td>
<td>800/LASERJET</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Hewlett Packard</td>
<td>800/685-4271</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>206</td>
<td>IBD Books</td>
<td>171 800/762-2974</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152</td>
<td>Image Club Graphics</td>
<td>800/651-9410</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Insigina Solutions</td>
<td>800/848-7677</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>Intel Corporation</td>
<td>800/333-7009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>254-255</td>
<td>Interactive Box Office</td>
<td>800/821-1177</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Kantron Software</td>
<td>800/938-8900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>Kensington MicroWear Ltd</td>
<td>800/535-4242</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-17</td>
<td>La Cie</td>
<td>800/999-1182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>Lapis Technologies</td>
<td>800/43LAPIS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
<td>LaserMaster</td>
<td>800/550-6868</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>Leader Technologies</td>
<td>800/797-3040</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148-150</td>
<td>Mac Zone, The</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>MacAcademy</td>
<td>800/257-1914</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68-73</td>
<td>MacConnection</td>
<td>800/800-3333</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>MacTechConnect</td>
<td>800/722-6263</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>278a-278b</td>
<td>Macworld Expo</td>
<td>800/827-4669</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185</td>
<td>Macworld Expo, SF</td>
<td>800/827-4669</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155</td>
<td>Mailbox</td>
<td>800/510-2970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42-43</td>
<td>Microfield Graphics</td>
<td>800/334-4022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>MicroPac, Inc.</td>
<td>800/949-5555</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>MicroNet Technology</td>
<td>714/453-6000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td>714/453-6000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159</td>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td>800/827-4669</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>Monitor Technologies</td>
<td>800/827-4669</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161</td>
<td>Monitor Technologies</td>
<td>800/827-4669</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>MSA Inc.</td>
<td>800/366-4622</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179</td>
<td>Multi-Ad Services</td>
<td>800/447-1950</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>NEC Technologies</td>
<td>800/963-2384</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181-192</td>
<td>NEC Technologies</td>
<td>800/963-2384</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138</td>
<td>No Image Software</td>
<td>800/563-3821</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118-119</td>
<td>Now Software</td>
<td>800/275-5669</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Orange Micro</td>
<td>33 714/778-2772</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208</td>
<td>Personal Training Systems</td>
<td>800/832-2499</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Pinnacle Micro</td>
<td>800/553-7070</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158</td>
<td>PaperTech, Inc.</td>
<td>800/225-3720</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>QMS</td>
<td>800/922-7555</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>Radius</td>
<td>800/277-2795</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Ranger Inc</td>
<td>800/487-8297</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147</td>
<td>RelayExpress Direct</td>
<td>800/444-8855</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>Secure IT</td>
<td>800/451-7592</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>Sophisticated PC's</td>
<td>800/827-4669</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156</td>
<td>Spectral International</td>
<td>800/432-3850</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Statoft</td>
<td>918/531-4149</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### InfoFAX

For instant faxed back information from QMS...

**call 1-800-234-0455**

and enter extension 502.
JUST FOR YOU. FREE PRODUCT INFORMATION FROM MACWORLD.

There's no cost or obligation. We even pay the postage! Simply fill in the questionnaire, then circle the numbers on the card below for the products that interest you. Numbers for advertised products can be found in the ad and in both the Product Index and Ad Index. Fold card and mail.

No staples please.

Please answer these questions so that we may better serve you.

A. Including yourself, approximately how many people are employed at your entire work-site (i.e., employees in your office, building, or cluster of buildings)?

1) 1000- 
2) 999 - 100
3) 99 - 25
4) Under 25

B. Which of the following computers are installed at this entire work-site?

1) Apple Workgroup Servers/
MacQuadra-series
2) Macintosh-II/II Plus/IIIf/
MacQuadra-series
3) Macintosh Classic/Classic SE/Plus/SE/
PowerBook-series/PowerBook Duo-series

C. What is the total number of Macs installed at this entire work-site (Check one.)

1) 500- 
2) 499 - 100
3) 99 - 50
4) 99 - 10
5) 1 - 9
6) None

D. For how many Macintosh computers within this entire work-site do you have purchase involvement for products and/or services? (Check one.)

1) $1 million or more
2) $500,000 - $1 million
3) $100,000 - $500,000
4) $50,000 - $100,000
5) $25,000 - $50,000
6) Under $25,000

E. In what ways are you ever involved in purchase decisions for Macintosh products at this entire work-site? (Check all that apply.)

1) Evaluate, recommend, or approve brands/models
2) Evaluate, recommend, or approve purchase source
3) Authorize purchases

F. Over the next 12 months, how much will this entire work-site spend on Macintosh products and/or services? (Check one.)

1) $1 million or more
2) $500,000 - $1 million
3) $100,000 - $500,000
4) $50,000 - $100,000
5) $25,000 - $50,000
6) Under $25,000

G. Considering the entire work-site, which of the following Macintosh hardware and software products are currently installed? (Check all that apply.)

1) Central Processing
2) Monitor/DSS
3) Multi-line telephones
4) Networking/Communication equipment
5) Multimedia/Video
6) Mobile computing products

H. What is your primary job function? (Check one.)

1) Business software
2) Computer sales
3) Engineering
4) MIS/IT/IS/Network Management
5) R&D/Scientific
6) Corporate/General Management
7) Accounting/Finance
8) Marketing/Sales/PR
9) Art/Design/Creative Services

Thank You!

Please print or type all information.

Title:
Co.:
Phone:
Fax:

Check box and fill in the appropriate information to subscribe to Macworld.
You will be billed $24.95 for a 1-year (12 issue) subscription (U.S. only).

Expires April 8, 1994

Black Hills State Univ Media Relations Office
USB 9512 Spearfish, SD 57783
FREE PRODUCT INFORMATION.

Get valuable information about the products that interest you. There's no cost; no obligation. Just fill out both sides of this FASTFACTS Information form. Circle the numbers for the desired products. Then mail the card. We pay the postage! For even faster results fill out and send the card via our FASTFAX.

Now fast... get the facts, the competition's gaining on you.

Macworld

Macworld
Reader Service Department
P.O. Box 5299
Pittsfield, MA 01203-9906
## Mail Order Section

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Advertiser</th>
<th>Section No.</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>248</td>
<td>Alliance Peripheral Systems</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>800/874-1428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>Bottomline Distribution</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>512/472-4956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>228, 229</td>
<td>Club Mac</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>800/CLUB-MAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>237</td>
<td>DIG Technologies</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>800/235-9748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>253</td>
<td>Direct Connections</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>800/672-4305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>253</td>
<td>Educational Resources</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>800/624-2926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>226, 227</td>
<td>Express Direct</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>800/765-0040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>International Mac Specialists</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>800/243-4153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231-234</td>
<td>Mac's Place</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>800/367-4222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>252</td>
<td>MacCenter</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>800/850-0950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>246</td>
<td>MacDirect</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>800/621-0467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216-225</td>
<td>MacMail</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>800/682-1045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250, 251</td>
<td>Mac News</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>800/243-9383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>238, 239</td>
<td>MacProducts USA</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>800/MACUSA1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>242-244</td>
<td>Macwarehouse</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>800/255-3227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>236</td>
<td>Microtech International</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>800/626-4276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>247</td>
<td>Printer Connection</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>714/750-8322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>245</td>
<td>Super Micro</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>800/352-3415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>235</td>
<td>Xante</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>800/826-8339</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Billboard Section

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Advertiser</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HARDWARE</td>
<td>ACCELERATORS</td>
<td>800/289-3374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BATTERIES</td>
<td>800/983-8284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MULTIMEDIA</td>
<td>612/897-1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MONITORS</td>
<td>800/726-3599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRINTERS</td>
<td>Orange Micro</td>
<td>714/719-2772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Axion</td>
<td>800/841XON1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MicroMax</td>
<td>714/362-1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRACK BALLS</td>
<td>Comp Aesthetics</td>
<td>800/425-2200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOFTWARE</td>
<td>BUSINESS</td>
<td>800/767-0035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CD-ROM</td>
<td>800/448-2323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EDUCATIONAL</td>
<td>800/217-4066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GRAPHICS</td>
<td>408/741-5101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MUSIC</td>
<td>800/845-4866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTILITIES/ELECTRONIC BOOKS</td>
<td>617/734-9700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERVICES</td>
<td>GRAPHICS</td>
<td>800/714-4747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ON-LINE SERVICES</td>
<td>800/695-4005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCESSORIES</td>
<td>Cases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Covers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diskettes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Furniture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PowerBook</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Catalog Section

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advertiser</th>
<th>Page No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HARDWARE</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOFTWARE</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERVICES</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCESSORIES</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Hewlett Packard DeskWriter Printer

Even if your budget is tight, you can still afford a fast, quiet, high-quality printer - the HP DeskWriter for black only printing.
- 300 dpi resolution
- 35 scalable fonts
- Built-in print spooler
- Grayscale printing
- Three year limited warranty
- Optional dust cover available

HP DeskWriter $299

The HP ScanJet II Scanners

The high-performance color/grayscale scanner that provides advanced features at a breakthrough price.
- Superior image quality with 1600 dpi enhanced resolution, 400 dpi optical
- 24-bit color allows you to recognize and scan over 16 million colors
- HP AccuPage 2.0 for better recognition of text on a broader range of documents
- Just two clicks of mouse produces a scan
- Optional transparency adapter available
- Optional 50-page document feeder available
- One-year HP Express Exchange Warranty for 24-hour replacement service

HP ScanJet llcx $995
HP ScanJet II P Scanner 300 dpi grayscale scanner $699

The HP FAX-900

The HP FAX-900 is an affordable standalone fax product that offers the convenience and quality of plain-paper faxing.
- 12-second/page
- 30 page document feeder
- 1 year HP Express Exchange Warranty

Call for price

NEW!

The new HP DeskWriter 310 printer, no-compromise printing for Macintosh PowerBook™ users.
- Crisp 300dpi black
- Optional color kit for amazing color output
- Fast. Up to 3 pages/minute
- Compact and lightweight
- 35 scalable fonts
- Background printing
- Optional rechargeable battery

HP DeskWriter 310 Inkjet Printer $349

NEW!

The HP DeskWriter 550C Inkjet Printer

The HP DeskWriter 550C printer with both black and color ink cartridges makes your documents – and you – stand out from the crowd.
- Tricolor ink cartridge
- 35 scalable fonts
- Media flexibility
- Grayscale printing
- Three year limited warranty

Call for price

NEW!

HP DeskWriter 550C Inkjet $599
12 REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD ONLY ORDER FROM MACMALL:

1. MacMall is the only mail order company able to cater to your needs with individual showrooms offering broad selection, great prices and knowledgeable, category specific sales advice.
2. Largest mail-order catalog in MacWorld magazine.
3. Up to 30-day full satisfaction money back guarantee (MBG).
4. $3.00 Overnight Shipping (see policies on last page).
5. If a partial order is shipped, we pay freight on the remaining portion of your order.
6. All major credit cards accepted with no surcharges, and your credit card will not be charged until order is shipped.
7. C.O.D. orders also accepted.
8. Educational, government and corporate purchase orders accepted.
9. International toll free phone numbers (see last page).
10. We have the most sophisticated order entry and processing system to minimize your wait on the phone and deliver your order in the quickest fashion.
12. In the unlikely event that you find a lower price anywhere else, give us a call and we will make every effort to beat that price and offer you greatly superior service.

Call MacMall Toll Free at 1-800-222-2808 or call individual showrooms for more category specific service

Look for these exciting specials inside MacMall

- Radius Intellicolor $2195*
- DataProducts LZR960 $969
- Radius Color Pivot/LE $679
- Umax 600 DPI Scanner $799
- PSI Power Modem IV $269
- MassMicro Quickimage 24 $99

You can order across multiple showrooms by using any MacMall toll-free 800 number.
**Intellicolor Display/20**
- 20" Trinitron display
- Keyboard adjustment via Intellicolour software
- State-of-the-art color temperature control
- "on-the-fly" resolution and color depth switching

**LOWEST PRICE!**
Intellicolour $2195*

**ORDER TOLL FREE**
1-800-682-1042

---

**RasterOps 20/20 Multimode Color Display**
- The RasterOps 20/20 is a full color 2-page solution at an affordable price.
  - 31mm super fine dot
  - Supports 640x480 to 1152x870 (8 presets)
  - Anti-static/glare coating
  - Digital user controls
  - 3 Year Limited Warranty

**$1299**

---

**Adobe Premiere 3.0** $419
**Sigma Movie Movie** $299
**Pixar Renderman/Showplace** $429
**SuperMac Videospigtot Nubus** $359
**Videospigtot LC** $249
**Spigot Pro Nubus** $979
**Spigot & Sound Pro** $1049
**Thunderstorm Deluxe** $799

---

**Adobe Premiere 3.0** $419
**Sigma Movie Movie** $299
**Pixar Renderman/Showplace** $429
**SuperMac Videospigtot Nubus** $359
**Videospigtot LC** $249
**Spigot Pro Nubus** $979
**Spigot & Sound Pro** $1049
**Thunderstorm Deluxe** $799

---

**Radius** $599
**MultiDisk 150** $99

---

**Kensington Turbo Mouse 4.0**
- World's Best Trackball!!
  - Two large control buttons with intelligent software to program custom commands and functions.
  - Turbo Mouse $99

---

**RasterOps 20/20**
- 20" Trinitron display
- Keyboard adjustment via Intellicolour software
- State-of-the-art color temperature control
- "on-the-fly" resolution and color depth switching

**LOWEST PRICE!**
Intellicolour $2195*

---

* After a $200 Manufacturer rebate. Valid until 12/31/93

---

**RasterOps Editing Aces Suite**
- THE EDITING Aces SUITE featuring MoviePak, is the solution for full-motion video playback, 16-bit CD quality sound and print-to-tape capability. The Suite includes MediaTime, MoviePak and the Video Expander II. Includes Adobe Premiere.

Now available: the new MoviePak 2 daughterboard with full motion, full screen video digitizing, and JPEG compression for QuickTime playback at 60 fields/sec.

**$2999**
**Amplified Computer Speakers**

- 4 watt stereo speakers
- Magnetically shielded
- Designed to attach to your monitor (brackets included)
- Volume control and Bass Boost
- Operate on batteries or with AC adapter (not included)
- One year warranty

**Labtec CS-180**........... $29

---

**SUPERMAC.**

**Supermatch 20T•XL**

Multimode monitor features advanced technologies for outstanding color accuracy!

SuperMatch 20T XL ....... $2499

**Thunder/24 video card** – Highly rated, high-performance accelerator. Resolution up to 1152x870, on-board GWorld display memory, hardware pan and zoom, and SuperVideo display software. Ideal choice for color publishing! MacWEEK calls it the "...undisputed champ."

2069
**MICROTEK**

**ScanMaker IISP**
- 24-bit color scanner
- 1200dpi (software interpolated)
- 8-bit mode for black and white images
- Features Dynamic Color Rendition™ the most accurate color calibration system available.
- Bundled with Photoshop 2.5 LE, CorelDRAW Software and a color calibration target.
- Also available, an optional document feeder and transparency adapter

*MicroTec ScanMaker IISP Scanner $799*

---

**FARGO**

**The Primera Color Printer**
is a new low-cost, high-quality wax thermal transfer printer. Primera delivers stunning color output from nearly all Macintosh programs. An optional Photo-Realistic Upgrade Kit turns the Primera into a 24-bit color dye-sublimation printer.

*Primera Color Printer $989*

*Photo-Realistic Upgrade Kit $249*

---

**ADOBE**

Photoshop 2.5.1 $545
Illustrator 5.0 $359

**ALDUS**

PageMaker 5.0 $569
Freehand 3.1.1 $369

**FRACTAL**

Painter 2.0 $269
Painter X2 $79

**APPLIED ENGINEERING**

Transwarp 1340 SE $299
Transwarp 1340 (FPU) $419
Transwarp 2340 $249
Transwarp 2340 (FPU) $379
Transwarp 6433i $879
Transwarp 6440i $1259

**QUARK**

Quark X Press 3.2 $599

**WACOM**

ArtZ Tablet $289
ArtZ with Painter $499
UD-1212R Tablet $559

---

**SONY**

**14” MONITOR**
- Vertically flat screen reduces distortion
- 25mm super fine dot
- Up to 1024x768 resolution non-interlaced

CPD1304S $459

**17” MONITOR**
- Vertically flat screen reduces distortion
- 25mm super fine dot
- Up to 1024x768 resolution non-interlaced

CPD1604S $959

---

**RAYDREAM**

**RAY DREAM DESIGNER 3.0**
Try the leading 3D illustration package. It handles the details—lighting, shadows, transparency, reflections and perspective are automatic. Actually paint the most complex object in 3D.

*RAY Dream Designer 3.0 $199*

**addDepth**
PostScript® gives 3D! Attention grabbing 3D depth and perspective for type and line art. Type or draw in addDepth, or import art from other drawing software for automatic 3D.

*addDepth $119*

**JAG II (Jaggies Are Gone)**
This award winning graphics utility is packed with new features! Resolution boosting eliminates the jaggies in your images or animations. Supports PICT, TIFF, EPS, PhotoCD, Photoshop, more!

*JAG II $79*
FULLY INTEGRATED CONTACT MANAGEMENT

Field Assistant® from FIT Software is ideal for mobile professionals who need to manage their relationships and activities. It is the only program on the Mac that lets you see, manipulate and link contacts, activities and correspondence simultaneously. Field Assistant lets you easily see your most important information at a glance. Now get even more power with the award-winning Connectix PowerBook Utilities (CPU). CPU 2.0 is the most comprehensive solution for enhancing PowerBook productivity and convenience.

FIT Software

ORDER TOLL FREE
1-800-682-1040

TARGUS LEATHER NOTEBOOK CASE
Full-grain leather case is designed to carry a notebook computer and related accessories. Padded computer section is 15x11x2.5" plus an external 13x9x2" accessory pocket. Model CLN1 Targus Leather Notebook Case...

TARGUS UNIVERSAL NOTEBOOK CASE
Designed to carry your Notebook and Personal Printer in two separate compartments. 11x13x2.5" plus an expanding file section for your work papers. The ideal case for the mobile office! Model CUN1 Targus Universal Notebook Case...

TARGUS NOTELOC
Padded computer section is 14x11x2.5" with external 13x9x2" accessory pocket. Detachable shoulder strap and interior portfolio section. Targus quality at an economical price. Model CN01 Targus Noteloc...

APPLIED ENGINEERING
PowerBook Battery $49
Charger/Conditioner $59
Auto Adapter $69
Auxcell $259
DataLink PB $439

AFTER HOURS
Touchbase/Datebook Pro $85

ADESSO
PowerBook Keypad $49

GLOBAL VILLAGE
Powerport Bronze $179
Powerport Silver $249
Powerport Gold $279

QUANTUM
Hard Drives Call

VARIOUS PRODUCTS
PowerMerge $79
Norton Essentials $89
In Touch $59
PB Wrist Saver $10
PowerBook Utilities $54
SCSI MicroDock $149
Color MicroDock $269
PSI PowerModem IV $269

AFTER HOURS
Touchbase/Datebook Pro $85

MACMALL

E-MACHINES

POWERLINK PRESENTER $389

E-MACHINES ETHERDOCK $529

GCC TECHNOLOGIES

WriteMove II

The Portable Executive Printer for the PowerBook

The WriteMove II features ATMs™, support for TrueType™, and 360x360 dpi resolution, which combine to produce laser-quality, professional output. Weighing a mere 2.5 pounds (with battery) and measuring only 11.7" x 3.5" x 2", the WriteMove II fits easily in the PowerBook's carrying case or in your briefcase. Includes everything you need to get started including ribbons and AC adapter/recharger.
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RAMAC ASSISTANT CPU ...
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Fara/Ion's Friendlynet 10 Base-T Adapter is perfect for Quadras, Centris 650's, and other devices with built-in Ethernet. 100% compatible with Apple and LIFETIME WARRANTY from the Macintosh networking leader. 5 LED's give you traffic information.

10-Base-T Adapter $65

Farallon's Friendlynet 10 Base-T Adapter is perfect for Quadras, Centris 650's, and other devices with built-in Ethernet. 100% compatible with Apple and LIFETIME WARRANTY from the Macintosh networking leader. 5 LED's give you traffic information.

10-Base-T Adapter $65

See our policies on last page.

Fara/Ion's Friendlynet 10 Base-T Adapter is perfect for Quadras, Centris 650's, and other devices with built-in Ethernet. 100% compatible with Apple and LIFETIME WARRANTY from the Macintosh networking leader. 5 LED's give you traffic information.

10-Base-T Adapter $65

See our policies on last page.

ORDER TOLL FREE
1-800-682-1046
Go for greater success with ACT!

ACT! is the best-selling contact manager featuring an easy to use contact database, powerful activity scheduler, sophisticated report generator, and full featured word processor. ACT! keeps you in touch with your contacts and on top of your schedule. It is the proven way to find, keep, and satisfy your customers.

ACT! for MAC .......... $169
Claris Works 2.0 $189
NOLO PRESS
Will Maker $39
Record Keeper $35
NORDIC SOFTWARE
Language Explorer $29
BERKELEY
AfterDark/More $45
Star Trek Screen Saver $32
Disney Screen Saver $35
SOFTSYNC
Expert Home Design $29
NOVA DEVELOPMENT
Kaboom! 2.0/More $45
Kaboom $45
BRODERBUND
Kid Pix $36
Kid Pix Companion $27
PSYGNOSIS
Lemmings $35

Impact Accelerators
Extreme's Impact 030, 32-MHz Accelerator increases LC/LCII and Performa 400 performance by as much as 500%. It offers easy snap-in installation and is one of the few LC/LCII accelerators that meets Apple's strict power consumption guidelines. The Impact card comes with a 3 year warranty and a 100% software compatibility guarantee.

- Impact 030 No FPU $359
- Impact 030 LC/LCII Accelerator $399

Relisys
VividView™ 14 Color Display
The VividView 14 offers extremely high quality at an affordable price. With a sharp 28mm dot pitch, 640x480 resolution, and 16-bit unlimited colors, this monitor will work wonders with your Centris, LC or Mac II.

- Relisys 14" Monitor $329
- VividView 16" Color Monitor $699

Cordless Super Mouse
High-quality infrared cordless mouse is Macintosh ADB compatible but is self-powered. Includes rechargeable mouse station, PLUS highly-rated Snooper 2.0 Lite Edition.

- Mouse BUNDLE $39
- Super Mouse Only $29

Maxell
MAXELL is proven reliability with a full lifetime replacement warranty. New Maxell Super RD II Series disks feature optimum performance.

- HS-4/60meter DAT Tape $9.99
- HS-4/90meter DAT Tape $11.99
- HS-6/112meter DAT Tape $8.99
- DS/DD RD II 10-pack $5.99
- DS/HD RD II 10-pack $8.99

MediaMate
POWERTAMER
FAMILY OF SURGE PROTECTORS GUARANTEED PROTECTION UP TO $25,000.

- POWERTAMER 23200 (4 outlet surge protector) $19
- POWERTAMER 23202 (6 outlet with fax/modem/phone) $45
- POWERTAMER 23204 (1 outlet surge protector) $8

Laserrak Printer Stand
4 heavy-duty shelves stack and lock beneath your printer with individual compartments for stationary paper trays and more. Perfect for all popular laser printers or fax machines.

- Laserack Printer Stand $29
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turbo 040 25MHz</td>
<td>$849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbo 040i 20MHz</td>
<td>$599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbo 040i 25MHz</td>
<td>$679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value 040 25MHz</td>
<td>$779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value 040 33MHz</td>
<td>$919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value 040i 20MHz</td>
<td>$749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value 040i 33MHz</td>
<td>$719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerCache 33 MHz</td>
<td>$349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerCache 33 FPU</td>
<td>$419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerCache 50 MHz</td>
<td>$569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerCache 50 FPU</td>
<td>$669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk Runner</td>
<td>$579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charger</td>
<td>$469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UC630LE Color Scanner</strong></td>
<td><strong>$799</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC840 800dpi</td>
<td><strong>$1249</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC1260 1200dpi</td>
<td><strong>$1799</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency Adapter</td>
<td><strong>$699</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MacMall Policies**

- 30-day or other MBG (money-back-guarantee) applies to designated manufacturers and products only. Call Customer Service at (310) 771-4520 for a Return Authorization if necessary. All returns without an authorization number (AN) will be refused. Returned products must be in original condition and packaging, with all warranty cards, and must be sent back within 30 days of our invoice date. No refunds on labor or shipping charges. Prices and availability subject to change without notice. Some items limited to stock on hand. Not responsible for typographic or photographic errors. Prices listed do not include shipping or insurance. Next Day shipping is available only on orders placed before 5:00 pm EST and may exclude certain rural areas. $3.00 shipping of flat rates USD on orders over 15 pounds. Shipping charges apply to the U.S. only and orders over 10 pounds incur additional shipping charges. If ordering by credit card, include expiration date and billing address. California residents (only) add 9.25% state sales tax. PowerBook Palace, Multimedia Theater, Entrepreneurs' Corner, Connections, The Image Emporium, The Home Store and MacDepot are trademarks of Creative Computers. All other trademarks or registered trademarks are used to benefit and without intent to infringe on the markholder. © 1993 Creative Computers. FAX # (310) 222-5800.

**SIGMA 20T High Resolution Color Display**

This 20" Color Monitor features brilliant, sharp, Trinitron™ technology. Now get a great buy on the 20T, bundled with Sigma's 24XG color display adapter. The 24XG supports multiple resolutions up to 1024x768 and 16.8 million colors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20T/24XG BUNDLE</td>
<td><strong>$1899</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24XG Video Card</td>
<td><strong>$399</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SHARP Expert Pad**

from Sharp uses the new intelligent and exciting Newton™ technology to help you with your daily work such as names and addresses, to do lists, and note taking. It learns and recognizes your handwriting, connects to Macintosh and PC's and transfers data to Sharp Wizard OZ-9000 series. It comes with a 20MHz, 32-bit RISC processor, 4MB of ROM and 640K RAM.

**Price** **$689**
We’re not like the other
We’ll give you more

Macintosh Systems

Whether you need a system for high-end color publishing, professional pre-press applications, desktop design and production or simply business productivity — Express Direct can custom configure a Mac System that’s right for your specific job and right for your budget.

$3379
Apple Quadra 840 AV with CD-Rom Drive
8MB RAM, 230 MB HD, includes Ethernet & FPU. Add E-Machines 16" monitor display with accelerated 24-bit color card, Apple Extended Keyboard & System 7. Complete System: $8449

Call about new Quadras!

And remember, all Macs aren’t created equal! At Express Direct we do more than take orders and ship boxes. We install the memory, video card and system software. Then we test every System — so all you need to do is plug it in! And only Express Direct gives you Toll-Free Technical Support with every Mac.

We stock a complete line of quality products from all of the above manufacturers & more.

1-800-765-0020
Express Hours (central time) M-F 8am-7pm, Sat 10am-2pm • 24hr Fax
mail order companies.

than a sales pitch.

We'll give it to you straight.

When it comes to product knowledge and understanding the needs of graphic professionals - nobody even comes close to Express Direct. Not the other mail-order companies, not the superstores, not even your local dealer.

When you call us - **you'll talk with an expert.** Someone who's done their homework, knows the product, knows what they're talking about. Not an order-taker, like you get with the other mail-order companies.

We carry only top-notch products from the industry's best manufacturers. No garbage. You demand quality and so do we. What's more, our strict criteria for selecting products means we always get the lowest price - directly from the manufacturer. So **nobody can give you a better value** than Express Direct.

But that's just the beginning. With customer service and technical support that's the best in the industry, we make it our business to take care of you. All this is just a free phone call away. So, call Express Direct today. **You're going to love working with us!**

1801 W. Larchmont Ave., Chicago, IL 60613 USA

*Flexible payment & leasing terms for those who qualify*

International Orders Shipped Daily

Fax: 312.546.6447  Ph: 312.549.0030

**The Color Experts**

Apple.Mac are trademarks of Apple Computer. Prices are subject to change without notice. All returned orders may be subject to a 15% restocking fee plus return shipping. Call for RMA before returning.

*All warranties on Macintosh or Apple branded products sold by Express Direct will be honored by Express Direct or its authorized agents only. All other manufacturers' warranties still apply.*
Quantum

Quantum Aub Mac Quantum Drive is the best "plug-and-play" storage solution for your Macintosh computer. All Quantum drives are backed by ClubMac’s 30-Day Money Back Guarantee and Two Year Warranty (GoDrives include ONE Year Warranty).

**GO DRIVE SERIES**
- **2.5” POWERBOOK DRIVES**
  - 160mb: $265, 17ms
  - 525mb: $589, 10ms

**LPS SERIES**
- **3.5” LOW PROFILE**
  - 36GIG: $1249, 10ms

**ELS SERIES**
- **3.5” LOW PROFILE, LOW POWER**
  - 127mb: $179, 17ms
  - 170mb: $185, 17ms

**PRODRIVE SERIES**
- **3.5” HALF HEIGHT**
  - 1.2GIG: $179, 9ms

**AC:cm**
- **12.6” POWERBOOK DRIVES**
  - 12GIG: $265, 10ms

**105mb REMOVABLES CARTRIDGES**
- **ClubMac 105mb Internal**
  - $539, 105mb/105mb

**NEW LOWER SYQUEST PRICES**
- **Featuring $459**

**44MB REMOVABLES 88C REMOVABLES**
- **ClubMac 44mb External**
  - $299, 44mb/105mb

**105MB REMOVABLES**
- **ClubMac 105mb Internal**
  - $499

**1.8GIG**
- **ST12 400 N**
  - Barracuda 2

**CLUBMAC TAPE BACKUP SYSTEMS**
- **TAPE BACKUP SYSTEMS**
  - **155mb**
    - Teac MT25/50
    - $389, $409

- **600mb**
  - Teac MT25/50
  - $589, $609

**DAT TAPE BACKUP SYSTEMS**
- **2.0GIG**
  - Archivision Python
  - $959, $979

- **3-5GIG**
  - Archivision Turbo DAT
  - $1189, $1209

**CLUBMAC OPTICAL DRIVES**
- **Without question the best bargain among 5.25” drives.**

- **MACWORLD DECEMBER 1993**
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SuperMatch I 7T</td>
<td>$1049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuperMatch Plus 20&quot; Color</td>
<td>$1649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuperMatch 21&quot;</td>
<td>$2379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Spigot NuBus/ Pro NuBus</td>
<td>$369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuperMatch 21&quot;</td>
<td>$995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MovieSpoker (External 195m)</td>
<td>$579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Spigot NuBus/ Pro NuBus</td>
<td>$459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MovieSpoker (Portable 75m)</td>
<td>$459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thunder (21&quot;)</td>
<td>$295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiSync 6 FGp</td>
<td>$2429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiSync 4 FGp</td>
<td>$719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiSync 4 FGp</td>
<td>$424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiSync 7 (280m)</td>
<td>$399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiSync 8 (480m)</td>
<td>$499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiSync 9 (960m)</td>
<td>$699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiSync 12 (1920m)</td>
<td>$999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiSync 16 (2560m)</td>
<td>$1699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Speed CD-ROM Reader</td>
<td>$229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiscan 21&quot;</td>
<td>$2429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiscan 21&quot; (External 195m)</td>
<td>$579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiscan 30&quot; (Portable 75m)</td>
<td>$459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiscan 30&quot; (Portable 75m)</td>
<td>$459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Village PowerPort</td>
<td>$165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Village Teleport</td>
<td>$105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supra MODEMS</td>
<td>$165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuperSync 14.4 3.2 bps</td>
<td>$209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuperSync 14.4 3.2 bps</td>
<td>$235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuperSync 21.6 3.2 bps</td>
<td>$265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StarNet 3 in 1 Port</td>
<td>$99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StarNet Fiber optic</td>
<td>$99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StarNet Port/Printer</td>
<td>$99</td>
</tr>
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The Intelligent Choice

FWB HOT PE software included FREE!

DuoMate 16sc ........................................ $543
20/20C ................................................... $1515
2075RO .................................................. $2489
PaintBoard L ........................................... $799
PaintBoard Turbo ...................................... $1109
24STV .................................................... $739
Media Time ............................................. $1479

33MHz PowerCache ................................. $335
40MHz PowerCache ................................ $499
50MHz PowerCache ................................ $625
20MHz Turbo 040 .................................... $616
25MHz Turbo 040/040 ............................... $704
33MHz Turbo 040/040 ............................... $792
40MHz Turbo 040 .................................... $1322

SyQuest, Fujitsu, Micropolis, Maxtor drives also available. Please call for a competitive quote.

OPTICAL DRIVES

Model | Capacity | Seek | Int. | Ext.
Teac 128MB | 35ms | $749 | $797
Fujitsu 128MB | 35ms | $899 | $929
Fujitsu 128MB | 45ms | $769 | $799

EXTERNAL DRIVE ENCLOSURES

• Premium Housing $99
• Standard Housing $89
• Full Height Housing $145
• Mini Housing $99

FOR THE POWERBOOK

SCSI - Gear $29
Adapts standard SCSI cable to PowerBook HDl-30 SCSI connector.
Works on all PowerBooks including 100 and Duo models.

Dataproducts LZR 960 $999
Envisio NDA 030 4 MB P/B Adapter $499
Terra Multisync 14" Monitor $339
• Multisync tube
• Multiple resolution up to 1024 X 768
• PC and Macintosh compatible

Prices and product availability subject to change without notice. Not responsible for typographical errors. University and corporate P.O.'s accepted. All returned product must have RMA authorization number, subject to 15% restocking fee. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. All brand names and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.

1652 Deere Avenue, Irvine, CA 92714
Int. (714) 951-3092 24 hour FAX (714) 851-1516
AppleLink: IMS.TUSTIN

Circle 103 on reader service card
Microsoft Office is a great deal – the full versions of the latest Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Mail for over $1,000 less than if you had purchased them separately. And they were all designed to work great together.

Microsoft Works is an integrated software package with a word processor, database, spreadsheet, charting, drawing, and communications—all bundled into one. The TrueType font bundle includes over 100 TrueType fonts. ($99.95 value)

4017 SupraFAXModem V.32bis MacPac $224.

SupraFAXModem V.32bis is an excellent value,” raves Tom Negrino of Macworld. It features 14,400 bps data and fax communications with up to 57,600 bps throughput using V.42bis data compression. The modem automatically negotiates the fastest connection, and sending a fax is as easy as printing. You can even delay transmission until times when long-distance rates are lower. The Silent Answer feature detects if an incoming call is fax or voice, and handles it appropriately. The MacPac includes cables, FaxMania, and WorldLink. FaxMania is a collection of fun cover sheets, and WorldLink lets you connect to the Internet.

Minimum requirements: TVator Pro—LC II; LC III; LC IV; LC VI; LC VI; Centris 610, 650, Quadra 700, 400, 950; PowerBook 160, 165c, 180, 190c; TV with Composite Video or S-Video input. Action! Bundle—Mac IIfx, 486 RAM, System 7, color monitor, CD-ROM drive.

7150 TVator Pro & Action! Bundle $399.

TVator Pro & Action! Bundle

Turn any Mac or PC into a powerful multimedia presentation system. The TVator Pro is a small, lightweight, portable device that converts analog RGB/VGA to NTSC signals for flicker-free color output on big screen TV, RGB video, LCD projectors, and RGB/SVGA monitors. It includes cables, power adapter, utility disk, TV brightness controller, and user's manual. Macromedia's Action! Bundle is all you need to create professional-quality, high-impact business presentations. It includes Action! multimedia presentation software, SoundEdit Pro, and Perfect Presentations CineMedia 3. Action! is a revolutionary application that lets you create dazzling multimedia presentations with sound, motion, text, graphics, animation, video, and interactivity. Minimum requirements: TVator Pro—LC II, LC III, LC IV, Centris 610, 650, Quadra 700, 400, 950, 990; PowerBook 160, 165c, 180, 190c; TV with Composite Video or S-Video input. Action! Bundle—Mac IIfx, 486 RAM, System 7, color monitor, CD-ROM drive.

7192 Microsoft Works 3.0 True Type Bundle (pictured) $719.

Microsoft Works is an integrated software package with a word processor, database, spreadsheet, charting, drawing, and communications—all bundled into one. The TrueType font bundle includes over 100 TrueType fonts. ($99.95 value)

Minimum requirements: MS Office—Mac Plus, 2MB RAM, System 6.0.5, a hard disk. MS Works—MacPlus, 1MB RAM, System 6.0.5, a hard disk. Microsoft Works/True Type Bundle off er good while supplies last.

6455 Microsoft Office 3.0 (pictured) $645.

Microsoft Office is a great deal—the full versions of the latest Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Mail for over $1,000 less than if you had purchased them separately. And they were all designed to work great together.

Microsoft Works is an integrated software package with a word processor, database, spreadsheet, charting, drawing, and communications—all bundled into one. The TrueType font bundle includes over 100 TrueType fonts. ($99.95 value)

Minimum requirements: TVator Pro—LC II; LC III; LC IV; LC VI; LC VI; Centris 610, 650, Quadra 700, 400, 950; PowerBook 160, 165c, 180, 190c; TV with Composite Video or S-Video input. Action! Bundle—Mac IIfx, 486 RAM, System 7, color monitor, CD-ROM drive.

7171 Microsoft Works 3.0 $568.

Microsoft Works is an integrated software package with a word processor, database, spreadsheet, charting, drawing, and communications—all bundled into one. The TrueType font bundle includes over 100 TrueType fonts. ($99.95 value)

Minimum requirements: MS Office—Mac Plus, 2MB RAM, System 6.0.5, a hard disk. MS Works—MacPlus, 1MB RAM, System 6.0.5, a hard disk. Microsoft Works/True Type Bundle off er good while supplies last.

6764 Seize The Day: The Illustrated Personal Organizer for Mac $676.

Seize The Day: The Illustrated Personal Organizer for Windows $677.

Seize The Day: The Illustrated Personal Organizer for Windows

Now, in one bundle, get the ultimate Personal Information Manager (PIM) and a set of essential utilities for your Mac. Arrange is a fully integrated PIM that lets you organize contacts, schedules, to-do lists, projects, files, notes and much more. It's completely customizable for totally personal solutions. A powerful "drag-and-drop" interface, intelligent importing, and automatic merging and sorting make it quick and easy to use. And Connectix Desktop Utilities has a slew of handy functions. Set your Mac to automatically shut down, saving power. Add function and cursor keys without an extended keyboard. Preserve the life of your monitor with a screen saving dimmer, and much, much more. Minimum requirements: Mac II, 4.5MB available RAM, System 6.0.7, 3MB hard disk space. Connectix Desktop Utilities Bundle $198.

7150 TVator Pro & Action! Bundle $399.

TVator Pro & Action! Bundle

Turn any Mac or PC into a powerful multimedia presentation system. The TVator Pro is a small, lightweight, portable device that converts analog RGB/VGA to NTSC signals for flicker-free color output on big screen TV, RGB video, LCD projectors, and RGB/SVGA monitors. It includes cables, power adapter, utility disk, TV brightness controller, and user's manual. Macromedia's Action! Bundle is all you need to create professional-quality, high-impact business presentations. It includes Action! multimedia presentation software, SoundEdit Pro, and Perfect Presentations CineMedia 3. Action! is a revolutionary application that lets you create dazzling multimedia presentations with sound, motion, text, graphics, animation, video, and interactivity. Minimum requirements: TVator Pro—LC II, LC III, LC IV, Centris 610, 650, Quadra 700, 400, 950, 990; PowerBook 160, 165c, 180, 190c; TV with Composite Video or S-Video input. Action! Bundle—Mac IIfx, 486 RAM, System 7, color monitor, CD-ROM drive.

7171 Microsoft Works 3.0 $568.

Microsoft Works is an integrated software package with a word processor, database, spreadsheet, charting, drawing, and communications—all bundled into one. The TrueType font bundle includes over 100 TrueType fonts. ($99.95 value)

Minimum requirements: MS Office—Mac Plus, 2MB RAM, System 6.0.5, a hard disk. MS Works—MacPlus, 1MB RAM, System 6.0.5, a hard disk. Microsoft Works/True Type Bundle off er good while supplies last.

6764 Seize The Day: The Illustrated Personal Organizer for Mac $676.

Seize The Day: The Illustrated Personal Organizer for Windows $677.

Seize The Day: The Illustrated Personal Organizer for Windows

Now, in one bundle, get the ultimate Personal Information Manager (PIM) and a set of essential utilities for your Mac. Arrange is a fully integrated PIM that lets you organize contacts, schedules, to-do lists, projects, files, notes and much more. It's completely customizable for totally personal solutions. A powerful "drag-and-drop" interface, intelligent importing, and automatic merging and sorting make it quick and easy to use. And Connectix Desktop Utilities has a slew of handy functions. Set your Mac to automatically shut down, saving power. Add function and cursor keys without an extended keyboard. Preserve the life of your monitor with a screen saving dimmer, and much, much more. Minimum requirements: Mac II, 4.5MB available RAM, System 6.0.7, 3MB hard disk space. Connectix Desktop Utilities Bundle $198.

7150 TVator Pro & Action! Bundle $399.

TVator Pro & Action! Bundle

Turn any Mac or PC into a powerful multimedia presentation system. The TVator Pro is a small, lightweight, portable device that converts analog RGB/VGA to NTSC signals for flicker-free color output on big screen TV, RGB video, LCD projectors, and RGB/SVGA monitors. It includes cables, power adapter, utility disk, TV brightness controller, and user's manual. Macromedia's Action! Bundle is all you need to create professional-quality, high-impact business presentations. It includes Action! multimedia presentation software, SoundEdit Pro, and Perfect Presentations CineMedia 3. Action! is a revolutionary application that lets you create dazzling multimedia presentations with sound, motion, text, graphics, animation, video, and interactivity. Minimum requirements: TVator Pro—LC II, LC III, LC IV, Centris 610, 650, Quadra 700, 400, 950, 990; PowerBook 160, 165c, 180, 190c; TV with Composite Video or S-Video input. Action! Bundle—Mac IIfx, 486 RAM, System 7, color monitor, CD-ROM drive.

7171 Microsoft Works 3.0 $568.

Microsoft Works is an integrated software package with a word processor, database, spreadsheet, charting, drawing, and communications—all bundled into one. The TrueType font bundle includes over 100 TrueType fonts. ($99.95 value)

Minimum requirements: MS Office—Mac Plus, 2MB RAM, System 6.0.5, a hard disk. MS Works—MacPlus, 1MB RAM, System 6.0.5, a hard disk. Microsoft Works/True Type Bundle off er good while supplies last.

6764 Seize The Day: The Illustrated Personal Organizer for Mac $676.

Seize The Day: The Illustrated Personal Organizer for Windows $677.

Seize The Day: The Illustrated Personal Organizer for Windows

Now, in one bundle, get the ultimate Personal Information Manager (PIM) and a set of essential utilities for your Mac. Arrange is a fully integrated PIM that lets you organize contacts, schedules, to-do lists, projects, files, notes and much more. It's completely customizable for totally personal solutions. A powerful "drag-and-drop" interface, intelligent importing, and automatic merging and sorting make it quick and easy to use. And Connectix Desktop Utilities has a slew of handy functions. Set your Mac to automatically shut down, saving power. Add function and cursor keys without an extended keyboard. Preserve the life of your monitor with a screen saving dimmer, and much, much more. Minimum requirements: Mac II, 4.5MB available RAM, System 6.0.7, 3MB hard disk space. Connectix Desktop Utilities Bundle $198.
ReadySetGrow!
Waaa! Why didn't someone come up with this sooner? It's a fun, interactive guide for expecting parents that covers all facets of pregnancy and early childhood. Animation, illustrations, sound effects, and text combine to create a thorough reference. ReadySetGrow! also includes sections for a family profile, medical records, calendar, and addresses to record the history of your child's beginnings.
Minimum requirements: Any Mac with 1MB RAM (1MB RAM recommended), System 6.0.5, a hard drive.
$41.

Mangia!
Draft your Mac into KP duty. Mangia! includes hundreds of recipes and you can add your own. Find recipes you can cook with the ingredients on hand. Zero in on recipes for their kid appeal, spice level, and more. Choose a recipe, then easily adjust the ingredients for the number of servings you need. Plan a menu for a week, and Mangia! writes the shopping list for you.
Minimum requirements: Any Mac with 1MB RAM, System 6.0.5.
Upsilo Software
6001 Mangia!

SkyGazer
This is the ideal companion for anyone first exploring the wonders of the night sky. SkyGazer shows the heavens on your computer screen - complete with planets, galaxies, and even shooting stars. Learn the names of the bright stars. Travel to each of the planets. Colorful animation illustrates common astronomical concepts. Designed for ages 9 and up.
Minimum requirements: Any Mac Plus, 1MB RAM, System 6.0.5, 600 hard drive space.
Certa Software
7169 SkyGazer

DinoPark Tycoon
This is sure to become a Jurassic Classic with every young entrepreneur. Use DinoPark Tycoon to build your own dinosaur theme park and run your own business. DinoPark Tycoon comes with a fact-filled guide to dinosaurs.
Minimum requirements: System 6.0.7 and IBM RAM
MECC
6992 ReadySetGrow! W indows ...

Crystal Caliburn
Any Pinball Wizard will "nip" for Crystal Caliburn! Your quest for the Grail. And Crystal Caliburn includes challenges, responsibilities, and fun of knighthood is full of surprises and great scoring opportunities. Accolade all twelve knights and then go for the Holy Grail. And Crystal Caliburn includes advanced pinball action like nudge, tilt, battle sounds, 3D ramps, three multiball, flashing bumpers, and more.
Minimum requirements: Any color Mac w/13.3" monitor, 2MB RAM, System 6.0.7.
Starplay Productions Inc.
7080 Crystal Caliburn

Flight Commander
"Check Six... break left!" Flight Commander brings a new approach to air combat wargaming on your Mac. You lead a whole squadron of jet aircraft with your commands. Test your tactical skills in missions ranging from combat air patrol to long-range precision strikes. Or create battles of your own. You must choose the right pilots, aircraft, and weapons to accomplish the mission objectives.
Minimum requirements: Any Mac Plus, 1MB RAM, System 6.0.5.
Big Time Software
6962 Flight Commander

Mammals - A Multimedia Encyclopedia
More than 200 mammals come to life on this multimedia CD-ROM from National Geographic. Captivating video and sound clips, and over 700 photographs keep the learning fun, while the equivalent of 600 pages of colored text and over 1,200 pages of related text and vital statistics make this CD-ROM as informative as it is entertaining.
Minimum requirements: 64MB RAM, System 6.0.8, color or gray scale monitor, CD ROM drive.
National Geographic
7000 Mammals - A Multimedia Encyclopedia

Pathways into Darkness & Official Hint Book Bundle
Think fast! You'll have to if you're going to keep up with continuous-motion, 3D, texture-mapped graphics and defeat an alien demon. Separated from your secret special forces team, you embark on your mission to save the world, alone. You'll need your wits, not just firepower, to get by many of the obstacles. Explore miles of catacombs through a smooth-scrolling, first-person interface. Beautifully rendered graphics and active panning scenes sound combined to make Pathways into Darkness the closest thing to virtual reality without a helmet. The 60-page hint book is your guide to all of Pathways' levels, monsters, items, strategies, and tips. No stone is left unturned! You get all the maps and a level-by-level walkthrough.
Minimum requirements: Any 256 or 8-bit color Mac, 1MB RAM, System 6.0.5.
Delta Tao Software, Inc.
7187 Eric's Ultimate Solitaire

$41.

$34.

$49.

$32.

$39.

$36.

$39.

$69.

$59.

$39.

$39.

MacUser.
A Zillion Kajillion Rhymes
"Turns your Mac into a killer rhyming dictionary...I recommend it unreservedly..." says James Readbourn of MacUser. A Zillion Kajillion Rhymes is great fun for the poet in all of us. Not a poet? You will be. Use it for birthday cards, flyers, songs, anything that needs a little fun. Just type a word and click. Kids will love using it to make up their own rhyming stories.
Minimum requirements: Mac Plus, 200K RAM, System 6.0.5 (System 7 savvy]
Eccentric Software
6436 A Zillion Kajillion Rhymes
6915 A Zillion Kajillion Rhymes as Windows

Ultimate Solitaire
Eric's Ultimate Solitaire is a terrific collection of solitaire card games. They include Klondike, Baker's Dozen, Black Hole, Forty Thieves, Montana, Cod, Spider, Eight Off, Towers, Yukon, and others. Spectacular graphics and animation make these games extra fun to play.
Minimum requirements: Mac Plus, 2MB RAM, System 6.0.5.
Delta Tao Software, Inc.
7187 Eric's Ultimate Solitaire

Big Time Software
7186 Pathways Into Darkness

"I recommend it unreservedly..."- says James Readbourn of MacUser.
A Zillion Kajillion Rhymes is great fun for the poet in all of us. Not a poet? You will be. Use it for birthday cards, flyers, songs, anything that needs a little fun. Just type a word and click. Kids will love using it to make up their own rhyming stories.
Minimum requirements: Mac Plus, 200K RAM, System 6.0.5 (System 7 savvy]
Eccentric Software
6436 A Zillion Kajillion Rhymes
6915 A Zillion Kajillion Rhymes as Windows

Pathways into Darkness & Official Hint Book Bundle
Think fast! You'll have to if you're going to keep up with continuous-motion, 3D, texture-mapped graphics and defeat an alien demon. Separated from your secret special forces team, you embark on your mission to save the world, alone. You'll need your wits, not just firepower, to get by many of the obstacles. Explore miles of catacombs through a smooth-scrolling, first-person interface. Beautifully rendered graphics and active panning scenes sound combined to make Pathways into Darkness the closest thing to virtual reality without a helmet. The 60-page hint book is your guide to all of Pathways' levels, monsters, items, strategies, and tips. No stone is left unturned! You get all the maps and a level-by-level walkthrough.
Minimum requirements: Any 256 or 8-bit color Mac, 1MB RAM, System 6.0.5.
Delta Tao Software, Inc.
7187 Eric's Ultimate Solitaire

$39.

$39.

$69.

$39.

$69.

$39.
Journey around the world with Greg LeMond in this interactive reference devoted to his life and times. Explore the world of cycling history, racing, touring, and more. Every trip is a different experience. Experience the role of bicycling in other societies, travel through time to see Leonardo da Vinci's sketches of the first bicycle; or watch Greg LeMond race! There are hundreds of interactive screens covering diverse topics such as mountain biking, environmental impact, people, and equipment. Read both fact and fiction while being yourself in the vibrant images, exciting video, and sensational sound of Greg LeMond's Bicycle Adventure.

Minimum requirements: LC II, 5MB RAM, System 7.0, 13" color monitor.

Eidos Interactive
6921 Greg LeMond's Bicycle Adventure (pictured)................................. $48.
6922 Greg LeMond's Bicycle Adventure CD-ROM ................................ $48.

From $16.
Gametek Games
The ground forces are relying on you for protection, so swallow hard and pilot Valkyrie into battle. This 3D helicopter flight simulator gives you 10 tense missions to test your courage and skill. Select any of seven camera angles for the most strategic view. Then home in on the kill using your laser or a missile. Get ready for 25 levels of fast arcade action in MacAttack. This 3D shoot 'em up provides hours and hours of fun. Use your laser, smart bombs, or other special weapons to finish off your targets and complete each increasingly difficult level.


Gametek
7208 Valkyrie ....................................................................................... $27.
7209 MacAttack .................................................................................. $16.
5942 Bill Elliot NASCAR Challenge ..................................................... $28.
6513 Jeopardy ...................................................................................... $24.
6508 Wheel of Fortune ......................................................................... $24.
6033 Journeyman Project ..................................................................... $55.

$178.
FontChameleon
FontChameleon gives you a type library of over 200 of the most popular text fonts and the ability to create literally millions of new fonts just by moving slider bars. You can create fonts in PostScript Type 1 (or ATM support) or TrueType formats for the Mac or Microsoft Windows. Each font you create is fully hinted, so the font will have the hand-crafted quality of an original design. FontChameleon's revolutionary technology allows you to alter the preset designs by "blending." For example, you can blend Franklin Gothic and Bookman to create a new design. Each font's X-height,condense/extend, and boldness can be automatically altered with easy-to-use slider controls.

Minimum requirements: Mac Plus, 2MB RAM, System 6.0.7, a hard disk.

Ares
6766 FontChameleon (pictured) ........................................................... $41.
6765 FontHopper .................................................................................. $41.
5073 FontMonger ................................................................................. $96.

$324.
Elastic Reality
Hollywood professionals call Elastic Reality the most powerful and complete Macintosh morphing product available. And it's a completely shape-based morphing and warping system. There are no cumbersome meshes, points, or vectors to get in your way. Instead, you create morphing effects the same way you think about them - by manipulating shapes and colors. Features include regional motion and fade control, reusable shapes, waveform preview for motion testing, resolution independence, and full motion warp support with automatic "tweeining." Now you can own this professional effects package at a special introductory price. It includes a tutorial video, MacUser gives Elastic Reality a 4-mice rating.

Minimum requirements: FPI-equipped Mac & Color QuickDraw, 8MB RAM, 32-bit monitor, System 6.0.7.

ASD
7084 Elastic Reality

Call for a FREE catalog with many more products.
1-800-908-0009

$78.
PowerBook Thunder Bundle
You won't find a better bundle for your PowerBook, or a better value. And this bundle is only available by mail through Mac's Place. Thunder 7.1.5 is an interactive spell-checker, dictionary, and thesaurus Desk Accessory. It works in most applications like word processors and databases. DayMaker Organizer 3.0 gets you organized handling calendars, to-do lists, contacts, and phone-call management. With Magnet you get all the functions of a backup program, find file utility, file manager, and file synchronizer in one program. Connectix PowerBook Utilities (CPU) is the award-winning solution for maximizing PowerBook battery life and increasing productivity.


Baseline Publishing
7217 PowerBook Thunder Bundle

$489.
Painter 2.0 & ArtZ Tablet Bundle
Fractal Design's Painter 2.0 is the most innovative and exciting paint and photo-design program on the market. And Wacom has long been recognized as the premier tablet maker. The ArtZ 6X8 ADB Tablet is the latest in a distinguished line. Painter 2.0 is a remarkable 24-bit color paint program that simulates the tools and textures of natural media. New tools include a spatter brush, Cabaret effect, and multiple light sources. It's also a photo-design program with photo-compositing and color separation. The ArtZ tablet is an amazing graphical input device. On it you use the stylus as if it were a pen or brush on your screen. The stylus is cordless, batteryless, and detects 120 levels of pressure.

Minimum requirements: ArtZ ADB Tablet - Mac SE, System 6, Painter 2.0 - Mac SE/30, 2.5 MB RAM, System 6.0.3.

Wacom Technology/Fractal Design Corp.
5355/5657 Painter 2.0 & ArtZ ADB Tablet Bundle
$63.
PowerBook Duo Battery

Absolute Batteries offer you the most affordable PowerBook power. They have internal protection against short circuiting and allow terminals for optimal contact. These are the finest quality cells available and have a full one-year warranty. Each has a high energy average life before recharging is necessary.

Absolute
6684 PB Duo Battery

$138.

NEW!

SCSI MicroDock

Expand the capabilities of your PowerBook Duo with this light weight, low-cost, extremely small docking bar. It lets you easily connect your Duo to ADDS devices like a mouse and SCSI devices like a SyQuest or CD-ROM drive. And you can use the same SCSI cable to connect your Duo to another Mac, and have it appear as another hard drive on the other Mac's desktop.

Newer Technology
6904 SCSI MicroDock

$558.

Bernoulli
MacTransportable Multidisk 150

Enjoy all the benefits of a Bernoulli with the flexibility to read and write to disks of many capacities — 34MB, 65MB, 100MB, and 150MB. And the Multidisks is downward compatible so it reads and writes to 90MB disks and reads 44MB disks.

Get unlimited storage expandability, lock-away security, and transplantability. The patented Bernoulli design reduces head crashes and the sturdy case can survive a drop of eight feet! This Bernoulli is internally terminated with a single external SCSI connector, so it must be installed as the last device on your SCSI chain.

OMECA
5609 Bernoulli MacTransportable Multidisk 150

$559.

CV Link w/Action!

Stop crowding around your little computer monitor to watch presentation materials output your Mac screen to a TV, VCR, or video projector with the CV Link from Display Tech Inc. It sends your Mac's video output to NTSC composite, S-Video, or RGB capable device - from a 2-inch portable TV to video projections that you can see a hundred feet away! The CV Link will output anything you can put on the Mac's screen, and will not slow down graphics. And get Macromedia's Action! and create exciting multimedia presentations using Quicktime clips, titling, and animations which can then be "printed" to videotape through the CV Link. A potent package at a nice price!

Minimum requirements: CV Link Scan Converter — Mac LC, LCII, LCII Plus, Performas, Ils, Centris's, Quadra's, PowerBooks with video out.

Display Tech, Inc.
6877 CV Link Scan Converter w/Action! $559.
6875 Mac DisplayLink w/Action! $374.
"Zero to 100 in 4½ Seconds,...

...the fastest high quality output I have ever seen, like an indy car, XANTE's Accel-a-Writer 8100 is designed to win races." Jim Joiner, U.S. Motorsports, Redondo Beach, Calif.

XANTE® has now entered the racing circuit with its high performance, 1200 X 1200 dpi imagesetter. The Accel-a-Writer® 8100 has more power and better handling capabilities than any other imagesetter on the track. When these engines start, no one can catch us! Engineered for speed at 8ppm - your business will take off and win!

For only $6995, you'll get a 29030 RISC Processor and 48 MB of RAM. The 8100 can also be purchased at 960, 800 dpi, or, for just $3995, you can get 600 dpi and upgrade later. The 8100 is fully PostScript® Level 2 Compatible and comes with 35 resident typefaces. Simultaneous Mac®/IPC Printing is simple with concurrently active AppleTalk®, Parallel and Serial interfaces. Optional EtherTalk® is also available.

Oh, and check out our new oversized 11" X 17" format! It's great for an edge-to-edge finish.

You can take the checkered flag, with a lease plan for as little as $90 per month. XANTE's optional On-Site Service plan will also put a new spin on the track. Our fast, professional services and support is the Indy way of doing things.

For more information, call XANTE today at:
1-800-926-8839 ext. 2107
Fax 205-476-9421

We receive so many letters from our satisfied 8100 owners. This is just one that proves - We're Blowing The Doors Off The Competition!
MICROTECH INTRODUCES THE ULTIMATE BUNDLE

MICROTECH PRIORITY SERVICE

Microtech doesn't just sell you great products at great prices, we back every purchase with award-winning Microtech Priority 1 Service:

- PRIORITY TRADE-UP/TRADE-IN
- LIFETIME TOLL FREE TECH SUPPORT
- MICROTECH PRIORITY NETWORK BBS
- CASE CONVERSION
- ADVANCE REPLACEMENT
- 48 HOUR REPAIR
- DATA RECOVERY
- EXTENDED WARRANTY

MICROTECH PRIORITY SERVICE —
We bundle it with every drive because we know it's what's behind the drive that counts.
CALL 1-800-626-4276 to get the complete story.

MICROTECH GENESIS 120E MO DRIVE
120MB MAGNETO OPTICAL WITH
38mS AVG SEEK TIME, 25-50 &
50-50 CABLE, CARTRIDGE AND
2 YEAR WARRANTY.

$999 Ext
$969 Int

MICROTECH TAPE BACKUP SYSTEMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>CAPACITY</th>
<th>AVG TSFR SPD</th>
<th>EXT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DDS-1 COMPRESSION</td>
<td>4-6GB</td>
<td>10MB/min</td>
<td>$1099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDS-2 COMPRESSION</td>
<td>8-12GB</td>
<td>up to 2MB/min</td>
<td>$1649</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MICROTECH POLARIS HARD DRIVES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAPACITY</th>
<th>INT</th>
<th>EXT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QUANTUM 127</td>
<td>124MB</td>
<td>$229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAXTOR 7245</td>
<td>234MB</td>
<td>$279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAXTOR 7345</td>
<td>330MB</td>
<td>$309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUANTUM 525</td>
<td>500MB</td>
<td>$629</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HIGH PERFORMANCE UNDER $1,000!

DEC 3105 | 1GB | $699

MICROTECH Xelerator RAID 1/RAID 0
CALL FOR DETAILS

DRIVES & MEMORY FOR POWERBOOKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>INT W/10MB MEMORY</th>
<th>W/RDX EXPRESS EXT CASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RR200i</td>
<td>$459</td>
<td>$928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR320i</td>
<td>$639</td>
<td>$1108</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MICROTECH MEMORY UPGRADES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>INT W/72 PIN (FOR NEW MACS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 PIN</td>
<td>72 PIN (FOR NEW MACS)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MICROTECH NOVA XL DRIVES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>INT</th>
<th>EXT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAXTOR 540</td>
<td>320MB</td>
<td>3.5MB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAXTOR 1240</td>
<td>1180MB</td>
<td>3.5MB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEAGATE BARACUDA</td>
<td>2038MB</td>
<td>4.3MB/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HIGH SPEED, HIGH PERFORMANCE, 5 YR WARRANTY
MICROTECH NOVA XL DRIVES

FAX: 203.468.6466
Mon - Fri 8am - 6:30pm EST
Visa/Master Card
International: 203.468.6223
Fax 203.487.8124

Leaders in Mass Storage and Memory Since 1985

*Certain conditions and restrictions apply. For complete details call, fax or write Microtech International, Inc.
©1994 Microtech International, Inc. 158 Gunnison Street, East Haven, CT 06512 All trademarks or registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners. The five year warranty, where offered, applies to products sold, delivered and used in the U.S. and Canada only. Two year warranty applies to select products. Microtech reserves the right to change prices and specifications without notice.

Circle 116 on reader service card
Optical Drives

DGR Technologies is committed to the excellence that has made us the industry leader. Because we do not compromise quality, our drives are the choice for informed buyers. Each drive is shipped in an all-steel case with a universal 40 watt power supply, double-shielded SCSI cable, external terminator and a free cartridge.

ColorBlaster LC
Experience blazing 16-bit color graphics on monitors up to 14"! The ColorBlaster LC fits into the VRAM slot of the LC, LC II and the Performa 400, 405, 430. The ColorBlaster comes bundled with ColorIT! by Timeworks, a $249 value. Special QuickTime features allow you to double the size of the presentation without sacrificing speed.

$249.00

ColorBlaster PB
Enhance your PowerBook with 16-bit color presentations and graphics, using monitors up to 16" or 8-bit color up to 21". The ColorBlaster PB also includes a 6MB RAM upgrade. Available for the PowerBook 140, 145, 145B and 170.

$999.00  PB Duo $399.00
NTSC Encoder $94.99

JetInc.
JetInc is the most economical way to refill your ink jet printers. It provides over 50% savings, while also incorporating recycled materials that are environmentally conscious. (For IBM & Macintosh)

$15.99
$19.99
$22.99
$74.99

Logic Keyboard
DGR "Logic" extended keyboard for Macintosh computers. Available in English, Spanish, French, Swiss and German. Includes a six foot cable and a one year warranty.

$85.00

800-235-9748
Absolute CD-ROM Compatibility and Blazing Speed. MacProducts USA, always on the leading edge of today's technology, is proud to offer AllCache™. The AllCache™ driver software replaces your CD-ROM drive's original driver software, allowing the drive functions to be sped up significantly. AllCache™ enhances the CD-ROM drive's performance by caching directory information to the user's hard disk, and by caching data from the CD directly to the RAM. The AllCache™ control panel allows the user to manually set the total cache size and page size, or choose from one of the automatic, pre-defined settings.

### Magic CD-ROM

- **Magic CD Pro 6**
  - Quadraspin™
  - $1399
- **Magic CD Pro 440**
  - Toshiba
  - $349
- **Magic CD Pro 340**
  - Toshiba
  - $549
- **Magic CD-Pro 74**
  - NEC
  - $449
- **Apple, NEC, Sony, Toshiba**
  - CD-ROM AllCache Upgrade
  - $59
- **CDs**
  - CD-ROM Encyclopedia
  - $49
  - W/purchase of CD Drive
- **Cinderella the Original Tale CD**
  - $24
- **Arthur's Teacher Trouble CD**
  - $57
- **Aesop's Fables CD**
  - $24
- **Music Madness CD**
  - $69
- **Oxford English Dictionary**
  - $839

**Great for Students!**

- The Journeymen Project
  - $59
- Grolier's Multi-Media Encyclopedia
  - $59

Call for CD-ROM Catalogue +

Dial our First Class BBS for software updates. Free BBS access software with every Magic purchase. 512 472 1794. VT100-8-1-None

### Magic Hard Drives

**Magic award-winning data storage**

- **Manufactured on premises.**
- **All drives are compatible with SCSI Manager 4.3 and Power PC.**
- **Tested to ensure the highest quality.**
- **Premium components, software, and manuals.**
- **30-day money back guarantee.**
- **Awarded for excellence.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Magic Hard Drives</th>
<th>Int.</th>
<th>Ext.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Magic 120MB**</td>
<td>$179</td>
<td>$259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magic 240MB**</td>
<td>$299</td>
<td>$369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magic 10GB** Toshiba</td>
<td>$749</td>
<td>$799</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Magic PowerBook Drive**

- Magic 160MB PowerBook* $299...
- Magic 213MB Portable* $489...
- Magic 340MB Portable* $649...

**Magic High Capacity Drives**

- 1.0GB DEC* $1029...
- 1.7GB Barracuda* $1849...
- 2.4GB Fujitsu* $1999...

Half Height Internal Mounting Kit $19

Premium External Hard Drive Case $99

### Magic Optical

- **Magic 128MB Optical**
  - $799
- **Magic 256MB Optical**
  - $1299
- **Magic 650MB Optical**
  - $1999
- **Magic 128 / 256MB Cart**
  - $34/565
- **Precision 128 Carts / 10 Pack**
  - $290
- **Magic 650MB Cartidge**
  - $99

### Magic SyQuest

- **Magic 45R SyQuest**
  - $299
- **Magic 88C SyQuest**
  - $489
- **Magic 105C SyQuest**
  - $539
- **Iomega 150 Transportable**
  - $579
- **SyQuest 45 Cartidge**
  - $95
- **SyQuest 88 Cartidge**
  - $95
- **Syquest 105 Cartidge**
  - $69

**Magic DAT Tape**

- **Magic 1.3GB w/Retrospect**
  - $799
- **Magic 2.0GB w/Retrospect**
  - $999
- **Magic 8.0GB w/Retrospect**
  - $1199
- **Magic 16GB w/Retrospect**
  - $1599

*One Year Warranty**  **Three Year Warranty**  **Five Year Warranty**

### To Order Call 1 800 622 8721
QuickDraw faster than the Thunder and FPU acceleration faster than the Daystar PowerCache.

**RailGun**
- For Plus, SE, and Classic
- Run your Mac 1200% faster
- Optional math co-processor
- FREE Connectix Virtual 3.02

**RailGun Pro with Video**
- HOT built-in SCSI Accelerator
- Sharp 32-bit video output
- Dual-Screen capability
- Built-in PMMU

**RailGun Pro II with 24-bit Color**
For the SE 30, LC, LC II, Color Classic, SI, and CI. Lets you install up to 64mb of RAM.
- RailGun II 50MHz..............................$599 (Accelerator Only)
- RailGun Pro II 50MHz..........................$899 (Accelerator and 16" 24-bit color video)
- RailGun Pro II 50MHz..........................$1099 (Accelerator and 21" 24-bit color video)

**Magic Memory**
Memory upgrades available for all PowerBooks. Call for best pricing.

- PowerBook RAM ................................Call
- 1MB / 2MB SIMMs..............................Call
- 4MB / 8MB SIMMs..............................Call
- 16MB / 32MB SIMMs............................Call
- 4MB 72-pin SIMMs............................$189
- 8MB 72-pin SIMMs............................Call
- LC/Quadra VRAM...............................Call
- ColorBlaster LC™..............................$219

Blazing high end color graphics for LC & Performa. Faster, larger QuickTime movies.

**Magic 24 thousand baud data/fax $199**

We manufacture a full line of Hayes compatible Modems, FaxModems, and PowerBook modems. All FaxModems come with full feature Fax STF™, Microphone®, America Online, and Compuserve communication software.

**96 thousand bps W/Compression**
Magic V.Fast Class............................$199,00
24,000bps modem. 14400bps send & receive fax, V.42bis/V.32bis hardware & MNP-10 protocols. The Magic V.Fast Class continuously adjusts it's speed according to line conditions, and is compatible with all other modems. 2 year warranty, 30 day money back guarantee.

Magic PowerBook Modems
Magic AFX 24/96 Data/FaxModem...........$79
Mounts internally in any Macintosh PowerBook. 2400bps modem. 9600bps send & 4800bps receive fax.
Magic 14400 bps Data/FaxModem..........$199
14400 Fax, V.32bis, V.42bis, MNP-1-5, Internal PB.

Magic FaxModems
Magic VFX V.32bis Data/FaxModem........$149
Data/FaxModem w/VoiceMail...............$189
14400bps modem. 14400bps send & receive fax, V.42bis/V.32bis hardware & MNP-1-5 protocols.
High Speed Modern Cable....................$15

**Magic Memory Guarantee**
Lifetime guarantee on Magic Memory.

**PowerBook Accelerators**
No more PowerBook envy!

- 140 Upgraded to 170 25mhz (68030/68882)..........................$329
- 145/155B Upgraded to 170 25mhz (68882)..........................$129
- 160 Upgraded to 180 33mhz (68030/68882)..........................$399
- 210 Upgraded to 230 33mhz (68030)..........................$399

24 hour turn around backed with 1 year warranty.

**Optional Voice Mail Upgrade $69**

**MacProducts USA**
800 622 8721
International Sales 512-472-5295 Fax 512-499-0888

Corporate & Educational purchase orders accepted. MasterCard, Visa, Discover, American Express & COD accepted. Prices subject to change & availability. Texas residents add 8.25% sales tax. MacProducts cannot be responsible for errors in typogaphy or photography. MacProducts offers a 30-Day Money Back Guarantee on all Magic™ Products, excluding Original Shipping. Call for RMA before returning merchandise. Returns subject to a restocking fee. All brands & product names are trademarks of their respective holders.

Circle 175 on reader service card
Adobe Photoshop 2.51 $499.95
Fractal Design Painter $249.95
with Wacom Tablet 200.95
X2 69.95
Aldus Fetch 1.0 $189.95
Aldus Freehand 3.1.1 $369.00
SyQuest 44MB $59
88MB 89 $105MB 69 $369.00

### Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quadra 600 820</td>
<td>$2999.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadra 8400 820 CD</td>
<td>$3775.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadra 840AV 16500</td>
<td>$4399.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadra 610 8160</td>
<td>$1399.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadra 650 8600</td>
<td>$3199.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadra 660AV 820</td>
<td>$2149.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC III 4.89</td>
<td>$419.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duo 260C 4.220</td>
<td>$2450.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duo 270C 4.240</td>
<td>$3049.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB 180 4.60</td>
<td>$1675.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB 180C 4.60</td>
<td>$2999.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB 180 8.60</td>
<td>$1749.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newton Professional Comm. System</td>
<td>$999.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Displays

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apple 14&quot; / 16&quot; RGB Display</td>
<td>$515/1199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple AudioVision</td>
<td>$699.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Plus 14&quot; Display</td>
<td>$319.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC 3FGE / 5FGE / 15&quot;</td>
<td>$595/795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigma Displays Ergo View 17&quot;</td>
<td>$899.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigma Displays Peridot View</td>
<td>$515.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony 1430/1730</td>
<td>$799.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony CGM-206S/2038</td>
<td>$2699/2399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapix Full Page</td>
<td>$399.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hagem 20&quot; Fixed Frequency</td>
<td>$1795.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Printers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apple StyleWriter II</td>
<td>$399.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser/Writer Pro 630</td>
<td>$2075.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser/Writer Pro 810</td>
<td>$369.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser/Writer Select 360</td>
<td>$1250.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMS 860 Plus</td>
<td>Call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEC Laser 1152</td>
<td>$849.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbo PS409B/PS560B</td>
<td>$3219.95/3595.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Scanners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ScanJet IPI XE</td>
<td>$575/855/1140.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micr0tek Transparency</td>
<td>$61.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micr0tek 3ST</td>
<td>$1345.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tannak 600/800</td>
<td>$735.95/919.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tannak 1200</td>
<td>$1584.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ScanJet IC</td>
<td>$2289.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikon Coolscan External 35mm Color</td>
<td>$1849.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikon Coolscan Internal 35mm Color</td>
<td>$1699.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Input Devices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turbo Mouse ADVANCED</td>
<td>$89.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MePro Plus 165</td>
<td>$115.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DGR 105 keyboard</td>
<td>$79.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Language Keyboards</td>
<td>$89.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse Pen Pro</td>
<td>$61.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVP Mouse</td>
<td>$63.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Touch Screen</td>
<td>Call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power/Key Remote</td>
<td>$35.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Networking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asus E100G 10BaseT</td>
<td>$238.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethernet for Stk, Bub, LC, &amp; SE</td>
<td>$99.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE30 10BaseT and AUU</td>
<td>$99.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin10BaseT Transpor</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast Hub 10BaseT</td>
<td>$219.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Drives & Tapes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MacFloptical 21</td>
<td>$419.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportable 99 Pro</td>
<td>$469.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportable 150 MultiDisk</td>
<td>$549.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury Megas 150</td>
<td>$469.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tablo 128 Optical</td>
<td>$929.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pismo 620 Optical</td>
<td>$2399.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantum 240I/2GB</td>
<td>$259.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantum Co 160</td>
<td>$289.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DGE 16/6//8//8B</td>
<td>$1029.95/1499.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sagger 2.0GB</td>
<td>$1399.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telsuh 2.0GB</td>
<td>$1499.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tecnhu 340 PowerBook</td>
<td>$649.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSR 128 Optical</td>
<td>$899.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSR Most 25Optical</td>
<td>$1399.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thunder 2.0GB/4Drive</td>
<td>$999.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Modems & Fax Modems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global Village Gold</td>
<td>$279.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Village Silver</td>
<td>$259.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Village Bronze</td>
<td>$99.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comutation IV PSI</td>
<td>$349.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSI PB 144 IV</td>
<td>$349.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StarDrive 32 plus 14.4 Mac Package</td>
<td>$210.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DataLink PB 14.4 ext x 32bits</td>
<td>$439.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes Options 14.4 x 32 bits</td>
<td>$469.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes Access 14.4 x 48 bits</td>
<td>$229.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoom FX 14.4 ext x 48bits</td>
<td>$179.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majic 14.4 x 32bits/48 bit data output</td>
<td>$199.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Advertisements

- **Precision Color 20V**
  - **$1799.00**
  - **Precision Color Pro 24x**
    - **$1925.00**
  - **VideoVision**
    - **$3475.00**

**Bottom Line Distribution**

1-512-472-4956

24-Hour Fax 1-512-476-6399 • 1219 West 6th Street • Austin, Texas 78703 USA
Internationale Handlerkonditionen  • • Nous acceptons des commandes internationales • Se Hace Pedidos Internacional • MUI

CD·ROM Tool Kit
Citadel with Shredder
TransWarp 6425F (MacII) 68040·25MHz  $789.95
TokaMac 25 040  $789.95
TransWarp 4340 68030·128K 40MHz  $379.95
4TH Dimension v3.0
AutoDoubler v2.0
AutoDoubler /Disk Doubler Bdle  $559.95
Adobe Type Reunion
Access PC v3.0
After Dark v2.0
Rallgun 25mhz SE  $299.95
Disk Doubler v3.7
Freedom of Press 3.0t
Fontographer v4.0
DiskExpress II v2.2
Debabalizer
DiimoCache 50mhz  $119.95
FileMaker Pro
EPS Exchange 2.0
Fast Back Plus v3.0
FileFinder Pro 2.2
Filegrapher v4.0
Freedom of Press 3.01
GamePad Mac
Geometry
GreatWorks v2.0
GreatWorks Tools v2.0
Hunts Desk Tool Kit
Hellcats Over the Pacific
In Control v2.0
In Touch v2.0
Just Grandma and Me
Karl's Power Tools 2
Kid Pix companion
Kid Pix v1.2
Kids Tune
MicroWorks v.6.0
MacDraft v.3.0
MacDraw Pro
MacDraw Pro v.3.5
MacLink Plus/Pe v.7.0
MacManFrame SX
MacPro Plus 105
MacRecorder Pro
MacTools 2.0
MacWritePro
Macromind Director v3.1
Managing Your Money v4.0
Method v3.1
MicroPhone Pro
MiniClip v.2.0
More After Dark
MS Excel V4.0/Word 5.1
MS Excel/Bas v2.0
MS Office/Works v.3.0
MS PowerPoint v.3.0
MS Project v.3.0
MS Quick Basic
Norton Essentials PowerBook
Norton Utilities v.2.0
New Contact/Compress
New Up To Date/Contact
Now Utilities v.4.0
Ortol v2.0
Personal Training Systems
Persuasion 2.12
PowerPoint
QuickDraw v.2.0
QuickTime v.3.0
QuickMail 2.0
Revolution 4.0
Rileys Disc Deluxe v.3.0
RoadS a/Remote v.2.0
SAM 3.5
Snapplace/Rendemars v.1.3
SmCy Supremo
SoPC Universal
Stacker
Star Trek The Screen Saver
Stuffed Deluxe v.3.0
Suitcase v2.1
Super ATM
Taitting Reader Rabbit
Tinted Two v.1.0
TMG Personal v.3.0
Touchback Pro v.3.0
Typtistry v.1.1
View From Earth
Where in USA Is Carmen Sandiego
World Atlas V3.0 CD rom

ACCELERATORS

VOLT VERSIONS OF MOST HARDWARE.  OHL, UPS, FEDERAL EXPRESS DISCOUNT RATES AND CUSTOMS BROKERAGE.  2-3 DAYS DELIVERY TO MOST COUNTRIES.

ORDERS ACCEPTED. TERMS: No CHARGES UNTIL ORDER IS SHIPPED. SHIPPING: MINIMUM $5-UPS GROUND, BLUE, RED, FEDERAL EXPRESS. RETURNS MUST BE IN ORIGINAL CONDITION AND PACKAGE AND REQUIRE AN RMA#. SEAL MUST NOT BE OPENED ON SOFTWARE. RETURNS CAU 512-472-4956. PAYMENT: VISA, MASTERCARD, DISCOVER. TAX: TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD 8% SALES TAX. PRICES AND ITEMS SUBJECT TO CHANGE AND AVAILABILITY. MAIL IN/FAX INTERNATIONAL ORDERS: Bonomo Line provides the extra level of support international clients require. 24-HOUR INTERNATIONAL FAX LINE. 220-

HOW TO ORDER:
CALL 512-472-4956. PAYMENT: VISA, MASTERCARD, DISCOVER. TAX: TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD 8% SALES TAX. PRICES and ITEMS SUBJECT TO CHANGE AND AVAILABILITY. MAIL IN/FAX ORDERS ACCEPTED. TERMS: NO CHARGES UNTIL ORDER IS SHIPPED. SHIPPING: MINIMUM $5-UPS GROUND, BLUE, RED, FEDERAL EXPRESS. RETURNS MUST BE IN ORIGINAL CONDITION AND PACKAGE and REQUIRE AN RMA#. SEAL MUST NOT BE OPENED ON SOFTWARE. RETURNS MAY BE SUBJECT TO A RESTOCKING FEE. BOTTOM LINE DISTRIBUTION CANNOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ERRORS IN TYPOGRAPHY OR PHOTOGRAPHY. ALL BRANDS AND PRODUCT NAMES ARE TRADE MARKS OF THEIR RESPECTIVE HOLDERS.

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS: BOTTOM LINE PROVIDES THE EXTRA LEVEL OF SUPPORT INTERNATIONAL CLIENTS REQUIRE. 24-HOUR INTERNATIONAL FAX LINE. 220-VOLT VERSIONS OF MOST HARDWARE. DHL, UPS, FEDERAL EXPRESS DISCOUNT RATES AND CUSTOMS BROKERAGE. 2-3 DAYS DELIVERY TO MOST COUNTRIES.

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS: BOTTOM LINE PROVIDES THE EXTRA LEVEL OF SUPPORT INTERNATIONAL CLIENTS REQUIRE. 24-HOUR INTERNATIONAL FAX LINE. 220-VOLT VERSIONS OF MOST HARDWARE. DHL, UPS, FEDERAL EXPRESS DISCOUNT RATES AND CUSTOMS BROKERAGE. 2-3 DAYS DELIVERY TO MOST COUNTRIES.

Circle 63 on reader service card

$3289.00

Quadra 840AV 8/230

$2299.00

Quadra 650 8/230CD

$2075.00

Quadra 610 8/230CD

$2689.00

$789.95

$599.95

$269.95

$239.95

$199.95

$219.00

$1379.00

$1525.00

$985.00

$865.00

$1169.95

$119.95

$179.95

$159.95

$149.95

$129.95

$119.95

$99.95

$89.95

$79.95

$69.95

$59.95

$49.95

$39.95

$29.95
**TouchBase Pro/DateBook Pro Bundle—with FREE Quicken!**

**ALL NEW!**

The award winners just got better! TOUCHBASE and DATEBOOK have teamed PRO. Now, a contact manager that provides power and ease of use, and a time manager that is almost too easy to track all your daily activities. With TOUCHBASE PRO, you can manage your contacts, dial your telephones, enter notes and even add birthdays and anniversaries. TOUCHBASE PRO combines calendars, appointments, To Do lists and reminders to keep you on time. And with all TOUCHBASE PRO and DATEBOOK PRO are completely integrated. Together they form the BEST in personal information management.

Order now and get Quicken FREE! Publisher: Aldus BUS0349 $99.95

**NEW!**

**ALDUS**

**DATEBOOK & TOUCHBASE PRO BUNDLE**

**$189.95**

---

**VST ThinPack**

VST ThinPack delivers PowerBook runtimes of 5 to 9 continuous hours (3 to 4 on color models), weighs only 1.5 lbs., is ultra-slim at 1/4" and recharges in only 3 to 5 hours. Its unique high density design allows users to be more productive longer! ThinPack is easy to use—just connect it directly to your PowerBook’s external power port. It has no “memory effect” so you don’t need to fully discharge it before recharging.

Manufacturer: VST Power Systems

**$189.95**

---

**MiniCad+4**

MiniCad+4. An unsurpassed mix of ease of use and powerful features defines MiniCad+4. The award-winning MiniCad+ combines 2D CAD, true 3D CAD, a database/spreadsheet, programming language, intelligent interface and AutoCAD translator into one program. New features include 3D walkthrough and view tools, intersecting, automatic roof, wall, and floor tools, and more. CAD0030 $499

**$199.95**

---

**TouchBase**

TouchBase combines calendars, appointments, To Do lists and reminders to keep you on time. Best of all, TOUCHBASE PRO and DATEBOOK PRO are completely integrated. Together they form the BEST in personal information management.

Order now and get Quicken FREE! Publisher: Aldus BUS0349 $99.95

**NEW!**

**ALDUS**

**DATEBOOK & TOUCHBASE PRO BUNDLE**

**$189.95**

---

**Corkboard**

corkboard is a revolutionarily simple tool that combines powerful word processing with a professional script formatting in an easy-to-use package.

Rated 4 Stars—MacWorld 4/93

**NOW!**

**$165.00**

---

**Crystal Caliburn Pinball**

Pinfalpin excitement like you’ve never seen on a computer. Your quest for highspeeds and great summit challenges, all the advanced features of the best pinball machines including mazes and lift, battle sounds, voices, 3D ramps, 3 multihall, asteroidic, flashing bumpers, custom features, and more. Access all twelve tables and go for the Hall of Fame. Same developer as Traxton and Eight Ball Deluxe, but Crystal Caliburn is now from a new publisher.

Publisher: StarPlay Productions

**ENT0652**

**$35.95**

---

**CrashArt Incredible Image Pack 2000**

**$399ea.**

---

**Speed-of-Sound**

**$149.95**

---

**Speed-of-Sound**

**$149.95**

---

**Language Explorer**

Language Explorer

- Animates the discovery of language in English, French, German and Spanish.
- Languages are presented in 12 topics, with over 500 colorful, animated pictures.
- Simply select a topic and language, then match words to pictures. Five levels of difficulty add new challenges to the basic exploration of Beginner. All languages and topics are at the Ply doch level. All ages. 

**Requirements:** Color Mac, System 6.0, or greater.

Publisher: Nordic Software

**$32**

---

**SoftPC Professional 3.1**

SoftPC Professional 3.1

- Run DOS and NetWare applications with VGA graphics on Macintosh computers.
- The software only selection that allows DOS applications on your Mac. SoftPC PROFESSIONAL runs PC programs which utilize VGA graphics and extended memory. SoftPC PROFESSIONAL has MS-DOS

$50 pre-installed and is ready-to-run on your Mac.

Requirements: Suitable for the Mac eV, cv, fC, fC PowerBook. Performa and all Quadra computers.

Publisher: Insight Solutions

**$199.95**

---

**Orcatikl Express**

- Easily create organizational charts in minutes. Create suborganization tools, or assistants using a Great Pallet.
- The Auto Group feature makes reorganizing your charts a snap—just tell it automatically rearranges them. A master Slide Gallery provides complete control over colors, fonts, fills and shadows for the entire chart. Orcartikl Express lets you modify employees to new positions without re-creating information and drag, export phone list and employee lists in minutes.

Publisher: Kruen Software

**BUS0237**

**$99.95**

---

**Corkboard**

- Corkboard is a revolutionarily simple tool that combines powerful word processing with a professional script formatting in an easy-to-use package.

Rated 4 Stars—MacWorld 4/93

**NOW!**

**$165.00**

---

**Crystal Caliburn Pinball**

- Pinfalpin excitement like you’ve never seen on a computer. Your quest for highspeeds and great summit challenges, all the advanced features of the best pinball machines including mazes and lift, battle sounds, voices, 3D ramps, 3 multihall, asteroidic, flashing bumpers, custom features, and more. Access all twelve tables and go for the Hall of Fame. Same developer as Traxton and Eight Ball Deluxe, but Crystal Caliburn is now from a new publisher.

Publisher: StarPlay Productions

**ENT0652**

**$35.95**

---

**CrashArt Incredible Image Pack 2000**

**$399ea.**

---

**Speed-of-Sound**

**$149.95**

---

**Language Explorer**

Language Explorer

- Animates the discovery of language in English, French, German and Spanish.
- Languages are presented in 12 topics, with over 500 colorful, animated pictures.
- Simply select a topic and language, then match words to pictures. Five levels of difficulty add new challenges to the basic exploration of Beginner. All languages and topics are at the Ply doch level. All ages. 

**Requirements:** Color Mac, System 6.0, or greater.

Publisher: Nordic Software

**$32**

---

**SoftPC Professional 3.1**

SoftPC Professional 3.1

- Run DOS and NetWare applications with VGA graphics on Macintosh computers.
- The software only selection that allows DOS applications on your Mac. SoftPC PROFESSIONAL runs PC programs which utilize VGA graphics and extended memory. SoftPC PROFESSIONAL has MS-DOS

$50 pre-installed and is ready-to-run on your Mac.

Requirements: Suitable for the Mac eV, cv, fC, fC PowerBook. Performa and all Quadra computers.

Publisher: Insight Solutions

**$199.95**

---

**Orcatikl Express**

- Easily create organizational charts in minutes. Create suborganization tools, or assistants using a Great Pallet.
- The Auto Group feature makes reorganizing your charts a snap—just tell it automatically rearranges them. A master Slide Gallery provides complete control over colors, fonts, fills and shadows for the entire chart. Orcartikl Express lets you modify employees to new positions without re-creating information and drag, export phone list and employee lists in minutes.

Publisher: Kruen Software

**BUS0237**

**$99.95**

---

**Crystal Caliburn Pinball**

- Pinfalpin excitement like you’ve never seen on a computer. Your quest for highspeeds and great summit challenges, all the advanced features of the best pinball machines including mazes and lift, battle sounds, voices, 3D ramps, 3 multihall, asteroidic, flashing bumpers, custom features, and more. Access all twelve tables and go for the Hall of Fame. Same developer as Traxton and Eight Ball Deluxe, but Crystal Caliburn is now from a new publisher.

Publisher: StarPlay Productions

**ENT0652**

**$35.95**

---

**CrashArt Incredible Image Pack 2000**

**$399ea.**

---

**Speed-of-Sound**

**$149.95**

---

**Language Explorer**

Language Explorer

- Animates the discovery of language in English, French, German and Spanish.
- Languages are presented in 12 topics, with over 500 colorful, animated pictures.
- Simply select a topic and language, then match words to pictures. Five levels of difficulty add new challenges to the basic exploration of Beginner. All languages and topics are at the Ply doch level. All ages. 

**Requirements:** Color Mac, System 6.0, or greater.

Publisher: Nordic Software

**$32**

---

**SoftPC Professional 3.1**

SoftPC Professional 3.1

- Run DOS and NetWare applications with VGA graphics on Macintosh computers.
- The software only selection that allows DOS applications on your Mac. SoftPC PROFESSIONAL runs PC programs which utilize VGA graphics and extended memory. SoftPC PROFESSIONAL has MS-DOS

$50 pre-installed and is ready-to-run on your Mac.

Requirements: Suitable for the Mac eV, cv, fC, fC PowerBook. Performa and all Quadra computers.

Publisher: Insight Solutions

**$199.95**

---

**Orcatikl Express**

- Easily create organizational charts in minutes. Create suborganization tools, or assistants using a Great Pallet.
- The Auto Group feature makes reorganizing your charts a snap—just tell it automatically rearranges them. A master Slide Gallery provides complete control over colors, fonts, fills and shadows for the entire chart. Orcartikl Express lets you modify employees to new positions without re-creating information and drag, export phone list and employee lists in minutes.

Publisher: Kruen Software

**BUS0237**

**$99.95**

---

**Crystal Caliburn Pinball**

- Pinfalpin excitement like you’ve never seen on a computer. Your quest for highspeeds and great summit challenges, all the advanced features of the best pinball machines including mazes and lift, battle sounds, voices, 3D ramps, 3 multihall, asteroidic, flashing bumpers, custom features, and more. Access all twelve tables and go for the Hall of Fame. Same developer as Traxton and Eight Ball Deluxe, but Crystal Caliburn is now from a new publisher.

Publisher: StarPlay Productions

**ENT0652**

**$35.95**

---

**CrashArt Incredible Image Pack 2000**

**$399ea.**

---

**Speed-of-Sound**

**$149.95**
1. QuarkXPress 3.2 with FREE Kudo Image Browser and ClickArt Business Art
   Ask for item # BND 0224 .................. $599

2. Adobe Photoshop 2.5.1
   Ask for item # GRA 0430 .................. $549

3. Adobe Illustrator 5.0 Upgrade
   Ask for item # UPG 0043 .................. $199

4. Aldus PageMaker 5.0 Upgrade with 57 FREE Monotype Typefaces and Type F/X
   Ask for item # UPG 0032 .................. $149

5. Power User 44MB Syquest Cartridge
   Ask for item # MED 0035 .................. $75

6. Microsoft Office 3.0
   Ask for item # BUS 0285X .................. $375*

7. Microsoft Word 5.1
   Ask for item # WRD 0059 .................. $295

8. Power User Double-Speed CD-ROM
   Ask for item # CDR 0072 .................. $299

9. Claris FileMaker Pro 2.1
   Ask for item # DAT 0112 .................. $269

10. TCI 14.4 Send & Receive Data Modem
    Ask for item # BUS 0285 .................. $99

*The price of $375 for Microsoft Office reflects 10% Manufacturer's REBATE by mail direct from Microsoft. Price without rebate is $419. Request offer expires 10/31/93. Your Microsoft Office package will include information on how to get your $100 REBATE direct from Microsoft.

Security Trio

- FileGuard, TrashBag & Flishus together and save! (a $277 value)
  Publisher: ASD Software
  Order # UTO1123 $149.95

- FileGuard 2.7-It's sleek, fast and safe. I highly recommend it. MacUser. Protect your hard drive, applications, files, and folders! Including System Folder from erase, unauthorized access (including security bypass with a System password), deletion, and illegal copying.
  Order # UTO1125 $139

- TrashBag-Delete files forever, with TrashBag. Using the Trash Can to delete a file only makes the space available, but does not erase data. TrashBag not only deletes files, it actually removes them from your hard disk. It even complies with DoD standards!
  Order # UTO1132 $49

Eco-Adventures: In the Oceans

- Eco-Adventures: In the Oceans puts you aboard a research vessel to explore the Oceans of the World. Digitized sounds and full-color underwater images bring the aquatic plants and animals to life on your Mac. EDU0357
  $35 ea.

- Eco-Adventures: In the Rainforest
  The challenging game simulates the environment of a tropical rainforest. With the aid of a guide, maps, and equipment, you'll travel through the rainforest, experiencing the digitized sounds and full-color images of endangered species.
  EDU0336
  $35 ea.

Hindsights

  Order # BOK0089 $15

Defying Gravity

- Defying Gravity: The Making of Newton takes you behind the scenes at Apple Computer with comic journalist Doug Menuez and writer Markon Kellman. In photographs and text, we show how Newton technology was born and translated into a product on which fortunes can be made and lost. 156 pages, 190 photos.
  Order # BOK0088 $21

Eco-Adventures: In the Oceans

- Eco-Adventures: In the Oceans puts you aboard a research vessel to explore the Oceans of the World. Digitized sounds and full-color underwater images bring the aquatic plants and animals to life on your Mac. EDU0357
  $35 each

- Eco-Adventures: In the Rainforest
  The challenging game simulates the environment of a tropical rainforest. With the aid of a guide, maps, and equipment, you'll travel through the rainforest, experiencing the digitized sounds and full-color images of endangered species.
  EDU0336
  $35 each

Windowatch

- Windowatch 1.5.2 tracks window usage on standalone or networked Macs—perfect for Desktop Publishers or any business that bills clients for computer time! The program keeps track of every minute spent in any program, and records this information in the form of a timesheet. It can even differentiate between actual use and unused time, which is handy when you're working on secret jobs at night.
  Order # UTO1126 $89

I'm sorry, call me at:

MacWAREHOUSE
1-800-255-6227

(1-800-ALL-MACS)
Inquiries: 908-367-0440
FAX: 908-905-9279

Order toll-free anytime!
1-800-255-6227

MacWAREHOUSE
1-800-255-6227

1-800-ALL-MACS
Inquiries: 908-367-0440
FAX: 908-905-9279

FREE CATALOG SUBSCRIPTION MW0194
Free MacWAREHOUSE Catalog Subscription
1700 Oak Street, P.O. Box 9031, Lakewood, NJ 08701

Please enter my free, one-time subscription to the MacWAREHOUSE catalog with the next issue:

Please print legibly.

Name: ____________________________
City: ____________________________
State: ____________________________
Zip: ____________________________

Note: If your subscription includes a Mac, your subscription is free.

We carry more than 2000 Macintosh products, including all the latest releases and new versions. We pride ourselves on getting new products first. Just fill in the information requested below and mail the coupon. We'll start your free, one-year subscription to the MacWAREHOUSE catalog with the next issue.
FOR
- Best Prices & Service
- Technical Support
- Delivery

STOP

1926 S. Pacific Coast Hwy #114, Redondo Beach, CA 90277 • 1-310-792-2510 INTERNATIONAL • 1-310-792-2514 FAX

800-352-3415

UPS
Federal Express

SuperMicro
We Specialize in Image Processing
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Introducing the NuDesign Color Printer!

An unprecedented low-cost, high quality color printer!

NuDesign Key Points

• Thermal Transfer printing
• Print high-quality Color output at a low cost per page.
• Brighter, richer, more vibrant colors than other color printing technologies.
• Proofing quality output

NuDesign Color Printer (MAC) $998
NuDesign Color Printer (PC) $898

HARD DRIVE HEADQUARTERS!

Fujitsu Drives Internal ... External
520 MB 3.5'' $628.00 $688.00
1.1 Gig 3.5'' $958.00 $1,018.00
2.4 Gig 5.25'' $1,698.00 $1,798.00
240mb 2.5'' $498.00 $578.00

Conner Drives Internal ... External
C 85 MB 3.5'' $178.00 $238.00
C 170 MB 3.5'' $198.00 $258.00
C 340 MB 3.5'' Call Call
C 1.3 Gig 3.5'' $1,148.00 $1,248.00

Seagate Drives Internal ... External
1.2 Gig 3.5'' $918.00 $978.00
1.9 Gig Barracuda 3.5'' $1,598.00 $1,658.00
2.4 Gig 3.5'' $1,748.00 $1,798.00
2.4 Gig Barracuda 3.5'' $2,098.00 $2,158.00
2.1 Gig Wren 9.125'' $1,438.00 $1,538.00
3.4 Gig Elite 3 5.25'' $2,248.00 $2,348.00

SyQuest Drives
44 MB & free cartridge $318.00
88C MB & free cartridge $498.00
105 MB & free cartridge $598.00

NEW! Laser Printers from GCC

GCC WRITE MOVE II Portable, battery powered, 360 DPI $498.00
GCC PLP II Personal laser printer 300 DPI $548.00
GCC BLP ELITE Affordable business laser printer, 300 DPI $798.00
GCC BLP ECLIPSE 4 High-performance laser printer, 300 DPI $998.00
GCC BLP ECLIPSE 8 High-performance laser printer, 300 DPI $1,398.00
GCC SELECT PRESS 600 PRO 11X17 High-performance, 600 DPI $4,448.00
GCC COLOR TONE, High-performance, 300 DPI Color Printer $7,998.00

CD-ROM Drive Specials

Toshiba 3401 Photo CD Multisession, Dual Speed, 200ms $478.00
We now carry speakers, only $19.00
Any 3 CD Titles $79.00

Looking for CD-ROM Titles? Call us for great deals on bundled titles when you buy one of our CD-ROM drives 1-800-950-3513

DAT & Optical Solutions

Fujitsu DynaMo 128 Optical Drive
Fastest 3.5'' re-writable optical.
For reading and accessing your files平时, Fujitsu drives deliver unrivaled 30 Msec data access and 1.99 MB/sec transfer times — this is the fastest 3.5'' optical on the market today. We've done plenty of testing right here

Fujitsu DynaMo 128MB Optical Drive $928.00

UMAX UC-630 With PhotoShop LE 2.5 $898.00
UMAX UC-630 With PhotoShop 2.5 $1,098.00
UMAX UC-840 With PhotoShop 2.5 $1,298.00
UMAX UC-1260 With PhotoShop 2.5 $1,898.00
UMAX UC-630LE Greyscale, upgradeable to color $598.00
UMAX Scan Office Greyscale Scanner $898.00
Nikon CoolScan Super compact, fast, 35mm color scanner External $1,998.00

NEW! Laser Printers from GCC

GCC WRITE MOVE II Portable, battery powered, 360 DPI $498.00
GCC PLP II Personal laser printer 300 DPI $548.00
GCC BLP ELITE Affordable business laser printer, 300 DPI $798.00
GCC BLP ECLIPSE 4 High-performance laser printer, 300 DPI $998.00
GCC BLP ECLIPSE 8 High-performance laser printer, 300 DPI $1,398.00
GCC SELECT PRESS 600 PRO 11X17, High-performance, 600 DPI $4,448.00
GCC COLOR TONE, High-performance, 300 DPI Color Printer $7,998.00

800-621-8467 or Fax us at: 312-664-9784
MAC DIRECT
Specialists in Mac Peripherals
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## End Your SCSI Nightmares

Our IC Controlled, Digital Active Termination, or DATerm™, makes adding SCSI devices to your SCSI chain a breeze. No more trial and error termination!

APS sets the new standard for the SCSI storage market with IC Controlled Digital Active Termination...

This patent-pending breakthrough in SCSI technology eliminates SCSI line pulse fluctuations, as well as confusing signal and voltage reflections. DATerm's unique impedance-matching charge-velocity provides superior signal-to-noise ratios by maintaining a constant 110 Ohm impedance, and a consistent 2.25 volts - ideal for SCSI-1 and SCSI-2 implementations.

DATerm decreases SCSI re-tries, allows more reliable data transmission and eliminates the need for separate external termination. With switchable DATerm, improved SCSI stability can be expected in even the simplest SCSI chains.

DATerm, an APS exclusive, is only available in our new SR 2000 enclosure. The SR 2000 is the best external 3.5" drive enclosure available on the market today. Whether your benchmark is style, durability or quality, you won't find a better external drive product anywhere. From the premium 40 watt heavy-duty, auto-switching power supply to the fully-shielded steel enclosure that's then covered by a rugged, impact-resistant plastic shell, this is one marvelously constructed piece of equipment! For the best possible SCSI connection we used dual, 20 micron gold plated 50-pin electronics-grade SCSI connectors. To prevent accidental SCSI address changes, we recessed the push button SCSI address selection indicator slightly. Our dual front indicator LEDs tell you that the power's on and that the drive is being accessed. The DATerm status LED indicates that Digital Active Termination is working. We shortened the internal cable lengths by eliminating the long "Y" cable inside the enclosure; also eliminating the problematic impedance displacement circuit connection between the centricity-style connectors and the ribbon cable. We replaced it with a single short ribbon cable made of the same premium 97% copper Belden wire with patented 80 AWG connectors that we specify for our internal drives.

If it sounds like we're excited about DATerm and our SR 2000 enclosure, you're right! It's really easy. Make sure that all your SCSI devices are set to different SCSI IDs between 1 & 6 and remove all other terminators. Install your DATerm-equipped drive at the end of your SCSI chain. Turn DATerm on (the green LED tells you it's active). Your SCSI chain will work just like it should - first time, every time. The SR 2000, with DATerm, really will help "end your SCSI nightmares!"

### APS HARD DRIVES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Internal</th>
<th>ZFP</th>
<th>SR2000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APS Q 127</td>
<td>$189</td>
<td>$259</td>
<td>$279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APS Q 170</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APS MX 245</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### APS Q 1050 (SR 2000 External)

- **Model**: APS Q 1050 (SR 2000 External)
- **Price**: $919

### APS Q 1025 (SR 2000 External)

- **Model**: APS Q 1025 (SR 2000 External)
- **Price**: $999

### APS Technologies

1-800-874-1428

Great Products. Priceless Support!
Never Back Up to Anything Else!

This incredible offer is unmatched anywhere!

Get this premium APS DAT with a full two-year warranty. This compact, superior APS cables, a 60 meter Maxell DAT tape and APS' legendary service and support. Backup up to 2.0GB on a 90 meter tape with backup speeds as high as 10MB per minute.... Amazing!

APS HyperDAT

Delivering incredible backup speeds as high as 28MB per minute, this DDS-2 compatible backup system can pack an incredible 10GB on a single 120M DAT tape! The new standard for high-speed, high-capacity Mac backup, the APS HyperDAT is compatible with both standard DDS DAT units (like the APS DAT and Turbo DAT) and other DDS-2 compatible drive units.

POWERBOOK STUFF

POWERBOOK DRIVES

Model | Internal | External
---|---|---
APS GRS 80′ | $249 — | —
APS GRS 160′ | 349 | 299 429
APS T213′ | 519 | 469 599
APS T340′ | 709 | 659 789

ACCESSORIES

APS SCSI BOY | $29 —
APS SCSI DOC | 49 —
APS PowerBall (each) | 9.99 —

DAT

Model | Internal | External
---|---|---
APS DAT′ | $749 | $799
APS Turbo DAT′ | 1249 | 1299
APS Hyper DAT′ | 1649 | 1699

CD ROM BUNDLE

Model | Without Bundle | B.Y.O.B.
---|---|---
APS T340′ | $499 | $399

Magneto Optical

Model | Internal | External
---|---|---
APS 128MB MO′ | $869 | $899
Mechanism is Epson Magneto-Optical OMD-5010 128MB cartridge — $49

SYQUEST

Model | Internal | External
---|---|---
APS SQ 5110′ | 44/88 | 519
65MB cartridges — $100 unformatted, $105 formatted

APS SQ 3105′ | 105MB | 599
105MB cartridges — $249 unformatted, $299 formatted

I-800 874-1428

Circle 62 on reader service card
RASTEROPS

RasterOps 20/20 C 30" Multimode color display. 4 resolutions up to 1152 x 870.

$1599

Daystar Digital 33 MHZ Turbo 040

Upgrade your Mac to record setting 040 performance

$1029

Focus CD-Rom Drive

Fast, Dual Speed, Multi-Session

$449

Displays & Cards

RASTEROPS

RasterOps 20/20 T Multimode Color Display 20" color dot pitch

$2499

TRINITRON

TRAINEES

TRINITRON

MV Editor's Choice May '93

20" Ego View Trinitron multiformat display, 2.5mm dot pitch

Call

SIGMA DESIGNS

Sigma Designs 17" Trinitron Multi-resolution Trinitron display, 2.5mm dot pitch

Call

Lapis

With Lapis Color cards for SE/30's and LC's you can get 24-bit color on large screens.

SE/30 Color Cards

8-bit/16-bit/24-bit

299/Call/Call

LC, LC II, LC III Color Cards

8-bit/16-bit/24-bit

Call/Call/Call

Infini-D 3D Software

Infini-D is a broadcast quality graphics & animation tool that can instantly turn any PostScript font or EPS artwork into a 3D flying logo in a snap. Save $205, reg. $695.

$495

Lapis Color Cards

8-bit/16-bit/24-bit

299/Call/Call

15" Portrait Gray Scale

409

E-MACHINES

E-Machines T16II Display 16" Sony Trinitron, multi-resolution display

$1179

E-Machines Futura SX 24-bit card

349

E-Machines NEW Ultima LX

1169

Acclerators

DAYSTAR

New Universal Turbo 040, includes FPU

256-bit/32-bit/64-bit/80-MHz 600MHz/1000/1200

optical cache for 040 169

New Turbo 066

20 MHz/25 MHz/33 MHz

1GHz/9GHz/7GHz

Universal Power Cache, includes FPU

33 MHz/40 MHz/50 MHz

4 GHz/8 GHz/4 GHz

Universal Power Cache, without FPU

33 MHz/40 MHz/50 MHz

4 GHz/8 GHz/4 GHz

Imaging Accelerator

Color/Gray Card

492/219

Call

Media Tune

16-bit stereo, record & playback

1 GHz stereo

Video Expander

514

Editing/Exam Suite

Complete solution, includes MoviePak, with Premiere, Media Time & Expander II

Networking

INFINI-D

THE BEST IN 3D GRAPHICS

Infini-D 3D Software

Infini-D is a broadcast quality graphics & animation tool that can instantly turn any PostScript font or EPS artwork into a 3D flying logo in a snap. Save $205, reg. $695.

$495

Drivers & Storage

FIQUS

Focus 105 MB 3.5" Removable Drive

Includes free cartridge. Lightning fast, 145 ms access time.

$599

Call

Drive & Storage

44 MB Removable Drive

329

48 MB Removable Drive

419

56 MB Removable Drive

469

128 MB Optical Drive

999

650 MB Optical Drive

Call

EtherLan Print

New connect 2 printers to Ethernet network, introductory price.

99

Networding

Nutcho Thin/Thin 10BT

149

Nutcho Thick/Thin 10BT

99

LC/Thin only

99

LC/10BT only

99

LCThick/Thin 10BT

149

EtherLan Print Plus (6 printers)

399

Transceivers Thin or Thick

99

Transceivers Thin & Thick

119

Call for pricing on complete line.

International Orders Welcomed – 24hr Fax 312-871-4556

- 226v Products In-stock
- Low-cost International Shipping Rates
- Resellers Welcomed
- International Orders Shipped Daily

Apple Mac are trademarks of Apple Computer. Prices subject to change without notice. All returned orders may be subject to a minimum 15% restocking fee plus return shipping. Call for manufacturer's RMA before returning. All warranties on Macintosh or Apple products sold by MacNews will be honored by MacNews or its authorized agents only. All other manufacturer's warranties still apply.
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## Printers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GCC PL391 Printer</td>
<td>$529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avec Colour2400 Scanner</td>
<td>$999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple Quadra 610</td>
<td>$1869</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Modems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hayes ACCURA 144+ Fax 144</td>
<td>$229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes ACCURA 24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Scanners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UMAX U360LE</td>
<td>$89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMAX U360 with full Photoshop</td>
<td>$1079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVEC Colour 4800 800dpi</td>
<td>$1299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMAX 1200 1200dpi Color</td>
<td>$1729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVEC Colour with full Photoshop</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## CD TITLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Font Pro Volume 1</td>
<td>$49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best of Shareware</td>
<td>$99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quick Toons</td>
<td>$49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WayZata</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New RELI 9600 DPI Color Scanner</td>
<td>$2999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Macs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apple Quadra 650 Color System</td>
<td>$3899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Gen Turbo PS/660p 600dpi</td>
<td>$1049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macs in Pro Volume 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macs in Pro Volume 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Notes

- GCC PL391 Printer: 300 dpi laser printer with free ATM.
- Avec Colour2400 Scanner: 600 dpi color scanner, interacts up to 2400 x 2400 dpi, w/ full Photoshop.
- Apple Quadra 610: 4 MB HD, 80 MB HD. With 14" color display & keyboard.
- Hayes ACCURA 144+Fax 144: V.32bis/4.8K Data, up to 14,400 bps Send/Receive Fax up to 57600bps data V.42bis data compression.
- AVEC Colour 4800: 800dpi, interacts up to 4800 x 4800 dpi with full Photoshop 2.5.
- UMAX U360LE: with Photoshop LE.
- UMAX U360 with full Photoshop: 1079.
- AVEC Colour: 48000 800dpi, interacts up to 4800 x 4800 dpi with full Photoshop 2.5.
- Hayes ACCURA 24: 74.
- UMAX Colour: 48000 800dpi, interacts up to 4800 x 4800 dpi with full Photoshop 2.5.
- New Reli 9600 DPI Color Scanner: The most advanced scanner technology available. Cold Scan allows for uncomplicated, true-true, high-resolution scans. Featuirng:
  - Free Transparency Adapter!
  - Free Adobe Photoshop 2.5
  - 24-bit Color
  - 1 Pass
  - Self-Calibrating
  - Fastest scanner available today!
- New RELI 1200 DPI Color Scanner: 1399:
  - 4000 x 4000 dpi
  - Free Adobe Photoshop 2.5
  - Cold Scan Technology
  - 24-bit Color • 1 Pass • Blazing Speed

---
### Mac CPUs

- **PowerBook 165**: 4.80 MHz, PowerCard, CALL
- **PowerBook 180**: 4.180 MHz, CALL
- **Quadra 610**: 8.230 MHz, CALL
- **Quadra 650**: 8.230 MHz, CALL
- **Quadra 800**: 8.230 MHz, CALL

### Accelerators

- **DayStar 40 MHz PowerCard**: $549/699
- **DayStar 50 MHz PowerCache**: $699
- **Radius Rocket 33 MHz**: $1399
- **SiliconCache 60 MHz**: $669/699

### Monitors

- **14" Trinitron**: $499
- **1602 (16" Trinitron)**: $899
- **Thunder 24/Thunder 11**: $1799/2199

### SIMMs

- **4 MB, 80ns**: $119
- **8 MB 72 Pin SIMMs, 70ns**: $250
- **16 MB 72 Pin SIMMs, 70ns**: $450
- **1 MB SIMM, 80ns**: $39

### CD ROMs

- **NEC MultiSpin 3X**: CALL
- **Apple CD 300 w/6 CDs**: $399
- **Eagle CD ROM**: $299
- **Pioneer DRM-604x**: $1249

### Storage Systems

- **NEC MultiSpin 3X**: CALL
- **Apple CD 300 w/6 CDs**: $399
- **Eagle CD ROM**: $299
- **Pioneer DRM-604x**: $1249

### BIG DRIVES

- **Toshiba 1.0 GB (3.5")**: $799/899
- **Toshiba 1.2 GB (3.5")**: $899/999
- **DEC 2.6 GB (5.25")**: $1799/1899
- **Seagate Barracuda 2.4 GB (3.5")**: $2049/2149

### MacCENTER

- **Address**: 4500 South Congress, Suite 303
- **Austin, Texas 78745
- **Phone**: 512.444.3726
- **Fax**: 512.445.5114
- **International Orders**: 512.445.5114

- **Operating Hours**
  - 8 AM - 8 PM CST Monday-Friday
  - 10 AM - 5 PM CST Saturday
  - 10 AM - 6 PM CST Sunday

- **AppleLink**: MacCenter
- **CompuServe**: MacCenter 76280,334

All returns require approval and are subject to a restocking fee.

---

**NEW! 600 dpi**

- **TI microLaser Pro 600**
  - True 600 dpi
  - PostScript Level 2
  - 2 paper drawers
  - 6 pages per minute
  - 20 MHz RISC Processor
  - 6 MB RAM (28 MB maximum)
  - Macintosh and PC compatible

**TI microWriter PS23**: $699

**NEC SilentWriter 95f**: $899

**NEW! 600 dpi**

**CALL**

**$549/699**

**CALL**

**$699**

**CALL**

**$1399**

**CALL**

**$1399**

**$2099**

**$2799**

**$699**

**$1399**

**CALL**

**$2099**

**CALL**

**$2799**

**$699**

**$699**

**$1399**

**CALL**

**$1399**

**$1799/2199**

**$2099**

**$2799**

**$699/699**

**$549/699**

**$699**

**$1399**

**$549/699**

**$499**

**$499**

**$1399**

**$1399**

**$2099**

**$2799**

**$119**

**$250**

**$450**

**$39**

**NEW!**
FUJITSU 5 YEAR WARRANTY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAPACITY</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>ACCESS</th>
<th>INTERNAL</th>
<th>EXTERNAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>520MB</td>
<td>3.5&quot;</td>
<td>9MS</td>
<td>$959</td>
<td>$995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2GB</td>
<td>3.5&quot;</td>
<td>8.5MS</td>
<td>$850</td>
<td>$910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4GB</td>
<td>5.25&quot;</td>
<td>11.5MS</td>
<td>$1550</td>
<td>$1610</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Seagate 5 YEAR WARRANTY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAPACITY</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>ACCESS</th>
<th>INTERNAL</th>
<th>EXTERNAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.5GB</td>
<td>3.5&quot;</td>
<td>16MS</td>
<td>$338</td>
<td>$398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4GB</td>
<td>3.5&quot;</td>
<td>12MS</td>
<td>$451</td>
<td>$511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.0GB</td>
<td>3.5&quot;</td>
<td>10.5MS</td>
<td>$889</td>
<td>$949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2GB</td>
<td>3.5&quot;</td>
<td>9MS</td>
<td>$616</td>
<td>$797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6GB</td>
<td>5.25&quot;</td>
<td>15MS</td>
<td>$1288</td>
<td>$1348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2GB</td>
<td>5.25&quot;</td>
<td>12MS</td>
<td>$1493</td>
<td>$1539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4GB</td>
<td>5.25&quot;</td>
<td>11MS</td>
<td>$1760</td>
<td>$1860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4GB</td>
<td>3.5&quot;</td>
<td>9MS</td>
<td>$1659</td>
<td>$1765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5GB</td>
<td>3.5&quot;</td>
<td>8MS</td>
<td>$2039</td>
<td>$2099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4GB</td>
<td>5.25&quot;</td>
<td>10MS</td>
<td>$2390</td>
<td>$2409</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HITACHI 5 YEAR WARRANTY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAPACITY</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>ACCESS</th>
<th>INTERNAL</th>
<th>EXTERNAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.2GB</td>
<td>3.5&quot;</td>
<td>11.8MS</td>
<td>$998</td>
<td>$1049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6GB</td>
<td>3.5&quot;</td>
<td>11.8MS</td>
<td>$1539</td>
<td>$1599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.7GB</td>
<td>5.25&quot;</td>
<td>12.8MS</td>
<td>$2789</td>
<td>$2809</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 YEAR MONEY-BACK

- Support levels 0, 1, 3, 4 and 5
- Fault tolerant
- Front Panel LED Controls
- On-the-fly Removability
- Fast SCSI II Interface
- Tape backup options

TOFUatsu 5 YEAR WARRANTY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAPACITY</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>ACCESS</th>
<th>INTERNAL</th>
<th>EXTERNAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12MB</td>
<td>30MS</td>
<td>$839</td>
<td>$855</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28MB</td>
<td>30MS</td>
<td>$950</td>
<td>$1059</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52MB</td>
<td>30MS</td>
<td>$1500</td>
<td>$1659</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE DC DIFFERENCE

Direct Connections provides unlimited tech support. We stand behind our products. No surcharge for Visa/MC. Highest quality, best service, greatest value. Please call for RMA to have returns accepted.

CD ROMS 1 YEAR WARRANTY

- Toshiba 3401
  - Unparalleled speed and reliability. Fully integrated audio, double speed drives, Multi-speed CD, and supports
  - $475

- TOSCAD Multi-session pho CD, $25/5 access time.
  - $419

- Sony CDU-511
  - Multi-session pho CD, double speed, Fully integrated audio.
  - $405

With one of our drives, you can pick and choose your title or bundle from our largest selection. All our CD titles are only $25.95. A purchase of two or more titles saves you an additional 10% per item.

- CD Playwright 1000
  - Recordable CD
  - $389

Call today for your FREE Educational Macintosh Catalog!

800-624-2926 USA/Canada
708-888-8300 Illinois

Call today for your FREE Educational Macintosh Catalog!

Circle 28 on readerservice card

Circle 121 on readerservice card
One of the Year's Best Interactive Titles!

Rock, Rap 'N Roll is the breakthrough music making machine that allows anyone to jam like a pro! It's the fastest, hippest, easiest interactive music system ever.

Sensational sound studios. Enter the sound studio that fits your music inspiration from Rock to Rap to Reggae on diskette or one of seven other fantastic rooms on the CD version.

Original song loops. Each sound studio contains originally composed music for you to audition and compose into the background beat for your next hit.

Hundreds of instruments and sound effects. Select any of the existing vocals or instruments to create endless compositions. Punch in a couple of guitar riffs. Lay down some cool sax licks. And you're jammin'!!

Your vocals, your sounds. Record your own vocals and sound effects to make the music track uniquely yours.

Automatic mixer. Everything that you lay out is instantly mixed using Rock, Rap 'N Roll's proprietary technology so you always sound like a pro.

Record & Playback. Once you're ready to lay down a track, just press record and your masterpiece is recorded and ready for playback anytime.

Rock, Rap 'N Roll is a whole world of interactive music for kids and adults alike.
Busytown is a fascinating world of total interaction for your children based on the busy world of children's author Richard Scarry's.

- Full of fun activities that are also learning experiences in reading, math and problem-solving.
- 12 unique playgrounds of games, stories, and music that will entertain your kids for many hours.
- Completely interactive with 13 original music scores.
- Approved by National Association for Education of Young People.
- Ages 3-7, no reading required.

Movie Select is your intelligent guide to over 44,000 videos.

- Uses artificial intelligence to generate a list of personalized movie recommendations that are a perfect fit for your taste and mood.
- Contains summaries of over 44,000 videos from the VideoLog Select database of rental videos.
- Instant cross-referencing. Just click on any Actor or Director to see what other movies they've worked on.
- CD-ROM version features Paramount video trailers including The Firm, Coneheads, Sliver, Patriot Games and many more!

Lenny's MusicToons is a collection of breakthrough music video games that challenge kids to be creative.

- Six unique, interactive playgrounds where your child can create a hit band, direct a music video or save the world in Pitch Attack.
- Children will develop important learning skills—from directing and staging a performance to pitch recognition and creative musical expression. Hundreds of musical and video elements will engage children for hours.
- If your children loved Playroom, Lenny has much more interactivity and depth with dynamic synchronization of music and animation.
- Endorsed by Juilliard musicians. For ages 5-11.

TO ORDER CALL: 1-800-821-1177 EXT. 108

24 Hr. International FAX Orders: 1-510-429-5010 • Send Mail orders to: IBO, P.O. Box 1027, Union City, CA 94587

Prices subject to change without notice. Add S3.95 handling per order plus shipping. Overnight delivery applies only to in-stack items. Orders must be placed by 2:00 p.m. Pacific Standard Time in the continental United States, MA, NJ, and IL residents add applicable sales tax. All foreign orders please add $12.50 per CD or disk order. The Firm, Coneheads, Sliver, and Patriot Games are registered trademarks of Paramount Pictures. Other brand names and product names are registered trademarks of their respective companies.
Batteries
Printers
Supplies
CD ROM

Batteries

Printers

Supplies

BATTERY TECHNOLOGY, INC.
5700 Bandini Blvd., Commerce, CA 90040
Tel: (213) 728-7874 Fax: (213) 728-7996

$60.00 limited time upgrade Offer!
If you currently own a BTI PowerCharger, or a AE Battery Charger/Conditioner, a LED SBC-1, or a LED BC-4070 charger, you are eligible for an upgrade for only $60.00.

PowerCharger Plus / MC-SC 100
• Fast Charging - CMOS controlled recharging in approximately 1.5 hrs.
• Deep Discharge - Conditions both original Apple and BTI batteries
• Overcharge prevention safety circuits
• Comes with AC adaptor and cigarette lighter adaptor
• compatible with all PowerBooks (except Duo&100)
• Light weight, portable design

[$149.95

We Connect Any Printer!
Well, almost! Our Grappler* Series connect over 1000 kinds of Non-Apple® printers to any Macintosh® that's ever been made. We're the experts, with over 13 years in the printer interface business. 9-Pin, 24-Pin, Bubblejets, and Laserjets. Call us, we want to help.

The Ideal Workhorse
6 ppm Laser Printer for Macs and PCs!
Only $595

FREE UPS Shipping!
(Continental US ground)

The Printer Works has been bringing you the best deals on PostScript printers for years—but this is our best deal ever!
• Fast 32-bit AMD 29000 RISC processor
• Microsoft TrueImage PostScript interpreter with 35 TrueType fonts
• Compatible with Adobe Type I and TrueType fonts

FREE UPS Shipping!
(Continental US ground)

Korasta PowerBook Replacement Battery
CB 1800 for MAC 140 & above..........................................................$65.00
AC/AUTO POWER Adapter for CB 1800.............................................. $9.99
• High Capacity 2800mAm
• Short Circuit Protection
• EasyCharge Jack for convenient charging

FAST-OVERNIGHT CHARGER & CARRYING CASE
• FAST Charger/Conditioner with Power Indicator...........................$99.99
• Overnight Charger/Conditioner Low Price.................................$49.99
• GCC WRITEMOVE II Replacement Battery...............................$72.25
• Carrying Case for PowerBook...................................................$39.99 and up

It's FREE! Absolutely, positively, totally FREE!
No strings! No commitment! No shipping! No handling! No nothing! FREE! FREE! FREE! FREE!

It's your FREE introductory issue of
NautilusCD
The Multimedia Magazine on CD ROM
This is not a misprint. It's an honest-to-goodness offer for a FREE introductory issue of NautilusCD, The Multimedia Magazine on CD ROM.
NautilusCD is the premier showcase of multimedia creativity. Watch your screen flash to life with moving pictures ... plus music or sit for you...handle your eyes with 3-D graphics ... even talk to you! It's an experience not to be missed. No call for your FREE issue, 1994!
To order call toll-free 1-800-448-2323
Available at The Printer Works, a division of VIP Computer Products, Inc.
One Call A Day is a registered service mark of 3-D Vision, Inc.
NautilusCD The Multimedia Magazine on CD ROM

CIRCLE 483 ON READER SERVICE CARD
CIRCLE 509 ON READER SERVICE CARD
CIRCLE 550 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Now you can change your trackballs as often as you change your mood!

Small Compatibles:
- Apple Macintosh
- PowerBooks models: 140, 145b, 160, 185c, 170, 200, & 200c.

Large Compatibles:
- All Microtrackballs
- Curtis MVP Mouse for Apple & IBM computers.

To Order Call: 1-800-425-2200 24 hours 7 days a week
Order Individually: Small = $9.95 • Large = $14.95
Order in 3-Packs (Limited Time): Small = $19.95 • Large = $29.95
Please add $3 for shipping and handling. NY residents add 8.5% sales tax.

A collection of seven classic games with dinosaur twists for ages 5 and up:
- Brachiosaurus Brunch
- HangCovem
- Dino Wars
- Dino Rocks
- SoftDinotale
- Dino Capture
- Pick Up Bones

The math education game that takes America's favorite pastime into the future. Practice math skills while playing baseball against rocket armed robot pitchers and radar using robot outfielders. Ages 5-12

CIRCLE 598 ON READER SERVICE CARD
CIRCLE 468 ON READER SERVICE CARD
CIRCLE 499 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Information and Ordering Details
THE ONLY FAST, EASY, ECONOMICAL WAY TO PRINT SOMETHING BIG.

Using PosterWorks, you'll quickly place, resize and crop artwork from your favorite applications, including FreeHand, Illustrator, PageMaker, "XPress" and Photoshop — on a pasteboard up to 10,000 square feet.

With variable file sizes, gaps between files, overlaps, and hundreds of professional large-format production tools, PosterWorks will drive your PostScript printer beyond the bounds of any other desktop application.

And, by sending layouts at final size to a PosterWorks Large-Format Service Bureau, you will have affordable access to the latest color printers and colossal sheets. Full color. Laminated. Big.

With POWER TRANSLATOR PROFESSIONAL from Globalink you can translate words, sentences, even entire documents into Spanish, French or German to/from English. All at the push of a button.

Specialized Subject Dictionaries are available for technical and professional uses. You can even create your own!

Give your Mac the power to talk global.

Get POWER TRANSLATOR PROFESSIONAL, your ticket to world-wide communication.

For the Latest in color LCD projection panels and projectors call the experts.


FREE CATALOG 1 800 726 3599
Macintosh Bar Code Headquarters

BAR CODE READERS
• Top rated by Independent review!
• 1 or 2 scanners per reader
• European Keyboards OK
• Attaches through ADB as 2nd Keyboard
• Wand, CCD, Magstripe or Laser input
• 2of5, UPC/EAN, Code 128, MSI, Code 39, etc.
• Made in the USA
• Free MBOO" Support
• Qualified P.O's Accepted

PORTABLE READERS WITH VOICE
• Battery Operated Reader with 64K or 256K Memory
• Real Time Clock
• 35 Key Keyboard, 4 x 20 Display for Prompts
• 1 or 2 scanners per reader
• UPC/EAN, Code 128, 1 2of5, Codabar, MSI, Code 39, etc.
• Optional voice messages tell operator what to do at specified errors and at data entry steps. Messages are pre-recorded by microphone and broadcast thru built-in speaker or earphone. EASY! Any Language!
• 2 Year Warranty on Readers

Ordering is Easy!
• Made in the USA
• Free “800” Support
• Qualified P.O’s Accepted
• 2 Year Warranty on Readers
• Same Day Shipping
• Free UPS Blue in US
• 30 Day Money Back Guarantee

In US or Canada Call Toll Free
800-345-4220
Bar Code Fonts Too!
See our Ad under Software

Computer Leasing
NOW LEASING!
24 HR APPROVALS
LOW AS 5% APR
TAX WRITE OFF

We will custom configure any Mac equipment to your needs. All systems include 2 year warranties, freight free and toll free tech support with low interest rate leasing for 1.25 or 3 year term! WE ARE YOUR MAC LEASING SPECIALISTS!

• Mac 145b 8/80 $840.00, 1 yr
• Centris 650 8/230, 1 year, excl
• 20” color display • KXKeyboard
• Unix Lc 80 Scanner 24 bit
• 801 dpi printer • 4im • dry
• Quark & Illustrator
$735.00, 36 mos

PC Lease
Apply! 800-532-7395
fax: 310-782-7902

Hardware
Bar Code

Computer Systems
MAC PROFESSIONAL
We only sell brand new products. No tax outside CA. One year warranty.
19801 Ventura Blvd., Woodland Hills, CA 91364 Dealers & international orders welcome.
(818) 719-9200

QUADRA
650 4/80 $ 977 500 Call Newton $ 777 14”/16” $497/1197
650 4/160 $1277 800 Call Newton Pro $ 897 14”/AV $ 597
610 8/160 $1727 Free Carrying Case Ext 360-CD $ 397 SuperMac 17T $1048
610 8/230 $2227 Free Carrying Case Power Co $ 447 Sony 1300 $ 397
610 8/230 $2227 With PB Punch Power Co $ 447 Apple Speakers $ 199 Sony 1300 $ 397
610 8/230 $2547 165C 460 $1177 Power Co $ 447 Apple Speakers $ 199 Sony 1300 $ 397
610 8/500-CD $2547 165C 4/160 $1177 Power Co $ 447 Apple Speakers $ 199 Sony 1300 $ 397
610 8/80 $1847 180 Call Microtek, Sharp Call Power Co $ 447 Apple Speakers $ 199 Sony 1300 $ 397
610 8/230 $2147 180 Color Call Power Co $ 447 Apple Speakers $ 199 Sony 1300 $ 397
660 8/230 $2397 Global Village $ 297 HP 4ML $1877 88/44 C $ 529
660 8/500 $2447 Memory Best Price HP 4W 655 C $ 597 105 MB $ 529
660 8/500-CD $2447 Memory Best Price HP 4W 655 C $ 597 105 MB $ 529
840 8/230-CD $3547 Power Co $ 447 Apple Speakers $ 199 Sony 1300 $ 397
840 8/230-CD $3547 Power Co $ 447 Apple Speakers $ 199 Sony 1300 $ 397
840 8/230-CD $3547 Power Co $ 447 Apple Speakers $ 199 Sony 1300 $ 397
840 8/230-CD $3547 Power Co $ 447 Apple Speakers $ 199 Sony 1300 $ 397

QUADRA
650 4/80 $ 977 500 Call Newton $ 777 14”/16” $497/1197
650 4/160 $1277 800 Call Newton Pro $ 897 14”/AV $ 597
610 8/160 $1727 Free Carrying Case Ext 360-CD $ 397 SuperMac 17T $1048
610 8/230 $2227 Free Carrying Case Power Co $ 447 Sony 1300 $ 397
610 8/230 $2227 With PB Punch Power Co $ 447 Apple Speakers $ 199 Sony 1300 $ 397
610 8/230 $2547 165C 460 $1177 Power Co $ 447 Apple Speakers $ 199 Sony 1300 $ 397
610 8/500-CD $2547 165C 4/160 $1177 Power Co $ 447 Apple Speakers $ 199 Sony 1300 $ 397
610 8/80 $1847 180 Call Microtek, Sharp Call Power Co $ 447 Apple Speakers $ 199 Sony 1300 $ 397
610 8/230 $2147 180 Color Call Power Co $ 447 Apple Speakers $ 199 Sony 1300 $ 397
660 8/230 $2397 Global Village $ 297 HP 4ML $1877 88/44 C $ 529
660 8/500 $2447 Memory Best Price HP 4W 655 C $ 597 105 MB $ 529
660 8/500-CD $2447 Memory Best Price HP 4W 655 C $ 597 105 MB $ 529
840 8/230-CD $3547 Power Co $ 447 Apple Speakers $ 199 Sony 1300 $ 397
840 8/230-CD $3547 Power Co $ 447 Apple Speakers $ 199 Sony 1300 $ 397
840 8/230-CD $3547 Power Co $ 447 Apple Speakers $ 199 Sony 1300 $ 397
840 8/230-CD $3547 Power Co $ 447 Apple Speakers $ 199 Sony 1300 $ 397

NEWTON & MORE
FAX (818) 719-9115

MONITORS
CPY

PRINTERs

DLC III

CUSTOM

CIRCLE 411 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Hardware

BAR CODE & MAGNETIC STRIPE READERS FOR ALL MACINTOSH COMPUTERS
• Connects through keyboard port (ADB)
• Requires no software drivers or power supply
• Does not affect performance of keyboard or mouse
• Industrial grade, heavy duty units
• Lifetime Warranty° (Uniscan 300 Series)
• Proven quality, in the industry since 1918!
Also Available:
Integrated ADB Laser Scanners
Integrated ADB CCD Scanners
Portable Bar Code Readers
Bar Code Label Printing Programs & Fonts

Worldwide Headquarters:
3004 Mission Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
(408) 426-5026 or (415) 806-6033
Fax (415) 806-3843
www.worthington.com

Check it out... the new
Macworld
Shopper®
coming in February.

Computer Systems

CIRCLE 402 ON READER SERVICE CARD

See our ad under Software

Hardware
Bar Code

Computer Systems

CIRCLE 441 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CIRCLE 441 ON READER SERVICE CARD
CALL FOR UPDATED PRICING

**Macworld Computer Systems**

**Call Center**

- **Quattro 650 4/80** $999
- **Quattro 610 4/60** $1099
- **Quattro 620 4/60** $1299

**Powerbook**

- **Quattro 605 4/80** $1999
- **Quattro 610 4/80** $2129

**Centris**

- **Centris 600 AV 8/30 Color** $2499

**Quattro 650**

- **Quattro 650 8/30 Color** $2269

**Powerbook Duo**

- **Powerbook Duo 250/270c** CALL
- **All Powerbooks & Aces** CALL

**Centris 660 AV**

- **Centris 660 AV 8/30 Color** $2149

**Quattro 840 AV**

- **Quattro 840 AV 8/230 Color** $3399

**Quattro 950 8/250**

- **Quattro 950 8/250 Color** $3299

NEW MACS ARE IN

- **NEW Macs**

CUSTOM CONFIGS AVAILABLE

- **GCC**
  - **GCC LPE Lite** $5749
  - **GCC Eclipse** $5999
  - **GCC ColorOne Dye-sub** $6399
  - **Kodak 450GL Color** $1359
  - **NEW Primera Color Thermal** $999
  - **NewGen 1200/1700** $4489
  - **New Gen 6L** CALL
  - **HP LaserJet 4M (600 dpi)** $5189
  - **HP LaserJet 4M** $51025
  - **QMS 8601/1176 600dpi** $3899
  - **New OMNI 420 600x600** $51599
  - **NEC SilentWriter 95 or 97** CALL
  - **Data products LZA 1580** $3099

- **Supported Macs**

- **5u perMac**
  - **5u perMac 24PDQ** $5799
  - **5u perMac Spectruman IV** $5789
  - **5u perMac Thunder II** $5199
  - **5u perMac Thunder Again** CALL
  - **5u perMac Thunder Upgraded** CALL
  - **5u perMac Thunder Upgraded** $469
  - **5u perMac Thunder Turbo** $5249
  - **5u perMac Thunder Protect** $5249
  - **LAP 8-16 Color Card** $5299
  - **LAP Mac to TV card adapter** CALL
  - **E-Machines Futura SX 24 bit** $5489
  - **E-Machines Futura MX 24 bit** $5769

- **650 Optical Media** $99
  - **128 Optical Media Special** $40

- **650 Duo 8/300** $2499

- **Apple 80 meg HD** $100
  - **Toshiba 213 PB HD** $545
  - **C-1ROM drives/no icon in适2** $1650
  - **Pinnacle TapeStore Optical** $900
  - **Sageguard Biscuit II 2.4 gig** $2300
  - **Pinnacle TapeStore Optical** $900
  - **Toshiba 213 PBIH0** $549
  - **CD-ROM drives/no icon in适2** $1650

- **PINNACLE**
  - **PINNACLE TAHOE OPTICAL** $999
  - **PINNACLE SERRA 1.3 gig** $2599
  - **PINNACLE TARPOIN II 2.4 gig** $2399
  - **PINNACLE TARPOIN II Turbo** $1099

- **La Pisa**
  - **La Pisa 8-16 Color Card** $5369
  - **La Pisa Mac to TV adapter CALL

- **E·Machines Futura SX 24 bit** $5489
  - **E·Machines Futura MX 24 bit** $5769

LOWEST PRICES on
GRAPHIC Software!

OVER 70 products
for the serious...
GRAPHIC User!

CIRCLE 508 ON READER SERVICE CARD

---

**Prices reflect cash discount. All prices subject to change.**

- **3% Credit card charge on all cancelled orders. C.O.D. orders refused without written order.**

**Shipping charges will be billed full shipping charges.**

**255 Presidential Court, Suite F • Fort Myers, Florida 33919**

**LOCAL: 813-489-4338 • SUPPORT: 800-741-6221 • FAX: 813-489-4694**

---

**CIRCLE 419 ON READER SERVICE CARD**

---

**CIRCLE 508 ON READER SERVICE CARD**

---

**CIRCLE 434 ON READER SERVICE CARD**

---

**MACWORLD EXPOSITION San Francisco January 5-8, 1994**
**Apple Color Printer - $995.00**

Plain Paper 360 dpi INKJET (W/ACCESSORY KIT)  Supports: Letter, Legal 11 x 17, A4 and A3. (List $1,659.00)

**Holiday Special**

Purchase New Apple Color Printer, and get $200.00 off ANY CPU Purchase

(Example - Final Cost of: Mac Plus = $59.00 / Mac II = $229.00, etc.)

---

**QMS PS-410 - $699.00**

Like NEW, 300 dpi Postscript, Mac-IBM autoswitch, Factory Sealed/wrnty, (List $1,995)

**Factory Refurb**

Purchase QMS PS-410 Printer, and receive FREE over $200.00 of Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price Software!! (for the Mac)

---

**Specials**

Mac II 1/0 - $429.00
Mac IIcx 1/0 - $599.00
NEW Performa 200 4/80 - $749.00

(same as Classic II)

NEW EMAC DAT Drive - $749.00
New Mac IIsi 5/160 - $849.00

New Connor 543MB 3.5" Internal HD - $549.00

**Used**

CPU's
Mac Plus - $259.00
Mac SE 1/20 (900K) - $399.00
Mac SE/30 1/0 $749.00
Mac IIcx 4/80 - $899.00
Portable 2/40 - $649.00
Quadra 950 - $2,299.00
PowerBook 170 4/40 - $1,699.00
Duo 210 & 230 - Call for Pricing

Monitor/Video
Apple One Scanner - $549.00

Printers
Personal LW NT - $699.00
Personal LW LS - $429.00
Laser Int - $895.00
Laser Intxx - $1,095.00

---

Prices represent "2% Cash Discount" - off Full Price.

**We Want to Buy Your New/Used Mac Equipment**

1-800-729-7031

CIRCLE 461 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Computers Systems

**BIG MAC**

**QUADRAS**

- 840AV 4/2300 $1495
- 840AV 4/3500 $2195
- 840AV 4/5400 $3099
- 840AV 6/1600 $4995

**CENTRIS**

- 660AV 6/1600 $2395
- 660AV 8/1600 $3599

**POWER BOOKS**

- MACWX 128 MB 2.0 $1195
- MACWX 140 MB 800 $1299
- MACWX 140 MB 160 $1495
- MACWX 140 MB 250 $1695

**MACWORLD SHOPPER®**

- CAT 439 ON READER SERVICE CARD
- FAX: (310) 470-7099
- PHONE: (310) 470-7099

**WE CARRY EVERYTHING FOR MAC!!**

**POWER BOOKS**

- 4M/4ML $1875/1075
- PowerBook 150 $2999
- PowerBook 330 $3690
- PowerBook 510 $4495

**HEWLETT PACKARD**

- DeskWriter/550C $395/2320
- DeskWriter/550C $395/2320
- DeskWriter/550C $395/2320

**STORAGE**

- MINI ARRAY $395/2320
- MINI ARRAY $395/2320
- MINI ARRAY $395/2320

**DEMO**

- NEW DS 410 $395/2320
- NEW DS 410 $395/2320
- NEW DS 410 $395/2320

**TELEPHONE:**

- (310) 470-7099
- (310) 470-7099

**USB CONNECTIONS**

- USB $2395
- USB $2395
- USB $2395

**APPLE**

- USB $2395
- USB $2395
- USB $2395

**PRINTERS**

- FULL ADVANCE RJ $2950
- FULL ADVANCE RJ $2950
- FULL ADVANCE RJ $2950

**SPECIALS**

- MACINXV 1/300 $999
- LaserJet II $1595
- Select 301 $295

**DEMOCAM'S**

- MACWX 4/80 $1395
- MACWX 4/80 $1395
- MACWX 4/80 $1395

**TELEPHONE:**

- (310) 470-7099
- (310) 470-7099

**POWER SUPPLY**

- 11/14FX/14F $2190
- 11/14FX/14F $2190
- 11/14FX/14F $2190

**LOGIC BOARDS**

- 11/14FX/14F $2190
- 11/14FX/14F $2190
- 11/14FX/14F $2190

**HARDWARE**

- QUADRA 840AV 4/230 TO 840AV 16/64 $2495
- QUADRA 840AV 4/230 TO 840AV 16/64 $2495
- QUADRA 840AV 4/230 TO 840AV 16/64 $2495

**QUADRA**

- 840AV 4/230 $2095
- 840AV 4/230 $2095
- 840AV 4/230 $2095

**POWER BOOKS - DUOS**

- 650 8-230 $1395
- 650 8-230 $1395
- 650 8-230 $1395

**POWER BOOKS - QUADS**

- 840AV 4/230 $2095
- 840AV 4/230 $2095
- 840AV 4/230 $2095

**POWER BOOKS - SPECIALS**

- 840AV 4/230 $2095
- 840AV 4/230 $2095
- 840AV 4/230 $2095

**DEMO**

- 840AV 4/230 $2095
- 840AV 4/230 $2095
- 840AV 4/230 $2095

**TRADE & UPGRADE**

- QUADRA 840 TO 840Q $1075
- QUADRA 840 TO 840Q $1075
- QUADRA 840 TO 840Q $1075

**SCAN**

- PHPIX/20 $2999
- PHPIX/20 $2999
- PHPIX/20 $2999

**WE SELL**

- NEW MACS, PRE-OWNED MACS AND PARTS!
- PLUS MONITORS, SCANNERS, PRINTERS, MODS & MORE

**INTERNATIONAL COMPUTER & NETWORKING**

- FAX: 310-441-9181 • FAX: 310-479-0124
- 10835 SANTA MONICA BLVD., SUITE 102, LOS ANGELES, CA 90025

**CIRCLE 453 ON READER SERVICE CARD**

---

**Turn to the back first.**

Active buyers turn to the Macworld Shopper®
New-Used Macs/Parts/Upgrade

Classical II 2/40

Personal Writer NTR

PowerBooks

Duo 210 4/80 (NEW) ........................................ $1099.
Duo 230 4/80 (NEW) ........................................ $1299.

UPGRADES

Ici to idi .............................................................. $799.
Ili to Ili ..................................................................... 1299.
Ili to Quadra 700 ................................................ 999.
Ili to PowerBook .................................................. 799.

Printers

ImageWriter 11 .......................................................... $299.
StyleWriter ............................................................ 199.

Classical 512ke to Plus ........................................... 179.
SE 800k to FDHD (ROM only) ............................. 99.

Mac 512ke to Plus .................................................. 179.

Systems

Plus ............................................................................. $349.
SE 1/20 ..................................................................... 499.

The Mac II 0/0 .......................................................... 499.
Ili II .......................................................................... 499.
Ili II .......................................................................... 499.

Quadras .................................................................... 799.

Cases

Mac II ...................................................................... 129.
Mac IIx ................................................................. 129.

About equiment is used or test unless otherwise stated. Equipment comes a 90 day warranty. Returns subject to a 10% restocking fee. Please adjust or change. Please represent yourself.

Call Us Last for New Mac Prices!

LA COMPUTERS

Call Us Last for New Mac Prices!

800-227-3971

LA

Call Us Last for New Mac Prices!

Macworld Shopper

3601 Ventura Blvd #182

Shreveport, LA 71101

Fax: (318) 424-9771

Tech: (318) 424-7897

800-227-3971
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BEHIND EVERY MAC THERE’S A MARTY.

MARTY’S MAC-MART™ 800-262-6227
GREAT PRICES AND MARTY, TOO.
INT’L:305-370-9676 FAX:305-370-9760

1-800-334-KIWI
Call for lowest prices on NEW Mac systems.
Mac LC III • Quadra 605 • Quadra 610
Quadra 650 • Quadra 660AV & 840AV
Powerbook: All models available
Sony • Radius • NEC • E-Machines
SuperMac • Sigma • Hewlett Packard
Visa and Mastercard no surcharge.

Clearance Specials:
80mb internal hard drive $99
40mb internal HD for Powerbook $59
256k Vram for LC III & Centris 610 $18

Kiwi Computers, P.O. Box 67381, L.A., CA 90067
US & Canada (800) 334-5494 Fax (310) 286-9667
In California and Overseas (310) 553-4507
Hours: Mon-Fri 7am-7pm, Sat 9am-3pm PST

Disk Drives
Disk doctor’s advice!
Clean your dirty drive. SAVE repair bills. $$$
Order NEW
Drive Cleaner™
w/ exclusive software.
Only $34.95 + shipping
800-889-5950
Call Now!

We Have Memory for the New Macs!
MEMORY DIRECt! $29.50
PERIPHERAL OUTLET
800/256-6581
## Peripherals 800

**68882 FPU Boards**
- 20 MHz for Macintosh LC: $59.00
- 20 MHz w/2 slots for Mac IIsi: $119.00
- 20 MHz for Mac Classic II: $59.00

**Cache Cards, Etc.**
- 128K Cache Card for LC III and Performa 450 w/25 MHz FPU: $159.00
- Ilsi 64K Cache Card: $159.00
- IlcI 64K Cache Card: $125.00
- Ilsi 2-Slot Card and 68882: $119.00

**Math Coprocessors**
- 68882 16 MHz FPU: $55.00
- 68882 20 MHz FPU: $59.00
- 68882 25 MHz FPU: $79.00
- 68882 33 MHz FPU: $85.00
- 68882 50 MHz FPU: $119.00
- 68882 16 MHz FPU: $45.00

**Miscellaneous**
- T.I. Microlaser 1 MB: $49.00
- Virtual 3.0: $59.00
- Mac Classic 1 MB Board: $75.00
- 68851 16 MHz PMMU: $89.00
- 72 Pin Memory for the new Macs!
  - Centris 610 & 650/CL III: $169.00
  - QUADRA 800/840AV: $182.00
  - CENTRIS 660AV: $182.00
- 72 Pin Memory for the new Macs!
  - 4 Megabyte: $169.00
  - 8 Megabyte: $339.00
  - 16 Megabyte: $649.00
  - 16 MB-Non Composite: $829.00
  - 32 MB-Non Composite: $1775.00

**Standard SIMMs**
- 1 Megabyte: $159.00
- 2 Megabyte: $339.00
- 4 Megabyte: $649.00
- 8 Megabyte: $1395.00
- 16 Megabyte: $2395.00

**Video RAM**
- 4 Bit to 8 Bit Upgrade (Mac III/IIIX cards): $24.00
- 25K Quads 700/900 VRAM: $27.00
- 25K Quads 950/800 VRAM: $29.00
- 25K Centris/LC III VRAM: $29.00
- 512K VRAM for LC, LC II, IIfx, IIfi, DuoDock, and Performa: $45.00

**PowerBook Memory**
- 2 MB: $99.00
- 4 MB: $249.00
- 6 MB: $375.00
- 8 MB: $459.00
- 10 MB: $545.00
- 14 MB: $739.00

**68040 Processor with FPU for Centris 610 & 650**
- $309.00

**DiiMO 50MHz Accelerator**
The DiiMO Cache runs on the IIfx, IIfx, IIfi, SE/30, II, IIfx, and Performa 600. Call for adapter prices.
- w/o FPU: $59.00
- w/FPU: $645.00

**ImagePro and Quik30**
The ImagePro is a 68030 based accelerator and video combo board including a math coprocessor. It can be used with your 15" or 19" monitor or output! The Quik30 is identical to the ImagePro but without the video options.
- ImagePro System: $25 MHz: $55.00
- $33 MHz: $65.00
- $50 MHz: $695.00
- Quik30 System: $25 MHz: $355.00
- $33 MHz: $485.00

**DayStar**
- w/o FPU: $345.00
- w/FPU: $470.00

**TOLL FREE TECH SUPPORT**
- 800 468-7555
- 800 332-6581
- 405 332-6581

**ORDER BY 6:30 PM CST FOR SAME DAY SHIPPING**
*Overnight delivery from 18.00
*Some restrictions apply

**PERIPHERAL OUTLET, Inc.**
327 East 14th, PO Box 2329 • Ada, Oklahoma 74820
International: 405/332-6581 • Fax: 405/436-2245
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**The Natural Selection**

### PowerBook Memory for the 160C & 180C
- 4mb memory module: Call
- 8mb memory module: $249
- 16mb memory module: $499
- 32mb memory module: $999

### PowerBook Memory
- 3mb 140/170 memory module: Call
- 4mb 140/170 memory module: $499
- 4mb 160/180 memory module: $999
- 8mb 160/180 memory module: $249
- 16mb 160/180 memory module: $299
- 8mb 210/230 memory module: $149
- 16mb 210/230 memory module: $499

### Global Village PowerPort Modems
- Bronze (24/1440 bps/9600 bps): $119
- Silver (24/1440 bps/9600 bps): $199
- Gold (14.400/14400 bps/9600 bps): $299

### NSF PowerModems
- PowerModem I (24/1440 bps/9600 bps): $119
- PowerModem II (24/1440 bps/9600 bps): $199
- PowerModem III (24/1440 bps/9600 bps): $299

*Your Mac will need a modem, please choose wisely.*

---

### Syquest Cartridges
- 44MB-$562
- 88MB-$96

### Memory Direct Removable Drives
- Memory Direct 44mb External (SG555) $299
- Memory Direct 44mb Internal $329
- Memory Direct 88mb External (SG5110) $499
- Memory Direct 88mb Internal $429
- Memory Direct 88c External (SG5110C)* $299
- Memory Direct 88c Internal* $489

---

### Fujitsu
- Actua drives carry a Five Year Warranty. External
  - 420mb $529
  - 520mb $589
  - 1,2gb $689
  - 2,0gb $829
  - 2,4gb $899

### Quantum
- EJs, P&D drives carry a Two Year Warranty
  - 160mb $299
  - 170mb $329
  - 360mb $699
  - 540mb $999
  - 1G0mb $1199

### NEC CD-ROMS
- NEC Multiplex 741-200 Access Time $419
- NEC Multiplex 38B 800 Access Time $299

### Daystar Digital
- PowerCache 33 $349
- PowerCache 40 $379
- PowerCache 50 w/Spd $399
- 33MHz Turbo Cache w/Spd $499
- 33MHz Turbo Cache w/Spd $699

### Global Village
- TelePort (External Desktop Fax/Modem) $119
- Silver (964/56k bps modem) $239
- Gold (14400/56k bps modem) $299

### SCSI Products
- Mac SE/30: ALC 3/5 ** $109
- Mac II: ALC 3/5 $199
- ALC 3/5 $199
- ALC 3/5 $199
- ALC 3/5 $199

### EthernetTalk to LocalTalk
- APL 32 $249
- AP 101 $249
- AP 110 $249
- AP 102 $249

### Max II Family & Peripherals
- ALC 3/5 $249
- ALC 3/5 $249
- ALC 3/5 $249
- ALC 3/5 $249

### Corporations P.O.'s
**Corporate P.O.'s • Government P.O.'s • Educational P.O.'s**
- Installation instructions & details available for most products.
- Prices subject to change.
NEW 20" MITSUBISHI MONITORS
STARTING AT JUST $595.00

For a limited time, you can get a real MITSUBISHI 20" color monitor for your MAC that will display 1024 x 768 at 75Hz for only $595.00.

THE VIDEO WORKS
Orders 800-838-1031 Questions 510-838-1031 FAX 510-838-0689
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PowerBook

PowerBook Security
PORTABLE SECURITY • CARRY HANDLE • ADJUSTABLE SHOULD STRAP

PowerStrap
Ong Engineering
2305 Cherrystone Drive
San Jose CA 95128
Phone: (800) 995-9121
Fax: (408) 249-3647
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Software

Astrology

Graphic Astrology—The Io Series
Professional quality software for all your astrology needs. Charting programs, atlases, interpreters, fonts! State-of-the-art features, superior accuracy, high-resolution output. For astrologers and students of astrology. Call or write for FREE catalog.

Time Cycles Research
27 Dimmock Road
Waterford CT 06385
Voice (203) 444-6641
Fax (203) 442-0625
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Bar Code

BAR CODE THAT SCAN!

For Barcode Generation
MacBARCODA
Contains all the vital features for safe, quality bar code production and is compatible with all major page make-up and graphics software.

For Label Printing label designer
An easy-to-use, complete PostScript label design & print package. Any label size and sheet layout including text, bar codes, PICT & EPS graphics.

Computalabel
Give us a call. You will find our staff both informative and helpful!

Computalabel Inc. 20 Green Street, Norbury MA 01860 Tel 800-209-4865 Fax 508-492-2514
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BAR CODE FONTS

• 60 PostScript Type 1 Bar Code Fonts — Just like using Times or Helvetica
• Use in any program with a font menu
• Code 39, UPC/EAN, 128, 1272, PostNet
• Not HyperCard Dependent
• Simple, Easy-to-Use, Plug & Play

WORTHINGTON DATA SOLUTIONS

CIRCLE 450 ON READER SERVICE CARD

“Bar Code Pro”

Desk accessory, Quark™ XTension or PageMaker™ Additions creates color PostScript™ graphics. An easy-to-use solution, Bar Code Pro™ can be used for packaging design, labeling, libraries, inventory, or publishing. Versions: UPC, 39, EAN, ISSN, ISBN, 128, POSTNET/FIM, Codabar, MSI/Plessey, ITF
(800) 447-9639

NOW IN COLOR
Fax: (718) 768-3997
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Change Text to Bar Code
...in Seconds!

Creating precision bar codes is as easy as using a font!

• Choose: UPC/EAN/ISBN - Code 39 - Interleaved 2 of 5 - POSTNET/FIM
• Bar code fonts compatible with virtually any Macintosh™ application.
• 90-day money-back guarantee.
• Discount when bundled with CodeScan bar code reader!
• “This is the best product I know, and it's reasonably priced too.”
—MacUser review

Call the Bar Code Experts
800 232-7625

4110 Mother Lode Dr. Ste. 160 - Shingle Springs, CA 95682 916-672-0138 - Facsimile 916-672-1103
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Find out why over one-half million buyers every month read the Macworld Shopper® first.
An Introductory Offer From NETWORK WORLD

Because In Your Job, A Picture Is Worth Much More than 1,000 Words.

• The first clip-art library created for networking and computer professionals
• Over 170 professionally drawn symbols for Computing, WANs, LANs, Telephony, Personal Computing and Patching and Cabling
• Works with many drawing programs for the MAC including MacDraw®, Canvas® and SuperPaint®
• PICT symbols can be pasted into a variety of word processing, page layout and presentation documents
• Also available for DOS and Windows
• Offered at the low, introductory price of $99.95

Call 800-643-4668 To Order Today!
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Educational Software up to 80% off
(For Students and teachers).

Software Plus
440 West Street
Fort Lee, NJ 07024
800-377-9943 (Orders)
201/585-0662 (Info)
201/585-0226 (Fax)

Say you saw it in the
Macworld SHOPPER

Macintosh
Cross Assemblers

μASM™ Cross Assemblers for the Macintosh™

μASM™ Cross Assemblers
for the Macintosh™

μASM™ Cross Assemblers
for the Macintosh™

μASM™ Cross Assemblers
for the Macintosh™

μASM™ Cross Assemblers
for the Macintosh™

μASM™ Cross Assemblers
for the Macintosh™

μASM™ Cross Assemblers
for the Macintosh™

μASM™ Cross Assemblers
for the Macintosh™
CADMOVER® - Release 3.5  
New Formats, New Features, & More User Control

• New Claris Cad Reader
• Read MicroStation, Schema & Pro Engineer via EPSF
• DXF reader is faster & reads larger files than ever
• Check your drawings with the new Pan & Zoom Feature

So many improvements...so little space...
so call for more information.

Now With Free
ViewPICI™ Utility
Call 703. 532. 0213

Circle 477 on Reader Service Card

Languages

FORTRAN 77 • System 7  
LS FORTRAN is an ANSI/ISO standard FORTRAN 77 compiler for the Macintosh. Supports extensions from VAX and Cray FORTRAN, built-in debugging, background execution, software or hardware floating point, optimized code generation, and 2D or 3D graphics support. The complete solution to your FORTRAN programming needs.
Language Systems Corp.
447 Carlisle Dr.
Herndon, VA 22070-4802
703/478-0181
703/689-9593 Fax
800/252-6479

MACTRAN PLUS Ver. 4.5  
SyS 7 Compatible INTEGRATED Made-For-Mac Development System, Inc.
Editor, Optimizing Compiler, Source level Debugger, Linker, Library Manager, Profiler and Build facility. Supports 68020/030/040 & 68881/2 native code. Significant VAX Fortran & ANSI 8x ext. Hi & Low level tool box interface. Unlimited code segment size. "I believe you easily have the best FORTRAN compiler for Macintosh," Bill White, Texas A&M University. "You have made a number of major improvements that are significant, and it becomes the best FORTRAN Compiler for the Mac." Byron Palmer, Los Alamos Natl. Lab.

DCM Data Products
1200 Quail Street, Suite 280
Newport Beach, CA 92660
714/724-0802
714/724-0803 FAX
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Manufacturing

MACMCT Science Review v1.2  
for the MCAT. The program covers over 300 science and test concepts. Easy to use icons guide you through the program & answers appear instantly in pop-up fields. A separate stack includes info on U.S. Medical Schools. Also included is Just The Facts: What Every Premed Student Should Know. Requires Hypercard 2.x $39.95 + $3 S/H Visa/MC/MO. For demo disk send $3.75.
MacMCT Science Review  
P.O. Box 41466  
Baton Rouge, LA 70835-1460  
540/382-6013

Call for free Demo 800/782-5682 714/830-5691 Fax
Circle 479 on Reader Service Card

Care4th® for Clinicians  
A complete, mature CLINICAL ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORD ENVIRONMENT and database. Enter notes FASTER THAN DICTATING using ingenious user-designed templates and choice lists. Supports To-Do lists, images, single or multi-user. Paperless charts with full printing capability! Physician-designed, intuitive. Features interaction alerts, custom intervention reminders & more. Starting around $1000!
Med4th Systems, Ltd.
716 East Carlisle Avenue  
Milwaukee, WI 53217
414/963-1983 Voice and Fax

Lottery

MacLottery®  
In its 4th WINNING Year!  
MacLottery® for ALL LOTTERIES is $99.99
MacLottery® for All Pick 3 & 4 is $99.99
Got EOTM Systems - $19.99 Save $50!
US Math Box 76 Wayland MA 01779-0076
MasterCard/Visa/FAX: 508/502-8913

Call for Free Demo and Information
1-800-622-1700

Call for Free Demo and Information
1-800-622-1700
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Medical

From Office™ supports any other medical practice management software!  
CONTROL YOUR PRACTICE IN THE NEW CLINTON ERA  
Take The Worry Out Of Managed Care  
And use The Front Office™ Practice Management Software For The Macintosh™ Computer  
Computer Crime Increasing  
Paper Claims, Prolonged Paperwork 
Cycle Billing, Insurance Follow-Up  
Accounts Receivable Aging  
Toll Free & Modern Customer Support  
Software Customization Available  
Eased to comply with New Federal regulations.  
Your practice management will be on the way from the "Tennis Shoe" to the "White Coat" with the NEW FRONT OFFICE™!
Front Office™  
G. O. Fax. 1994  

Call for Demo and Information
1-800-622-1700

Circle 433 on Reader Service Card

Turn to the back first.
### Programming Tools

**SoftPolish™ ver. 1.1**  
Quality Assurance for Macintosh developers  
- avoid embarrassing errors  
- spell check resources  
- detect interface problems  
This stand-alone application works with any programming language. It is a tool for anyone who cares about software quality.  
1993 Eddy Finalist.  
Language Systems Corp.  
441 Carlisle Dr.  
Herndon, VA 22070-4802  
800/252-6479  
703/689-9593 Fax

### Religion

**Bible Master v3.0**  
NASB, NIV, KJV Greek/Hebrew transliterated Dictionaries. The best computer Bible software available. Uses a standard MAC interface. Fast, flexible and sophisticated but easy to use. Easily transfer verses to your favorite word processor. Great discount prices! Free information!  
30 Day money-back guarantee!  
American Bible Sales  
870 S. Amahem Blvd.  
Anahiem, CA 92805  
800/535-5131

### Shareware

**The Amish Outlaw**  
Shareware Company  
3705 Richmond Ave.  
Staten Island NY 10312  
For Free Catalog Call:  
1-800-947-4346

---

### Property Management

**Mac Landlord $399**  
Upgraded version 2.2 now available.  
Still the Easiest-to-use property management program for multiple properties & unlimited units. Includes tenant and unit records, recurring income and expense, check writing, checkbook balancing, printing tenant notices, income and expense ledgers, and much more. Free telephone support. Demo for $25, credited to purchase.  
Labana Management Company  
P.O. Box 2037  
Dearborn, MI 48123  
313/562-6247

### Real Estate

**R.E. Agent & Property Mgrs. Contact Pro™**  
Puts you in control of your day. Be more productive at prospecting, follow-up, listing & selling. Includes present/future home profiles, property statistics, phone dialer, full word processor, to do list, marketing/mailing plans & much more.  
Tenant Pro™ Manages properties. Full GL, AR, AP, check writing, budgeting. Instantly tracks vital information on tenants, owners, units, vendors & properties.  
MCR, custom reports & multi-user version available. Call for FREE DEMO DISK!  
Actoris Software Corporation  
800-964-2792

---

### Services

**FREE REPORT**  
Mac Owners can earn $1000 to $5000 monthly offering simple services performed on their Macs. (Works on all models.) Start in your spare time at home. Free 24 page report details the 100 best services you can offer.  
Write:  
C.B.E.O.B.  
5021 North 20th Street  
P.O. Box 10689  
Phoenix, AZ 85064  
602/274-3080  
602/274-8436 Fax

---

### Computer Insurance

**COMPUTER INSURANCE**  
PLUS  
- Replacement with no depreciation  
- Covers computer hardware in home or office  
- Easy to read policy  
- Bonus 20% for software coverage  
- Low $50 deductible  
- Covers theft, fire, power surges, accidents, natural disasters, even earthquakes and floods  
- Policy backed by an A+ company

**FREE REPORT**  
Mac Owners can earn $1000 to $5000 monthly offering simple services performed on their Macs. (Works on all models.) Start in your spare time at home. Free 24 page report details the 100 best services you can offer.  
Write:  
C.B.E.O.B.  
5021 North 20th Street  
P.O. Box 10689  
Phoenix, AZ 85064  
602/274-3080  
602/274-8436 Fax

---

### CAD/CAM

**ENVISION**  
Computers Delivered to Your Desktop  
Turn your drawings or computer files into precision laser cut parts for models, signage, and graphics!  
24 hr. Turn-around Available  
For more information call  
(800) 466-8811

---

### Catalog

**FREE MAC & IBM SOFTWARE CATALOG**  
32 Pages! ASP Member  
SOFTSHOPPE, INC.  
P.O. Box 267  
Artesia, CA 90701  
Tel: (310) 602-1333  
Fax: (310) 602-1494

---

**Bible Book Store On Disk**  
Full Featured, Fast and Friendly Bible Study software. As the leader in Bible Study software since 1981 we have continued to listen to our customers and provide them with the tools they need. We offer the most comprehensive line of Bible study tools available.  
Call for FREE catalog.  
Bible Research Systems  
2013 Wells Branch Pkwy #304  
Austin, TX 78728  
800/423-1228  
512/251-7541

---

**Church Data Master Plus**  
now for Macintosh or Windows  
CDM+ is the only comprehensive church data management program for either Mac or Windows. Available as single modules or integrated.  
Membership, Contributions and Accounting. Priced from $265. Full featured demo with video $10.  
Computer Helper Publishing  
5898 Cleveland Avenue  
Columbus, OH 43231  
800/533-5227  
614/895-7071

---

**Bible Book Store On Disk**  
Full Featured, Fast and Friendly Bible Study software. As the leader in Bible Study software since 1981 we have continued to listen to our customers and provide them with the tools they need. We offer the most comprehensive line of Bible study tools available.  
Call for FREE catalog.  
Bible Research Systems  
2013 Wells Branch Pkwy #304  
Austin, TX 78728  
800/423-1228  
512/251-7541

---

**Computer Insurance**  
Plus  
- Replacement with no depreciation  
- Covers computer hardware in home or office  
- Easy to read policy  
- Bonus 20% for software coverage  
- Low $50 deductible  
- Covers theft, fire, power surges, accidents, natural disasters, even earthquakes and floods  
- Policy backed by an A+ company

---

**Macworld Shoppin:**  
The Amish Outlaw  
Shareware Company  
3705 Richmond Ave.  
Staten Island NY 10312  
For Free Catalog Call:  
1-800-947-4346

---

**FREE REPORT**  
Mac Owners can earn $1000 to $5000 monthly offering simple services performed on their Macs. (Works on all models.) Start in your spare time at home. Free 24 page report details the 100 best services you can offer.  
Write:  
C.B.E.O.B.  
5021 North 20th Street  
P.O. Box 10689  
Phoenix, AZ 85064  
602/274-3080  
602/274-8436 Fax

---

**Church Data Master Plus**  
now for Macintosh or Windows  
CDM+ is the only comprehensive church data management program for either Mac or Windows. Available as single modules or integrated.  
Membership, Contributions and Accounting. Priced from $265. Full featured demo with video $10.  
Computer Helper Publishing  
5898 Cleveland Avenue  
Columbus, OH 43231  
800/533-5227  
614/895-7071

---

**Bible Book Store On Disk**  
Full Featured, Fast and Friendly Bible Study software. As the leader in Bible Study software since 1981 we have continued to listen to our customers and provide them with the tools they need. We offer the most comprehensive line of Bible study tools available.  
Call for FREE catalog.  
Bible Research Systems  
2013 Wells Branch Pkwy #304  
Austin, TX 78728  
800/423-1228  
512/251-7541

---

**Computer Insurance**  
Plus  
- Replacement with no depreciation  
- Covers computer hardware in home or office  
- Easy to read policy  
- Bonus 20% for software coverage  
- Low $50 deductible  
- Covers theft, fire, power surges, accidents, natural disasters, even earthquakes and floods  
- Policy backed by an A+ company

---

**Macworld Shopp**
Catalog

Macworld Shopper

Computer Repair

**MicroDoc**
Macintosh Computer Repair
- Component level repair in less than 48 hours.
- We stock hard to find & custom parts.
- Same day parts shipping & most repairs.
- Telephone tech support on repair kits.
- Complete price list available upon request.
- School and corporate P.O. accepted.
- Dealers/Servicers only.

1040 Tyinn #7/Eugene, OR 97402 (503) 344-5335/FAX (503) 344-5020

**Mac Repair**
Mac Shop Northwest
- Apple Certified Technicians
- One-Day Service Turnaround
- Hard Disk Repair & Data Recovery
- Up to 75% below Dealer Rates
- Component-Level Repairs
- Expert Advice and Prices by Phone
- Power Supplies & Logic Boards
- Lifetime Warranty

1-800-MAC-SHOP

**Data Recovery**

"By the next day we had both the restored data and the repaired drive. Now that's service!" -W. S. Sezne, Wi

As the only all-Mac data recovery company, we've saved many more Macs than anyone else in the world. We're certified by every Mac drive manufacturer and even have U.S. Govt. security clearance. Our proprietary techniques are so advanced we can restore data others might simply abandon.

DriveSavers: 415-883-4232
Restoring data—and peace of mind—since 1989
400 S. Marin Hwy, Blvd, 
Novato, CA 94949 • Fax: 415-883-5760

CPR has been recognized in national magazines for its data recovery techniques and the ability to repair SCSI drives.

Computer Peripheral Repair & Recovery Services

"Data Crush! ... We're Going In!!!"

CPR 800-765-9292 407-586-0011 407-582-9721

Education

B.S. & M.S. in Computer Sci.
The American Institute for Computer Science offers an in-depth home study program to earn your Bachelor of Science and Master of Science degrees in Computer Science at home. B.S. subjects covered are: MS/DOS, BASIC, PASCAL, C, File Processing, Data Structures & Operating systems. M.S. Program includes subjects in Software Engineering and Artificial Intelligence. Amer. Institute for Computer Sciences 2101-MW Magnolia Ave #200 Birmingham, AL 35205 800-767-2427 205-323-6191

Printer Supplies

The Economical
Inkjet Printer
Refill from DGR

"The JetInk" is the only economical and reliable cartridge refill solution for inkjet printers.

$15.99

License

Black

Color

JetInk Technologies
Tel: (800) 476-8665
Fax: (512) 476-6299
100 N. 4th St., Ste. 205
Austin, TX 78704

1-800-235-9748

CIRCLE 458 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CIRCLE 482 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CIRCLE 493 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CIRCLE 494 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CIRCLE 495 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CIRCLE 496 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CIRCLE 497 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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**Printer Supplies**

**Toner**
Remanufactured cartridges for HP, Apple, etc. Exchange Price

$36.50

VISA 800-777-8444 MC, COD

CIRCLE 421 ON READER SERVICE CARD

**RIBBONS**
New & Remanufactured toner cartridges & other supplies for laser printers!

**ink jet refills**
- RECYCLE & SAVE up to 70% on printer supplies!
- Friendly service & great products for over 20 years.

CALL FOR FREE SUPPLIES CATALOG 800-426-8196

CIRCLE 564 ON READER SERVICE CARD

**LASER & INKJET SUPPLIES**
Premium remanufactured & Genuine HP toner & inkjet cartridges available!

800-GEN-1994 Call for FREE laser preventive maintenance & recycling guides!

Genesis Technologies

CIRCLE 492 ON READER SERVICE CARD

**Slides**

**Slide Imagers**

Overnight $4.95

Digital Output

- Slides/Overheads
- Dye-Sub Output
- Large Color Posters
- Canon Fiery Lasers
- Slide Duplication
- 4x5 Neg/Pos/B&W

48 Hour $3.00

For Slide Output

(800)232-5411

CIRCLE 408 ON READER SERVICE CARD

**Accessories**

**Cases**

**Covers**

**DUST COVERS**

PROTECT your SYSTEM

100% Cotton Canvas is BEST

Against static, head backup, dust & hairs

Reduce Repairs & Downtime

All Models - All Sizes - Satisfaction Guaranteed

LaserJet, DeskJet, etc.

CALL TODAY (800)826-5761

CIRCLE 507 ON READER SERVICE CARD

**Diskettes**

From $0.80 ($25) and $0.80 (3.5"

• All Diskette Formats
• Custom Label's
• Diskette Mailers / Accessories
• Assembly Services
• Generous Volume Discounts

THE BEST CASE SCENARIO

5-Yr. Track Record Complete Selection from $0.95

AFFINE CHECK-OUT or LOCAL USE.

ZERO HALLIBURTON ALUMINUM MAC CASES:

LIGHTEST, DURABLE, DISTINCTIVE STYLING

800-342-0581 1-310-271-2132

CIRCLE 403 ON READER SERVICE CARD

**Duplication**

HIGHEST QUALITY MEDIA
From $0.80 (2.5") and $0.80 (3.5"

- All Diskette Formats
- Custom Label's
- Diskette Mailers / Accessories
- Assembly Services
- Generous Volume Discounts

CIRCLE 409 ON READER SERVICE CARD

**Slides**

We can scan your 35MM slides & negs onto Photo CD!

24 Hr turnaround as low as 60¢ an image

800-WRITE CD
800-974-8323

CIRCLE 492 ON READER SERVICE CARD

**Printers**

Active buyers turn to the Macworld Shopper®

**CIRCLE 421 ON READER SERVICE CARD**

**CIRCLE 564 ON READER SERVICE CARD**

**CIRCLE 408 ON READER SERVICE CARD**

**CIRCLE 507 ON READER SERVICE CARD**

**CIRCLE 403 ON READER SERVICE CARD**

**CIRCLE 409 ON READER SERVICE CARD**
The Macworld Shopper’s got a whole new look with the February 1994 issue!

Each page will focus on a hot product category to target active buyers.

Find out why over one-half million buyers read the Macworld Shopper® first!
If your market potential goes beyond the U.S., take a close look at your trade show plans. With so many shows to choose from in the U.S. alone, you may be losing sight of your biggest market—the world.

This is why the MACWORLD Global Series trade shows are so important. International sales are critical to almost every major information technology company's success. For example, IT spending in Western Europe already equals that of the United States.

The world technology explosion will very likely make international markets a make or break factor for small and mid-sized companies, too.

Now in its tenth year, MACWORLD is the premier trade show series targeted directly at the Macintosh marketplace. And with 16 events in 13 countries, MACWORLD is the most successful trade show series in the world, making the MACWORLD Global Series the best way to introduce your product internationally. There will be nearly 15 million Macintosh computers in operation worldwide by 1995*—clearly this is an opportunity not to be missed.

The most cost-effective way to reach qualified international buyers.

The MACWORLD Global Series is an economical complement to your international advertising plans. The one-on-one atmosphere of each international trade show location is ideal for small to mid-sized companies—whether software developers or hardware manufacturers. You are able to meet your customers—to shake hands and make that personal connection. You can demonstrate your product. Even sell it right from the trade show floor.

Nothing can compare with face to face meetings with qualified sales prospects. You know that first hand from MACWORLD shows in the U.S. The same is true all over the world.
Come join Apple, Lotus, Radius, and other international successes.

The MACWORLD Expo environment not only showcases your products along with the world's leaders, it is the perfect setting for you to discover businesses that may complement your own. Partnerships, distribution channels, and other new business opportunities can be explored easily because the decision makers will be there.

Don't wait another year to reach your full potential in the global marketplace. A fast changing world calls for fast action.

*Source: International Data Corporation. April 1993
Dive Into The New Year With CD-ROM!

*FREE Express (2 day) Shipping!

Free Express (2 day) Shipping only on products in this ad marked with a star.

We'll beat any advertised price on CD-ROM! (with exceptions apply!)

**Buy a CD-ROM drive from us, and add a bundle up to 90 days after purchase!**

**CD-ROM Drive Bundles**

All bundles include a drive, Labtec speakers with A/C adapter, stereo headphones, cable, driver software, power supply.

**Best-Seller Bundle**

- CD-ROM Title
- Retail Value
- Grolier's Multimedia Encyclopedia $395.00
- World Atlas $59.95
- U.S. History $399.00
- Think for Yourself $249.00
- The View from Earth $79.95
- Dictionary/Living World 3.0 $149.00
- Mayo Clinic Family Health Book $69.95
- Shakespeare $29.99
- Audubon's Birds of America $49.99
- Audubon's Mammals $29.99
- EDUCORP CD Sampler $8.95

**CD-ROM Title**

- Texel DM 5028 $429
- Pioneer DRM604X $329
- NEC 3x $597
- NEC 3xp $469

**Optional Bundles**

You must purchase a CD-ROM drive or drive bundle from EDUCORP.

**Reference Bundle 3 CDs $79.95 #SB1**

- Grolier's Multimedia Encyclopedia...RETAIL $395.00
- World Atlas.......................... $79.95
- Mayo Clinic Family Health Book... $69.95

**Learning Bundle 3 CDs $59.95 #SB2**

- Save $119.90 (Total retail value $279.85)
- 1. Amazing Space Shuttle......RETAIL $49.95
- 2. Multimedia CIA World Fact Book $29.95
- 3. The Animalia $9.95

**Bundle up for Savings - 3 CDs for**

- Choose from 7 CDs including:
  - Survey of Western Art
  - 12 Roads to Gettysburg
  - World Animal Atlas
  - Mayo Clinic Family Health Book
  - Shakespeare
  - Audubon's Birds of America
  - Audubon's Mammals

**Educational Multimedia**

- 5010 Encyclopedia of Dinosaurs...$84.95
  - Go back in time to when these captivating creatures roamed the earth. 100's of beautiful illustrations, animated diagrams and full motion video will entertain and educate the whole family. You'll find extensive information on over 400 dinosaurs.

- 1200 Encyclopedia of Life.........$89.95
  - An exciting reference to life on our planet! A quarter million words, over 130 Quick Time videos, 3,700 entries and 600 award-winning photographs.

- 1275 Mammals of Africa $39.95
  - Take an African safari! Join these extraordinary animals as they roam the African continent.

- 2081 Butterflies of the World...$39.95
  - Select an animation, Quick-Time video, or narrated sentence based on the chosen letter.

**Stock Photography**

- 1444 Pro. Photo Collection HR. $44.95
  - A potpourri of people, places and things

- 50048 Best of People in Bus. $79.95
  - Beautiful nature scenes

- 50050 Essential Backgrounds $49.95

**Editable EPS**

- 1080 GraphTec Graphic Designs 2.0. $349.95
  - Over 800 color & black/white EPS images on a variety of subjects: animals, borders, holiday, more.

**50073 Design Toolkit Pro. $79.95**

- Over 3800 color & bw EPS design elements: tiles, fonts, crop caps, borders, backgrounds, more!
CD-ROM Showcase

1818 EDUCORP CD Sampler 3.0" ... $9.95
Shop the multimedia way! View over 50 demos of the newest products. Ask Atlantis Fetch thumbnails from over 50 desktop publishing CDs.

84 Atlas Fun Pack ... $39.95

12ol :!l
dtli. to ........

1385 Right Images ... $159.95
The best and most comprehensive commercial collection. Publish Magazine STARS•PLANETS ASTRONAUTS•NEBULAE LITTLEST

People naturally react to these dramatic images. Unlimited reproduction rights on over 160 photos stored in 24- and 8-bit color PCX, and 8-bit grayscale PCX.

50081 QuickToons Classic Cartoons ... $34.95
Now for the first time, enjoy Cartoon Classics in QuickTime! Featuring public domain cartoons including: Betty in Blandford (BW), Porky's Cafe and All Pola Brand featured, The Honeypot Duck and A Cay Decoy (BW), and Bingo's Auto (BA). Add to multimedia presentations, or enjoy them for pure entertainment. You'll also learn about the history of these cartoons. Each cartoon is complete with audio.

5004 The Oregon Trail... ... $47.95
Challenge the unpredictable frontier with this award-winning best-seller! Original art blazes across your computer screen with images of pioneering triumph and peril. A narrated guidedbook features facts about more than 70 sites along the way. And fascinating new characters share their exciting trail stories with you. The Oregon Trail takes you on an adventure through the Old West as you've never before imagined.

50280 SuperToons ... ... $34.95
Public domain Superman cartoons in QuickTime. Spice up presentations, or just enjoy these classics.

1399 Electronic Map Cabinet 2.0 ... $149.95
New version! Serious vector photogaphy at an affordable price. From an overview of the U.S., down to street corner level. Draw maps to the scale you want with the features you want. Open in many windows and maps as your memory allows. Specify the resolution. Query your map before the drawing is complete or stop the drawing at any time. Automatically label features (streets etc.). Find streets, rivers, lakes and other features. Use measurements in miles or kilometers. Print multi-page high resolution maps. Use balloons help for extra hints.

1783 MultiEducator: American History ... ... $57.95
New version! Extensive integrated use of sound, photos, graphs and video to let you relive and learn great moments in history. Access historical entries chronologically, alphabetically, or by topic.

50281 FB-Storymaker ... ... $37.95
A unique way of learning about the most important U.S. President in the 20th century. Watch major events and get to know the man who guided America through one of its most perilous times. Bring Franklin Roosevelt to life with sound, text, pictures and video.

2090 Small Blue Planet ... ... $50.95

FREE Catalog!
If you don't see the CD-ROM title you want, chances are we have it! Call for your free color catalog. Sometimes customers send their postage & handling!

Your CD-ROM Specialist

EDUCORP 1-800-843-9497

Order toll-free in U.S. & Canada.

V21
734 Trade Street • San Diego, CA 92121 • Fax 619-556-2245

Discounts to educators. Credit card orders accepted.圈157 on reader service card.
YOU CAN TELL A LOT ABOUT people by what they give for Christmas gifts. You can tell even more about people by what they should get for Christmas gifts. Here are some things to give this Christmas in order that we all might receive.

**John Sculley, ex-CEO of Apple** Bill and Hillary Clinton cardboard cutouts. We're going to see if the man made the position or the position made the man. Just in case Bill and Hillary aren't his best buddies now that he heads an unheard-of company, John may have to use cutouts to show he's connected.

**The Apple board of directors** An outside director who knows that the mouse ball goes on the bottom. Apple's board is beginning to make the Bush administration look diverse. Aren't boards of directors supposed to keep the management in line, not be the management? How many liquor stores are run by alcoholics?

**Bill Gates, chairman, Microsoft** The first copy of Nolo Press's new product, Nolo's Prenuptials. (Nolo Press is the developer of products such as WillMaker and Nolo's Living Trust.) There are 7 billion reasons why Bill needs this gift. Given the size of his estate, the prenuptial agreement may need to be on a CD-ROM, so you might want to send him a CD-ROM drive too.

**Fred Ebrahimi, CEO, Quark** An $895 Nordstrom gift certificate. Fred should see the kind of service some companies give their customers for $895. If you give this gift to Fred, maybe he'll make a New Year's resolution that will be good news for QuarkXPress owners.

**Laid-off Apple employees** A copy of What Color Is Your Parasauce?, by Richard Bolles. This book is guaranteed to help them in their search for a new job or career. There is life after Apple. In fact, some folks say that the only thing better than working at Apple is leaving Apple. May they all come to ask themselves, "Why did I stay so long?" and live happily ever after.

**Macintosh LC II and Illv owners** A one-year subscription to MacWeek, so they can read the rumors about new Macintoshes. They might be able to avoid buying a model immediately before it becomes outdated. Better yet, they could simply get on with life and not worry about it, because obsolescence is a fact of life in personal computers.

**Macintosh novices** A copy of Jargon, by Robin Williams. Jargon is a computer dictionary that provides definitions everyone can understand. My favorite is "tits on a keyboard. Don't yell at me—I didn't make this up. Tits on a keyboard are those little bumps on the letters on the keyboard that let you know if your fingers are in the right place without having to look."

**Macintosh old-timers** A copy of Hard Drive, by David Pogue. What could be better than a novel about Macintosh when they're tired of reading Inside Macintosh, Volume XX? It has an arrogant Macintosh programmer, a Silicon Valley start-up, a beautiful product manager, and a terrifying virus. Old-timers will know that Hard Drive is fiction because it's about voice recognition that works.

**Michael Crichton, author and Macintosh user** A gift certificate for a one-hour, full-contact massage by Akebono, sumo champion of Japan. Crichton rubbed many Japanese people the wrong way by depicting the Japanese in unflattering ways in Rising Sun and Congo, so why not return the favor?

**Mike Spindler, CEO, Apple Computer** The next Macintosh. I don't mean a new model of this Macintosh. I mean a computer that leapfrogs Macintosh the way Macintosh leapfrogged the Apple II. At least Steve Jobs left John Sculley something besides disgruntled employees.

**Global Village Communication** A pair of boxer shorts (or a new ad agency). Although I am a shareholder of Global Village, I think its ad showing a guy's naked butt is dumb. The concept works for Timberland because its sells clothes and shoes, but Macintosh owners want ads that inform rather than insult. No butts about it.

**Newton owners** One free copy of Mavis Beacon Teaches Penmanship. Why do they need a copy of this software? To help new town finger out what wear tying does wrath.

**Electronic Arts, publisher of Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing** Electronic Arts got its Christmas gift early; the first version of Newton. Now all the company has to do is capitalize on it by creating a new version of their typing tutor that teaches penmanship to Newton users.

**Steve Capps, engineering honcho of the Newton project** Two years of patience. He and the rest of the Newton team have been taking some heat. For Newton, this is 1984 and Newton is the Macintosh 128K. Criticize Newton all you like, but watch what it is in two years. People laughed at Macintosh too. m

**GUY KAWASAKI**'s views are his own and only sporadically represent those of Macworld. His current book, Hindsight, will be published by Beyond Words Publishing in January. He has investments in Bit Jugglers, Global Village Communication, Bookmaker Corporation, and others. He can be reached at Kawasaki@radiomail.net.
Don’t lie to me.
You want the truth? Here it is. NEC's new MultiSpin® 3X CD-ROM readers are the best-performing readers on the market.

Notice, there is no asterisk to qualify that statement. No special connections are required to make our readers run at triple speed. And, you don't have to have an NEC computer or monitor. (Although it would be nice if you did.)

We were the first to introduce double speed. And now we improved our data transfer rate to 450 Kbytes/sec. and made a triple-speed reader. (Because that's what you wanted.) We also cut our access time to less than 200 milliseconds, added a 256-Kbyte continuous-flow cache, a SCSI 2 interface, and a full 16-bit SCSI card.

OK, so now we've done what every true computer ad must do. We've filled your head with a long list of numbers and specs. But, what does it all mean?

Well, it means you can get your information three times faster than you can with standard readers, see smoother animation and video.

And then there are the really important questions. Like is our CD-ROM reader easy to use;
how much is it going to cost me; and, will it look good on my desk? The answers are: Yes; around the same that it will cost you for a 2X; and you’d better believe it.

Our new MultiSpin CD-ROM readers are not only fast but interactive and intuitive to your needs, with control and display features on the front panel that tell you exactly what’s going on (or not going on) at all times. They also have stand-alone audio controls so you can play music CDs without a computer. And there’s a complete line of NEC interfaces, which include easy-to-use installation software. So you won’t spend half your life trying to hook your reader up.

They’re compatible with Macs and PCs, as well as Kodak Multisession Photo CDs. And they come with the longest commitment in the industry—a 2-year limited warranty.

For more information on our new MultiSpin 3X CD-ROM readers, call 1-800-NEC-INFO now. Or, for immediate details via fax, call NEC FastFacts® at 1-800-366-0476, request document #23768.

We’ll answer any questions you may still have about CD-ROM. And (this is the best part) you’ll actually get to have an honest conversation for a change.
The NoteBook Traveler Carrying Cases from Kensington.

Take a quick look and you see just another PowerBook Carrying case. Open it up and you see intelligent design in every compartment, pocket, and holder.

But the big difference comes when you really open up a Kensington NoteBook Traveler case. It’s a difference in workmanship, Materials, Quality. It’s the difference that makes the NoteBook Traveler not just another carrying case. And it’s a difference you will appreciate for many years to come.

That’s because Kensington gives every NoteBook Traveler a lifetime warranty. Another very important difference.

NoteBook Traveler cases come in three sizes. The three-compartment Executive (shown below), the best-selling Deluxe, and our new work-out-of-case Compact. For more information, call 800-535-4242. Outside the US, 415-572-2700. For information by fax, call and enter 600.

The difference is when you really open them up.

Ours.

Dense closed cell foam padding for extra protection and greater shock absorption.

Theirs.

Open cell foam padding. It’s a cheaper material that’s less protective and bulkier.

Ours.

Extra heavy metal buckle with welded D-ring to withstand the heaviest loads.

Theirs.

Plastic buckle that can break easily.

Ours.

Embedded steel plate for extra strength in handle.

Theirs.

Cardboard under handle gives only the illusion of strength.

Ours.

A hard, yet flexible PVC support and wire frame protect contents from puncture damage while keeping the case from losing its shape.

Theirs.

No PVC support. No wire frame. Just cardboard lining for minimum support and protection.

Ours.

PVC coating makes case both durable and water resistant.

Theirs.

No PVC coating means less protection.

KENSINGTON

Notebook Traveler and Kensington are registered trademarks of Kensington MicroSaver Limited. All other registered and unregistered trademarks are the sole property of their respective owners. © 1993 Kensington MicroSaver Limited. 3-93
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See Us At MacWorld Expo Booth #1141